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Preface

More than $5 trillion is now invested in Ameri- sional hearings have begun; presidential commissions

can pension and retirement income programs. The U.S. cannot be far behind. This volume seeks to provide a
tax system has extended special treatment to these basis for beginning to answer many of these questions.
funds by not subjecting either the contributions or the

investment earnings to income tax until they are paid The Beginning
to the beneficiaries.

Beginning in the predepression era, and The introductory essay by Tom Paine pulls together the
continuing until the enactment of the Employee primary issues that need to be considered as we review
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, few limits and think about retirement income policy. Paine has
were placed on the amounts that could be contributed just retired from a full career of designing employee
to pension funds or the benefits that they could pay. benefit programs. He has been a practical scholar of
Since 1974, Congress has acted many times to limit retirement policy throughout his professional life, since
pension plans, with the passage of section 401(k) in working extensively with the 1962 Kennedy Commis-
1978 and initial individual retirement account expan- sion on Retirement Income Policy. His breadth of
sion in 1981 being the only two expansionary actions in experience comes through in this valuable first section.
the midst of many new requirements.

The trend toward reduction of tax preferences Where Is the Pension Systemfor retirement income programs was most pronounced
in the Tax Reform Act of 1986, and it continued this Today?
year with provisions in the Omnibus Budget Reconcilia-
tion Act of 1993 (OBRA '93), which reduced compensa- This first section of papers begins with an overview of
tion that can be considered for pension funding by more public and private pensions today by EBRI research
than 35 percent, analysts Celia Silverman and Paul Yakoboski. The

The federal deficit has been a factor in many of paper documents the long-term growth of the system:
these actions, as lower contributions to pension plans the number and types of plans; the number of individu-
are viewed as increasing current tax payments. During als working for organizations with plans, participating
the heated debate before agreement on a tax or budget in plans, and entitled to benefits from plans; the assets
bill is reached, there is little time to undertake new accumulated and how they are invested; and the

analysis of long-term consequences---the costs and the amount of money now flowing from plans to enhance
benefits. The papers in this volume provide such economic security. The paper paints a picture of a
analysis. They provide a basis for assessing where the system in which 40 million households are building
pension system is today, the role that tax preferences benefits and which pays over $250 billion per year in
have played in getting it there, and the implications of benefits.
tax policy changes for future retirement income. This overview is followed by a description of the

The papers were originally prepared for a present tax treatment of pensions by Richard Hubbard
policy forum of the Employee Benefit Research Insti- of Arnold & Porter. The paper takes the reader on a
tute Education and Research Fund (EBRI-ERF) held in journey through the complex and ever-changing world
Washington, DC on May 5, 1993, on the topic: "Pension of pension taxation. This summary, written to be
Funding and Taxation: Achieving Benefit Security." understandable, allows one to avoid the thousands of
The session included an active discussion among the pages of legislative and regulatory language while still
authors and 100 invited participants with an interest in coming into contact with the web of complexity faced by
economic security issues, the pension technician. It makes clear why pension

The aging of the baby boom generation, the rules are not easy for pension participants to under-
movement of this generation into positions of power, stand.
and the beginning hazy dreams of its retirement EBRI Fellow Jack VanDerhei then moves us

combine to guarantee a new intensity of interest in into the complex worlds of tax law and actuarial science
pension and retirement income issues. What will Social that provide the road map for pension funding. The
Security provide? Will I have a pension and how much picture painted by VanDerhei allows one to grasp why
will it provide? How much more will I have to save to actuarial methods and assumptions about age, invest-
live the life I want to live? Newspapers and magazines ment earnings, and life expectancy make such a
are beginning to be filled with these stories. Congres- difference in determining whether enough funds have

Pension Funding and Taxation xi



been set aside, sizes that Americans are not naturally motivated
My paper, 'Tile Costs and Benefits of Pension savers and that the tax treatment of pensions does

Tax Expenditures," then seeks to pull much of this make a major difference in individuals' decisions.
information together, looking at the level of support
that tax preferences have provided, the allocation of What Do People Think It All Means?
these preferences between public- and private-sector
pension plans, the present funded condition of the The volume concludes with selected interactions and

pensions promised by the federal government to its own comments based on the proceedings of the policy forum.
employees, and the benefits flowing from the system to The section is organized by topic to make it more useful
workers and retirees to enhance economic security, to the reader.

This section of the volume ends with a paper by

Sylvester Schieber and Gordon GoodfenowofThe Where Do We Go from Here?
Wyatt Company that looks at who actually benefits
from the tax preferences. It also presents a picture of
the difference that labor force attachment makes in The aging process for America is rolling forward

determining pension outcomes: those with little attach- relentlessly and along with it the number of individuals
ment to the work force will never get work-related who must support themselves in retirement. If we
pensions. This seemingly obvious fact, the authors note, manage to stay alive, each of us looks forward to the
is totally missed when analysis focuses on pensions prospect of facing the retirement income challenge.
without also considering Social Security and Supple- Social Security, personal savings, and pension and
mental Security Income. The paper then looks at the retirement income programs will play a role for those
allocation of the tax benefit relative to taxes paid, who have worked. Understanding the role they can and
underlining the fact that the pension system primarily will play, and the implications of policy change for each,
benefits the middle class, can make a difference in consumption expenditures in

the economy, the balance of trade, the number of

What Are the Implications of Tax Americans in poverty, and the balance between eco-nomic independence and reliance on welfare.
Policy Change? EBRI will continue an aggressive program of

research, policy forums, public opinion surveys, and
Section Two of the volume turns to assessments of how public education aimed at increasing understanding
changing the rules might affect pensions and benefit and enhancing preparation for the certainties and
security. What are the possible costs and benefits of uncertainties that lie ahead.
change? With the publication of this book, we share the

Michael Gulotta of Actuarial Sciences Associ- knowledge gained at the policy forum with a wider

ates, Inc., begins with a review of recent changes in tax range of readers interested in the nation's retirement
and funding rules and an assessment of the effect they system. We wish to thank the speakers and partici-
have had on benefit security. He then reviews changes pants and other authors for their substantial contribu-
in OBRA '93 and proposals for reforms related to the tions to this book. We offer special thanks to the EBRI
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation. His paper staff who contributed to the publication of this book:
underlines the degree to which changes in the law Laura Bos for her role in the organization and develop-
affect behavior, ment of the policy forum; Deborah Holmes for copy

Fiona Listen and Adrien LaBombarde of editing the papers, Malaika Barnes and Leah
Milliman & Robertson then look at these issues for Blaugrund for preparing the papers for publication,
public employee pension plans in one paper and at the Cindy O'Connor for layout and design of the final
implications of changes in OBRA '93 in another, publication, and finally to Nora Super Jones for plan-
focusing on the sec. 401(a)(17) allowable compensation ning the policy forum, overseeing the preparation of the
limit changes. Again, they underline the long-term papers and transcripts, and guiding the book through
nature of pension promises and the fact that, to meet a production.
given pension income objective, one must either pay The views expressed in this book are solely
now or pay later: there is no free lunch, those of the authors and participants. They should not

Richard Ippolito of the Pension Benefit Guar- be attributed to EBRI.

anty Corporation then takes a leap into alternative Dallas L. Salisbury
futures, looking at pension tax policy relative to indi- President, EBRI
viduals' propensity to save versus consume. He empha- January 1994
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I. Appraising Public Policy for Private Retirement Plans
BYTHOMASPAINE

Introduction toward defined contribution has some consequences for
the provision of old-age income assurance.

In the last half century, the United States has followed • There is no benefit promise in a defined contribu-
retirement policies that employ multiple sources of tion plan. The benefit equals the sum of contribu-
support, governmental and private. Basic protection is tions made during the period of employment plus
provided by Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insur- investment earnings on assets.
ance (OASDI), the federal government's virtually • The contribution in many cases is not specified in
universal program. Supplementation in the event of dollars or as a percentage of pay. It may vary with
severe need is available from government programs for company profits or the amount of employee
those whose income from other sources is insufficient, contributions.

Funded retirement plans cover most employees of state • Upon termination of employment prior to retire-
and local governments and a majority of the work force ment, defined contribution plans usually pay the
employed in the private sector. Individual savings add worker the accumulated reserve in a lump sum.

Some roll over these assets into an individualto retirement security for many persons.
The role played by these various sources of retirement account (IRA); many do not.

income has remained quite stable for many years. • Upon retirement, these plans usually permit the
OASDI provides the basic layer of security, emphasiz- worker a choice between a lump sum and an
ing high pay replacement for low-income workers and a annuity. Most workers choose cash.

more modest replacement ratio for middle-income All of these characteristics operate to diminish
persons. The mechanisms of the formula assure that guaranteed retirement income. Many employers seem
benefits for new retirees will rise to keep pace with to be saying, '"We'll do what we can" rather than '"¢_e'll

changing levels of pay in the society. Major changes do our share." So far, there has not been a broad public
recently have concerned the portion of OASDI benefits policy debate concerning whether these trends jeopar-
that will be taxable income rather than any adjustment dize the success of the employer-based leg of the three-
in the role the system plays. Stability may be threat-
ened 20 or more years from now, when the number of legged retirement income stool. But that issue cannot
beneficiaries will grow dramatically, but for the near be long postponed. The success of an advance-funded

retirement system is measured over a long time period.
future continuation of OASDI's present role seems Anything that jeopardizes retirement security today
likely, will have ramifications for at least two generations.

Similarly, there has been continuity in private The federal government is much better
retirement plans. After a long period of gradual growth, equipped to analyze trends and raise policy issues
further spread of these programs came to a halt in the today than it has been previously. An enormous
1980s. Defined benefit pensions actually started to amount of knowledge of retirement plans has developeddecline in number, although assets in trust for future
benefit payments continued to grow. In the last decade in various agencies that have some role in overseeing

there has been a significant shift in popularity toward private pensions. Research has improved on many
issues. One might expect that possible solutions would

the defined contribution plan. By the end of the 1980s, be developed, consequences measured, and legislative
80 percent of all private-sector retirement plans were of
the defined contribution type; these plans had 39 proposals made on how best to assure old-age income
percent of the assets, received 65 percent of the contri- security for tomorrow's retirees.

But long-term issues such as retirement income
butions, and paid 49 percent of the benefits. A pattern policy are given short shrift by a government seemingly
has emerged among private, nongovernmental plans of transfLxed by issues of current tax revenues anda combination of defined benefit and defined contribu-

operating deficits. In the debates within government,tion programs among large employers and solely a short-term revenue considerations seem to have a veto
defined contribution plan for smaller organizations.

While the commitment among private plans is power over any suggestions for reform.
An example can illustrate the problem. The

to "stay the course," the shift in relative emphasis
new $150,000 limit on compensation that can be used
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in determining pension benefits is expressed in a way failure. However, that purpose has never been assigned
that lowers permissible funding for younger workers to the private system because OASDI does such a good
earning as little as $35,000 per year. Less funding job accomplishing it. Our program of social insurance is
means less retirement security. But it also means lower virtually universal in coverage. Its benefit formula is
employer contributions and a smaller tax loss this year heavily weighted toward lower-income workers. These
for the government, two characteristics make OASDI well suited to the task

Each year there are proposals to cut further of assuring minimum income for most aged poor. If
into what private plans can do. It is doubtful that this economic circumstances change and this goal fails to be
succession of proposals amounts to a conscious attempt accomplished, it is more appropriate to increase OASDI
to cripple private retirement plans. But the sum total of benefits than to ask the private retirement system to
many years of this effort is less future security provided take on that task.

by funded plans. There clearly is a need to get the Therefore, private pensions can only be justi-
debate into a forum where short-term revenue consider- fled as worthy of tax support if they fulfill other pur-
ations do not constitute a veto power over all other poses. There are three reasons for their existence.

public policy objectives. • The income they provide in retirement helps
In discussing issues of retirement policy, two millions of persons maintain a decent living

major questions bear consideration. The first is standard. The group helped most by private
whether the private retirement system delivers enough pensions is middle-income workers who are paid
results to be worthy of receiving the tax breaks the law today between $20,000 and $50,000 per year.
provides. If the answer to the first question is yes, the Without benefits from private plans, many of
second question deals with what changes can be made these workers would live closer to the poverty
in rules for these plans so that they maximize their line. Some would become dependent on old-age
contributions to old-age security, assistance from government.

• Private pension plans are funded in advance
Do Private Plans Deserve the Tax during a person's working years. This changes the

Breaks They Receive? incidence of cost from what it would be if all
retirement income were to be provided on a pay-
as-you-go basis. Costs are assigned to periods

The answer to this question depends on the perceived when wages are earned rather than when benefits
objectives of private retirement plans. These plans do are paid. One can debate where the true incidence
not serve the purpose of helping the poor to avoid of these costs falls. But there are changes in the
poverty in old age. They fail this objective in two ways. demographic distribution of the population over

• They do not cover the universe of private employ- time and with it changes in the burden of un-
ment. They are found among large employers and funded payments. Having some of that burden
less frequently among smaller ones. They concen- funded through private plans produces an amelio-
trate their coverage among middle-income work- rating effect on the cash burdens to society.
ers, with a smaller percentage of lower-paid • Private provision for retirement is consistent with
workers covered. Economics is the primary reason American values of economic independence,
why private plans never can attain universal frugality, and foresight. We like not being depen-
coverage. No tax incentive will be able to entice dent on government. While these values suggest
marginal businesses into sponsoring a retirement individual rather than group action through an
plan. employer, the advantages of deferred taxes on

• They do not slant their benefits toward helping employer contributions and trust fund earnings
the lower paid. Mostly, they provide payments and the ability to underwrite mortality risk argue
that are proportionate to pay and length of for employer-based plans.
service. Some plans for hourly paid workers are

expressed as dollar per year of service, which Are these provisions sufficient to justify
helps the lower-paid worker proportionately more, favorable tax treatment for private retirement plans?
but the income range of the covered groups is For the last 50 years, these reasons have been consid-
usually quite narrow and the weighting for lower- ered sufficient to include private plans as an integral
paid workers is limited, part of public policy on retirement income. There seems

to be little reason to change policy now. In fact, as the
Thus, if the justification for the private retire- nation faces an increasing burden of OASDI benefits

ment system is helping the poor, it must be judged a when the baby boom generation retires, having part of
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thejob doneby an advance-fundedsystemlooksvery objectiontothissuggestionasunnecessary,one
attractive, couldrequireannuitypayment up tothe mini-

Ifretirementincomepolicycouldbe reaffirmed, mum insuredby thePensionBenefitGuaranty
itwould serveasa way tomeasure thevalueofchanges Corporationintheyearofretirement,with any

proposedfromtimetotime.There shouldbe some excessavailableasan annuityorina lump sum.
criterionotherthan theimpacton thecurrentfederal • There are some respectsinwhich therequire-

budgetand thedeficit.Otherwise,we couldinflict ments oftheEmployee RetirementIncome
seriousdamage on the privatesystemforthewrong SecurityAct of1974 (ERISA)have notbeen
reasons, extendedtoparticipantsinstateand localgovern-

ment retirementplans.There appeartobe no

How Can Retirement Income good reasons to continue special treatment such
as less stringent funding requirements.

from Private Pension Plans Be • Investment policies appropriate for use for
Maximized? retirement plans should be reviewed. The govern-

ment is pressing to give employees more choice.

Private retirement plans are never going to cover every Yet history shows that most people select fixed
employee in the economy. Maximizing the retirement income portfolios, which will produce much less

retirement income than a carefully managedincome that can be generated from these programs
means encouraging sponsorship by more employers and equity portfolio when invested for a long period of
being sure that every dollar contributed stays in the time. And many employees who do choose stocks
system and purchases annuities. The trend toward show an uncanny ability to buy high and sell low.
defined contribution plans should not result in more
money escaping in the form of lump-sum payments. Probably investment choices should be main-
Specifically, here are five suggestions for stretching tained. But efforts should be made to put together
private retirement plan money to provide maximum attractive equity packages. If accumulating funds are
old-age income assurance, invested in the same or similar portfolio as a fund of

• Simplify some of the rules applying to private post-retirement assets, comparable retirement annu-
plans. We want to assure that plans cover nondis- ities can be purchased whether the market is high or
criminatory groups and the contributions are low, because the value of both funds will move in

similar fashion.located fairly among participants. But the com-
plexity of laws and regulations operates to dis- This has been a plea for a return to discussion
courage smaller employers from sponsoring of public policy for retirement benefits. There are
plans. We should give up on perfect equity in things that need to be done to maximize the impact

that funded private plans can make. The significance oforder to have a simpler system that is more
attractive to potential plan sponsors, the movement to defined contribution plans needs to be

• When a worker changes jobs, no lump-sum understood. The huge amount of spillage out of the

payment should be permitted. The individual system by lump-sum payments brings into question the
should roll the money into another employer plan public policy reason for tax support for private plans.
or into an IRA. Those who hold several jobs We can see with certainty the hugh number of new

during a career can have more adequate retire- retirees who will start receiving OASDI and private
ment income when all pieces of earned benefit are pension benefits soon after the turn of the century. We
accumulated, need to reappraise what steps we have to take to get

• The purposes of retirement plans are not fulfilled ready.
if the proceeds are paid in a lump-sum at retire- Yet we are in a period in which short-term
ment. A person can outlive his or her assets. All revenue considerations dwarf issues of long-term
amounts should be paid in annuity form so that retirement policy. We must find a way to reorder our

payments are guaranteed for life. If there is priorities.
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II. Public and Private Pensions Today: An Overview
of the System
BY CELIA SILVERMAN AND PAUL YAKOBOSKI

Introduction EBRI tabulationsshow thatpensioncoverage

and participationwere higherthanaverageamong full-

Pensionplans--providedby bothprivateand public timeworkersand workersintheERISA work force.4

employers---area significantsourceofretirement The percentageoffull-timeworkersreportingpension
incomesecurityforbethcurrentand futureretirees.As participationgrew from 50.9percentin 1989to

such,theyhave servedtheirsocialpurposequitewell, 51.8percentin1991.The percentageofworkersinthe

yetissuesremainthatconcernparticipants,providers, ERISA work forcereportingpensioncoveragegrew

and pelicymakers.Thispaperservestwo functions.One slightlybetween 1989and 1991from 65.7percentto

istoprovidebasicbackgroundinformationon theU.S. 66.6percent.Pensionplanparticipationamong this

pensionsystem,includingcoverageand participation work forcewas essentiallyunchanged,risingmargin-

ratesamong currentworkersand sourcesofincome allyfrom58.3percentto58.5percentoverthesame

among today'selderly.The otheristohighlightand timeperiod.Pensioncoverageand participationalso

clarifysignificantissuesintheareaofretirement varyby sector,firmsize,work status,earnings,age,

incomesecurityby providingthemost currentdata and gender(table2.1).

availableregardingpublicand privatedefinedbenefit/ Pensioncoverageand participationrates

definedcontributionplantrends,planfundinglevels, increasewithincome,but becauseofthe income
distributionofthepopulation,most ofthoseearningpensionassetsinthenationaleconomy,pensionsas a

partofindividualsavings,and totaldistributionsfrom pensionsareatlowerand middleincomelevels.In

retirementprograms and recipientrolloverbehavior. 1991,among thoseearninglessthan$25,000peryear,
33.9millionwere coveredand 21.7millionparticipated.

Pension Coverage and Participation Whilethisrepresentsrelativelylow coverageand
participationratesof43 percentand 28 percentofall

suchpersons,theseworkersrepresented51.0percentof

Retirementincomefromemployment-basedpension allcoveredpersonsand 41.9percentofallparticipants.

plansand theaccrualofpensionbenefitsduring Among thoseearningbetween $25,000and $49,999per
workingyearsareintegralpartsofretirementincome year,25.3millionwere coveredand 23.3million

and savingsforretirementintheUnitedStates. participated.They represented38.0percentofthose

Employee BenefitResearchInstitute(EBRI)tabula- coveredand 44.8percentofparticipants.Among those

tionsoftheMarch 1990-1992CurrentPopulation earning$50,000and overperyear,6.9millionpartici-

Surveys(CPS)1revealthatpensioncoverage2has risen pated,representing13.3percentofallparticipants.

graduallyfrom54.2percentofthe119.1millioncivil- Nineteenpercentofworkersemployedby firms

ian,nonagriculturalwage and salaryworkersin1989 withfewerthan 25 workersreportedpensioncoverage

to55.6percentofthe119.8millioncivilian, in1991,compared with 78.1percentofworkersera-

nonagriculturalwage and salaryworkersin 1991.The ployedby firmswith 1,000ormore workers.The
percentageofthecivilian,nonagriculturalwage and percentageofworkersreportingthattheywere in-

salarywork forcewho reportedthattheywere partici- cludedintheiremployer'spensionorretirementplan

pating3inan employer-sponsoredpensionorretire- likewiseincreasedwithfirmsize,from 14.3percentof
ment plangrew slightlyfrom42.7percentin1989to workersinfirmswithfewerthan 25 workersto
43.4percentin1991(table2.1).

1TheU.S.DepartmentofCommerce,BureauoftheCensusconducts 4In1974,CongresspassedtheEmployeeRetirementIncomeSecurity
theCurrentPopulationSurveymonthly.TheMarchsurvey Act(ERISA),whichsetupspecificpensionparticipationstandards.
providessupplementaldataonworkexperience,income,noncash Generally,ERISArequiresthataworkercannotbeexcludedfroma
benefits,andmigration, planbecauseofageorserviceifheorsheisaged21orolder,has
2Workersreportingthattheiremployersponsoredapensionor workedfortheemployeratleastoneyear,andworks1,000ormore
retirementplanforanyofitsemployeesin1991. hoursannually.Individualswhomeetthesecriteriaaremorelikely
3Workersreportingthattheywereincludedintheiremployer's thanworkersinthegeneralworkforcetoaccruepensionbenefits
pensionorretirementplanin1991. andareclassifiedastheERISAworkforce.
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Table 2.1

Employment, Pension Coverage, and Pension Plan Participation of the Civilian,
Nonagrlcultural Wage and Salary Work Force and the ERISA Work Force, 1989-1991,

and CharacterlsUce of Plan Partlclpants, 1991

EmployerSponsors EmployeeIncluded Characteristicsof
Employment Plana inPlanb EmployeesIncluded

(millions) (percentage) (percentage) inPlans--1991

1989 1990 1991 1989 1990 1991 1989 1990 1991 (millions) (percentage)

General WorkForce 119.1 119.3 119.8 54.2% 55.3% 55.6% 42.7% 42.9% 43.4% 52.0 100.0%

Secto_

Private 103.9 104.5 105.4 54.6 55.6 55.7 43.2 43.4 43.7 46.0 88.6
manufacturing 21.5 21.2 20.6 66.2 66.9 66.2 56.1 56.7 56.1 34.5 66.4
nonmanufacturing 82.4 83.3 84.8 51.5 52.7 53.2 39.8 40.0 40.7 11.6 22.2

Public 5.7 5.6 5.6 88.4 88.8 90.5 82.1 80.7 83.4 4.7 9.0
Other 9.5 9.2 8.8 29.8 32.2 32.4 14.0 4.5 14.3 1.3 2.4

FirmSize

Fewerthan25 workers 28.2 28.7 28.5 18.5 18.6 19.2 13.6 13.6 14.3 4.1 7.9
25-99 workers 16.9 16.5 16.7 38.3 41.2 40.5 29.4 31.2 30.7 5.1 9.9
100-499 workers 18.1 18.3 18.3 57.8 59.5 59.6 45.8 45.6 45.9 8.4 16.1
500-999 workers 7.3 7.0 7.2 69.9 70.9 70.8 54.8 54.6 55.7 4.0 7.7
1,000or moreworkers 48.6 48.7 49.1 76.7 78.0 78.1 61.3 61.5 61.8 30.3 58.4

HoursWorked
Part timed 25.0 25.1 25.7 30,5 32.4 32.4 11.7 12.5 12.3 3.2 6.1
Fulltimee 94.0 94.2 94.1 60._ 61.4 61.9 50.9 51.0 51.8 48.8 93.9

Age
Under25 years 23.4 22.6 21.7 32.1 33.0 33.4 12.8 12.4 12.5 2.7 5.2
25-44 years 62.5 63.1 63.6 58.7 60.0 59.2 47.9 48.2 47.6 30.3 58.2
45-64 years 29.4 29.8 30.9 63.8 64.0 65.5 57.3 56.7 58.3 18.0 34.7
65 yearsand over 3.7 3.8 3.6 42.4 43.4 42.3 28.4 27.9 26.6 0.9 1.8

AnnualEarnings
Lessthan$10,000 38.2 36.8 36.1 27.9 29.1 28.9 10.7 10.3 10.1 3.6 7.0
$10,000-$24,999 43.2 43.0 42.1 57.2 56.9 55.9 45.6 44.2 43.1 18.1 34.9
$25,000-$49,999 30.1 31.2 32.4 77.5 78.0 78.1 71.6 71.2 71.8 23.3 44.8
$50,000 and over 7.6 8.3 9.2 77.1 78.3 80.1 73.1 74.0 75.6 6.9 13.3

Gender
Men 62.1 62.1 62.3 56.1 57.2 57.1 44.6 46.9 46.8 29.1 56.1
Women 56.9 57.2 57.5 52.1 53.3 54.0 38.5 38.6 39.7 22.8 43.9

ERISA WorkForcef 68.7 69.9 70.9 65.7 66.4 66.6 58.3 58.4 58.5 41.5 100.0

Source: EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitutetabulationsofthe March 1990, March 1991 and March 1992 CurrentPopulation
Survey.
Note:Numbersand percentagesmaynotadd to totalsdue to rounding.
aEmployeesreportingthat theiremployerhada pensionplanor a retirementplanforany of itsemployeesat any jobthey heldin

1989, 1990,and 1991.
bEmployeesreportingthat they participatedin a pensionplanora retirementplan at anyjob theyheld in 1989, 1990, and 1991.
CRefersto longestjobheld duringtheyear.
dEmployeesreportingthat they usuallyworkedfewer than35 hoursperweek at thisjob.
eEmployeesreportingthat they usuallyworked35 ormore hoursper week atthisjob.
fCivilian,nonagriculturalwage andsalaryworkersaged 21 and olderwithat least oneyear of tenurewhoreportedin the following

Marchthatthey worked1,000or morehoursinthatyear. A proxyfor tenurewas createdbecausetheMarch CurrentPopulation
Survey doesnot includethat variable. An employee is assumedto have at least oneyear of tenure ifhe orshe reportedhaving
onlyone employerinthe previousyearand hadworked50 ormoreweeksduringthatyear.
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61.8 percent of workers employed by firms with 1,000 in a pension plan report a pension right from a former
or more workers. While most plan participants were employer (Goodfellow and Schieber, 1992).
employed by large employers, 17.8 percent of pension In 1990, private pension benefits, estimated by
plan participants worked for firms with fewer than the Department of Commerce at $143.9 billion, ac-
100 employees in 1991. The relatively low level of counted for 31.2 percent of the $460.9 billion in total
pension coverage among small firms figures signifi- estimated retirement benefit payments (table 2.2). By
cantly in assessing the prospects for the future of comparison, private pension benefits totaled $7.4 billion
pension coverage. EBRI tabulations of the March 1992 and accounted for 16.0 percent of total retirement
CPS reveal that employers with fewer than 100 work- benefit payments in 1970. Combined with benefits paid
era accounted for 37.8 percent of all workers in 1991. by the federal civilian and military retirement system
Policymakers would like small employers to establish and state and local government employee retirement

pension plans, but even when marginal tax rates were systems, employer payments of $237.9 billion accounted
high, regulation limited, and competition less strenuous for 51.6 percent of total benefits in 1990. Social Security
most small employers did not sponsor plans. For these benefits for retirees and their spouses and dependents
employers, the cost of Social Security is also a signifi- totaled $223.0 billion and accounted for the other
cant expense. As a result, it can generally be assumed 48.4 percent of total benefits (table 2.2).
that there will never be significant voluntary pension Pension payments to individuals have in-
growth among small employers, creased over the years as the public and private pen-

Workers in the 45-64 age group reported the sion systems have matured. Table 2.3 demonstrates the
highest rate of pension coverage for 1991 (65.5 percent), maturity of the pension system, with 44 percent of
This compares with only 33.4 percent of workers under retirees reporting pension income in 1990, compared
age 25 who reported coverage. Plan participation was with 31 percent in 1976. In fact, with the exception of
also greatest among workers aged 45-64 (58.3 percent), earnings and public assistance (excluding Social
Only 12.5 percent of workers under age 25 reported Security), the percentage of elderly persons receiving
participating in their employer's plan. Pension plan income from different sources has broadened since
participants aged 45--64 accounted for 34.7 percent of 1976. Social Security recipiency increased from
pension plan participants in 1991, while participants 89 percent to 92 percent of single individuals and
aged 25-44 accounted for 58.2 percent. The low cover- married couples aged 65 and over between 1976 and
age and participation rates among the young hold down 1990. Additionally, 69 percent of these individuals and
the rates for the total work force, even though the married couples received income from assets in 1990,
inevitability of aging means that millions are likely to up from 56 percent in 1976 (table 2.3).
move into covered jobs and become participants. Between 1976 and 1990, the relative composi-

tion of the elderly's aggregate income remained fairly

Pension Benefit Payments and the stable except for income from assets and earnings.

Income of Today's Elderly Income from private employer-sponsored pension plansaccounted for 9 percent of the elderly's income in 1990,

up from 7 percent in 1976. Income from pension plans
Employer pensions are an important source of retire- sponsored by public employers accounted for 9 percent
ment income for current retirees. Pension plans paid of the elderly's income, compared with 6 percent in
more in benefits in 1990 ($238 billion) than Social 1976. Social Security benefits made up 36 percent of
Security retirement ($223 billion). The available data the elderly's income in 1990, down from 39 percent in
actually understate pension plans' contributions to 1976. Eighteen percent of the elderly's income was
retirement income because they do not include lump- attributable to earnings in 1990, down from 23 percent
sum distributions made prior to and at retirement_ In in 1976. Income from assets accounted for 25 percent of

spite of this, the number of retirees with pension the elderly's income in 1990, up from 18 percent in 1976
income continues to grow. Forty-four percent of all aged (table 2.4).

households reported pension income in 1990 (Grad, Again, these numbers represent annuity

1992). According to the 1991 Advisory Council on Social payments only, so that the billions of dollars now paid
Security, the percentage of elderly families receiving each year in lump-sum distributions and taken into
income from employer-sponsored pensions is expected income would result in earnings reported as asset
to increase from the current 44 percent to 76 percent by income. As the pension system continues to change, it
the year 2018 (Reno, 1992). Among married couples will become increasingly important to find a way to
currently aged 45 to 59, nearly 70 percent are earning a identify this pension-created wealth. The growth in the
pension right, and others who are not now participating employment-based pension numbers discussed above
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Table 2.2

Retirement Benefit Payments from Private and Public Sources,
Selected Years 1970-1990

Sourceof Benefita 1970 1975 1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

($ billions)

PrivatePensions $7.4 $15.9 $36.4 $97.7 $120.2 $120.8 $124.1 $131.7 $143.9
FederalEmployee

Retirement_ 6.2 14.5 28.0 41.1 42.2 44.9 48.1 50.6 53.9
Stateand LocalEmployee

Retirement 4.0 8.2 15.1 25.5 28.4 31.2 34.1 36.9 40.1

Subtotal 17.6 38.6 79.5 164.3 190.8 196.9 206.3 219.2 237.9

SocialSecurity Old-Age
and SurvivorsInsurance
BenefitPaymentsc $28.8 $58.5 $105.1 $167.2 $176.8 $183.6 $195.5 $208.0 $223.0

Total $46.4 $97.1 $164.6 $331.5 $367.6 $380.5 $401.8 $427.2 $460.9

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

(percentageof total)

PrivatePensions 16.0 16.4 19.7 29.5 32.7 31.8 30.9 30.8 31.2
FederalEmployee

Retirementb 13.4 14.9 15.2 12.4 11.5 11.8 12.0 11.8 11.7
Stateand Local Employee

Retirement 8.6 8.4 8.2 7.7 7.7 8.2 8.5 8.6 8.7

Subtotal 37.9 39.8 43.1 49.6 51.9 51.8 51.3 51.3 51.6

SocialSecurity Old-Age
and SurvivorsInsurance
Benefit Paymentsc 62.1 60.3 56.9 50.4 48.1 48.3 48.7 48.7 48.4

Source: Employee Benefit ResearchInstitutetabulationsbasedon U.S. Departmentof Commerce,Bureauof Economic
Analysis,Survey of Current Business, January 1992 (Weshington,DC: U.S. GovernmentPrintingOffice, 1992); The
National Income and Products Accounts of the United States: Statistical Supplement, 1959-1988, Vol. 2 (Washington,DC:
U.S. GovemmentPrintingOffice,1992);and U.S. Departmentof Healthand HumanServices,SocialSecurityAdministra-
tion, 1991Annual Report of the Board of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance and Disability Insurance
Trust Funds (Baltimore,MD: SocialSecurityAdministration,1991).
alncludesonlyemployment-basedretirementbenefits.
blncludescivilianand militaryemployees.
Clncludespaymentsto retiredworkersand theirwives,husbands,and children.
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Table 2.3

Percentage of Single Individuals and Married Couples a Aged 65 and Over with Income
from Specified Sources, Selected Years 1976--1990

Sourceof Incomeb 1976 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990

(millions)

Number 17.3 18.2 19.2 19.9 20.8 21.6 22.3 23.1
Percentagewith

Retirementbenefits 92% 93% 93% 93% 94% 94% 95% 95%
SocialSecurityc 89 90 90 90 91 91 92 92
Retirementbenefitsother

thanSocialSecurity 31 32 34 35 38 40 42 44
railroadretirement 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2
governmentemployeepensions 9 10 12 12 14 14 14 15
privatepensionor annuities 20 21 22 23 24 27 29 30

Earnings 25 25 23 22 21 20 22 22
Incomefromassets 56 62 66 68 68 67 68 69
Veterans' benefits 6 5 5 4 5 5 5 5
Publicassistance 11 10 10 16 16 7 7 7

Source: SusanGrad and Karen Foster,Income of the Population 55 and Over, 1976,U.S. Departmentof Health,
Education,andWelfare, pub.no. 13-11865 (Washington,DC: U.S. GovernmentPrintingOffice, 1979); Susan Grad,
Income of the Population 55 and Over, 1978, 1980, 1982, and 1984, U.S. Departmentof Healthand HumanServices,
Social SecurityAdministration,pub. no.13-11871 (Washington,DC: U.S. GovernmentPrintingOffice, 1981-1985); and
Susan Grad, Income of the Population 55 or Older, 1986,U.S. Departmentof Healthand HumanServices,Social
SecurityAdministration,pub.no. 13-11871 (Washington,DC: U.S. GovernmentPrintingOffice, 1988); SusanGrad,
Income of the Population 55 or Older, 1988,U.S. Departmentof Health andHumanServices,SocialSecurityAdministra-
tion,pub.no. 13-11871 (Washington,DC: U.S. GovernmentPrintingOffice,1990); andSusanGrad, Income of the
Population 55 or Older, 1990,U.S. Departmentof Health and HumanServices,Social SecurityAdministration,pub.no.
13-11871 (Washington,DC: U.S. GovernmentPrintingOffice, 1992).
aCouplesare includedif they are married, livingtogether,and at leastone is aged 65 orover.
bReceiptof sourcesis ascertainedby a yas/no responseto a questionthat is imputedbythe CurrentPopulationSurvey
for 1976-1986. A marriedcouple is countedas receivinga source if one orbothpersonsare recipientsofthat source.
Data for 1988 and 1990 arefrom theSurvey of Incomeand ProgramParticipation.

CRecipientsof Social Securitymay be receivingretired-workerbenefits,dependents'orsurvivors'benefits,transitionally
insured,orspecialage 72 benefits.Transitionallyinsuredbenefitsare monthlybenefitspaidto certainpersonsborn
beforeJanuary2, 1987. The specialage 72 benefit isa monthly benefitpayableto men whoreached age 72 before
1972 andto womenwho reachedage 72 before 1970 and whodo not havesufficientquartersof coverageto qualifyfor
a retiredworkerbenefiteither underthe fullyor transitionallyinsuredstatesprovisions.
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Table 2.4

Composition of the Elderly's Income Over Time

Shares of Aggregate Income of Married Couples a and Unmarried Persons Aged 65 and Over: Percentage

Distribution of Income from All Sources, Selected Years 1976-1990

Sourceof Income 1976 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990

Total Percentage 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Percentageof Incomefrom

RetirementBenefits 55 54 55 54 53 54 55 55
Social Securityb 39 38 39 39 38 38 38 36
Railroadretirement 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Governmentemployeepensions 6 6 7 7 7 7 9 9
Privatepensionor annuitiesb 7 7 7 6 6 7 8 9
Earnings 23 23 19 18 16 17 17 18

Incomefrom Assets 18 19 22 25 28 26 25 25
PublicAssistance 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
Other 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2

Source: SusanGradand Karen Foster, Income of the Population 55 and Over, 1976,U.S. Departmentof Health, Education,
andWelfare, pub.no. 13-11865 (Washington,DC: U.S. GovernmentPrintingOffice,1979);SusanGrad, Income of the Popula-
lion 55 and Over, 1978, 1980, 1982, and 1984, U.S. Departmentof Healthand HumanServices,SocialSecurityAdministration,
pub.no.13-11871 (Washington,DC: U.S. GovernmentPrintingOffice,1981-1985); SusanGrad, Income of the Population 55 or
Older, 1988,U.S. Departmentof Healthand HumanServices,SocialSecurityAdministration,pub.no. 13-11871 (Washington,
DC: U.S. GovernmentPrintingOffice,1990);and SusanGrad, Income of the Population 55 or Older, 1990,U.S. Departmentof
Healthand HumanServices,Social SecurityAdministration,pub.no. 13-11871 (Washington,DC: U.S. GovernmentPrinting
Office,1992).
aCouplesare includedif theyare married, livingtogether,and at leastone is aged 65 orolder.
bRecipientsof SocialSecuritymaybe receivingretired-workerbenefits,dependents'orsurvivors'benefits,transitionallyinsured,
or specialage 72 benefits.Transitionallyinsuredbenefitsaremonthlybenefitspaidto certain personsborn beforeJanuary2,
1987. The specialage 72 benefit is a monthlybenefitpayableto menwhoreached age 72 before1972 and towomen who
reached age 72 before1970 and whodo not havesufficientquartersof coverageto qualifyfora retiredworkerbenefiteither
underthe fullyor transitionallyinsuredstatesprovisions.

(tables 2.3 and 2.4) would be significantly greater if all provided 32 percent of aggregate income for married
income attributable to past pension distributions could couples and 44 percent of total income for unmarried

be documented, persons. Elderly married couples received 23 percent of

While 93 percent of the elderly married couples their aggregate income from earnings, whereas unmar-

and 91 percent of elderly unmarried individuals receive ried persons received only 10 percent of their aggregate

Social Security benefits, the percentage receiving income from this source. Earnings and income from

income from pensions and assets varies by marital assets were a larger source of income for higher-income

status and income. Elderly married couples are more individuals and couples in 1990, while Social Security

likely to receive income from pensions, earnings, and benefits and other public assistance programs contrib-

assets than elderly unmarried persons. Sixty-three uted proportionally more to the total income of low-

percent of elderly married couples receive income from income elderly couples and individuals (table 2.6).
an employer pension, 34 percent receive income from

earnings, and 79 percent receive income from assets. Private and Public Plan Trends
The corresponding figures for elderly unmarried

individuals are 36 percent, 13 percent, and 63 percent. Dgjc]n]tion$
However, pension recipiency, earnings, and income

from assets are more prevalent among those with Primary plan data reflect the number of pension plans

higher incomes, regardless of marital status (table 2.5). intended to provide the primary source of employment-
The composition of the elderly's income also based retirement income. Active participants in these

varies by marital status and income. Retirement plans are the number of current employees that are

benefits amounted to 52 percent of total income for participating in the plan. Use of primary plan active

married couples and 60 percent of income for unmar- participant counts reduces double counting of employ-

ried persons aged 65 and over in 1990. Social Security ees that are in supplemental and primary plans or that
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have left an employer and are participating in another 12 million in 1975 to 38 million in 1987, decreasing to
employment-based plan. Employees that participate in 36 million in 1989 (table 2.7). According to unpublished
multiple primary plans because they hold more than data by the U.S. Department of Labor, the decline in
one job are still double counted in primary plan active the total number of participants in defined contribution
participant counts. Active participant counts also plans was due to the termination of several large
consider only those employees currently working for an supplemental employee stock ownership plans
employer, allowing evaluation of work force trends. (ESOPs).

Total counts of plans include both primary and Active participants in private primary plans
supplemental pension plans. Total counts of partici- show trends similar to total participants. In 1975 and
pants count the participants in these plans, double 1989, there were 27 million active participants in
counting participants for each plan in which they primary defined benefit plans. The number of active
participate. Total counts of active participants include participants in primary defined benefit plans has
active participants in both primary and supplemental remained in the range of 27 million to 30 million since
plans. Total counts of all participants include active, 1975, gradually decreasing between 1984 and 1989
retired, and separated vested participants, and survi- from 30 million to 27 million. Between 1975 and 1989,
vors in both primary and supplemental plans. These the number of active participants with a primary
counts provide a picture of the number of total partici- defined contribution plan significantly increased from
pants in a plan whether or not they are still employed 4 million to 15 million. Between 1975 and 1988, the
by the plan sponsor, number of active participants with a supplemental

defined contribution plan increased from 6 million to
Private Plan and Participation Trends 16 million (table 2.7).

Between 1975, when ERISA became effective, and More recent data from the Internal Revenue
1989, the latest year for which these data are available, Service's (IRS) Office of Employee Plans and Exempt
the total number of private tax-qualified employer Organizations indicate a recent slowing of the defined

contribution growth trend may be occurring. Whensponsored plans more than doubled from 311,000 to
731,000. The total number of participants in these requested, the IRS Office of Employee Plans and
plans, including active workers, separated vested, Exempt Organizations issues determination letters
survivors, and retirees rose from 45 million to regarding the tax-favored status of private plans when
76 million over the same period (table 2.7). Data on they are established, amended, and terminated. Plans

are not required by law to apply for these letters, andactive participants in private primary plans shows
similar trends. The number of active participants issuance of these letters may precede (or more corn-
increased from 31 million in 1975 to 43 million in 1989. monly follow) the relevant plan transactions by a year

While the number of private employer-spon- or more. While IRS determination letter activity is at
sored pension plans and plan participants has been best an imperfect measure of plan starts and termina-

tions, it gives some insight into more current plan andincreasing, proportionately fewer of these plans are
defined benefit plans. An increasing number of employ- participant trends.
ers have been offering primary and supplemental In fiscal 1990, the number of favorable letters

issued regarding defined contribution terminationsdefined contribution plans, as well as a diverse array of
plans combining features of defined benefit and defined exceeded the number issued in response to initial
contribution plans, or hybrid plans. The total number of defined contribution applications for the first time since
private defined benefit plans increased from 103,000 in the passage of ERISA. 5The two were equal in fiscal
1975 to 175,000 in 1983, decreasing to 132,000 by 1989. 1991; however, the number of favorable applications for

defined contribution plans in 1992 slightly exceeded theThe total number of private defined contribution plans
increased from 208,000 to 599,000 between 1975 and number of termination applications, with 14,000 initial
1989, increasing from 67 percent to 82 percent of total applications and 11,000 termination applications
private pension plans (table 2.7). (table 2.8).

An increasing number and percentage of IRS determination letter statistics also indicate
that the decline in the number of def'med benefit plansindividuals are participating in private defined contri-

bution plans relative to defined benefit plans. The total may be flattening. While the number of favorable
letters issued regarding defined benefit plan applica-number of participants in all defined benefit plans was

33 million in 1975. Participation increased to 40 million tions has been declining since 1989, and the number of
in 1983 and has remained in the 40-41 million range
since that time. Since 1975, the total number of partici-
pants in defined contribution plans increased from 5ThefiscalyearendsSeptember 30.
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Table 2.8

Trends in Favorable Determination Letters Issued by Internal Revenue Service, 1975-1992 a

DefinedBenefit DefinedContribution

New plans Terminations New plans Terminations
(thousands) (thousands)

1975 b b b b
1976 3c c,d 19c c,d
1977 7 5 28 10
1978 10 5 56 11
1979 16 3 41 8
1980 19 4 50 9
1981 24 5 58 9
1982 28 5 57 10
1983 22 7 42 11
1984 13 9 28 11
1985 17 12 30 14
1986 22 11 45 15
1987 16e 11e 40e 13e
1988 17f 12f 46f 13f
1989 5f 16f 23f 13f
1990 2f 16f 11f 17f
1991 d,f 10f 12f 12f
1992 d,f 9f 14f 11f

Source: U.S. Departmentof theTreasury, InternalRevenue Service,PublicAffairsDivision,IRS determination
letterstatisticsobtainedfromvariousIRS newsreleases, 1976-1992.
aByfiscalyear. Fiscalyears of plansvary.
bDatanotavailable.

Clncludesonlyletters issuedunderpost-ERISAprocedures. Some lettersin1976 were issuedunderpre-
ERISA procedures.

dFewerthan 500.
eTransitionalyear comprisedof the firstthree calendarquartersof 1987.
fFiscalyear beginningon October1 of priorcalendaryear.

terminations applications still far exceed the number of 10 to 24 active participants decreased 26.7 percent
applications for these plans, the number of between 1985 and 1989, while the number of defined

applications decreased from 16,000 in 1990 benefit plans with 500 to 999 active participants

1991 and was less than 500 in 1992. decreased 14.2 percent (table 2.9). Some of the change

in the number of plans by plan size is due to changes in

Benefit Plans and Participants individual plans' demographics. For example, a plan

private primary defined benefit plan trends that had 400 participants in 1985 may have

shows that the vast majority of plan 600 participants in 1989.

terminations were very small plans, those with 2 to 9 The number of large primary defined benefit

participants. Between 1985 and 1989, there was plans has remained stable between 1985 and 1989. In

decrease in the number of primary defined benefit fact, the number of plans with 10,000 to 19,999 active
percent, or 36,823 plans. The net number of participants increased 7.6 percent and the number of

to 9 active participants decreased by about plans with 20,000 or more participants increased
plans, or 76 percent of the total reduction in 1.7 percent. The number of primary defined benefit

benefit plans (table 2.9). plans with 1,000 to 2,499 active participants decreased

Between 1985 and 1989, the net change in the 5.9 percent between 1985 and 1989, while the number

primary defined benefit plans was generally of plans with 2,500 to 4,999 active participants and

plans with fewer active participants. While 5,000 to 9,999 active participants remained relatively

of mid-sized defined benefit plans declined constant between 1985 and 1989, decreasing

1985 and 1989, the decline is lesser for larger 1.7 percent and 1.1 percent respectively (table 2.9).

number of defined benefit plans with Since the majority of the decline in defined
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Table 2.9
Primary Defined Benefit Plan and Active Participant Trends

PrimaryPlans ActiveParticipants(thousands)

Percentage
Distributionof

Active Net Percentage Participants Net Percentage
Participants 1985 1989 change change 1985 1989 1989 change change

2-9 88,124 59,966 -28,158 -32.0% 353 246 O.9% -106 -30.1%
10-24 24,267 17,791 -6,476 -26.7 369 271 1.0 -98 -26.5
25-49 14,178 9,736 -4,442 -31.3 491 340 1.2 -151 -30.7
50-99 11,303 9,013 -2,290 -20.3 808 645 2.4 -163 -20.2
100-249 9,534 7,109 -2,425 -25.4 1,498 1,135 4.2 -364 -24.3
250-499 4,670 4,022 -648 -13.9 1,651 1,430 5.2 -221 -13.4
500-999 3,149 2,701 -448 -14.2 2,222 1,910 7.0 -312 -14.0
1,000-2,499 2,360 2,220 -140 -5.9 3,636 3,434 12.6 -202 -5.6
2,500-4,999 847 833 -14 -1.7 2,930 2,940 10.8 10 0.3
5,000-9,999 455 450 -5 -1.1 3,141 3,153 11.6 12 0.4
10,000-19,999 198 213 15 7.6 2,749 2,956 10.8 206 7.5
20,000ormore 175 178 3 1.7 8,985 8,792 32.3 -193 -2.1
NoneorNone

Reported 10,280 18,465 8,205 79.8 .....
Total 169,540 132,717 -36,823 -21.7 28,834 27,252 100.0 -1,582 -5.5

Source:EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitutetabulationsof 1985and1989Form5500annualreportsfiledwiththeInternal
RevenueService.

benefit plans occurred in primary plans with 2 to 9 plans using total participants to define plan size
participants, the decline in the number of employees because more plans move into larger plan size catege-
covered by a primary defined benefit plans is lessened, ries when retired, survivors, and separated vested
Approximately 78 percent of active participants in 1989 participants are included in plan size. The number of
participated in defined benefit plans with 1,000 or more plans with greater than 2,500 total participants in-
active participants. Even if the 112,558 plans with creased by 105 plans, while the number of plans with
fewer than 1,000 participants in 1989 were to termi- greater than 2,500 primary active participants de-

nate, 78 percent of active participants with primary creased by one plan.
defined benefit plans would continue to accrue benefits

in their pension plans, while 22 percent of defined Ddl_tlgd Co_tributio_ Plods and t°a_ici_a_t$
benefit participants (6.0 million) would have their

pension benefits frozen. Many of these employees would Between 1985 and 1989, there was a net increase in the
still be covered by an existing defined contribution plan number of primary defined contribution plans of
or contribute to another retirement arrangement. 67 percent, or 233,271 plans. However, the majority of

Trends in the number of plans and active the increase in private primary defined contribution
participants by active participant plan size are almost plans was in very small plans, those with 2 to 9 active
identical to those of primary plans because there are participants. The net number of plans with 2 to 9 active
very few supplemental defined benefit plans (table participants increased by 135,058 plans, or 58 percent
2.10). Trends in total participants show the same of the total increase in primary defined contribution
general trends, but reflect the greater stability in large plans (table 2.11).
defined benefit plans when all participants are included The net increase in the number of primary
in the plan size count. The net change between 1985 defined contribution plans decreased as plan size
and 1989 in the number of defined benefit plans is increased. Primary defined contribution plans with
positive for all plans with more than 5,000 total partici- 10 to 24 active participants increased by 36,689 plans
pants, while the net change in defined benefit plans (52 percent), while plans with 100 to 249 active partici-
using primary active participant size definitions is not pants increased by 4,456 plans (50 percent). The
positive until the next size category--10,000 to 19,000 increase in primary defined contribution plans with
primary participant plans. There is also a greater 1,000 or more active participants was 452 plans, or
increase in the net increase in large defined benefit 0.2 percent of the total increase (table 2.11).
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Table 2.10

Defined Benefit Plan and Participant Trends, by Total and Active Participant Size Classes

Total Plans Total Participants(thousands)

Net Percentage Net Percentage
1985 1989 change change 1985 1989 change change

Total Participants
2-9 85,222 56,245 -28,977 -34.0% 348 229 -119 -34.1%
10-24 25,813 18,904 -6,909 -26.8 398 279 -119 -29.9
25-49 13,799 9,862 -3,937 -28.5 487 328 -159 -32.6
50-99 10,737 8,184 -2,553 -23.8 772 560 -212 -27.5
100-249 10,286 8,224 -2,062 -20.0 1,648 1,288 -360 -21.8
250-499 5,502 4,596 -906 -16.5 1,953 1,611 -342 -17.5
500-999 3,728 3,368 -360 -9.7 2,645 2,338 -307 -11.6
1,000-2,499 2,943 2,843 -100 -3.4 4,534 4,342 -192 -4.2
2,500-4,999 1,124 1,120 -4 -0.4 3,875 3,810 -65 -1.7
5,000--9,999 607 623 16 2.6 4,237 4,609 372 8.8
10,000-19,999 298 362 64 21.5 4,117 4,806 689 16.7
20,000 ormore 254 283 29 11.4 14,625 15,757 1,132 7.7
Noneor none

reported 9,859 17,853 7,994 81.1 ....
Totala 170,172 132,467 -37,705 -22.2 39,639 39,957 318 0.8

Active Participants
2-9 68,250 59,967 -28,283 -32.0% 353 247 -107 -30.2%
10-24 24,338 17,792 -6,546 -26.9 370 271 -99 -26.8
25-49 14,204 9,738 -4,466 -31.4 492 341 -152 -30.8
50-99 11,342 9,023 -2,319 -20.4 812 646 -166 -20.4
100-249 9,567 7,123 -2,444 -25.5 1,503 1,137 -366 -24.4
250-499 4,691 4,034 -657 -14.0 1,659 1,435 -224 -13.5
500-999 3,160 2,712 -448 -14.2 2,230 1,917 -313 -14.0
1,000-2,499 2,377 2,234 -143 -6.0 3,658 3,453 -205 -5.6
2,500-4,999 864 833 -21 -2.5 2,955 2,940 -15 -0.5
5,000-9,999 458 452 -6 -1.3 3,165 3,166 0 0.0
10,000-19,999 201 214 13 6.5 2,781 2,967 185 6.7
20,000 ormore 175 178 3 1.7 8,985 8,792 -193 -2.1
Noneor none

reported 10,309 18,827 8,518 82.6 ....
Totala 169,926 133,127 -36,799 -21.7 28,964 27,310 -1,654 -5.7

Source:EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitutetabulationsof 1985 and 1989 Form5500 annualreports filedwith the
InternalRevenue ServiceandEBRI tabulationsbasedon U.S. Departmentof Labor, PensionandWelfareBenefits
Administration,Private Pension Plan Bulletin, Number 1 ( Winter 1993).
aTotal plansfor both active andtotalplancountsdifferslightlydue to use of differentdatasources.

The net increase in the number of active There is little difference between the total

participants in primary defined contribution plans is number of participants and the number of active

most heavily distributed to plans with fewer than 250 participants included in all defined contribution plans.

participants. These plans accounted for 62.1 percent of Approximately 2,500 additional participants are in

the total net increase, or 3,244,000 active participants total participant counts, distributed across most plan

in primary defined contribution plans. The increase in size categories. These participants represent individu-
plans with 250 or more active participants accounted als other than active participants that are still included

for an additional 1,983,000 participants (table 2.11). in the plan such as, retired participants, participants
The difference between the total number of that have separated from service and are vested in the

defined contribution plans and the number of primary plan, or survivors. Fewer individuals remain parrici-
de fined contribution plans reflects trends in supple- pants in a defined contribution plan than remain in a

mental plans. Between 1985 and 1989, the number of defined benefit plan after terminating employment
supplemental plans decreased by 96,571 plans, most of with the plan sponsor because most defined contribu-

which were very small plans (calculated from tion participants receive lump sum distributions after

table 2.12). leaving the employer.
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Table 2.11

Primary Defined Contribution Plan and Active Participant Trends

PrimaryPlans ActiveParticipants(thousands)

Percentage
Distributionof

Active Net Percentage Participants Net Percentage
Participants 1985 1989 change change 1985 1989 1989 change change

2-9 199,704 334,762 135,058 67.6% 852 1,410 8.5% 558 65.5%
10-24 70,424 107,113 36,689 52.1 1,056 1,637 9.8 581 55.0
25-49 31,406 48,351 16,945 54.0 1,091 1,680 10.1 589 54.0
50-99 17,620 29,997 12,377 70.2 1,224 2,081 12.5 857 70.0
100-249 8,878 13,334 4,456 50.2 1,331 1,991 12.0 660 49.6
250-499 2,552 3,599 1,047 41.0 868 1,239 7.4 371 42.8
500-999 1,185 1,675 490 41.4 808 1,151 6.9 343 42.4
1,000-2,499 784 1,148 364 46.4 1,194 1,709 10.3 514 43.1
2,500-4,999 219 265 46 21.0 752 907 5.4 154 20.5
5,000-9,999 97 107 10 10.3 683 726 4.4 43 6.3
10,000-19,999 34 59 25 73.5 460 788 4.7 328 71.4
20,000 or more 29 36 7 24.1 1,100 1,329 8.0 229 20.8
Noneornone

reported 13,082 38,639 25,757 196.9 .....
Total 346,014 579,285 233,271 67.4 11,420 16,647 100.0 5,227 45.8

Source: EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitutetabulationsof 1985 and 1989 Form5500 annual reportsfiled withthe Internal
RevenueService.

Federal, State, and Local Plan and by FERS and CSRS. By the end of 1992, there were
approximately 2.9 million federal employees eligible to

Participation Trends participate in the plan. Approximately 66 percent of

those eligible to participate, or 1.9 million federal

Among public employers, defined benefit plans remain employees had active accounts and 45 percent, or
the dominant primary retirement plan. In state and 1.3 million made contributions to the thrift savings

local governments in 1990, 90 percent of full-time plan during that year. 7
employees participated in a defined benefit plan. 6 The Defined contribution plans have also gained

number of active participants in the major federal popularity at the state and local level. In 1990,

pension systems, Civil Service Retirement System 9 percent of full-time state and local employees partici-

(CSRS), Federal Employee Retirement System (FERS), pated in defined contribution plans compared with

and the Military Retirement System (MRS), has 5 percent of state and local employees in 1987. 8 A few
increased from 4.8 million in 1980 to 6.5 million in state and local governments sponsoring defined benefit

1990, decreasing slightly to 6.1 million in 1992. The plans are currently considering establishing, or have

total number of participants in these plans, including already adopted, defined contribution plans as a

participants who are retired or have left federal em- primary pension plan. These governments believe
ployment but will receive a benefit at a later date, has defined contribution plans would enable them to better

increased from 8.0 million in 1980 to 10.9 million in control liabilities, because they would not have to be

1992 (table 2.13). In 1987, the federal government concerned with plan underfunding and investment

established a supplemental plan called the thrift return. On July 1, 1991, the state of West Virginia

savings plan, an optional tax-deferred plan that is established a defined contribution plan for all newly

similar to a private sector 401(k) for employees covered hired employees in the teachers' system while all

6u.s. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employee 8U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employee
Benefits in State and Local Governments, 1990 (Washington, DC: Benefits in State and Local Governments, 1990 (Washington, DC:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1992). U.S. Government Printing Office, 1992); and U.S. Department of

7Unpublished data from the Federal Retirement Thrift Investment Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employee Benefits in State and
Board, 1992. Local Governments, 1987 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government

Printing Office, 1988).
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Table 2.12

Defined Contribution Plan and Participant Trends, by Total and Active Participant Size Classes

TotalPlans TotalParticipants(thousands)

Net Percentage Net Percentage
1985 1989 change change 1985 1989 change change

Total Participants
2-9 270,053 333,695 63,642 23.57% 1,137 1,373 236 20.8%
10-24 87,214 107,959 20,745 23.79 1,321 1,599 278 21.0
25-49 38,901 50,956 12,055 30.99 1,341 1,679 338 25.2
50-99 22,718 32,213 9,495 41.80 1,577 2,153 576 36.5
100-249 12,909 19,197 6,288 48.71 1,979 2,829 850 43.0
250-499 4,586 6,708 2,122 46.27 1,587 2,215 628 39.6
500-999 2,590 3,669 1,079 41.66 1,801 2,429 628 34.9
1,000-2,499 2,003 2,759 756 37.74 3,122 4,088 966 30.9
2,500-4,999 879 974 95 10.81 3,088 3,096 8 0.3
5,000-9,999 441 507 66 14.97 3,073 3,363 290 9.4
10,000-19,999 261 251 -10 -3.83 3,598 3,311 -287 -8.0
20,000 or more 224 193 -31 -13.84 11,231 8,311 -2,920 -26.0
None ornone

reported 19,160 39,836 20,676 107.91 ....
Totala 461,939 598,917 136,978 29.65 34,855 36,446 1,591 4.6

ActiveParticipants
2-9 270,888 334,816 63,928 23.6% 1,140 1,410 270 23.7%
10-24 88,168 107,160 18,992 21.5 1,318 1,638 319 24.2
25-49 34,842 48,437 13,595 39.0 1,315 1,683 369 28.0
50-99 21,660 30,629 8,969 41.4 1,513 2,133 619 40.9
100-249 12,201 17,383 5,182 42.5 1,861 2,652 791 42.5
250-499 4,334 5,886 1,552 35.8 1,497 2,045 548 36.6
500-999 2,417 3,247 830 34.3 1,683 2,267 584 34.7
1,000-2,499 1,922 2,483 561 29.2 2,987 3,805 818 27.4
2,500-4,999 862 858 -4 -0.5 3,026 2,976 -50 -1.7
5,000-9,999 423 442 19 4.5 2,984 3,066 63 2.8
10,000-19,999 246 222 -24 -9.8 3,419 3,024 -395 -11.5
20,000 or more 208 167 -41 -19.7 10,332 7,273 -3,059 -29.6
Noneor none

reported 18,645 41,786 23,141 124.1 ....
Totala 456,816 593,516 136,700 29.9 33,075 33,972 898 2.7

Source: EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitutetabulationsof 1985 and 1989 Form5500 annual reportsfiled withthe Internal
Revenue ServiceandEBRI tabulationsbasedon U.S. Departmentof Labor, PensionandWelfare BenefitsAdministration,
Private Pension Plan Bulletin, Number1 (Winter1993).
aTotal plansfor bothactiveandtotalplancountsdiffer slightlydue to use of differentdata sources.

previously hired employees still participate in the underfunded pension plans. It is possible that more

states' defined benefit plan. West Virginia's defined state and local governments would consider sponsoring

benefit plan for teachers does not have sufficient assets primary defined contribution plans if the funding
to pay benefits to current retirees. By offering the status of their defined benefit plans worsens and/or if
defined contribution plan to all new employees, the investment returns worsen.
state is able to limit its future liabilities. Alaska and

Michigan have made similar proposals, which have not Financial Trends
yet been approved.

Nearly all state and local governments sponsor Pr/valfg 1Plans
primary defined benefit plans. However, economic

hardships have caused a few public employers to During any particular year, the size of employer

consider limiting their defined benefit plan coverage to contributions to private defined benefit plans relative to

current employees by providing defined contribution payroll can vary considerably among employers. This

plan coverage to new employees, particularly for variation arises from many sources, including the
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Chart 2.3
Federal Defined Benefit Plan Contributions and Benefits, 1979-1991
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Source: Unpublisheddata fromthe Officeof PersonnelManagement,the FederalRetirementThriftInvestmentBoard,andthe
DepartmentofDefense, Officeof theActuary.
Note: Federalplans includethe FederalEmployeeRetirementSystem,theCivilServiceRetirementSystem,and the Military
RetirementSystem.

Table 2.14

Funding Ratios of Single Employer Defined Benefit Plans,
1977-1987

Year FundingRatio

1977 85.0%
1978 84.2
1979 91.0
1980 107.0
1981 106.9
1982 115.4
1983 124.7
1984 128.8
1985 136.3
1986 132.4
1987 128.6

Source: U.S. Departmentof Labor,Pensionand WelfareBenefitsAdministra-
tion,JohnA. Turnerand DanielJ. Belier,eds., Trends in Pensions (Washing-
ton, DC: U.S. Departmentof Labor,1989).

average pay plans and 66 percent of flat benefit plans negotiation with unions as part of a new contract.

(table 2.15). Furthermore, 12 percent of flat benefit These plans are underfunded more often than career

plans were less than 75 percent funded, compared with average or final pay plans due in part to the fact that

only 1 percent of final average pay plans and 2 percent the plans are not allowed to project increases in the

of career average pay plans. Flat benefit plans are fixed dollar amount when calculating their deductible

typically negotiated plans in which the benefit levels contributions. The increases in the fixed dollar amount

are increased periodically with inflation through may be funded only after the benefit improvements
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Table 2.15
Surveyed Firms' Funded Ratios, by Percentage of All Surveyed Pension Plans, 1981-1992

RatioofAssetsover
AccruedBenefits 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

0.00-0.74 34% 21% 19% 10% 9% 7% 6% 6% 7% 4% 5% 4%
0.75-0.99 21 24 17 15 13 14 10 11 11 11 10 11
1.00-1.24 23 26 25 20 21 17 16 16 18 20 25 24
1.25-1.49 11 12 18 21 19 21 20 20 19 20 22 24
1.50ormore 11 17 21 32 38 41 48 47 45 45 38 37

NumberofPlansa 575 813 700 919 846 799 720 786 787 781 801 762

Source:TheWyattCompany,1989SurveyofActuarialAssumptionsandFunding:DetailedSurveyResultsPensionPlanswith 1,000or
MoreActiveParticipants(Washington,DC:TheWyattCompany,1990);andTheWyattCompany,1992Surveyof ActuarialAssumptions
andFunding:PensionPlanswith 1,000orMoreActiveParticipants(Washington,DC:TheWyattCompany,1993).
Note: DatafromTheWyattCompanyarebasedona surveyof pensionplanscovering1,000ormoreactiveemployees.The 1992
surveycontainedsingleemployerplans(92percent)andmultiemployerplans(8percent).
aThenumberof planssurveyedisgreaterthantheactualnumberof plansprovidingcompletefundinginformation.

have been negotiated. Plans with benefits determined hired after 1984. These programs represent a larger
by career average and final average formulas must future obligation for taxpayers than cash outlays imply.
account for projected salary increases. These two programs had an unfunded liability of

While the defined benefit system is well funded $870 billion in 1992, compared with $864 billion in
in the aggregate, significant pockets of underfunding 1991 (table 2.16). Combined contributions were just
exist within the system. The Pension Benefit Guaran- enough to cover benefit payments in both years, with
tee Corporation (PBGC) estimates that there exists the unfunded liability growing as a result of new

$40 billion in underfunding within single-employer benefit accruals. The unfunded liability of the two plans
plans. The underfunded plans have liabilities of ap- increased by $6 billion in 1992.
proximately $162 billion and assets totaling approxi- For the federal civilian plans, the actual
mately $122 billion. Thus they are 75 percent funded in contributions being made as a percentage of pay are
the aggregate. According to PBGC, approximately substantial at 36.5 percent (table 2.16), compared with
70 percent of the underfunding within the single- a reported 3.9 percent for private employers. However,
employer program (about $29 billion) is concentrated in the federal government would need to contribute
plans sponsored by 50 companies, primarily in the 65.6 percent of pay in order to amortize the unfunded
automobile, steel, airline, and tire industries, liability over 40 years. Funding for the value of one

year's growth in promised benefits for present workers

Funding Levels of Pederal Defined Benefit ("normal cost") requires a contribution equal to

P/arts 21.3 percent of pay in the Civil Service Retirement
Service and 12.9 percent of pay in the Federal Em-

The federal government sponsors the military retire- ployee Retirement System (table 2.16).
ment programs and the civil service retirement pro- MRS presents a future financial challenge for
grams for its workers. These programs represent a taxpayers and policymakers as well. However, the
sizable liability to the federal government and thus MRS's unfunded liability decreased slightly between
ultimately to the American taxpayers (Salisbury, 1993). 1991 and 1992. MRS had an unfunded liability of
Budgeted outlays (inclusive of interest paid on bonds $633.1 billion at the end of FY 1992, compared with
held as assets by the plans) for these employee pension $627.0 billion at the end of FY 1991 (table 2.17). This
programs grew from $21 billion in 1975 to $73 billion in decrease of $6.1 billion, when combined with the federal
1991 and are projected to grow to $92 billion in 1997 civilian pension plans' FY 1992 increase, resulted in a
(U.S. President, 1992). combined FY 1992 decrease in unfunded liabilities of

The Civil Service Retirement and Disability $0.1 billion. The actual contributions to MRS were

Fund consists of two programs: the Civil Service substantial--66.9 percent of pay, compared to MRS
Retirement System (CSRS) covers those hired as normal cost of 39.7 percent of pay. Funding the plan
federal civilian employees prior to 1984, and the over the next 40 years would require contributions of
Federal Employee Retirement System covers those 126 percent of pay. For FY 1992 this would have meant
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Table 2.18

Financial Assets of Private and Government Pension Funds, 1983-1992

SingleEmployer
Federal State and

Defined Defined Multi- Private Government Local
Year benefit contribution employer Insured Retirement Government Total

($ billions)

1983 $ 526 $286 $ 79 $252 $112 $311 $1,566
1984 535 322 81 291 130 357 1,716
1985 643 392 121 347 149 405 2,057
1986 739 447 143 410 170 469 2,378
1987 770 471 148 459 188 517 2,553
1988 857 522 170 516 208 606 2,879
1989 1,010 623 200 572 229 735 3,369
1990 965 584 194 636 251 752 3,382
1991 1,218 787 240 678 276 891 4,090
1992 1,276 891 260 n/a 304 988 4,397

(percentageof totalpensionassets)

1983 33.6% 18.3% 5.0% 16.1% 7.2% 19.9% 100.0%
1984 31.2 18.8 4.7 17.0 7.6 20.8 100.0
1985 31.3 19.1 5.9 16.9 7.2 19.7 100.0
1986 31.1 18.8 6.0 17.2 7.2 19.7 100.0
1987 30.2 18.5 5.8 18.0 7.4 20.3 100.0
1988 29.8 18.1 5.9 17.9 7.2 21.1 100.0
1989 30.0 18.5 5.9 17.0 6.8 21.8 100.0
1990 28.5 17.3 5.7 18.8 7.4 22.2 100.0
1991 29.8 19.2 5.9 16.7 6.7 21.8 100.0
1992 29.0 20.3 5.9 n/a 6.9 22.5 100.0

Source: EmployeeBenefitResearch Institute,Quarterly Pension Investment Report, firstquarter1993 (Washington,DC: Employee
BenefitResearchInstitute,1993);Boardof Governorsof the FederalReserveSystem, Flow of Funds Accounts: Assets and Liabilities
Outstanding Fourth Quarter 1992 (Washington,DC: Boardof Governorsof the FederalReserve System,forthcoming).

percent ($478 billion) was directly held in other direct holdings in equity from 40.2 percent in 1983 to

investments, and 17.1 percent ($415 billion) was 39.0 percent as of year-end 1992. Multiemployer plans

invested in bank pooled funds (table 2.19). During the held 27.6 percent of assets directly in equity in 1983,
period between 1983 and 1992, direct investments in increasing to 34.3 percent by year-end 1992. Defined

equity fluctuated between 34 and 36 percent of private contribution plans increased direct equity investments

trusteed assets, direct investments in bonds have from 31.0 percent in 1983 to a high of 33.3 percent in

generally declined from a high of 24.7 percent in 1984, 1987, then decreased direct equity holding to

direct investments in cash have ranged from the 29.6 percent in 1990, increasing again in 1991 and

current low of 9.7 percent to a high of 11.1 percent in 1992. However, single-employer defined contribution

1988. Bank pooled fund holdings and direct invest- plans hold the greatest portion of their aggregate assets

ments in cash have generally increased over the period in investments other than directly held equity bonds

(table 2.19). and cash. Defined contribution plans' aggregate hold-

The investment mix of trusteed funds varies by ings in other investments, including bank pooled funds

of plan, with single-employer defined benefit plans and mutual funds, increased from 32.7 percent of assets
multiemployer plans allocating the greatest portion in 1983 to 40.9 percent in 1992 (table 2.20).

their assets to direct equity investments in the

aggregate. As of year-end 1992, single-employer defined tPp']vatg-tfnsup'gd [_gstmgnt 1_]._
benefit plans invested the greatest percentage of assets

directly in equity, followed by multiemployer plans, and Asset allocation of private insured pension plans has

defined contribution plans (table 2.20). Single- em- also gradually shifted, with a greater proportion of

ployer defined benefit plans, however, decreased their separate account assets invested in equity, bonds, and
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Table 2.19

Asset Allocation of Private Trusteed Pension Fund Assets, 1983-1992

Directly Held Assets Bank
Pooled Total

End of Equity Bonds Cash Items Other Assets Funds Assets

($ billions)

1983 $322 $209 $ 90 $160 $106 $ 886
1984 326 232 102 163 113 936
1985 414 268 121 194 159 1,156
1986 486 305 134 228 176 1,328
1987 491 296 144 248 210 1,389
1988 544 302 172 287 243 1,549
1989 661 341 191 348 292 1,833
1990 597 354 181 328 283 1,743
1991 798 409 222 436 381 2,245
1992 868 480 237 478 415 2,426

(percentage of total private trusteed assets)

1983 36.3 % 23.5% 10.1% 18.0% 12.0% 100.0%
1984 34.8 24.7 10.9 17.4 12.1 100.0
1985 35.8 23.2 10.4 16.8 13.8 100.0
1986 36.6 22.9 10.1 17.1 13.3 100.0
1987 35.3 21.3 10.3 17.9 15.1 100.0
1988 35.1 19.5 11.1 18.5 15.7 100.0
1989 36.0 18.6 10.4 19.0 16.0 100.0
1990 34.2 20.3 10.4 18.8 16.2 100.0
1991 35.5 18.2 9.9 19.4 17.0 100.0
1992 35.8 17.7 9.7 19.7 17.1 100.0

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute, Quarterly Pension Investment Report, first quarter 1993 (Washing-
ton, DC: Employee Benefit Research Institute, 1993).

investments and a smaller proportion invested in 1992, increasing from i percent of state and local plan
Equity holdings increased from $3.8 billion in 1970 assets to nearly 5 percent of assets, reaching a high of

billion by year-end 1991 and increased as a 7 percent of assets in 1987 and 1988. While bond
of total separate account assets, from holdings decreased from 72 percent of state and local
to a high of 12.0 percent in 1991. Private plan assets to 47 percent of assets, the assets increased

company general account assets have in- from $43.7 billion to $459.1 billion (table 2.22).
dramatically since 1970, increasing from

billion to $519.2 billion by year-end 1991. General Pension Fund Holdings of Financial
have remained relatively stable as a percent-

private insured assets, decreasing from Assets in the Economy
percent in 1970 to 76.6 percent in 1991 (table 2.21).

Equity Holdings
and Local Government Funds

Private pension funds and state and local funds corn-
Investment Mix bined held $1,598 billion of equity by year-end 1992,

allocation of state and local pension plans has also increasing from $8i billion in 1970 and $1,061 billion in
toward equity and cash and away from bonds 1990. Private trusteed, private insured, and state and

investments. Equity holdings increased from local pension funds have held a generally increasing
billion in 1970 to $464.4 billion by year-end 1992, percentage of the nation's equity since 1970 (chart 2.4).

from nearly 17 percent of state and local As of year-end 1992, private trusteed plans held
percent. State and local cash holdings 22.5 percent of the economy's equity and state and local

from $0.6 billion in 1970 to $44.5 billion in funds held 9.9 percent. Private insured funds held
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Table 2.22

Asset Allocation of State and Local Pension Funds, 1970-1992

Cash Other Total
Year Equity Bonds Items Assets Assets

($ billions)

1970 $10.1 $ 43.7 $ 0.6 $ 5.9 $ 60.3
1975 24.3 71.5 1.4 7.5 104.8
1976 30.1 81.2 1.4 7.7 120.4
1977 30.0 92.8 1.7 8.0 132.5
1978 33.3 109.2 2.7 8.6 153.9
1979 37.1 119.0 4.0 9.6 169.7
1980 44.3 138.6 4.3 10.9 198.1
1981 47.8 159.4 4.4 12.5 224.2
1982 60.2 181.6 7.0 13.8 262.5
1983 89.6 196.8 10.2 14.7 311.2
1984 96.5 230.8 14.0 15.3 356.6
1985 120.1 253.7 15.7 15.3 404.7
1986 150.2 284.7 18.9 15.6 469.4
1987 169.6 294.0 37.9 15.4 516.9
1988 219.7 330.7 40.0 15.6 606.0
1989 300.1 381.1 38.4 15.2 734.8
1990 296.1 397.3 40.3 17.8 751.5
1991 400.8 426.2 45.2 18.8 891.0
1992 464.4 459.1 44.5 19.8 987.8

(percentage)

1970 16.7% 72.4% 1.0% 9.8% 100.0%
1975 23.2 68.2 1.4 7.2 100.0
1976 25.0 67.4 1.2 6.4 100.0
1977 22.6 70.0 1.3 6.1 100.0
1978 21.6 71.0 1.8 5.6 100.0
1979 21.9 70.1 2.4 5.7 100.0
1980 22.4 70.0 2.2 5.5 100.0
1981 21.3 71.1 2.0 5.6 100.0
1982 22.9 69.2 2.7 5.2 100.0
1983 28.8 63.2 3.3 4.7 100.0
1984 27.1 64.7 3.9 4.3 100.0
1985 29.7 62.7 3.9 3.8 100.0
1986 32.0 60.7 4.0 3.3 100.0
1987 32.8 56.9 7.3 3.0 100.0
1988 36.3 54.6 6.6 2.6 100.0
1989 40.8 51.9 5.2 2.1 100.0
1990 39.4 52.9 5.4 2.4 100.0
1991 45.0 47.8 5.1 2.1 100.0
1992 47.0 46.5 4.5 2.0 100.0

Source: EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute,Quarterly Pension Investment Report, firstquarter 1993
(Washington,DC: EmployeeBenefitResearch Institute,1993).

of the economy's equity at year-end 1991, economy's bond holdings (chart 2.5). Between 1970 and

year for which these data are available. 1991, private insured funds' bond holdings increased

from $0.8 billion to $56.0 billion, or from 0.2 percent of

Ho]di_gs the economy's bond holdings, to 0.9 percent of the
economy's bond holdings over the same period. Between

holdings of bond funds have also steadily 1970 and 1992, state and local funds' holdings in-

Between 1970 and 1992, private trusteed creased from $41.7 billion to $458.2 billion but de-

plans bond holdings increased from creased from 7.6 percent to 6.8 percent of total bond

or 5.9 percent of the economy's bond assets in the economy.
$536.3 billion, or 8.0 percent of the
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Chart 2.4

Pension Fund Holdings of Equity, 1950-1990
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Source: Employee BenefitResearchInstitute,Quarterly Pension Investment Report, fourthquarter 1992
(Washington,DC: EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute,1993).

Pensions and Saving 0.3percentage points.
This analysis may actually underestimate the

As measured by the National Income and Product impact of retirement programs on savings because
some components of pension savings are not separatelyAccounts (NIPA), 12 retirement programs represent a

significant portion of personal savings. In 1982, while identified in the national accounts. One component not

the personal savings rate was 8.6 percent of disposable included in chart 2.7 that has become increasingly

income, employer contributions to private plans and important in recent years is the amount of employee

government retirement benefits combined represented contributions to pension plans. Although a recent

4.7 percent of disposable income (chart 2.6). However, estimate of this amount is not available, a good ap-
this figure decreased to 3.0 percent in 1991 as a result proximation for a conservative estimate is the amount

of high investment returns and new federal laws that of contributions to 401(k) plans for the year. This figure

have effectively reduced pension contributions. Per- will not represent the entire amount of employee

sonal savings experienced an even larger decrease contributions to pension plans because it does not

during that period, reaching a rate of 4.7 percent in include contributions to other employment-based
1991. Most of the decline from 1982 to 1991 occurred in retirement savings vehicles, (e.g., after-tax employee

savings accounts). Nevertheless, based on EBRI
private plans, with employer contributions as a per-

centage of disposable income declining by 1.4 percent- tabulations of the May 1988 Current Population

age points. Government retirement benefits as a Survey employee benefit supplement (CPS-EBS) for

percentage of disposable income decreased by private-sector 401(k) plans, this component of pension

12 The National Income and Product Accounts (NIPA) are maintained for the increase in pension wealth for defined contribution partici-
by the Bureau of Economic Analysis of the U.S. Department of pants, the relationship between these variables in a defined benefit
Commerce. They show the value and composition of the nation's pension plan is not nearly as precise. In fact, the Omnibus Budget
output and the distribution of income generated in its production. Reconciliation Act of 1987 has prevented many overfunded defined
The accounts include estimates of gross domestic product (GDP), the benefit pension plans from making (tax-deductible) pension
goods and services that make up GDP, national income, personal contributions for several years, although the growth in the
income, and corporate profits, participants' pension wealth has not been modified. Unfortunately,

There are inherent limitations in using NIPA data as a there is no separate treatment of defined benefit and defined
measurement of the impact of pensions on savings. Although the contribution plans in NIPA.
summation of contributions and investment income might account
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Chart 2.5

Pension Fund Holdings of Bonds, 1950-1990
Percentage
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Chart 2.6

Retirement Components of Personal Savings (other than Social Security)
as a Percentage of Disposable Income, 1980-1991
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Departmentof Commerce,Bureauof EconomicAnalysis,The National Income and Product Accounts of the United
States: Statistical Supplement, 1959-1988, Vol. 2 (Washington,DC: U.S. GovernmentPrintingOffice,forthcoming).
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savings amounted to $19.3 billion (0.47 percent of 14.1 million persons with no interest income partici-
disposable income in 1988). 13Public-sector 401(k) pated in their employer's pension plan, and 38.7 million
contributions represent an additional $4.8 billion, persons with no dividend income participated (table
Another $0.2 billion of contributions were made in 1988 2.23). While these percentage participation levels and

by the 919,000 participants in the Federal Employee rates are lower than would be desirable, the number of
Retirement Savings program (Employee Benefit people is significant. These individuals will likely be
Research Institute, 1992). better off economically than the 36 million reporting no

Pension plans that are advance funded serve to interest income and no pension participation, or the

expand total savings (VanDerhei, 1992). The magnitude 61.1 million reporting no dividend income and no
has been debated, and studies show wide variation, pension participation. Whether advance funded or not,

from a low of $0.32 per $1.00 of pension savings to a for millions of individuals with an accrued pension
high of $0.84. At either level, this translates into benefit but no interest or dividend income, the pension
billions of dollars each year with total pension assets may well be the only income producing savings they

exceeding $4 trillion in 1991. As previously noted, have as they approach retirement.
federal pension plans have combined unfunded liabili-
ties of more than $1.6 trillion as of FY 1991. If federal Lump-Sum Distributions and Benej_t
plan participants have saved less because of the Preservation
pension income promise, then federal plans may have
served to decrease personal savings, as private and Defined contribution plans often involve explicit
state and local plans have served to increase personal savings decisions by employees that directly impact

savings with substantial advance funding, their retirement income levels. These plans work best
Another way to assess the degree to which a for participants when they elect to participate, invest

pension plan assists individuals with total savings is to plan assets appropriately, and preserve their benefits
determine whether or not they report income other until retirement. 14
than earnings that would suggest other than pension The decision to participate in certain defined
savings. EBRI tabulations show that the lowest earners contribution plans, such as 401(k) plans, is generally
are likely to have only earned income. In 1991, voluntary and contingent on employee contributions.

13This estimate is conservative. It is based on the reported percent- 14A participant may be better offspending benefits before retirement
age of pay contributed, and earnings were limited to a maximum of if he or she wouldotherwise take out a loan with higher interest
$999per week. payments than the investment incomegainedby saving.

Chart 2.7
Percentage Breakdown of Total Distribution Amounts, 1990
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Source:EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute/InternalRevenueService(IRS)tabulationsof IRSforms1099-R,1990.
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Table 2.23

Pension Coverage and Pension Participation of the Civilian,
Nonagricultural Wage and Salary Work Force, by Earnings and Interest

and Dividend Income, 1991

Total PensionCoverage PensionParticipation

(millions) (millions) (percentage) (millions) (percentage)

Total 119.8 66.6 55.6% 52.0 43.4%
Lessthan$10,000 36.1 10.4 28.9 3.6 10.1
$10,000-$24,999 42.1 23.5 55.9 18.1 43.1
$25,000-$49,999 32.4 25.3 78.1 23.3 71.8
$50,000-$74,999 6.4 5.2 81.8 5.0 77.5
$75,000-$99,999 2.7 2.0 76.1 1.9 71.5
$100,000 ormore 0.1 0.1 75.8 0.1 64.8

Without InterestIncome 50.1 20.8 41.5 14.1 28.1
Lessthan$10,000 21.5 5.3 24.4 1.7 8.0
$10,000-$24,999 19.7 9.4 47.6 6.9 34.9
$25,000-$49,999 7.9 5.5 69.8 4.9 62.3
$50,000-$74,999 0.7 0.5 69.6 0.5 62.3
$75,00G-$99,999 0.2 0.1 53.1 0.1 45.8
$100,000 or more 0.1 a 100.0 a 100.0

WithoutDividendIncome 99.8 51.6 51.8 38.7 38.8
Lessthan$10,000 33.4 9.3 27.7 3.2 9.5
$10,000-$24,999 37.6 20.4 54.3 15.5 41.2
$25,000-$49,999 24.3 18.6 76.2 16.9 69.5
$50,000-$74,999 3.4 2.6 78.5 2.5 73.1
$75,000-$99,999 1.1 0.8 69.8 0.7 65.7
$100,000 ormore a a 74.9 a 49.9

Source: EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitutetabulationsof the March1992 CurrentPopulation
Survey.
aLessthan 50,000.

According to EBRI tabulations of the May 1988 CPS- toward insurance and bank contracts. Of those respon-

EBS, in 1988, 30.8 million workers, or 27 percent of dents to a June 1990 EBRI/Gallup survey who were

nonagricultural wage and salary workers, were eligible employed, more than one-half (58 percent) expressed a
for participation in a 401(k) plan. However, only preference for making their own investment decisions

53 percent of those eligible contributed to their plan and 70 percent said they were more inclined to choose

during that year. A recent EBRI/Gallup survey asked low-risk/low-return investments (such as bonds and

respondents whose employer sponsored a savings plan guaranteed investment contracts) (Employee Benefit

that allowed pre-tax employee contributions, such as a Research Institute/The Gallup Organization, Inc.,
401(k) plan, what percentage of their pay, if any, they 1990).

contributed. Twenty-two percent said that they were This preference for less risky and lower return

not contributing to the plan; 17 percent contributed less investments may mean having less money available,
than 5 percent of their pay, 15 percent contributed and thus a lower standard of living, in retirement. In

5 percent of their pay; 14 percent contributed 6 percent other words, many workers may have less retirement

to 9 percent of their pay; 18 percent contributed 10 or income than they need unless they diversify away from
more percent of their pay; and 11 percent didn't know the options they currently favor or contribute a much

how much they contributed (Employee Benefit Re- larger proportion of their income (VanDerhei, 1992).

search Institute/The Gallup Organization, Inc., 1992). The growth in defined contribution plans has

Participants in defined contribution plans tend been accompanied by a growth in the availability of
to manage their funds conservatively, preferring low- lump-sum distributions as all defined contribution

risk, low-return investments. In recent surveys, 401(k) plans provide such distributions. In addition, a signifi-

plan participants described themselves as conservative cant number of defined benefit plans now offer lump-
investors who prefer to direct their own investments sum distributions. In a recent survey, 34 percent of the
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companies surveyed with defined benefit plans for increase in the amount distributed from non-IRA/SEP

salaried employees had a lump-sum option in the plan, accounts from $65.9 billion in 1987 to $107.2 billion in

and of these 67 percent made the option available to 1990. By comparison, the amount distributed from
terminated vesteds, 72 percent to early retirees, and IRA/SEP accounts rose a modest $4.2 billion. The

75 percent to normal retirees (Hewitt, 1992). average amount distributed was $11,656 in 1990 as
EBRI/IRS tabulations show that the number of opposed to $7,063 in 1987. The average distribution

total distributions rose from 11.4 million in 1987 to from non-IRA/SEP accounts rose by almost $6,000 over

12.2 million in 1988 and then declined to 10.8 million in the four years, reaching $13,155 in 1990. The growth in

1990 (table 2.24). (Note that these numbers consist not the average IRA/SEP distribution was more modest

just of preretirement distributions upon job change, but over this period and totaled $7,035 in 1990 (table 2.24).
include other distributions, such as retirement distribu- Thirty-eight percent, or $47.9 billion, of all

tions, as well). 15 The number of distributions from funds distributed in 1990 were from premature distri-
defined benefit and defined contribution plans (non-IRA/ butions 16, i.e. distributions that occurred before the

simplified employee pension (SEP) accounts) decreased recipient reached aged 59 1/217 (chart 2.7). Thirty-four
from 8.8 million to 8.2 million over this time period, percent, or $43.0 billion, was accounted for by normal

while the number of IRA/SEP distributions remained distributions, i.e. distributions where the recipient is at

essentially constant at 2.6 million (table 2.24). least aged 59 1/2. Fourteen percent, or $17.4 billion, of
While the number of distributions declined over the funds distributed were not coded; these should be

this period, the amount distributed increased steadily, primarily excess contributions plus earnings/excess

implying a rise in the average amount distributed (table deferrals taxable in 1988 or 1989 (note that in years
2.24). The aggregate amount distributed rose from $80.3 prior to 1990 a code was not required for normal
billion in 1987 to $125.8 billion in 1990. This increase in distributions, therefore it is also possible that some

the amount distributed was driven largely by the proportion of these uncoded dollars are normal distribu-

15A total distribution is one or more distributions within one tax year deferrals, and PS 58 costs (premiums paid by a trustee or custodian
in which the entire balance of the account is distributed. Lump-sum for current life or other insurance protection). Most total distribu-
distributions (LSDs) are a subset of total distributions. An LSD is tions are LSDs; in 1990, 90 percent of all total distributions were
the result of one of the followin_ (i) on account of the employee's LSDs and 79 percent of all funds distributed as a total distribution
death, (ii) after the employee attains age 59 1/2, (iii) on account of were due to an LSD.
the employee's separation from the service, or (iv) after the 16The appropriate code(s) indicating the type of distribution being
employee has become disabled. In addition to LSDs, a total made must be reported.
distribution may be the result of a prohibited transaction, IRC 17These figures include premature distributions where an exception
Section 1035 exchange, excess contributions plus earnings/excess to the penalty tax applied. There were 0.3 million such distributions

totaling $5.5 billion.

Table 2.24

Total Distributions from Tax Qualified Plans, 1987-1990

1987 1988 1989 1990

Number of Distributions (millions)
Aggregate 11.4 12.2 11.6 10.8
Non-IRA/SEP 8.8 a a 8.2
IRA/SEP 2.6 a a 2.6

Total Amounts Distributed ($ billions)
Aggregate 80.3 85.2 115.3 125.8
Non-IRA/SEP 65.9 a a 107.2
IRNSEP 14.4 a a 18.6

Average Amounts Distributed ($thousands)
Aggregate 7.0 7.0 10.0 11.7
Non-IRA/SEP 7.5 a a 13.2
IRA/SEP 5.7 a a 7.0

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute/Internal Revenue Service tabulations of IRS Forms 1099-R,
Statement for Recipients of Total Distributions from Profit-Sharing, Retirement Plans, Individual Retirement
Arrangements, Insurance Contracts, Etc., 1987-90.
aNot available.
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tion amounts). The remainder is divided up as follows: those who are current workers, have more to lose from
7 percent are death distributions, 6 percent are Section penalty taxation if they do not roll over into a tax
1035 exchanges, 18 and 1 percent are other (chart 2.7). 19 qualified vehicle.

Two points are highlighted by examining the While the fraction of total distributions being
ratio of the number of IRA rollover contributions to the rolled over into IRAs is increasing, as of 1990 it still
number of total distributions along with the ratio of the stood at under 30 percent of total distributions, indicat-

amounts rolled over to the amounts distributed over the ing that many recipients may not be thinking long term
time period 1987-90. First, both ratios increased over with their distribution money and thus may be jeopar-
the four years for which data are available. The ratio of dizing their retirement income security. Undoubtedly,
the number of IRA rollovers to the number of total some people not rolling their distribution into an IRA

distributions rose from 0.23 in 1987 to 0.25 in 1989, are using the distribution for some other type of long
after falling to 0.21 in 1988, and finally rose to 0.29 in term financial savings, such as an annuity purchase by
1990 (chart 2.8). The 1990 figure indicates that almost retiring workers or a home purchase by younger
30 percent of all total distributions were at least workers, but many others are likely using the distribu-
partially rolled over into an IRA in that year. The ratio tion to fund current consumption. In the May 1988
of IRA rollover contribution amounts to total distribu- CPS/EBS, 34 percent of all preretirement distribution
tion amounts rose from 0.49 in 1987 to 0.54 in 1988, recipients reported having used the entire amount of
0.55 in 1989, and finally to 0.57 in 1990 (chart 2.8). The their most recent distribution for consumption 20 and
1990 figure indicates that 57 percent of all money 40 percent reported using at least some of their most
distributed as a total distribution was rolled over into recent distribution for consumption (Piacentini, 1990).
IRAs. In such instances, some workers may be unwittingly

The second item of note is that the ratio of the sacrificing future consumption in retirement for

rollover amounts is consistently larger than the ratio of consumption today. This may especially be a problem
the number of rollovers indicating that larger distribu- for lower wage earners who may need to use the

tions tend to be rolled over. This is not surprising given distribution to cover expenses during a period of
that recipients of larger distributions, in particular, unemployment. As shown above, it is the larger, not

18 Tax free exchange of insurance contracts under sec. 1035. 20 Includes purchase of a car, education expenses, expenses incurred
19 This includes PS 58 costs excess contributions plus earnings/excess during a period of unemployment, and other uses.

deferrals (and]or earnings) taxable in 1990, prohibited transactions,
and disability distributions.

Chart2.8
Ratio of IRA Rollover Contributions to Total Distributions, 1987-1990
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smaller, distributions that tend to be rolled over Goodfellow, Gordon P., and Sylvester J. Schieber.
indicating that it is likely the lower wage earners who "Death and Taxes: Can We Fund for Retirement
are sacrificing consumption in retirement for consump- Between Them?" Paper. Washington, DC: The
tion today• Wyatt Company, 1992.

While further research is needed, it appears Grad, Susan• Income of the Population 55 and Over,
that there is a substantial potential for further retire- 1978, 1980, 1982, and 1984. U.S. Department of
ment income gains from enhanced preservation. It is Health and Human Services, Social Security
likely that preservation will be enhanced to some Administration, pub. no. 13-11871. Washington,
degree by the provision contained in the Unemploy- DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1981-1985.
ment Compensation Amendments of 1992 requiring . Income of the Population 55 or Older, 1986,
employees to make a direct rollover of their qualified U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,
retirement plan distribution into another qualified plan Social Security Administration, pub. no. 13-11871.
or pay a mandatory 20 percent withholding fee on the Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office,
lump-sum distribution• 1988.

. Income of the Population 55 or Older, 1988.

Conclusion u.s• Department of Health and Human Services,
Social Security Administration, pub. no. 13-11871.

The employment-based pension system in the United Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office,
States is a model for the rest of the world• It has 1990.

contributed to the high economic status of the current . Income of the Population 55 or Older, 1990.
generation of retirees and holds great promise for the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,
future. It has provided a high return on investment for Social Security Administration, pub. no. 13-11871.
employers, individuals, and the government• However, Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office,
there are gaps in employer-sponsored coverage, particu- 1992.
larly in the small employer sector• A close eye on the Grad, Susan, and Karen Foster. Income of the Popula-
implications of change, especially the trend toward tion 55 and Over, 1976. U.S. Department of
greater use of defined contribution plans and the Health, Education, and Welfare, pub. no. 13-11865
increasing occurrence of lump sum distributions, and a Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office,
careful hand on adjustments that may be necessary to 1979.

keep it on course should assure a sound pension future. Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation• Pension Benefit
Guaranty Corporation Annual Report, 1992.
Washington, DC: Pension Benefit Guaranty
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III. The Tax Treatment of Pensions
BY RICHARD L. HUBBARD

Introduction specific legislation was enacted, provided the amounts
represented reasonable compensation. 1 The Revenue

The U.S. Congress recognized the need for tax incen- Act of 1921 exempted the net interest income of stock
tives for private pension programs in the Revenue Act bonus and profit-sharing plans from current taxation. 2
of 1921. This and statutes enacted since then, covering This exemption was extended to pension trusts in

income from trusts and pension plans, were intention- 1926. 3 Also beginning in 1921, employees were not
ally designed to encourage the expansion of pension taxed when they made contributions, but only when
coverage and increased saving levels and to provide a they received distributions from the pension trusts (to
private source of retirement income in addition to the extent that the benefits exceeded the employee'sown contributions). 4
Social Security. Today, private pension and retirement

Before 1928, the tax law did not permit an
plans number more than 850,000. employer a deduction for the funding of pension liabili-

The preferential tax treatment accorded more
recently developed retirement and capital accumulation ties for an employee's services that were performed
arrangements, such as individual retirement accounts before the effective date of the pension plan. Conse-
(IRAs), simplified employee pensions (SEPs), section quently, although many employers established balance
401(k) arrangements, and Keogh plans for the sheet reserves (reserves that were not put into a
self-employed, indicate a continued interest on the part separate fund) for this purpose, credits to these re-

serves were not tax deductible. Influenced by the
of policymakers in increasing retirement savings.

The tax treatment accorded qualified plans number and size of these reserves, Congress enacted
provides incentives both for employers to establish such legislation in 1928 permitting employers to deduct a
plans and for employees to participate in them. In "reasonable" amount in excess of the amount necessary
general, a contribution to a qualified pension trust is to fund the current pension liabilities. 5
immediately deductible in computing the employer's Not long afterward, lawmakers became con-

cerned that the legislation governing pensions favoredtaxes, and the tax to the employee on the contributions
is deferred until the employee subsequently receives a owners, officers, and selected employees without
distribution from the plan. In the interim, investment benefiting lower-paid employees. Of specific concern

earnings on the contributions are not subject to tax. was the fact that a pension trust was not required to be
This preferential tax treatment is contingent on the irrevocable, so that a pension plan could be dissolved

immediately after a sizable tax-deductible contribution
employer's compliance with nondiscrimination provi- had been made. The Revenue Act of 1938 addressed
sions governing employee coverage and benefit levels
and other rules set out in the Internal Revenue Code this concern by establishing the "nondiversion" rule and

(IRC) and in the Employee Retirement Income Security making pension trusts irrevocable. A pension trust is
Act of 1974 (ERISA). These provisions depart signifl- tax-exempt only if it is impossible, at any time prior to

the satisfaction of all employee liabilities, for any partcantly from the general principles inherent in the tax
of the contributions or income to be used for a purposelaw and reflect longstanding policy decisions aimed at

broadening pension coverage and strengthening the
pension system.

1Elgin National Watch Co. v. Commissioner, 17 B.T.A. 339, 358-60

Legislative History (1929); Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co. v. Commissioner, 5 B.T.A.
464, 474 (1926). However, no deduction was permitted for additions

to pension funds or reserves held by the employer until such

L_ag[y J_i$[02_ amounts were actually paid to the employee. Also see Reg. 45,
art. 108 (Revenue Act of 1918); Reg. 65, art. 109 (Revenue Act of

Pension plans that provide employer tax deductions 1924); and Reg. 69, art. 109 (Revenue Act of 1926).

and the opportunity for the tax-deferred growth of 2RevenueAct of 1921,§ 219(f).
investment earnings have long been permitted under 3RevenueAct of 1926,§ 219(f).

4 Revenue Act of 1921, § 219(f). Such a provision is currently codified
the tax laws. Tax deductions for payments to retire- in Code§§ 72and 402.
ment trusts for current costs were allowed even before 5RevenueAct of 1928,§23(q).
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qualified plans; this tax is imposed each year until a plans, payments are due 3.5, 6.5, 9.5, and 12.5 months
deductible contribution is permissible. 25 after the close of the prior plan year. 31

In addition to general limitations, the tax Any single-employer plan with an unfunded
deductibility of contributions is also limited on an current liability (meaning a termination liability and
individual participant basis under sec. 415. A defined not a projected liability) will have to pay an additional
benefit plan must provide that the annual benefit for amount to force more rapid funding of liabilities that
an individual participant cannot exceed the lesser of existed as of December 31, 1987; of new liabilities
$90,000, adjusted for the cost of living ($115,641 in created after that date; and of liabilities arising from
1993) or 100 percent of the participant's average the occurrence of unpredictable contingent events such
compensation for his or her three highest earning as a plant closing. 32
years. There is also an overall limit on annual compen- The additional charge is limited to the amount
sation that can be considered for contribution or benefit necessary to increase the funded current liability
purposes. 26 This limitation, which first became effective percentage to 100 percent and is the amount of the
for 1989, was originally $200,000, indexed for cost-of- minimum contribution subtracted from the new "deficit
living increases, and had reached $235,840 for 1993. reduction contribution." The deficit reduction contribu-
The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993, tion is the amount required to amortize the pre-1988
however, reduced the limit, effective for 1994, to unfunded liability over 18 years; plus the amortization
$150,000, again indexed for cost-of-living increases, of the new unfunded liability, which is a percentage
Maximum benefits payable to individuals under that decreases with the amount of underfunding; plus
private-sector defined benefit plans generally must be amortization over no longer than 7 years for liabilities
actuarially reduced if the beneficiary claims benefits created by a contingent event. 33 A special rule allows
before the Social Security normal retirement age, which for slower funding of past service liability in a new plan
is scheduled to rise gradually from age 65 to age 67 or a newly expanded plan. OBRA '87 also made changes
between the years 2000 and 2016. in prior law that allowed more discretion for actuarial

If the plan provides for benefits in excess of the assumptions. For single-employer plans, each actuarial
limits, the plan loses its tax qualified status, and any assumption must be reasonable individually, rather
contribution to fund a benefit in excess of the limits is than in the aggregate, and special rules apply to
not deductible. 27 interest rate assumptions. The plan must use an

Minimum Funding Limits--A defined benefit interest rate in the "permissible range," that is, not
plan is also subject to minimum funding require- more than 10 percent above or below the average rate
ments. 28 In general, the minimum amount an employer for 30-year Treasury bonds for the 4-year period ending
must contribute to a defined benefit plan each year is on the last day before the beginning of the plan year for
the sum of the normal cost of the plan for the year and which the interest rate is being used. The Treasury
the amount necessary to amortize past service costs. Department may also specify a lower rate, under the
This amount is then decreased by the amount neces- appropriate circumstances, that is not less than 80 per-
sary to amortize decreases in pension liabilities and cent of the average rates described above. No rate
experience gains. 29 outside of the "permissible range" is allowed. 34

The minimum funding provisions for Multiemployer plans are exempted from these interest
single-employer plans must be satisfied through a rules, except as applied to the full-funding limitations.
quarterly payment program. 3° The amount of any Also, for single-employer plans only, the amortization
required installment is 25 percent of the required schedule for net experience gains and losses was
annual payment, which is the lesser of 90 percent of the reduced from 15 years to 5 years, and amortization for
minimum funding requirement for the year, or gains and losses attributable to changes in actuarial
100 percent of the minimum funding requirement for assumptions or methods was reduced from 30 years to
the preceding plan year. For plans on a calendar year 10 years. 35
basis, quarterly payments are due on April 15, July 15, Failure to comply with these minimum funding
October 15, and January 15. For noncalendar year requirements leads to the imposition of an excise tax

25 § 4972. 31 Id.

26 § 401 (a) (17). 32 § 412(c).

27 § 404(j). 33 § 412(1).

28 Id. 34 § 412(b)(5).

29 § 412(b). 35 §§ 412(b)(2)(iv), (v).

3O § 412(m).
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equal to 10 percent of the funding deficiency, and There are several types of defined contribution
failure to correct the deficiency may result in an plans: money purchase plans (where employer contribu-
additional tax equal to 100 percent of the deficiency. 36 tions are stated as a percentage of an employee's
A lien may be imposed against all the assets of the plan salary); target benefit plans (where contributions are
sponsor and members of its controlled group for failing scaled to achieve a specified retirement benefit); profit-
to meet any installment payments during the plan year sharing plans (including 401(k) arrangements), thrift
as each payment is missed if the unpaid balance plus plans, stock bonus plans, and employee stock owner-
interest exceeds $1 million. 37 ship plans (ESOPs). In general, annual additions 42 to

The minimum funding requirements may be defined contribution plans may not exceed the lesser of
waived in certain situations, but minimum funding 25 percent of an employee's compensation or $30,000. 43
waivers for single-employer plans were restricted by The $30,000 limitation is subject to adjustment when
OBRA '87. Funding waivers will be granted only if the the adjusted dollar limitation for a defined benefit plan
plan sponsor demonstrates to the Secretary of the exceeds $120,000. The dollar limitation for a defined

Treasury a temporary substantial business hardship contribution plan will then equal 25 percent of the
for it and each member of its controlled group. 38 dollar limitation for a defined benefit plan. 44 The IRC

Effective January 1, 1988, the maximum further limits the maximum deductible contribution to

number of waivers granted in the 15 years after that profit-sharing and stock bonus plans to an amount
date is reduced to 3 from 5 under prior law for equal to 15 percent of the compensation of all partici-
single-employer plans. 39 Additional requirements are pants. 45The dollar limitation on the amount of annual

imposed on the submission of applications for waivers compensation that can be considered in determining
and on the amortization period and the interest rate to contributions applies to defined contribution plans.
be used in computing the amortization charge for
waived contributions. For multiemployer plans, hard- Participants in More Than One Plan--In addition
ship need not be temporary, and there need not be to limiting contributions to separate plans, sec. 415(e)
hardship at a contributing employer's controlled group imposes further contribution limitations when an
level in order for a multiemployer plan to qualify for a employee participates in both a defined benefit and a
funding waiver. Also, multiemployer plans may still defined contribution plan sponsored by the same
obtain 5 funding waivers in a 15-year period. 4° employer. Sec. 404(j) denies any deductions for

These minimum funding standards also apply amounts contributed to fund or provide benefits in
to defined contribution plans that are money purchase excess of the limits.

plans (where contributions are expressed as a percent- In general, sec. 415(e) provides that, if a
age of covered payroll), but not to profit-sharing or participant is covered by both a defined benefit plan
stock bonus plans. 41 and a defined contribution plan maintained by the

same employer, the sum of a defined benefit plan

Defined Contribution Plans--In a defined contribu- fraction and a defined contribution plan fraction may
tion plan, the employer makes specified contributions not exceed 1.0. These fractions are calculated as
to the employee's account and, on termination of follows.

employment, the employee is entitled to the value of The numerator of the defined benefit plan
the vested part of the account. A defined contribution fraction is the projected annual benefit of the partici-
plan thus requires the establishment of an individual pant determined at the close of the year. The denomi-
account for each participating employee, because it is nator is the lesser of: (1) 1.25 multiplied by the maxi-
funded through the accumulation (including income mum dollar limitation for a defined benefit plan; or
and capital appreciation) of the contributions made on (2) 1.4 multiplied by the percentage of compensation
behalf of each employee, limit (for a defined benefit plan) for the year.

36§4971. 44Id.
37§412(n)(3). 45§ 404(a)(3).Amountscontributed in excess of 15percent of
38§ 412(d)(1). compensationmay be carried over toa succeedingyear, but the
39Id. deductible amount in any taxable year shall not exceed 15percent of
40Id. the participant's compensationfor the year. For contributions in any
41§412(h). year beginning beforeJanuary 1, 1987,the amount of the contribu-
42 The term annual addition means the sum for any year of(l) em- tion in excessof the deductible amount for that year may be carried
ployercontributions; (2)the employee'scontribution; and (3)forfei- forwardfor deduction in a later year, but the later year deduction
tures. §415(c)(2). may not exceed25 percent of the participant's total compensation

43§ 415(c). for the year.
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The numerator of the defined contribution plan iVanqualified Plans
fraction is the total annual additions to the

participant's account through the close of the year. The The statutory treatment of employer deductions for
denominator is the sum, for all years of the deferred compensation under nonqualified plans differs
participant's service, of the lesser for each year of: substantially from prestatutory rules governing such
(1) 1.25 multiplied by the maximum dollar limitation deductions. Prior to the Revenue Act of 1942, unfunded
for a defined contribution plan; or (2) 1.4 multiplied by noncontingent liabilities incurred to pay deferred
the percentage of compensation limit (for a defined compensation were tax deductible by an accrual-basis
contribution plan) for the year. employer even though such amounts were paid and

An additional limit is placed on the employer's includable in the employee's gross income in later
deduction when one or more employees are covered by years. 49 Payments to trustees under deferred income
both a pension or annuity plan and a profit-sharing or plans were also deductible as long as the amount could
stock bonus plan. If this is the case, the total deduction revert to the employer only in situations beyond the
for contributions to all plans may not exceed either employer's control. 5°
25 percent of compensation paid or accrued to all plan Under the Revenue Act of 1942, the employer
participants during the taxable year or, if greater, the was permitted a tax deduction only (1) on the payment
contribution necessary to satisfy minimum funding of benefits (unfunded plans); or (2) if the employee's
standards for that year. Excess amounts contributed interest was nonforfeitable at the time the contribution
may be deducted in succeeding taxable years subject to was made (funded plans). 51Although the Tax Reform
the 25 percent limit in the year deducted. 46 Act of 1969 continued the rule governing unfunded

plans, it substantially revised the treatment of funded

Top-Heavy Plans_The Tax Equity and Fiscal Re- plans by permitting the employer to take a deduction
sponsibility Act of 1982 (TEFRA) established a new when the employee's interest became vested even
category of plans known as "top-heavy" plans. A plan is though the employee's interest had been forfeitable at

the time the contribution was made. 52 The IRS hadtop heavy if 60 percent or more of the accounts or
accrued benefits under the plan are attributable to "key previously taken the position that the employer was
employees," defined as: officers (revised in 1988 to never entitled to a deduction for contributions in which
exclude those earning less than one-half of the dollar an employee's interest was forfeitable when the contri-
limit on contributions in a defined benefit plan); the bution was made. 53
10 employees owning the largest shares of the employer Current statutory treatment of tax deductions
and having annual compensation of more than the for nonqualified plan contributions restricts their
dollar limit on contributions in a defined contribution availability. Deductions are still available for employer

plan; owners of more than a 5 percent interest in the liabilities calculated on an accrual basis if there is no
employer; or owners of more than a 1 percent interest deferral of compensation. 54 Contributions to
in the employer who receive compensation from the nonqualified plans are deductible only when paid and
employer in excess of $150,000. 47 included in the employee's gross income. This require-

A top-heavy plan must satisfy certain require- ment is met in unfunded plans when payments are
ments concerning the benefits or plan contributions for actually made to the beneficiary 55 and in funded plans
nonkey employees. The plan must meet one of two when the employee's rights in employer contributions
accelerated vesting schedules and certain minimum are not subject to a substantial risk of forfeiture. 56 In
benefit or plan contribution requirements. 48 In deter- addition, in nonqualified plans, the employer's deduc-
mining plan contributions or benefits, only the first tion is available only if separate accounts for each
$150,000 of an employee's compensation (beginning in employee are maintained.
1994) will be taken into account.

46§ 404(a)(7). 52§404(a)(5);U.S.Treasury, Reg. § 1.404(a)-12(b)(1).
47§ 416(i). 53U.S.Treasury, Reg. § 1.404(a)-12(c).
4s§ 416(b). 54Lukens Steel Co.v. Commissioner,442 F.2d 1131(3dCir. 1971)
49Globe-GazettePrinting Co.v. Commissioner,16B.T.A.161 (1929), (supplementalunemployment benefitplan); WashingtonPost Co.v.
acq. IX-1C.B.20 (1930). UnitedStates, 405 F.2d 1279(Ct. C1.1969)(profit-incentiveplan),

50Surface CombustionCorp. v. Commissioner,9 T.C.631, 655(1947); nonacq.Rev. Rul. 76-345,1976-2C.B. 134.
OxfordInstitute v. Commissioner,33B.T.A.1136(1936). 55U.S. Treasury, Reg. § 1,404(a)-12(b)(2).

51RevenueActof 1942,§ 23(p)(1)(D).Alsosee U.S.Treasury, Reg. 56§§83(a)and 402(b).
§§1.404(a)-12(b)(2),(c).
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Taxation of Employees on Plan full enjoyment of the property is conditioned on his or

Contributions her future performance of substantial services or other
substantial conditions related to the purpose of the
transfer of the property. 59 When such a risk does not

Under general tax principles, income is taxed when it is exist, the employee's rights to the employer's contribu-
constructively received, i.e., when it comes into an tions in a nonqualified plan are deemed vested and that
individual's substantial control and discretion. In amount is taxable.

addition, as a general rule, when an employee receives In unfunded nonqualified plans, the employee
a nonforfeitable interest in property in exchange for is taxed on receipt of benefits because an unfunded plan
services, he or she is immediately taxed on the value of does not set aside property for the benefit of the em-
that property, even if he or she does not have immedi- ployee. Nonqualified plans have historically tended to
ate access to it, e.g., a vested interest in an irrevocable be unfunded. 6° Nevertheless, most employers establish
trust for his or her benefit. Under general tax rules, balance sheet reserves to cover the plans. ERISA
therefore, employer contributions to a pension or established regulatory (nontax) funding standards for
retirement plan would be taxable to the employee at nonqualified plans but exempted many of the more
the time the contribution vested and became usual types of nonqualified plans from these stan-
nonforfeitable. Employee contributions also generally dards.61

would be subject to tax because the funds contributed Accrued benefits under unfunded plans are
are initially within the employee's control. As discussed financed upon the employee's retirement either from
below, the IRC excepts from the general rules employer current operating income or from previously estab-
contributions to qualified plans and certain employee lished reserves, and the employer takes a tax deduction
contributions, for payment of benefits at that time. Employees pay

taxes on retirement income at their postretirement
Employer Contributions marginal tax rate, but run the risk of the employer's

financial inability to pay benefits.Whether employer contributions receive favorable tax

treatment is determined by qualified plan status. Since
the Revenue Act of 1921, the IRC has excepted em- Employee Contributions
ployer contributions from the general rule stated above, Employee contributions are provided for by some plans
and an employee has not been taxed on employer both to increase retirement savings and to reduce the
contributions to qualified plans until benefits are employer's plan costs. The IRC imposes limits on both
distributed to the employee. 57 This is true whether or the mandatory and the voluntary amounts employees
not the employee is vested under the plan. Of course, may contribute to qualified plans. Limits on the manda-

before being vested the employee cannot be taxed on tory contribution amount are aimed at eliminating the
employer contributions because this interest is forfeit- risk that the contribution requirements will result in
able; however, once vested, this interest is prohibited patterns of discrimination. If employee
nonforfeitable and not subject to sufficiently substan- contribution requirements are particularly burden-
tial conditions as to preclude taxation under the some, they could indirectly exclude employees from
general rule even though the benefits may not be participation. The statutory limits on voluntary contri-
payable until a later date (e.g., retirement or attain- butions, in turn, are aimed at preventing a qualified
ment of a certain age). plan from offering excessive benefits to highly compen-

The general rule still applies to nonqualified sated employees in the form of savings accounts
plans. In funded nonqualified plans, the employee must accruing tax-deferred interest.
include in income the value of the accrued benefits not

subject to substantial risk of forfeiture. 58 There exists a Mandatory Employee Contributions--Employee
"substantial risk of forfeiture" if the employee's right to contributions are considered mandatory if they are

57 Prior to the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 (ERTA), employees 60 There are widespread reports that the growth of nonqualified plans

were taxed on amounts distributed or "made available" from a has accelerated in response to legislation such as the Tax Equity
qualified plan. Sec. 314(c) of ERTA deleted reference to "made and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 and the Tax Reform Act of
available." See § 402(a)(1)(repealed). 1986.

58 §§ 83(a) and 402(b). 61 Exempted plans include unfunded deferred compensation plans for
59 U.S. Treasury, Reg. §§ 1.402(b)-1, 1.83-3(c). highly compensated employees and excess benefit plans. See ERISA

§§ 301-306, particularly §§ 301(a)(3) and (9).
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required as a condition of employment, a condition of match from the employer, the federal government) to a
plan participation, or a condition of receiving employer supplemental thrift plan. These federal employees are
contributions. As a general rule, mandatory contribu- not directly covered by Social Security, but they do pay
tions cannot be so burdensome as to permit participa- the Medicare Hospital Insurance payroll tax and are
tion only by highly paid employees, thus discriminating eligible for Medicare. Federal civilian employees hired
against lower paid employees. 62 While most mandatory on or after January 1, 1984, contribute to Social
contributions are not deductible by the employee, Security and Medicare; they are also covered by a
earnings accumulated on these contributions are not noncontributory defined benefit plan; and they may
taxed until distributed, also choose to contribute to a voluntary thrift plan that

Mandatory employee contributions are found in provides for matching contributions from the govern-
relatively few private employer plans. In 1989, the most ment. Beginning in fiscal year 1985, the federal govern-
recent year for which U.S. government data are avail- ment has made contributions for military retirement
able, only 6 percent of participants in private defined benefits on an accrual basis, but the plan continues to
benefit plans and 34 percent of participants in "retire- be noncontributory for military personnel.
ment" defined contribution plans paid part of the cost of

their plans. 63 Also, there is evidence that the relative Voluntary Employee Contributions--Generally,
importance of employee contributions in private voluntary employee contributions to employer-spon-
employer plans had been declining sharply until the sored plans are not tax deductible--they are made with
early 1980s. In a 1980 survey of 325 plans accounting "after-tax" dollars. Under special statutory rules,
for 8.2 million participants, Bankers Trust Company however, certain employee contributions may be made
found that the number of contributory plans fell from with "before-tax" dollars (thereby becoming, in effect,
33 percent in 1975 to 19 percent in 1980. 64 This trend tax deductible). This is true despite the fact that in
could reverse in the future, however, as sec. 401(k) some cases (IRAs, for example), the employee has

arrangements continue to grow in popularity, actually received the compensation being saved for
Unlike private-sector plans, public-sector plans retirement. In a cash or deferred arrangement under

are predominantly contributory. In 1990, 75 percent of sec. 401(k), the employee exercises discretion and
governmental pension plan participants had to pay part control by annually electing whether or not to forgo
of the cost of their defined benefit plans. 65 The typical cash compensation in favor of deferred compensation

plan requires contributions of 3 percent to 8 percent of that vests immediately, and amounts deferred are not
salary. Employee contributions accounted for approxi- included in the employee's gross income until actually
mately 29 percent of total contributions to these plans received. Similar plans for certain nonprofit institu-
in 1989-1990. 66 About 88 percent of the much smaller tions and state and local governments are authorized
group of governmental participants (9 percent) in under sec. 403(b). In addition, public-sector employees
defined contribution plans paid part of the cost of their may participate in salary reduction arrangements
plans in 1990, although 17 percent of employees under sec. 457. And a special arrangement is available
participated in separate, free-standing tax-deferred to government plans, sec. 414(h)(2), in which employee
annuity (403(b)) plans that were not matched by contributions characterized as employer contributions
employer contributions, are excludable from current gross income for federal

Federal civilian employees hired before income tax purposes.
January 1, 1984, contribute 7 percent of compensation The reason these special statutory rules depart
annually to the Civil Service Retirement System. They from traditional tax principles is policy oriented.
also may make voluntary contributions (without a Congress believed that individual retirement saving

was necessary to enable retirees to maintain

preretirement standards of living and that the level of
62 V.S. Treasury, Reg. § 1.401(m)-l; Rev. Rul. 80-307, 1980-2 C.B. saving has not been adequate for that purpose. In

136. addition to promoting individual retirement saving (a
63 U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employee

Benefits in Medium and Large Firms, 1989 (Washington, DC: U.S. needed supplement to the Social Security system) and
Government Printing Office,1990). supplementing pension plans with deferred vesting

64 Bankers Trust Company, Corporate Pension Plan Study: A Guide schedules, tax deductible employee contributions
for the 1980s (New York: Bankers Trust Company, 1980). remove the sole responsibility for retirement saving

65 U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employee
Benefits in State and Local Governments, 1990 (Washington, DC: from the employer and provide added insurance for the
u.s. Government Printing Office,1992). employee against the possibility of early plan termina-

66 U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Finances of tion or the employee's involuntary separation from
Employee Retirement Systems of State and Local Governments in service by layoff or firing.
1989-90 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1992).
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Thus, these special arrangements do not exist retirement plans. In addition, special nondiscrimina-
within the confines of accepted pension tax principles: tion rules apply to elective contributions made by
they are, instead, Congress' response to the need for employees through salary deferrals.
increased levels of private retirement saving. Annual contributions to a TDA cannot exceed a

maximum limit referred to as an exclusion allowance.

Special Retirement Arrangements The exclusion allowance is generally equal to 20 per-
cent of the employee's includable compensation from

The following section describes the special arrange- the employer multiplied by the number of the
ments Congress has authorized to allow employees to employee's years of service with that employer, reduced
save more money on their own for retirement on a tax- by amounts already paid by the employer to purchase
deferred basis, as well as some other separate types of the annuity. In addition to the limit imposed by the
plans Congress has enacted to provide for the special exclusion allowance, there is a limit on employee
needs of small businesses and the self-employed, contributions made through salary reduction of $9,500

annually or the limit on deferrals under 401(k) plans,

Sec. 401('k) as indexed. This limit is reduced by any deferrals on
the employee's behalf to a 401(k) plan. The limit applies

The Revenue Act of 1978 authorized cash or deferred until the indexed 401(k) limit ($8,994 for 1993) reaches

arrangements under see. 401(k). An employee may elect $9,500, at which time the TDA limit will also be
to have a portion of compensation (otherwise payable in indexed in the same manner as the 401(k) plan limit. If
cash) contributed to a qualified profit-sharing or stock an employee is required to contribute a set percentage
bonus plan. These contributions are not treated as of compensation to a TDA as a condition of employ-
distributed or available (taxable) income to the em- ment, the contribution does not count toward the

ployee but as deductible employer contributions to the annual limit. In addition, a special annual catch-up
plan. 67 Sec. 401(k) arrangements have achieved election, available for employees of educational organi-
considerable popularity since 1981, when the IRS zations, hospitals, home health agencies, health and
published proposed and final regulations clarifying welfare service agencies, or churches or conventions of
their implementation, churches, allows larger salary reduction contributions

As long as the 401(k) arrangement meets for an eligible employee who has completed 15 years of
specific participation and nondiscrimination standards, service.

contributions and deductions are governed by the same
rules as other defined contribution plans except that See'. 457
the maximum employee elective contribution cannot
exceed a specified dollar limitation, adjusted for the This section contains rules applicable to deferred
cost of living, which is $8,994 for 1993. Because of a compensation arrangements of state and local govern-
change made by TRA '86, a nonprofit organization ments or agencies and instrumentalities of either.
cannot maintain a sec. 401(k) plan unless it was Deferred compensation plans for employees of tax-
adopted before July 2, 1986, and a state or local govern- exempt organizations were made subject to sec. 457 by

provisions of TRA '86.ment or political subdivision may not maintain such a
plan unless it was adopted before May 6, 1986. 68 Amounts of compensation deferred under a

sec. 457 deferred compensation plan are not taxed to

Sec.403(b) theemployeeascurrentincomebut aretaxedas
incomewhen received.Itisnotrequiredthata sec.457

A specialtypeoftax-deferredretirementarrangement deferredcompensationplanbe offeredtoallemployees

under sec.403(b)isavailabletocertainnonprofit on a nondiscriminatorybasis.The planmust be

organizationsand publicschools,includingpublic unfunded.Among numerous requirementsthata

collegesand universities.Inplanyearsbeginningafter sec.457 planmust meet,theamounts deferredare
December 31,1988,taxdeferredannuities(TDAs)must limitedtono more than33 1/3percentofincludable

satisfy,withrespecttocontributionsnotmade pursu- compensationor$7,500,whicheverisless.69Any
ant tosalaryreduction,essentiallythesame nondis- amounts beingdeferredunder a sec.403C0)tax-de-

crimination rules and participation rules as qualified ferred annuity must be taken into account in determin-

67 § 402(a)(8). 69 § 457(lo)(2).
68 § 401(k)(4)(B).
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ing whether the overall $7,500 limit has been ex- and has an income above specified levels.
ceeded. 7° The exclusion allowance of a sec. 403(b) tax- A single worker can contribute and deduct from

deferred annuity and the includable compensation on gross income up to $2,000 or 100 percent of earned
which it is figured are affected by amounts deferred income (whichever is lower) per year if he or she is not
under sec. 457. an active participant in an employer-sponsored plan or

is an active participant and has an adjusted gross

Sec. 414(hj (2) income(AGI)oflessthan$25,000.71Deductiblecontri-
butionsarephasedout forAGI between$25,000and

Anotherarrangementunder which pensionplan $35,000.72Nondeductiblecontributionsareallowedfor
participantsmay defertaxationon amounts contrib- thebalanceofthe$2,000maximum limit.

utedtoa pensionplanisavailableonlytopublic Where a husband and wifebothearnincome,

employeesunder an arrangementknown as"employer eachmay contributeup to$2,000or 100 percentof
pick-up."Under retirementplansmaintainedby any earnedincome(whicheverislower)peryear.73A

stateorpoliticalsubdivision,sec.414(h)(2)provides two-earnercouplecan thereforemake acombined

thattheemployingunitmay "pickup" contributions contributionofup to$4,000.Where a husband and wife

thathavebeen designatedby theplanas employee fileajointreturnand eitherspouseiscoveredby an

contributions.When suchcontributionsarepickedup, employer-sponsoredplan,botharerestrictedintheir

theyaretreatedas iftheyweremade by theemployer eligibilitytomake deductibleIRA contributionsunder
insteadofby theemployee."Pickedup"employee therulesthatapplytotheircombinedAGI. They are

contributionsarenotcurrentlytaxableasincometothe eachallowedfullydeductiblecontributionsup to$2,000
employeebut areinsteadtaxedlaterwhen receivedas iftheircombined AGI isbelow$40,000.74Deductible

pensionincome, contributionsarephasedoutforacombinedAGI

Amounts ofemployeecontributionsthatare between $40,000and $50,000,and nondeductible

assumed by theemployerunder apick-uparrangement contributionsmay make up thebalanceofthe$2,000

must be takenintoaccountindeterminingtheexclu- limit.A $2,000nondeductiblecontributionwould be

sionallowanceinsettingamounts thatmay be addi- allowedforeachworkingspouseiftheircombined AGI
tionally tax deferred through sec. 403(b) tax-deferred exceeded $50,000.
annuities. However, the overall limit of $9,500 for A married worker with a nonworking spouse
elective deferrals under tax-deferred annuities is not can contribute up to $2,250 or 100 percent of the

reduced by the amount of an individual's employer employed spouse's earned income (whichever is lower)
pick-up. Public employee, state teacher, or university per year only if the worker is not an active participant
retirement systems in at least 18 states currently use a in an employer-sponsored plan or is an active partici-
pick-up arrangement, pant but has AGI below $40,000. 75 The dollar limit on

deductible contributions to a spousal IRA is phased out
l_d]Pidua/Ret/rement A660UntS foractivepensionplanparticipantsinaccordancewith

An IRA isa separatetrusteedaccountinwhich an therulesdescribedabove.
individualhas a nonforfeitableinterest.IRAs were Alltaxablealimonyreceivedby a divorced

establishedby ERISA in1974.InestablishingIRAs, personistreatedascompensationforpurposesofthe

Congressintendedtoofferworkerswho didnothave IRA deductionlimit,and theregulareligibilityrules

employer-sponsoredpensioncoveragean opportunityto apply.
setasidetax-deferredcompensationforuse inretire- An employercan contributetoan IRA on behalf

ment. The 1981 Economic Recovery Tax Act (ERTA) of the employee or also offer employee IRAs through
extended the availability of IRAs to all employees (i.e., payroll deduction arrangements.
even those who already had employer-sponsored The law permits individuals to roll over distri-

pension coverage). TRA '86 retained tax-deductible butions of total or partial account balances from: (1) one
IRAs for those who are not "active participants" in IRA to another and (2) a qualified employer plan to an

employer-sponsored plans but restricted or eliminated IRA. The transfer of assets from one account to another
the tax deduction for a taxpayer who is an active must be completed within 60 days. 76

participant in an employer-sponsored retirement plan If an individual receives a distribution from an

708 457(c)(2). 748 219(g)(2)(B)(ii).
7188219C0),(g)(2)(B)(i). 758219(c).
728 219(g)(2)(A)(ii). 76§408(d)(3).
738 219(b).
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IRA comprised of deductible contributions and earn- The SEP plan must permit employer contribu-
ings, the entire amount of the distribution is includable tions to be withdrawn at any time by the employee, and
in his gross income and subject to tax. If an individual continued employer contributions may not be condi-
receives a distribution comprised in part of previously tioned on any portion of employer contributions remain-
taxed nondeductible contributions, the amount of the ing in the account. 8° Earnings accumulated on em-
distribution that represents nondeductible contribu- ployer contributions are not taxed to the employee until
tions is excludable from gross income. If an individual distributed. SEPs are subject to the same penalties on
receives a distribution from an IRA before he attains premature withdrawals as IRAs.

age 59 1/2, a 10 percent penalty tax is imposed on the As a result of TRA '86, an employee covered
amount of the distribution includable in the under a SEP may not be able to make fully deductible
individual's gross income. 77This is in addition to the contributions to his or her own IRA unless his or her
regular income tax on the portion of the distribution adjusted gross income falls below $25,000 (single) or
that is includable in gross income. $40,000 (married), as described above.

Simpli/qed Employee Pensions Plans /ar the Sel2CEmployed

SEPs are employer-sponsored plans that have some Self-employed individuals and noncorporate employers
features in common with IRAs. In a SEP, the employer can now establish retirements plans similar to those
contribution is limited to the lesser of 15 portent of available to corporate employers. 81 Prior to the passage
compensation or $30,000, which includes amounts that of TEFRA, Keogh, or H.R. 10, plans were subject to
employees elect to contribute through salary defer- more stringent limits on contributions than were
rals. 78 An employer may contribute to a SEP in addi- corporate plans. In addition, Keogh plans benefiting an
tion to contributing to other qualified pension plans, owner-employee (a sole proprietor or partner whose
but the SEP contribution will count in the total deduet- partnership interest exceeds 10 percent) were required
ible limit on employer contributions to all qualified to meet special standards with respect to plan coverage,
plans, vesting, distributions, and other matters affecting the

The employer contribution is channeled into a security of employee benefits. Reflecting the belief that
retirement account maintained for the individual the level of available tax incentives encouraging
employee. For tax purposes, amounts contributed to a retirement savings should not depend on whether the
SEP by an employer on behalf of an employee and employer is incorporated or not, TEFRA repealed the
elective salary deferrals are excludable from the special rules for Keegh plans and generally eliminated
employee's gross income. Employees are fully and the distinctions between qualified plans of corporate
immediately vested in the employer's contributions and and noncorporate employers. Some of the special rules
the investment earnings on the contributions, formerly applicable only to Keogh plans and intended to

TRA '86 expanded the possibilities for employee prevent abuse with respect to the provision of retire-
participation in a SEP by providing a salary reduction merit benefits were retained, however, and made
option, which is available to employees in firms with 25 generally applicable to all tax-qualified plans. In
or fewer employees if 50 percent of all eligible employ- addition, other rules formerly applicable only to plans
ees elect to participate. 70 The maximum deferral for for the self-employed were made applicable to all
1993 is $8,994, reduced by any salary reduction contri- top-heavy plans.
butions to a 401(k) or 403(b) plan. A special nondis- Keogh plans are now on a par with corporate
crimination test also applies whereby no single highly qualified plans with respect to limits on contributions
compensated employee can defer through salary and benefits. Furthermore, all qualified plans are now
reduction more than 125 percent of the average deferral subject to the former Keogh rules relating to the timing
percentage for all other eligible employees, of benefit distributions and the integration of defined

Employer contributions and employees' elective contributions plans with Social Security. Top-heavy
deferrals to a SEP are excluded from the employee's plans are subject to special limitations concerning
taxable income. Contributions and earnings in the SEP includable compensation, vesting, distribution, and
accumulate tax free until withdrawn, minimum nonintegrated benefits or contributions,

77 § 72(t). 81 Technically, contributions to Keogh plans are not employee

78 § 404(e)(3)(a). contributions, because the self-employed individual is treated as an
79 § 408(k)(6). employer as well as an employee. In addition, the self-employed

80 § 408(k)(4). individual must make contributions to the plan on behalf of
employees.
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many of which formerly applied only to Keogh plans in the form of an annuity are included in the employee's
that benefited owner-employees, income only as payments are received. 82 If the em-

ployee contributes some of the amount necessary for

Taxation of Investment Earnings the purchase of the annuity, the employee's previously
taxed contributions may be recovered tax free, but on a

Generally, applicable tax principles suggest that either pro rata basis over the term of the annuity. The earn-
the employer or the trust should be taxed on a qualified ings on annuities funded with employee contributions
trust's investment earnings. Under the tax laws generally are subject to tax, even if these contributions
generally applicable to ordinary trusts, the employer are made with after-tax dollars. Contributions by (or on
would be taxed on a plan's investment income if it behalf of) the employee to IRAs, SEPs, and 401(k)s,
retained either a reversionary interest in plan assets however, are usually made with pretax dollars; accord-

ingly, retirement benefits attributable to such contribu-due to vesting contingencies or substantial powers over
tions are fully taxable on receipt.the trust (such as the right to appoint trustees or to

substantially alter the provisions of the trust). If the
employer did not retain a reversionary interest or Lump-Sum Distributions of Accumulated
sufficient power over the plan, the trust would be taxed Pension Contributions and Earnings

on trust income not distributed to participants. A distribution to an employee may be entitled to special
Since the Revenue Act of 1921, however, the

investment earnings of a qualified pension trust have tax treatment if it is a lump-sum distribution. A lump-sum distribution is defined generally as a distribution
not been subject to taxation until they are distributed, of an employee's total accrued benefit made within a
This rule applies even though, under current statutory single taxable year and made on the occasion of the
provisions, an employer may retain the right to appoint employee's death, attainment of age 59-1/2, 83 or
trustees or to alter, amend, or terminate a pension separation from the employer's service. Self-employed
plan. individuals, however, may receive lump-sum distribu-

In a nonqualified trust, the employer is taxed tion treatment only in the case of such a distribution
on investment earnings until the amounts become made upon death, disability, or the attainment of age
vested in the employees. At that time, the trust be-
comes taxable on earnings until the amount is distrib- 59 1/2. A distribution of an annuity contract from atrust or an annuity plan may be treated as a lump-sum
uted to the employees, distribution.

TRA '86 substantially changed the tax treat-
Types of Retirement Plan ment of lump-sum distributions. Under prior law,

Distributions and Tax Treatment which is still applicable to certain individuals covered
by a transition rule, favorable capital gains treatment

Under the statutory scheme, special rules govern the and 10-year forward income averaging applied.
treatment of distributions from qualified plans. The Amounts distributed as a lump sum from a qualified
rules are wide ranging: in some instances they auto- plan were separated into pre-1974 amounts and post-
matically terminate the tax-deferred status of amounts 1973 amounts. This computation was made by multi-
distributed; impose a tax penalty for preretirement plying the amount distributed by a fraction: the nu-
lump-sum distributions; impose a tax penalty on large merator was the number of months of active participa-
distributions; and, in certain cases, provide further tion in the plan before January 1, 1974, and the de-

nominator was the total number of months of activefavorable tax treatment after distributions are com-

pleted, participation. 84 The resulting sum was deemed the
As a general rule, distributions from a qualified

trust that was previously funded with deductible 82If the planprovidesthe employeewith the option ofreceivingthe
employer contributions and enhanced tax-free earnings amount as either a lump-sum distribution ofbenefits or an annuity in
are includable in full in the gross income of the em- lieu of the lump sum, the employeemust exercisethe optionto
ployeewhen received, receiveannuitypaymentswithin60daysfromthedatewhenthe

lumpsumfirstbecamepayableorbetreatedashavingconstructively
receivedtheentirevalue(§72(h);seealsoRevenueRuling59-94,

Periodic Distributions from Accumulated 1959-1C.B.25).

Reserves t'n the Form o/an Annuity 83§ 402(d)(4)(A).84In computingmonths ofactiveparticipation before1974,any part of

Because distributions are includable in the gross a calendar year in which there wasparticipationis countedas 12months. Whencalculating months ofparticipation after 1978,any
income of an employee when received, benefits payable part of a calendar month ofparticipation is treated asone month.
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pre-1974 portion and, in the absence of the election lump-sum distributions paid to individuals before age
described below, was taxed as a long-term capital gain. 59 1/2 from most tax-favored retirement plans. 86 The
Such treatment may have been favorable to the tax- tax does not apply to the return of employee after-tax
payer because such capital gain was subject to a lower contributions (but it does apply to the earnings thereon)
rate of tax. The balance of the lump-sum distribution or to amounts rolled over to an IRA or other qualified
was deemed the post-1973 portion and was treated as plan. It also does not apply to distributions from
ordinary income, sec. 457 plans of state and local governments or to

An employee participating in the plan for 5 or certain distributions from an ESOP prior to January 1,
more years prior to distribution could elect to use a 1990. The 10 percent penalty is not imposed if the
special 10-year forward income averaging method to distribution is received after an individual attains age
compute the amount of tax on the post-1973 amount. 59 1/2 or is taken in the form of an annuity. Payments
Under this special income averaging rule, a separate made after the participant has separated from service
tax was computed at ordinary income rates on one- on or after age 55, used for payment of medical ex-
tenth of the post-1973 amount (less a minimum distri- penses to the extent deductible under federal income

bution allowance), and the resulting figure was multi- tax rules, or made to or on behalf of an alternate payee
plied by 10. Because of our progressive income tax rates pursuant to a qualified domestic relations order are

and the fact that this tax was computed separately exempt from the penalty tax.
from the taxpayer's other income, the 10-year forward Distributions in any year exceeding $150,000
income averaging rule could result in substantial tax and lump-sum distributions in excess of $750,000 are
savings, subject to a 15 percent excise tax. 87

A separate election could be made to treat all

pre-1974 amounts as ordinary income eligible for Estatg and Sup'v/rot Betlgj_t$
10-year forward income averaging. Such an election
could be advantageous since, depending on the amount The favorable treatment once afforded to estate and
of the distribution, 10-year forward income averaging survivor benefits has been repealed. At one time,
might have produced a lower tax on the pre-1974 benefits attributable to employer contributions were
amount than would capital gains treatment. The wholly excludable from the decedent's gross estate. The
election was irrevocable and applied to all subsequent exclusion was limited to $100,000 by TEFRA and was
lump-sum distributions received by the taxpayer, repealed by the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984. Retire-

TRA '86 phases out capital gains treatment for ment benefits remain excludable from a decedent's

lump-sum distributions over 6 years beginning Janu- gross estate under the martial deduction provisions.
ary 1, 1987, and eliminates 10-year forward averaging Benefit payments from a qualified trust received by the
for taxable years beginning with December 31, 1986. beneficiaries or the estate of an employee are exclud-
Instead, TRA '86 permits a one-time election of 5-year able from gross income for income tax purposes in an
forward averaging for a lump-sum distribution received amount not to exceed $5,000. 88 Any amounts received
after age 59 1/2. Under a transition rule, a participant during the lifetime of the decedent or attributable to
who attained age 50 by January 1, 1986, is permitted to amounts accumulated under nonqualified plans are

includable in the decedent's estate. Similarly, a partici-make one election of 5-year forward averaging or
10-year forward averaging (at 1986 tax rates) with pant who has elected to provide a survivor benefit
respect to a single lump-sum without regard to attain- based on accrued benefits under the plan is deemed to
ment of age 59 1/2 and to retain the capital gains have made a gift to the beneficiary to the extent that
character of the pre-1974 portion of such a distribution, the survivor benefit is based on the employee's own
Under the transition rule, the pre-1974 capital gains contributions.
portion is taxed at a rate of 20 percent.

Distributions from 401(k) plans are eligible for lPartiet_atlt Loatls

special lump-sum tax treatment. IRA and 403(b) Loans to participants from qualified trusts are a use of
distributions, however, are not. pension assets that has received some policy attention

A lump-sum distribution received in the form of in recent years. Prior to the passage of TEFRA, loans to
employer securities or retirement bonds receives
additional favorable tax treatment. In general, the net
unrealized appreciation attributable to an employer's

85§402(e)(4)(B).
securities is not taxed on distribution but is taxed only 88§ 72(t).
when the securities are sold. 85 87§ 4980A(c).

A 10 percent additional tax is imposed on 88§ 101(b).
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participants from plan assets were subject only to the applicable to qualified plan loans are met. Similarly,
rules governing other plan investments: the loan had to the pledging of an IRA as security for a loan will result
bear a reasonable rate of interest, be adequately in the amount being treated as if it were distributed. 91
secured, and provide a reasonable repayment schedule. In addition, loans to owner-employees from Keogh
Participant loans were generally secured by the portion plans continue to be prohibited transactions. 92
of the participant's interest in the plan that was
nonforfeitable at the time the loan was made. It was Rollovers
further required that plan loans be made available to
all participants on a nondiscriminatory basis. Effective January 1, 1993, the rules on rollovers have

By 1982, Congress had become concerned that changed. Under new law, a total or partial distribution
widespread borrowing from plan reserves could reduce of the balance to the credit of the employee under a
the role of plans as retirement savings. At the same qualified plan may be rolled over tax free into another
time, legislative debates reflected the concern that qualified plan or IRA unless the distribution is one of a
prohibiting loans entirely would discourage voluntary series of substantially equal payments made (1) over

the life (or life expectancy) of the participant (or theparticipation among employees who might need access
to such funds during financial emergencies. 89 joint lives or life expectancies of the participant and his

In response to these concerns, TEFRA added or her beneficiary), or (2) over a specified period of
new provisions restricting plan loans under sec. 72: 10 years or more. 93 The transfer must be made within
loans are to be treated as plan distributions unless they 60 days of the participant's receipt of the distribution
meet certain requirements. The requirements were from the first plan. A qualified retirement or annuity
further tightened by TRA '86. plan must permit participants to have any distribution

For loans after December 31, 1986, the amount that is eligible for rollover transferred directly to
of new loans plus the outstanding balance of all other another qualified plan or IRA. If a plan makes a

distribution to an individual of a sum that is eligible toplan loans cannot exceed the lesser of (a) $50,000, or
(b) the greater of one-half of the present value of the be rolled over, the plan must withhold 20 percent of the
employee's nonforfeitable accrued benefit under the distribution even though the distribution, if rolled over
plan or $10,000. As a result of TRA '86, the $50,000 within 60 days, would not be subject to tax. 94 If a plan
limit is reduced by the excess of the highest outstand- transfers a distribution directly to another qualified
ing loan balance during the one-year period ending on plan or IRA, the withholding requirement does not
the day before the new loan is made, over the outstand- apply.
ing balance on the date of the loan. This was intended If any portion of a lump-sum distribution is

rolled over, forward income averaging is not availableto prevent a plan participant from maintaining a
permanent $50,000 loan through the use of balloon for a distribution of the balance. Similarly, if a distribu-
payments and bridge loans from third parties. 9° tion from a plan that is not a lump-sum distribution is

Loans must be repaid within five years. A rolled over, forward averaging is not available to a
longer term is available only for loans to acquire the subsequent lump-sum distribution from that plan.
participant's principal residence. The loan must require
substantially level amortization payments, payable at Conclusion
least quarterly. The deductibility of interest on plan

loans follows the general income tax rules, except that The deductibility of employer contributions to qualified
interest on loans made to a "key employee" or attribut- pension trusts under current law is consistent with
able to elective deferrals under a 401(k) or tax-deferred prestatutory law governing such deductions. The
annuity is never deductible. Nondeductible interest statutory treatment of trust earnings and plan partici-
paid to the plan also does not increase the individual's pants represents a departure from general tax prin-
basis in a plan or tax-deferred annuity. Loans from ciples and was inspired by the express policy goals of
IRAs are treated as distributions under all circum- encouraging pension coverage and expansion, increas-
stances, regardless of whether the requirements ing saving levels, and providing a private, in addition to

89 U.S. Congress, Joint Committee on Taxation, General Explanation 91 § 408(e)(4).
of the Revenue Provisions of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibil- 92 § 4975(d).
ity Act of 1982, Joint Committee Print (Washington, DC: Govern- 93 § 402(c).
ment Printing Office, 1982). 94 § 3405(c)(1)(B).

9o For purposes of this limit, all of an employer's plans are treated as
one.
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a public, source of retirement security. The tax-favored

treatment of qualified pensions is thus not a recent
development but rather was present in early statutory
rules and prior nonstatutory law. The favorable treat-
ment accorded IRAs, SEPs, 401(k)s, and 403(b)s is
similarly intended to increase voluntary individual
retirement savings.
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Introduction recent public policy debate has concerned the single
employer plans (e.g., the solvency of the Pension

This chapter is intended to provide the background Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) program for
necessary to fully grasp the technical details of many of these plans), they will be the exclusive focus of this
the other chapters of this book. It is designed to ac- chapter'3
quaint the reader with the funding requirements faced
by sponsors of both private and public defined benefit 2 The Spectrum of PrefundingAppraaches

pension plans. Various approaches have been used to finance private
This chapter deals with cash flow concepts pension plans in the past, including the current dis-

(pension funding), not income and expense concepts bursement approach and the terminal funding ap-
(accounting). Sponsors of most large private plans must proach. Although they are not permitted by the Inter-
comply with Financial Accounting Standards Board nal Revenue Code (IRC) for qualified plans, knowledge
(FASB) Statement No. 87, Employers' Accounting for of these two approaches should provide a better basis
Pensions (FASB 87), which establishes standards for for understanding advance funding required by law.
financial reporting and accounting for an employer that Under the current disbursement approach
offers pension benefits to its employees. Accounting (commonly referred to as the pay-as-you-go approach),
requirements also exist for governmental plans. In the employer pays each retired worker's monthly
November 1986, the Governmental Accounting Stan- pension as it becomes due. The monthly pension
dards Board (GASB) issued its Statement No. 5: outlays are provided out of current operating income
Disclosure of Pension Information by Public Employee and are treated as a part of wage costs. The cash flow
Retirement Systems of State and Local Governmental consequences of this approach to the sponsor are
Employers. This document provides direction to accoun- relatively low for the first few years since the number of
tants as to how defined benefit pension information for retired employees eligible for benefits is typically small.
public employee retirement systems (PERS) should be However, as the eligible population matures, the
disclosed, as well as how that information should be retirement benefits eventually become a significant
handled for state and local governmental employers, percentage of compensation.

Under the terminal funding approach, the
Funding Private Pension Plans employer sets aside a lump-sum amount on the date of

retirement sufficient to provide the monthly pension
A private defined benefit plan must meet specific tax benefit promised for the employee under the plan. As a
law requirements for minimum funding and observe percentage of compensation, the contributions required
funding limitations in order to qualify for tax advan- under the terminal funding approach will tend to
tages. While many of these concepts apply to both increase each year until a stable population is
single employer plans and multiemployer plans, there achieved. 4 Thereafter, the annual costs should remain
are some important differences. Since most of the constant (as a percentage of compensation) unless the

1Portions of this paper appeared previously in Everett T. Allen, Jr., plan sponsor provides a mechanism for determining the annual
Joseph J. Melone, Jerry S. Rosenbloom, and Jack L. Van Derhei, contribution for each participant (e.g., 3 percent of compensation).
Pension Planning: Pensions, Profit Sharing, and Other Deferred The participant's benefit is typically equal to the value of the
Compensation Plans, seventh edition (Homewood, IL: Richard D. accumulated account balance. Since the concept of over- or
Irwin, Inc., 1992). underfunding these plans is rarely a concern, they will not be dealt

2 In general, a defined benefit pension plan provides a formula that with in this paper.
specifiestheamounteachparticipantwillreceiveasa retirement 3Readersinterestedinthetechnicaldifferencesinthefunding
benefitbeginningataspecificage.Typically,thebenefitamount requirementsbetweenthetwotypesofplansareencouragedtosee
willincreasewithbeththenumberofyearsofparticipationandthe McGinn(1992).
participant'scompensation.Sponsorsgenerallydonotearmark 4SeeMcGillandGrubbs(1989),foradiscussionofthebasicconcepts
pensioncontributionstoindividualparticipantsunderthis ofplanpopulation.
approach.Incontrast,underthedefinedcontributionapproacha
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_ _**_a,_ve empmyees eventualretxrement

the participants change, benefits at the same time they benefit from their
Like the current disbursement approach, services.

terminal funding does not require the employer to Another advantage of advance funding is the
make any contributions on behalf of employees who are financial flexibility that is provided to the sponsor. The
still actively at work. As a result, annual pension costs accumulation of assets in a pension fund resulting from
under both of these approaches could be subject to the advance funding of benefits serves as a buffer
extreme volatility as asset values fluctuate and differ- during periods of financial stress. During a period of
ent numbers of employees choose to retire each year. low earnings or operating losses, an employer may find

In contrast, under advance funding, the it advisable to reduce or eliminate pension contribu-
employer (and the employee, under contributory plans) tions for a year or even a longer period. This can be
sets aside funds on some systematic basis prior to the done in those cases where the pension fund is of
employee's retirement date. If contributions are made sufficient size that a temporary reduction of contribu-
on an advance funding basis, the accumulated assets in tions does not violate the minimum funding require-
the pension fund will soon exceed the aggregate lump ments imposed by the Employee Retirement Income
sums needed to provide benefits to those workers who Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). It should be noted that
are already retired. This excess of pension assets this financing flexibility does not necessitate any
represents the advance funding of benefits that have reduction or termination of pension benefits.
been accrued or credited to the nonretired participants.

Advance funding of a pension plan serves SleDs t'_ the lPrgy_nd]ng Process
several purposes: 5

• Security of benefits--It should be noted that Before explaining the technical details involved in
there is no accumulation of pension funds in an complying with the minimum funding standards, it is
irrevocable trust or through a contract with an important to understand the three basic steps involved
insurance company under the current disburse- in this process.
ment method. As a result, the security of the First, the sponsor must determine for a speci-
retirement promise to the participants relies fled group of participants the likely value of the prom-
exclusively on the future financial strength of the ised pension benefits. Quite simply this will depend on
employer. Although this lack of participant security how many of the participants continue working with
can be mitigated under the terminal funding the sponsor until "retirement age. '_ The sponsor must
approach by the purchase of an annuity from an make various assumptions to determine the probability
insurance company when a participant retires, it that each of the current participants will receive a
provides no protection for the active employees, pension benefit. This will depend on estimates for

• Protection of the PBGC--PBGC insures that at preretirement mortality as well as those for disability
least a specified portion of promises made by and turnover. Assuming an employee reaches "retire-
private defined benefit plans will be paid to the ment age," a sponsor with subsidized early retirement
participants regardless of the status of the sponsor provisions may need to estimate the exact age at which
or the level of funds in the pension plan. Without the participant chooses to retire.7 Because the
the requirement for at least a minimum amount of participant's retirement benefit is based on his or her
advance funding for the covered sponsors, this salary, in many defined benefit plans the sponsor often
government agency would undoubtedly be faced needs to estimate these values either for the
with increasing claims as financially-troubled firms participant's entire career or for the period immediately
began to reduce (or even eliminate) annual contri- preceding retirement. Once the participant retires, the
butions for active employees, total value of the payments often depends on the life

• Enforcement of fiscal responsibility--The expectancy of the participant and perhaps his or her
relatively even distribution of annual pension spouse. Therefore, the sponsor also needs to estimate
outlays under advance funding produces a more postretirement mortality for the participants. The final
equitable allocation of the firm's cash flow over the computation in this process involves a calculation of the

years. This ensures that sponsors recognize the cost present value of each of the cash flows assumed to take

5 McGill and Grubbs (1989), pp. 375-8. or disability benefits under the pension plan. These details will be
6The description in this section obviously ignores the cost of addressed later in the paper.

terminated vested participants as well as those qualifying for death 7This is explained under Rate of Retirement on p. 62.
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place under the for reasonableness.
plan. Chart 4. I The primary

The Mortality Rate concerns are that

second basic step 0.025 overly conservative
estimates will leadtakes the present

value of promised 0.02 to an increase in
benefits and funding (with a
allocates it to consequent loss of

different years in 0.015.... revenue to the
such a manner Treasury) while
that the needed 0.01 -------- -- overly optimistic

assets will be i assumptions will

accumulated 0.005 .-- reduce funding and

eventually. This i d perhaps threatenstep relies on a o _ _ _ benefit security (or
computational 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 increase exposure
device known as of the PBGC).

an actuarial cost Source: Dan M. McGill and Donald S. Grubbs, Jr., Fundamentals of

method. Private Pension Plans, 6th edition (Homewood, IL: Richard D. Irwin for Mortality--

Finally, The Pension Research Council, 1989), pp. 752_3. Participant mortal-

the sponsor needs ity will impact the
to ensure that the cost of the pension

actual experience under the plan does not differ from plan in two ways. First, the higher the rate of mortality
the assumptions made in the initial calculation by more among active employees, the lower will be the cost of
than an allowable amount. In fact, the specific choice of retirement benefits under the plan. However,
original assumptions is not of overwhelming impor- preretirement death benefits will increase the cost of
tance as long as they are adequately reviewed and the plan. 11Second, the rate of death among retired
revised in operation. 8 participants generally determines the duration of

benefits.

Actuar/a/A$$umpHony q Several mortality tables are available for

All costs, liability, rates of interest, and other factors pension cost calculations. Today the 1971 Group
under the plan must be determined on the basis of Annuity Mortality Table and the UP-84 Table are inmany cases replacing the prior mortality tables. 12
reasonable actuarial assumptions and methods. This Chart 4.1 provides an illustration of how mortality
standard has been met as long as the total plan contri- rates for employees increase from age 20 to 65 under
button equals the contribution that would be obtained if the former table.
each assumption and method were reasonable.

The types of assumptions that must be made
Rate and Duration of Disability--If a pension plan

include both demographic (employee mortality and offers a disability benefit, cost projections for that plan
disability, turnover rates and rates of retirement) and should include a disability assumption. Disability rates
economic (interest rates and salary growth). Although are used to estimate both the number of employees
no specific limits exist for most assumptions, 1° the eligible for the disability benefit and those who
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) does audit assumptions

8 For a discussion of testing deviations and revising assumptions, see 11 Since the passage of ERISA, all qualified plans must offer qualified

pages 27-29 of Schoenly (1991). joint and survivor (QJS) annuities to married individuals eligible for
9The discussion in this section concentrates on ongoing, single- early retirement. The Retirement Equity Act of 1984 expanded that

employer, trusteed plans. Special valuation considerations exist for offer to all employees with vested benefits who have attained the

insured plans, collectively bargained plans, and terminated plans, age of 35. While the plan sponsor may pass the cost of such survivor
See pages 29-32 of Scheenly (1991). benefit along to participant by means of a reduced benefit upon

10 A notable exception exists for plans with funding ratios (based on actual benefit commencement, many plans have incorporated the
termination liabilities) below 100 percent or above 150 percent. In cost of the QJS benefit as an ancillary employer-provided benefit.
those cases, the interest rate used to compute current liabilities is 12 For a description of these mortality tables, see Donald S. Grubbs,

bounded by a 10 percent corridor around an historical average of Jr., "Mortality Tables for Pension Plans," Society of Actuaries Study

30-year Treasury bill rates. This is explained under OBRA '87 Note, 1992.
Minimum Funding Requirements for Underfunded Plans, p. 72.
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will not receive

regular retirement Chart 4.2 Rate of Retire-
benefits. Chart 4.2 Dl_mbilityRate ment--Actuaries
provides an 0.02

illustration of 0.0,8 I I _ must oftenmakeanassumption
annual disability 0.016 • regarding the
rate assumptions, o.014, likelihood of
It is important to o.012, retirement at

note that the 0.01 various ages. This
estimates used by 0.008 is especially true
a plan will be 0.006. when the plan
influenced by o.o04 provides some form

several plan o.o02 of subsidized early

provisions includ- 0 retirement benefit
ing the definition 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 (i.e., an early
of disability and retirement benefit

the waiting period Source:DanM.McGillandDonaldS.Grubbs,Jr.,Fundamentalsof that is greater than
before benefits PrivatePensionPlans,6thedition(Homewood,IL:RichardD. Irwinfor the actuarial

begin. ThePensionResearchCouncil,1989),pp.752--3. equivalent of the
normal retirement

Turnover-- benefit) and when

Employees who Chart 4.3 it is expected that
separate from Turnover Rate many employees
service prior to the will, in fact, retire
point at which early.
their benefits are Defined

100 percent vested benefit plans may
represent a cost- offer early retire-
reducing factor to a ment subsidies

pension fund. through two
Even when an different ap-
employee has proaches. Sponsors
achieved full may include
vesting under a subsidies on a

final average pay permanent basis by
plan, turnover will 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 writing them into
reduce the even- the plan document.
tual cost of the Source:DanM.McGillandDonaldS. Grubbs,Jr., Fundamentalsof

PrivatePensionPlans,6thedition(Homewood,IL:RichardD. Irwinfor This type of
plan because the The PensionResearchCouncil,1989),pp.752-3. subsidy will
participant's typically be trig-
benefit will be gered upon certain
based on a lower average salary, events such as plan shutdown or job elimination.

Chart 4.3 provides an illustration of annual Alternatively, the early retirement window program is
turnover rate assumptions in which the withdrawal a temporary program instituted by the employer only
rate is assumed to be a decreasing function of age. when the expected additional retirement pattern will
Although the age composition of the covered group has
a significant impact on turnover rates, turnover rates

also vary depending on the length of service of employ- 13Schoenly(1991)points out that severalconsiderationsneedto be
ees. factored into the use ofsponsor'shistorical data including:.

Turnover tables developed to guide pension • the potential for nonrepresentative economicconditions and
consultants are of assistance for initial cost calcula- growth rates for the company'sworkforce,
tions, and adjustments in assumed turnover rates can • the installation of a plan may affectturnover rates,

be made as the actual experience under the plan • a change in the sponsor'sbusiness may affectthe size andcharacteristics of the workforce,and
evolves. 13 • the impact of downsizingand spinoffson termination rates.
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help achieve corporate goals. Instead of applying to all can then be made assuming various levels of accep-
employees at a particular time, these plans allow tance.
employees to choose the enhancement only if they meet
certain requirements and retire within a particular Salary Scale--The last factor affecting the total
period of time. amount paid under the plan is the amount of pension

Early window retirement program incentives paid to each retired worker. It goes without saying that
can be paid out of a qualified plan in various ways. 14 the higher the benefit level, the greater will be the cost
One of the more popular techniques is to provide of the plan.

temporary supplements when a participant retires However, projecting benefit levels is more
prior to Social Security normal retirement age. For difficult under some benefit formulas than under
example, the plan could provide a monthly supplement others. The least difficult formula is one that provides a
to the retiree until he or she reaches the age of 65, flat benefit 15 for all retired workers, for example, a

which would be equal to the full Social Security benefit $100-a-month benefit. On the other hand, if the benefit
that begins at age 65. The plan might also pay Social formula calls for a pension benefit related to compensa-
Security supplements in installments until the age of tion, cost projections may include an assumption
62, equal to the reduced Social Security benefit to regarding expected future increases in the salaries of
which the employee is entitled beginning at age 62. covered employees. For example, if a plan provides a

Another popular method is to credit the em- pension benefit of 1 percent of salary per year of
ployee with additional service and/or to impute addi- covered service, future increases in salary will increase
tional years to the employee's age. For example, if an benefit levels and, therefore, the cost of the plan.
employee was age 55 with 15 years of service, for Salary increase assumptions usually consist of

three components: inflation, productivity increases, andpurposes of benefit delivery they would get the same
benefit as if they were age 60 with 20 years of service, merit increases. Chart 4.4 illustrates a salary scale

Other techniques include: using a merit scale that decreases with age plus a 3.5
• adding additional benefit forms (e.g., people who percent annual inflation rate and a 0.5 percent produc-

retire within a particular period of time get a tivity increase assumption. The chart shows that under
lump-sum distrubution (LSD) that is not other- these assumptions a 20-year-old is expected to experi-
wise available), ence more than a 14-fold increase in salary by age 65.

• reducing or eliminating early retirement reduc-
Investment Returns--In a funding calculation, the

tions, investment return assumption is used as a discount
• accelerating vesting, factor in valuing the liabilities. The investment income
• using a shorter final average pay period,
• using projected pay, rather than actual pay, and earned on the accumulated assets of a funded pension

plan reduces the ultimate cost of the plan. Thus, the
• providing cost-of-living adjustments to the higher the investment return assumption, other things

postretirement monthly benefits, being equal, the lower will be the projected cost of the
plan. Chart 4.5 shows that for an individual age 20,

The valuation process for early retirement approximately 7 cents would need to be invested to
windows generally proceeds by valuing the options
assuming all eligible participants elect the early have accumulated $1 at age 65 assuming a 6 percent
retirement incentive to provide the maximum cost to rate of return. However, if the rate of return assump-
the sponsor for the incentive program. Cost estimates tion is increased to 8 percent, the initial contribution

decreases to 3 cents. For a given plan, the impact of a

14It shouldbe noted that the sponsor'sflexibilityin designing early employees.Alsoplansforced to use the general rule to pass the
retirement windowprograms may be constrained by several sections amounts testing requirement will find that these windowplans are
ofthe Internal RevenueCode.For example, the Section415 limits considered in testing most valuable accrual rate. Again, if a
providefor a steep reduction in the maximum amount of benefit significantnumber ofhighly compensatedemployeesbenefitunder
that can be paid in an annuity formas employeesretire at earlier the subsidy, it may be difficultfor the plan to pass this requirement.
ages. Furthermore, the regulations for the Section401(a)(4) 15In the case of negotiated plans providinga flat benefit per year of
nondiscriminationrequirements may limit the successof these service, there is generally noadvance provisionfor future increases
programs in several respects. Under the benefits, rights, and in the unit benefit amount, and, in fact, current IRS regulations do
features requirement ofthese regulations, the early retirement not allowan assumption offuture increases. It is generally
program willbe in violation if it turns out that the effectof the recognizedthat benefit levelswillbe increased periodicallydue to
program is really only to benefit highlycompensatedemployees, inflationary pressures, but recognition is not givento this fact in
which is a distinct possibilitysince many of the older employees cost projectionsuntil increases are actually negotiated.
eligibleunder the terms of the plan will be highlycompensated
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change in the invest- of that level of infla-
mentreturnassump- Chart4.4 tion.
tionontheestimated SalaryScale
costoftheplan Expenses The
dependson theage expensesofadminis-
distributionof teringthepension
participantsandtheir planmustbeaddedto
relativebenefit thebenefitspaidin
credits, arrivingatthe

Theinvest- ultimatecostofthe
mentreturnassump- plan.Theexpense
tion16usedshould assumptionused
recognizethetotal dependsonthetypeof
anticipatedrateof administrationand
returnincluding 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 thefundinginstru-
investmentincome, mentinvolved.Under
dividends,and Source: Dan M. McGill and Donald S. Grubbs, Jr., Fundamentals ofPrivate Pension Plans, 6th edition (Homewood, IL: Richard D. Irwin some insured plans,
realized and unreal- for The Pension Research Council, 1989), pp. 756. the insurance com-

ized capital apprecia- pany includes a
tion(ordepreciation), loadingforexpenses
The choiceofan appropriaterateofinvestmentreturn inthegrosspremiumschargedforpurchasedbenefits.
isparticularlydifficultifa sizableportionoftheassets Inthecaseoftrustfundplans,theemployermay pay
isinvestedincommon stocks,sincetheseinvestments theactuarial,legal,administrative,andinvestment
aresubjecttosignificantfluctuationsinvalue, expensesassociatedwiththeplanseparatelyfromthe

AccordingtoItelson(1991),themostcommon contributionpaymentstotheplan.
methodofselectinginterestassumptionshasbeen
calledtheBuildingBlockApproach.Investment Asset ValuationMethods
returnswillincludecomponentsforinflation,realrisk-
freereturn,andpremiumforriskandlackofliquidity Fora numberofreasons,currentmarketvaluesof
ormarketability.Eachassetcategory(stocks,bonds, securitieshaveseldombeenusedinactuarialvalua-
cash,etc.)willhaveitsown anticipatedrealreturn, tions.Two ofthemostimportantreasonsare:(1)
Takinga weightedaverageandthenadjusting17for marketvalueswillgenerallyberelativelyhighin
inflationprovidesan expectedrealyield.Another periodsofhighcorporateearnings,therebyreducing
approachresultsininterestassumptionsvaryingby theapparentneedforcontributions(andalsothetax
year.Typically,theseselectandultimateinterestrates deductiblelimits)attimeswhen theemployermay be
beginwithhighcurrentyieldsanddeclinetoa lower bestabletomake largecontributionstowardthe
level in the future. This allows the actuary to recognize pension fund (in periods of low corporate earnings the
current returns but allows conservatism for possibly reverse will often be true, with required contributions
lower future rates. This is often justified on the as- and tax deductible limits increased at a time when the
sumption that the near-term results are more predict- employer's capacity to contribute is at a minimum); and
able than those in the distant future. (2) because of market value fluctuations, to measure a

Even more important than the absolute level of plan's unfunded liabilities on any given date by the
the interest assumption is its interaction with the current market values of the fund's equities could
salary assumption. The two assumptions should reflect produce a very irregular funding pattern--the antith-
the same economic basis. For example, if price inflation esis of the orderly procedure, which is an essential
of 4 percent is expected over the long term, the salary characteristic of a satisfactory pension funding
growth assumption should include the impact on wage prog ram.18

16 Beginning with the 1988 plan year, the actuary must select an 17 The author cautions against simply adding expected inflation to

interest rate for calculations the plan's current liabilities (used for the anticipated real return since high inflation has generally
purposes of the deficit reduction contribution and the fuU-funding resulted in low rates of return.
limitation described later) from a range of rates specified by the 18 William F. Marples, Actuarial Aspects of Pension Security
Secretary of the Treasury. The interest assumption must fall within (Homewood, IL.: Richard D. Irwin, 1965), p. 107.
a permissible range that runs from 90 percent to 110 percent of a
four-year average of rates under 30-year Treasury securities.
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Chart 4.5
Amount Initially Invested to Provide $1 at Age 65
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In spite of the above objections, current market the plan so that investment earnings pay a relatively
values are used in some situations. In fact, the IRC large share of total pension benefits. Others are de-
allows the value of a defined benefit plan's assets to be signed for small contributions early on and larger

determined by any reasonable actuarial valuation contributions later in the plan life when the plan
method that takes fair market value into account. 19 sponsor will, theoretically, be well established and

Generally, the IRS has taken the position that this better able to make large contributions. All funding
condition is satisfied if the asset valuation method methods are designed to ensure that the plan eventu-

generates an asset value that is between 80 percent ally reaches a full-funding level.
and 120 percent of fair market value. 20 Obviously, fair Most actuarial cost methods break down the
market value alone would be an acceptable method, total actuarial cost into the normal cost and the supple-

A number of approaches have been developed mental cost of the plan. The normal cost of the plan is
to overcome the drawbacks noted above to the use of the amount of annual cost, determined in accordance

current market value. For example, to minimize the with a particular actuarial cost method, attributable to
effects of short-term market fluctuations, a moving the given year of the plan's operation.

average (e.g., a five-year average) of market values may Most plans provide credit for service rendered
be used. Another method used to minimize such prior to the inception date of the plan. If the normal

fluctuations is to recognize appreciation annually, cost under the particular cost method is calculated on

based on an expected long-range growth rate (e.g., the assumption that annual costs have been paid or
3 percent) applied to the cost (adjusted for appreciation accrued from the earliest date of credited service (when
previously so recognized) of common stocks, in fact they have not), the plan starts out with a

supplemental liability. At the inception of the plan, the

Actu_r/a/Cost lP[ethod$ supplemental liability (also known as the accrued
liability) arises from the fact that credit for past service

There are six different actuarial cost methods, each is granted, or part of the total benefit is imputed, to
producing different patterns of annual costs under the years prior to the inception of this plan. The annual
plan. 21 Some funding methods are designed to ensure contribution normally will be equal to the normal cost
that contributions are a relatively stable percentage of of the plan plus at least enough of a contribution to
the plan sponsor's annual payroll cost. Others are amortize the supplemental liability over a specified
designed for larger contributions in the early years of

19Moneypurchase plans must base assets solelyonthe basis offair 21Although oneof these (the accruedbenefit cost method) is
market value, mandated by FASB87 foraccountingpurposes, neither the IRCor

20For multiemployerplans, the valuation of assets rules do not apply the regulations require the use of a specificactuarial cost methodfor
to bonds (or other evidencesofindebtedness) if a plan administrator funding purposes.
makes a specialelection to value these instruments on an amortized
basis.
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period of time. 22 If it is desired to fund this supplemen- The first step under any of the actuarial cost
tal liability in a more rapid manner (10 years is gener- methods involves a computation of the expected benefit
ally the minimum period over which it can be funded on for each employee, assuming he or she is still working
a deductible basis), larger annual contributions will be for the sponsor at age 65. Multiplying the employee's
required. The portion of the annual cost applied toward current salary by the ratio of the salary scale 24 at age
the reduction of the supplemental liability is referred to 65 divided by the salary scale at the employee's current
as the plan's supplemental cost. As the plan continues (attained) age provides:
in operation, the size of the supplemental liability
normally will change. In addition to normal changes in
thesupplementalliabilitythatmay occurasa resultof (I) (2) (3) =(I)*(3)/2Salary Salary
theactuarialmethod beingused,thesechangesinthe Scale Scale Projected
sizeofthesupplementalliabilitymay resultfrom Employee Salary(attainedage)(age65) Salary
variationsinbenefitformulas,deviationsofactualfrom

expectedexperience,and changesintheactuarial A $200,000 11.898 14.603 $245,470B 100,000 7.544 14.603 193,571
assumptions or in the actuarial cost method used in c 50.000 2.349 14.603 310,a,34
subsequent normal cost calculations. Offsetting any D 25,000 1.596 14.603 228,744
increase in the supplemental liability will be any
unanticipated increase in the size of pension fund
assets. In other words, 60-year-old employee A would

To illustrate the application of each of these be expected to increase his or her salary from the
methods, assume that an employer establishes a plan current $200,000 to $245,470 at the end of five years.
in 1993 and adopts a benefit formula that provides each Once the final salary is known, it is multiplied by
employee with 50 percent of his or her final salary in a 50 percent to provide an estimate of the annual benefit:
straight life annuity. 23 The employer adopts the

actuarialassumptionslistedintheSupplement and (I) = (I)*50%
assumesthatthepurchasepriceofa straightlife Employee ProjectedSalary ProjectedBenefit
annuitypaying$1 peryearforlifebeginningatage 65

is $9.268. In an attempt to simplify the calculations, A $245,470 $122,735
assume that the plan can be structured in such a B 193,571 96,786
manner thata participantmust work withthesponsor c 310,834 155,417D 228,744 114,372
until age 65 to be eligible for the pension. The employer
has four employees with the following age, service and

salary characteristics: Accrued Benefit Cost Method--An accrued benefit
cost method is one under which the actuarial costs are

based directly upon benefits accrued to the date of costAttained Entry Yearsof Past
Employee Age Age Service Salary determination--suchbenefitsbeingdeterminedeither

by theterms oftheplanorby some assumed allocation

A 60 40 20 $200,000 oftotalprospectivebenefitstoyearsofservice.To

B 50 45 5 t00,000 determinetheactuarialcostoftheplanfora givenC 30 30 0 50,000
O 25 25 0 25,0OO year,themethod assumes thata preciselydetermin-

ableunitofbenefitisassociatedwiththatyearofa375,000
participant's credited service. For example, for em-

22Theminimum amortizationamountwill dependupon when the limiton includable compensationin qualified plans. For a technical
supplemental liabilitywas createdand may also depend uponthe description ofthese limitations, see Everett T. Allen,Jr., Joseph J.
funding status ofthe plan. A detailed explanation is givenlater Melone,Jerry S. Rosenbloomand Jack L. VanDerhei,Pension
under Funding Standard Account,p. 71. Planning:Pensions,ProfitSharing, and OtherDeferredCornpensa-

23It is important tonote that these illustrations are used to tionPlans, seventh edition (Homewood,IL:Richard D. Irwin,Inc.,
demonstrate the basiccalculations involvedin determining normal 1992).For an analysis of the most recent changes in the sec.
costsand supplemental liabilities and do not reflectnumerous 401(a)(17)limit, see Jack L.VanDerhei,"Implications ofLowering
restrictions and constraints beyondthe scopeof this paper. Twoof the CompensationLimit for QualifiedRetirement Plans, EBRI
the most important items ignored in these illustrations are the Notes, no.5 (Washington,DC:EmployeeBenefit Research Insititute,
impact ofthe sec. 415benefit limitations and the sec. 401(a)(17) May 1993).

24Seecolumn2 in the Supplement.
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ployee A above, the $122,735 projected benefit is split inception of the plan under the accrued benefit cost
pro-rata among the 25 total years of service (20 years of method is simply the present value of the accrued past
past service and 5 years of future service until age 65). service benefits credited as of that date. This can also
This results in an annual accrual of $4,909. Calcula- be calculated by multiplying each employee's normal

tions for the entire plan follow: cost by his or her years of past service and summing
the result:

(1) (2) = (1) / (2)
Projected Years of Annual (1) (2) = (1) * (2)

Employee Benefit Service Accrual Years of Normal Past Service
Employee Past Service Cost Benefit

A $122,735 25 $4,909
B 96,786 20 4,839 A 20 $29,213 $584,264
C 155,417 35 4,440 B 5 12,438 62,188
D 114,372 40 2,859 C 0 758 0

D 0 166 0

42,575 646,452

The next step in the calculation of the normal
cost under the accrued benefit cost method is to deter-

mine the present value of each participant's benefit Thus, the normal cost under the accrued
credited during the year for which costs are being benefit cost method for the first plan year is $42,575
calculated. The cost per dollar of benefit is a function of and the supplemental liability is $646,452. As will be
the participant's attained age and of the mortality and shown later in the paper, both of these figures are
interest assumptions for an individual of that age. components of the plan's minimum required contribu-

tion for the year.
The remaining actuarial cost methods have as

(1) (2) (3) (4) =(1)*(2)*(3)*(4)their objective the spreading of the costs of total

Annual Survival Interest Annuity Normal projected benefits evenly over some future period.Employee Accrual Percentage 25 Discount26 Factor Cost

A $4,909 0.8592% 0.7472582 9.268 $29,213 Individual Level Premium Method--The normal
B 4,839 0.6646 0.4172651 9.268 12,438
C 4,440 0.1416 0.1301052 9.268 758 cost accruals under this method are determined by
D 2,859 0.0643 0.0972222 9.268 166 distributing the present value of an individual's total

projected benefits as a level amount or percentage of
42,575 earnings over his or her assumed future period of

coverage under the plan. Total projected benefits
The normal cost of the plan as a whole is include past-service benefits, if any, as well as

simply the sum of the separate normal costs for the future-service benefits to be credited by retirement age.
benefits credited for each participant during that Thus, no unfunded supplemental liability is created

particular year. Although the normal cost for a given under this cost method at the inception of the plan,
participant increases over time under the accrued since the present value of future benefits is exactly
benefit cost method, the normal cost for the plan as a equal to the present value of future normal cost accru-
whole generally does not increase as rapidly, or may als. Thereafter, there is still no supplemental liability if
even remain fairly constant or decrease. The reason for contribution payments have been made equal to the
this is that some older employees will die or terminate, normal costs that have accrued in prior years.

and they will probably be replaced by much younger
workers. If the distribution of current service benefit

credits by age and sex remains constant, the total (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) =(1)*(2)*(3)*(4)Present
normal cost of the plan will remain constant. Value of anIndividual's

At the inception of the plan, the supplemental Survival Total
liability under the accrued benefit cost method arises ProjectedPercent- Interest Annuity Projected
from the fact that either past service credits have been Employee Benefit age Discount Factor Benefits

granted or a part of the benefits of the plan is imputed A $122,735 0.8592%0.7472582 9.268 $730,330
to past service. The supplemental liability at the B 96,786 0.6646 0.4172651 9.268 248,753

C 155,417 0.1416 0.1301052 9.268 26,536
D 114,372 0.0643 0.0972222 9.268 6,626

25 See column 3 in the Supplement. 1,01 2,246
26 See column 4 in the Supplement.
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This actuarial cost method requires, then, a of the initial group of participants, a supplemental
projection of total benefits distributed by age at the liability is automatically created because of the as-
inception of coverage and calculation of the normal cost sumption that normal cost payments have been made
based on a set of level premium deferred annuity rates, prior to the inception date of the plan.
The latter may be determined by dividing the present Using the example cited above, the present
value of an individual's total projected benefits by the value of an individual's total projected benefits at entry
present value of a temporary employee-based life age is computed. Note that these values will be differ-
annuity (TEBLA) running to normal retirement age. ent for employees A and B because the probability of
Since this method attempts to calculate a level dollar survival and the interest discount apply to the entire
amount (as opposed to a level percentage of compensa- period of time from when they were first hired until
tion), a TEBLA without a salary scale assumption is age 65.
used:

(1) (2) (1) / (2) (1) (2) (3) (4) =(1)*(2)*(3)*(4)Present
Present Value TEBLA Valueof an

of an Individual's (attained age Individual's

Total Projected without salary Normal TotalProjected
Employee Benefits scale) 27 Cost Survival Interest Benefits

Projected Percentage Discount Annuity at EntryAge
A $730,330 4.253 $171,721 Employee Benefit (entryage) (entryage) Factor (PVBEA)
B 248,753 8.75 28,429
C 26,536 7.059 3,759 A $122,735 0.3809% 0.2329986 9.268 $100,953

B 96,786 0.5248 0.3118047 9.268 148,782
D 6,626 5.737 1,155 C 155,417 0.1416 0.1301052 9.268 26,536

205,064 D 114,372 0.0643 0.0972222. 9.268 6,626

Thus, the first year's normal cost under this Once the present value of an individual's total
actuarial cost method is nearly five times larger than in projected benefits at entry age has been determined, it
the previous method; however, it does not generate a is divided by the present value of a temporary employee
supplemental liability, and the amortization of this based life annuity running from the entry age until age
amount will obviously be zero. If there is no change in 65. This differs from the previous method in both the
the projected benefits of any employee and the covered duration of the annuity for employees with past service
group remains constant, the normal cost under the plan and in its use of a salary scale. This reflects the need
will remain constant (subject to adjustment to the for a normal cost that is a constant percentage of
extent that actual experience deviates from the as- compensation for each employee. Since the sponsor
sumptions employed). Obviously, this will not prove to assumes the employees' salaries will increase according
be the case in most plans. For example, if the benefit to the salary scale, this information must be included in
formula is related to compensation, employees will be the present value of a temporary employee-based life
entitled to larger projected benefits as they receive annuity.
salary increases above those assumed in the salary
scales. Also, new employees will become eligible for
participation in the plan, and some currently covered (1) (2) = (1)/ (2)TEBLA

workers will terminate their participation under the (entry age,with NormalCost
plan. Since the age and sex distribution and the benefit Employee PVBEA salaryscale) 2s at Entry Age
levels of new employees are not likely to be identical to
thoseofterminatedparticipants,thereareboundtobe A $100,953 13.787 $7,322

B 146,782 13.191 11,127
variationsintheannualcontributionsfortheplanasa c 26,536 11.969 2,217
whole. D 6,626 9.791 677

Entry Age Normal Method--This cost method is

similar to the previous method except that the assump- At this point we know that the normal cost for
tion is made, for the initial group of participants, that each employee at entry age. Before determining the
the period over which costs are spread begins with the normal cost percentage, we need to compute what the
first year they could have joined the plan had it always employee's salary was at that time (according to the
been in effect (the participant's entry age). In the case salary scale):

27 See column 5 in the Supplement. 28 See column 6 in the Supplement.
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PVB = PVFNC + SL,or
(I) (2) (3) =(I)*(2)/(3) SL = PVB -PVFNC

Salary Salary Entry
Scale Scale Age Since we have already calculated the present

Employee Salary (entryage) (attainedage) Salary value of benefits as of each employee's attained age in
the previous actuarial cost method, we only need to

A $200,000 4.446 11.898 $74,735 calculatethepresentvalueoffuturenormalcostsforB 100,000 5.853 7.544 77,585
C 50,000 2.349 2.349 50,0OO the two employees with past service to determine the
O 25,000 1.596 1.596 25,000 supplemental liability:

Reviewing what we have calculated for em- (1) (2) = (1) * (2)
ployeeA thusfarmay be useful.We know thatatentry PresentValueaTemporary
age (40)theemployeehad a normalcostcomputed of Employee-Based PresentValue

$7,322 and a salary (according to the salary scale) of Normal LifeAnnuity(attained of Future
$74,735.Sincebothofthesevaluesaredeterminedat Employee Cost age,withsalaryscale) NormalCost

age 40 fortheemployee,we can use theirratioto A $19,595 4.597 $ 90,080
determine the normal cost percentage for that em- B 14,342 11.464 164,420

ployee: 254,5oo

(1) (2) = (1) / (2) Computing the difference between these two
EntryAge EntryAge NormalCost amounts foremployeesA and B providestheinitialEmployee NormalCost Salary Percentage

past service liability:
A $7,322 $74,735 9.80%
B 11,127 77,585 14.34
C 2,217 50,000 4.43 (1) (2) = (1)- (2)
D 677 25,000 2.71 PresentValue PresentValue InitialPast

ofBenefits ofFuture Service
Employee (attainedage) NormalCosts Liability

Note that a different normal cost percentage is A $730,330 $90,080 $640,250
calculatedforeachemployee(apotentialnuisancethat B 248,753 164,420 84,333
we will treat in the next actuarial cost method) and

that oncecomputed, an employee will generally have 724,583
the same normal cost percentage for the remainder of
his or her service with the employer. The result, of course, is that the normal costs

The only remaining step in computing the are lower under the entry age normal cost method than
normal cost of the plan is to multiply each employee's the level premium method. However, since the normal
normal cost percentage by their current salary and sum costs have not been paid for the prior years, there is a

the products: supplemental liability under the entry age normal
method. Unlike the accrued benefit cost method, the

initial supplemental liability under the individual cost
(1) (2) = (1) * (2) method does not bear a precise relationship to pastSalary NormalCost Normal

Employee (attainedage) Percentage Cost servicebenefits.
In valuations after the first year of the plan,

A $200,000 9.80% $19,595 the normal cost and supplemental liability would be
B 100,000 14.34 14,342 calculatedinthe same manner as attheplan'sincep-C 50,000 4.43 2,217
D 25,000 2.71 677 . tion. However, the annual contribution would be a

36,832 payment of the normal cost and some payment toward
the unfunded supplemental liability (the supplemental
liability less any assets that have accumulated). The

Before determining the plan's supplemental normal cost calculation would be affected by any
liability under this actuarial cost method, it may be changes in assumptions or plan provisions while the
instructive to point out that the present value of calculation of the unfunded supplemental liability
benefits (PVB) can either be financed through the would be affected not only by changes in assumptions

present value of future normal costs (PVFNC) or or plan provisions, but also by any actuarial gains or
treated as a supplemental liability (SL): losses since the plan actually started.
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Aggregate Cost Method--The distinguishing charac- 1,012t246 - 646,452 = 12.57%
teristic of aggregate level cost methods is that the 2,909,025
normal cost accruals are calculated for the plan as a This percentage is multiplied by the total
whole without identifying any part of such cost accruals current salary to produce the normal cost:
with the projected benefits of specific individuals. The 12.57% * $375,000 =$47,154
cost accruals are typically expressed as a percentage of This obviously reduces the normal cost from
compensation, that obtained under the aggregate method; however,

the supplemental liability of $646,452 must now be
(1) (2) = (1) * (2) amortized.

PresentValue Underthefrozeninitialliabilitymethod,the
ofa Temporary unfundedsupplementalliabilitygeneratedbytheentry

Employee-Based
LifeAnnuity PresentValue agenormalmethodissubtractedfromthepresent

Salary (attainedage, ofFuture value of aggregate future benefits in the calculation of
Employee(attainedage)withsalaryscale)NormalCosts subsequentnormalcostpercentages.

A $200,000 4.597 $ 919.400
B 100,000 11.464 1,146,400 Minimum FundingStandard
C 50,000 11.969 598,450
D 25,000 9.791 244,775 The basicminimum fundingstandardrequiredbythe

IRC isthata pensionplanhavingsupplemental
2.9o9.o25 liabilities29mustamortizesuchliabilitiesovera

specifiedperiodoftimeinadditiontothefundingof
The normalcostaccrualrateunderan aggre- normalcost.Becausetheactuaryusesjudgmentin

gatemethodcanbedeterminedby dividingthepresent selectingactuarialassumptions,andbecausetheplan
valueoffuturebenefitsforallparticipants(1,012,246--sponsorcanchoosefroma numberofdifferentfunding
seeIndividualLevelPremium Method)bythepresent methods,a specificminimum contributionisnot
valueoftheestimatedfuturecompensationforthe requiredbyERISA.
groupofparticipantscalculatedabove($2,909,025). Inmeetingtheminimum fundingstandards,
Thisaccrualrate(34.80percent)isthenmultipliedby theliabilitiesofa pensionplanmustbecalculatedon
thetotalannualearnings($375,000)todeterminethe thebasisofactuarialassumptionsandactuarialcost
initialnormalcostoftheplan($130,488).Sincethereis methodsthatarereasonableandthatofferthe
no assumptionthatanynormalcostshavebeenaccrued actuary'sbestestimateofanticipatedexperienceunder
priortotheinceptiondateoftheplan,theabove theplan.Eachindividualassumptionmustbereason-
methoddoesnotcreatea supplementalliability, ableormust,intheaggregate,resultinatotalcontri-

Inthedeterminationofcostaccrualsafterthe butionequaltothatwhichwouldbedeterminedifeach
inceptionoftheplanundertheabovemethod,recogni- oftheassumptionswerereasonable.
tionmustbegiventotheplanassetsthatpresumably ForplansinexistenceonJanuaryI,1974,the
havebeenaccumulatedtooffsetpriornormalcost maximum amortizationperiodforsupplemental
accruals.Thus,forthoseyearssubsequenttothe liabilityis40years;forsingle-employerplansestab-
establishmentoftheplan,theaccrualrateisdeter- lishedafterJanuary1,1974,themaximum amortiza-
minedby dividingthepresentvalueofaggregatefuture tionperiodis30years.Moreover,experiencegainsand
benefits,lessanyplanassets,bythepresentvalueof lossesforsingle-employerplansmustbeamortizedover
futurecompensation, a 5-yearperiod(15yearsforexperiencedeviations

occurring before 1988).30The shorter amortization
Attained Age Normal and Frozen Initial Liability period for gains and losses was designed to stimulate
Methods--The normal cost accrual can be calculated the use of realistic actuarial assumptions. Changes in
under an aggregate method to produce a supplemental supplemental liabilities associated with changes in
liability. The actuary may simply use a supplemental
liability generated by one of the individual cost meth-

ods. Undertheattainedagenormalmethod,the 29Itshouldbenotedthat,undervariationsofsomeactuarialcost
unfundedsupplementalliabilitygeneratedbythe methods(e.g.,theaggregatecostmethodandtheindividuallevel
accrued benefitcostmethod ($646,452)issubtracted premiummethod)theaccruedliabilityissetequaltothevalueof

fromthepresentvalueofaggregatefuturebenefits theassets.Thus,bydefinition,thereisnounfundedsupplemental

($1,012,246)inthecalculationofthenormalcost liabilityundertheseplans.
30Asseenintheprevioussection,someactuarialcostmethodsdonot

percentage: generateexperiencegainsandlosses.
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actuarial assumptions must be amortized over a period private employers in interstate commerce, plans of
not longer than 10 years (30 years for assumption employee organizations with members in interstate
changes made before 1988). commerce, and plans that seek a qualified status under

An amortization period may be extended by the the tax laws. Exempt plans include government plans
IRS for up to 10 years if the employer shows the and church plans, unless they elect to comply with the
extension would provide adequate protection for requirements of the IRC. Fully insured pension plans

participants and their beneficiaries. Such potential (funded exclusively through individual or group perma-
extensions are advantageous for those cases where a nent insurance contracts) are exempt from the mini-
substantial risk exists that unless such an extension mum funding rules as long as all premiums are paid

were granted, a pension plan would be terminated, or when due and no policy loans are allowed. Additionally,
greatly reduced employee benefit levels or reduced plans that are also exempt are arrangements designed
employee compensation would result, to provide deferred compensation to highly compen-

The Treasury Department can also allow some sated employees, plans that provide supplemental
flexibility in employers meeting the minimum funding benefits on an unfunded, nonqualified basis, and those
standards of the IRC. In those circumstances where an plans to which the employer does not contribute.

employer would incur temporary substantial business
hardships and if strict enforcement of the minimum Fund]plff StandardAccouut
funding standards would adversely affect plan partici-
pants, the Secretary of the Treasury may waive for a All pension plans subject to the minimum funding
particular year payment of all or a part of a plan's requirements must establish a "funding standard
normal cost and the additional liabilities to be funded account" that provides a comparison between actual

during that year. The law provides that no more than contributions and those required under the minimum
three waivers may be granted a plan within a consecu- funding requirements. 33 A determination of experience

tive 15-year period; the amount waived, plus interest, gains and losses and a valuation of a plan's liability
must be amortized not less rapidly than ratably over 5 must be made at least once every year. 34The basic

years (15 years for deficiencies waived before 1988). purpose of the funding standard account is to provide
To determine substantial business hardship, some flexibility in funding through allowing contribu-

one must consider the following factors: 31 tions greater than the required minimum, accumulated
• Is the employer operating at an economic loss? with interest, to reduce the minimum contributions
• Is there substantial unemployment or underem- required in future years.

ployment in the trade or business and in the For each plan year, the funding standard
industry concerned? account is charged with the normal cost for the year

• Are the sales and profits of the industry concerned and with the minimum amortization payment required

depressed or declining? for initial supplemental liabilities, increases in plan
• Is it reasonable to expect that the plan will be liabilities, experience losses, the net loss resulting from

continued only if the waiver is granted? changes in actuarial assumptions, waived contributions
for each year, and adjustments for interest in the

The employer must have a reasonable chance preceding items to the end of the plan year. 35 The
to recover and meet the costs of the plan in the future, account is credited in each plan year for employer

(including the amortization of the waived amount) for contributions made for that year, with amortized
the Treasury to grant a waiver. The Treasury requires portions of decreases in plan liabilities, experience

proof of the potential for recovery before granting any gains, the net gain resulting from changes in actuarial
such request. 32 assumptions, amounts of any waived contributions, and

There are certain exemptions from the man- adjustments for interest in the preceding items to the
dated minimum funding standards. Generally, the end of the plan year. 36
minimum funding standards apply to pension plans (as If the contributions to the plan, adjusted as

opposed to profit-sharing and stock bonus plans) of indicated above, meet the minimum funding standards,

31 See.412(d)(2). 34 Under certain circumstances,the IRSmay require an actuarial
32Rev.Proc. 83-41. valuation more frequently. Sec.412(c)(9).
33A pensionplan using a funding methodthat requires contributions 35Plan sponsors are able tochange their funding methodswith the
in all years not less than those required under the entry age normal (sometimesautomatic) approval ofthe IRS. SeeRev. Proc.85-29and
funding method can elect complianceunder the "alternative IRSNotice90-63.
minimumfunding standard." For a detailed description, see Archer 36 In certain situations, the accountwill also be creditedwith a full-
(1991). funding limitation credit. See Prop. Reg. See. 1.412(c)(6)-1(g).
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Table 4.1

Minimum Required Contribution without Deficit ReducUon Contribution

NormalCost atJanuary 1, 1990 $500,000
AmortizationChargesat January 1, 1990

Initialunfundedliability $75,000
Planchanges $325,000
Actuarial losses $100,000

Total $500,000

Interestto Year End on NormalCost andAmortizationChargesat 9 percent $90,000

TotalCharges $1,090,000
CreditBalanceat January1, 1990 0
AmortizationCreditsat January 1, 1990

Planchanges $150,000
Actuarialgains $250,000

Total $400,000

Interestto Year Endon CreditBalanceand AmortizationCreditsat 9 percent

TotalCredits $436,000
MinimumRequiredContribution $654,000

Source: MichaelA. Archer, "MinimumFundingRequirements,"inMartin Waldand David E. Kenty,eds., ERISA: A Comprehen-
sive Guide (NewYork:JohnWiley& Sons, Inc., 1991).

the funding standard account will show a zero balance, singie-employer plans, 37 effective beginning with 1989
If the funding standard account has a positive balance plan years: an additional amortization total (AAT)

at the end of the year, such balance will be credited based on a new concept referred to as a deficit reduc-

with interest in future years (at the rate used to tion contribution (DRC) and an unpredictable contin-

determine plan costs). Therefore, the need for future gent event amount (UCEA). 38 The additional funding
contributions to meet the minimum funding standards charge is equal to the sum of the additional amortiza-

will be reduced to the extent of the positive balance tion total and the unpredictable contingent event

plus the interest credited, amount. These additional charges only apply to the

Table 4.1 provides an example of the calcula- extent that the plan has unfunded current liabilities,
tion of the minimum required contribution for a plan defined as the difference between current liabilities 39

with a 9 percent valuation interest rate. (CL) and the adjusted value of assets (AVA). 4° This can

be expressed as:

OBRA '87 Minimum Funding Requirements for new funding standard charge

Underfunded Plans--The Omnibus Budget Reconcili- = minimum (AAT + UCEA, CL - AVA)

ation Act of 1987 (OBRA '87) established two new The additional amortization total is equal to
funding requirements for many underfunded the excess of the deficit reduction contribution over the

37These rules do not apply to plans with fewer than 100 participants, accrued benefits projected to the end of the current plan year, but
If a plan has between 100 and 150 participants, the impact of the excluding the value of unpredictable contingent events that have
rules is phased in as a function of the number of participants, not occurred. The present value of this liability is calculated using

38Although a complete description of the UCEA is beyond the scope the plan's valuation interest rate, provided that it is between 90
of this chapter, it should be noted that the value of any unpredict- percent and 110 percent of the weighted average of rates of interest
able contingent event benefit (UCEB) is not considered until the on 30-year Treasury securities during the four-year period ending
event has occurred. UCEBs include benefits that depend on on the last day of the prior plan year. Furthermore, the interest rate
contingencies that are not reliably and reasonably predictable such should be consistent with current insurance company annuity rates.
as facility shutdowns on reductions in the work force. The UCEA is The IRS may, by regulation, extend this range downward if 90
generally equal to the greater of (1) the sum of all amortization percent of the weighted average is unreasonably high but to no
amounts for all unpredictable events that have occurred in the lower than 80 percent of the weighted average.
seven-yearperiodincludingthecurrentplanyear,or(2)a UCEB 40The adjustedvalueofassetsisequaltotheassetsasvaluedfor
cashflowamount,theeffectofwhichisphasedinthroughtheyear planvaluationpurposes(seeunderAssetValuationMethods,p.64)
2001. minusany creditbalanceinthefundingstandardaccount(as

39Ingeneral,thecurrentliabilityistheplan'sliabilitydeterminedon definedintheprevioussectionofthischapter).
aplanterminationbasis.Specifically,itisthepresentvalueof
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Table 4.2

Development of Deficit Reduction Contribution

A. UnfundedOld UabilityAmount
(1) Currentliabilityas of January1, 1989 based on October16, 1987 planprevisions $10,000,000
(2) Actuarialvalue of assetsas of January 1, 1989 (lesscreditbalance) $8,000,000
(3) Unfundedold liability1 $2,000,000
(4) 18-yearamortizationof unfundedold liabilityat the currentliabilityrate of 9 percent $209,564

B. UnfundedNew LiabilityAmount
(5) Currentliabilityas ofJanuary 1, 1990 $12,000,000
(6) Actuarialvalueof assetsas ofJanuary 1, 1990 (less credit balance) $9,500,000
(7) Unfundedcurrentliability2 $2,500,000
(8) Unamortizedunfundedold liability3 $1,951,575
(9) Unfundednew liability4 $548,425

(10) Currentliabilityfunded percentage5 79.2%
(11) Percentageof unfundednew liabilityrecognized6 19.0%
(12) Unfundednew liabilityamount7 $104,201

C. DeficitReductionContribution

(13) Sumof unfundedold liabilityamountand unfundednew liabilityamounts $313,765
(14) Amortizationchangesandcreditsfor initialunfundedandplan changess $250,000
(15) Deficit reductioncontribution1° $63,765

Source: MichaelA. Archer, =MinimumFundingRequirements,"inMartinWald and David E. Kenty,eds., ERISA: A
Comprehensive Guide (NewYork:JohnWiley& Sons, Inc., 1991).
1(1)- (2) 630% -.25 ((10) - (35%)
2(5) - (6) 7(11) * (9)
3(3) - (4) * 1.09 8(4) + (12)
4(7)- (8) 975,000 + 325,000 - 150,000
5(6) / (5) 10minimum((13) - (14); (7))

net total of the following funding standard account is $10 million based on a 9 percent discount rate. If the

amortization charges and credits (FSANET): adjusted value of assets at that time is $8 million, the

• Charge for the initial unfunded accrued liability unfunded old liability will be equal to $2 million. At a

• Charges for plan changes 9 percent discount rate, the 18-year amortization factor

• Credits for plan changes is 10.48 percent. Multiplying this by $2 million pro-
AAT = DRC - FSANET duces an unfunded old liability amount of $209,564.

The deficit reduction contribution is equal to The unfunded new liability amount (UNLA) is

the sum of the unfunded old liability amount (UOLA) determined as a percentage of the unfunded new

and the unfunded new liability amount (UNLA): liability (UNL) according to a formula that penalizes

DRC = UOLA + UNLA plans with low funding ratios by increasing their

The unfunded old liability amount is generally current contributions. The unfunded new liability is the

equal to an 18-year amortization (_18) of the unfunded excess of the unfunded current liability over the
old liability (UOL): 41 unamortized unfunded old liability (without regard to

UOLA = UOL/_18 the value of an unpredictable contingent event benefit 43
The UOL is simply the difference between the (UCEB) for an event that has occurred):

current liability and the adjusted value of assets as of UNL = (CL - AVA)-(unamortized UOL + value of

the beginning of the first plan year to begin after UCEB for which event has occurred)

1988:42 Panel B of table 4.2 provides the plan's current

UOL = (CL - AVA) liability ($12 million) and adjusted value of assets

as of beginning of the first plan year to begin after ($9.5 million) as of January 1, 1990. The difference of

1988. $2.5 million represents the unfunded current liability

Panel A of table 4.2 illustrates how this concept at that time. To determine the unfunded new liability

is applied. Continuing with the example from table 4.1, though, the remaining balance of the unfunded old

assume that the current liability as of January 1, 1989 liability determined above must be subtracted. 44

4t The unfunded old liability amount may have another 18-year October 16, 1997 is ignored. However, there is special treatment for
amortization component reflecting benefits added by an amendment later amendments adopted pursuant to collective bargaining
pursuant to a collective bargaining agreement ratified before agreements ratified before October 17, 1987.
October 17, 1987. 43See footnote 38.

42Any plan amendment increasing liabilities and adopted after 44The example assumes there is no UCEB.
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Conceptually, this process is similar to that involved in year. The first of these rules permits a deduction for a
computing the unpaid balance on an 18-year mortgage, contribution that will provide, for all employees partici-
From the beginning balance of $2 million, subtract the pating in the plan, the unfunded cost of their past and
first year's amortization payment of $209,564. This current service credits distributed as a level amount or
leaves a balance of $1,790,436, which is carried forward as a level percentage of compensation over the remain-
at the discount rate of 9 percent to leave a balance of ing future service of each such employee. If this rule is
$1,951,575 at the beginning of 1990. Subtracting this followed, and if the remaining unfunded cost for any
amount (which can be thought of as the remaining three individuals is more than 50 percent of the total
balance from the old liability) from the total liability unfunded cost, the unfunded cost attributable to such
gives the unfunded new liability of $548,425. individuals must be distributed over a period of at least

The percentage of the unfunded new liability five taxable years. Contributions under individual
recognized depends on the funded current liability policy pension plans are typically claimed under this
percentage, defined as the ratio of the plan's adjusted rule.
value of assets to its current liability: The second rule, while occasionally used with

UNLA = .3-.25(maximum[0,{AVA]CL}-.35])*UNL individual policy plans, is used primarily in group
If this ratio is 35 percent or less, the percentage pension and trust fund plans. This rule permits the

of the unfunded new liability recognized is 30 percent, employer to deduct the normal cost of the plan plus the
For every percentage point by which the funded current amount necessary to amortize any past service or other
liability percentage exceeds 35 percent, the percentage supplementary pension or annuity credits in equal
of unfunded new liability recognized declines by annual installments over a 10-year period. However,
25 percent. Thus, in this example, the funded current the maximum tax-deductible limit cannot exceed the
liability percentage equals $9.5 million divided by amount needed to bring the plan to its full-funding
$12 million or 79.2 percent. The percentage of the limit. The full-funding limit is defined as the lesser of
unfunded new liability that will be recognized equals 100 percent of the plan's actuarial accrued liability 46
19 percent: (including normal cost) or 150 percent of the plan's

30% - .25 x (79.2% - 35%) = 19%. current liability, reduced by the lesser of the market
Multiplying this percentage by the unfunded value of plan assets or their actuarial value. The plan's

new liability produces an unfunded new liability funding standard account credit balance is subtracted
amount of $104,201. from the asset value before determining the full-

At this point, the deficit reduction contribution funding limitation.
can be determined by adding the unfunded old and new If amounts contributed in any taxable year are
liability amounts for a total of $313,765. Netting out in excess of the amounts allowed as a deduction for that
the amortization charges and credits from table 4.1 for year, the excess may be carried forward and deducted
the initial unfunded liability and plan changes pro- in succeeding taxable years, in order of time, to the
duces a value of $250,000. Subtracting this amount extent that the amount carried forward to any such
from the deficit reduction contributions provides the succeeding taxable year does not exceed the deductible
additional amortization total of $63,675. limit for such succeeding taxable year. However, a

10 percent excise tax is imposed on nondeductible

l_gquiged.,4nnual t°aymen[ contributions by an employer to a qualified plan. For
purposes of the excise tax, nondeductible contributions

Minimum funding contributions must be made on a are defined as the sum of the amount of the employer's
quarterly basis. The final payment is due 8.5 months contribution that exceeds the amount deductible under
after the close of the plan year. 45Interest on unpaid sec. 404 and any excess amount contributed in the
quarterly installments is charged in the funding preceding tax year that has not been returned to the
standard account at a rate equal to the larger of employer or applied as a deductible contribution in the
175 percent of the federal mid-term rate or the rate of current year.
interest used to determine costs by the plan.

Full-funding Limitation 45This deadline does not extend the time limit for making a

Basically, two provisions determine the maximum contributionfortaxdeductionpurposes.
4eIf the plan's actuarial cost method does not generate an accrued

amount an employer can contribute and take as a liability, the value that would be generated by the entry age normal
deduction to a qualified pension plan in any one taxable methodis used.
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Penalties far Undeveunding ERISA and Congress has been concerned about
whether public plan beneficiaries have protection under

If the funding standard account shows a deficit balance, state laws comparable to ERISA protections for private
called the accumulated funding deficiency (minimum plans. An ERISA-mandated congressional study,
contributions in essence have not been made), the published March 15, 1978, concluded that serious
account will be charged with interest at the rate used to problems existed at all levels of government in funding
determine plan costs. Moreover, the plan will be subject standards for public pension plans and that federal
to an excise tax of 10 percent of the accumulated regulation was necessary and desirable. However, due
funding deficiency (if the deficiency is not then cot- to the potential constitutional conflict and because
rected, the excise tax is increased to 100 percent of the many experts believe that funding decisions are more
deficiency). All members of the employer's controlled appropriately made by the sponsoring state and local
group are liable for payment of the minimum contribu- governments, the legislative proposals for regulating
tion and excise tax, with a lien on the employer's assets public plans have been limited to reporting, disclosure,
imposed for a deficiency in excess of $1 million. In and fiduciary standards (Bleakney and Pacelli, 1990).
addition to the excise tax, the employer may be subject In the absence of specific legal funding require-

to civil action in the courts for failure to meet the ments, governments are not required to prefund their
minimum funding standards, pension plan liability, and may opt to pay retirement

benefits as they become due. However, in a 1990 report,
Penalties far Ove_funding the U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) reviewed

An excise tax will be imposed on an underpayment of public pensions in four states 47 and found "the boards
taxes that results from an overstatement of pension use actuarial valuations to determine the contributions

liabilities. A 20 percent penalty tax is imposed on the necessary to fund earned benefits" (p. 2). They also
underpayment of tax if the actuarial determination of concluded that "the plans' enabling statutes require
pension liabilities is between 200 percent and that employees and employers make annual contribu-
399 percent of the amount determined to be correct. If tions on an actuarially sound basis. Generally the
the actuarial determination is 400 percent or more of statues either (1) specify the contribution rates or
the correct amount, the penalty tax is increased to (2) prescribe a range, floor, or ceiling rate of contribu-
40 percent. If the tax benefit is $1,000 or less, no excise tions" (p. 4).
tax will be imposed. In most instances the contribution includes the

normal costs 48 and an amount that amortizes the

Funding Governmental Plans supplemental liability over a period ranging from 20 to40 years. In addition, gains and losses due to the
differences between the past actuarial assumptions and

fusti)qcatian far ERISA "sGopernmental P/an the plan's actual experience are also usually amortized

Exemption (Zorn, 1990). Chart 4.6 provides a distribution of the
years to amortize unfunded pension obligations ob-

ERISA was enacted to remedy long-standing abuses tained from a Greenwich 1987 survey of 290 state and
and deficiencies in the private pension system, includ- municipal pension plans (Greenwich Associates, 1988).
ing insufficient assets to assure payment of future Although Mitchell and Smith (1991) deter-
benefit obligations. ERISA's legislative history offers mined that state and local pension plans had relatively
several justifications for the exemption of governmental small deviations in their assumptions of expected
plans from the funding requirements noted in the future rate of wage growth and the rate of return on
previous section. The legislature considered the ability pension fund investments in the late 1980s, it appears
of the governmental entities to fulfill the obligation to that recently several public systems were able to
employees through their taxing powers an adequate markedly decrease their contributions through changes
substitute for minimum funding standards. Also, there in assumptions. For example, in 1991 Louisiana saved
was concern that imposition of the minimum funding $11 million in contributions to its teachers retirement
standards would entail unacceptable cost implications
to the governmental entities (Davidson and Litvin,
1991).

47The report respondedto a congressionalrequest for information on

State and Local Plans publicplansinthefourstates.TheU.S.GeneralAccountingOffice
wasprohibitedfrompubliclydisclosingtheidentityoftheplans.
48Themajorityoftherespondentstothe1991PublicPension

Unliketheprivateplansdiscussedintheprevious CoordinatingCouncilsurveyusedtheentryagenormalactuarial
section,publicemployeeplansarenotcoveredby method(Zorn,1990).
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Chart 4.6
Years to Amortize Unfunded Pension ObligaUon for State and Municipal Plans

Notamortizing
40yearsandover 12%
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14%
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30 years 21-29years
24% 17%

Source:GreenwichAssociates,OnTarget,90%:PublicPensionFunds1988(Greenwich,CT:GreenwichAssociates,1988).

system by increasing the projected return from tion of discipline in the face of a recession and
7.5 percent to 8.25 percent. Missouri decreased contri- budget shortfall of hundreds of millions of
butions by $20 million by going from 8 percent to dollars. Governor Thompson chopped the states
8.5 percent in 1991 on its state employees' fund. New contribution to the various retirement systems
York City increased its rate of return assumption for to as low as 60 percent of the 1982 payout. It
city employees from 8.25 percent to 9 percent in 1990 was supposed to be a one year phenomena but
and saved $40 million for the Transit Authority alone it was stretched into ten years with the state
(Deutchman, 1992). contribution varying between 80 and 45

Even if a public pension plan has an actuarially percent of the annual benefit payout. In 1989
required contribution, there is the distinct possibility Illinois wrote into law a funding schedule with
that it may not be made. 49 Governmental contributions a 40 year amortization, to be phased in during
to public retirement plans are generally subject to the the following seven years. However the sched-
appropriation process within the employing govern- ule was never followed. In April of 1991, a class
ment. Consequently, the plans compete with other action lawsuit was filed charging Illinois and
governmental programs for funds. As one noted expert its five retirement systems with violating the
on public pension plans states: "actuaries can have all law (Hawthorne, 1992).
the numbers in the world, but the people who control The average annual contribution amounted to
the purse strings are the people who decide whether 89 percent of that actuarially required for the 42 plans
they're going to pay the money or not" (Bleakney, 1991). evaluated for 1988 by Mitchell and Smith (1991). Those

The experience in the state of Illinois with plans that undercontributed in 1988 had a history of
regard to this process has been documented in some underfunding in past years, and fiscal pressures were a
detail: factor in the plans' funding practices.

State law did declare that the systems were to GAO (1993) analyzed contribution data re-
be funded on an actuarial basis, but the plan ported for 189 plans in the 1991 Public Pension Coordi-
never acted on this. It did regularly contribute nating Council survey. They found that plan sponsors
the cash to cover each years payouts until 1982, contributed only 80 percent of the amount actuarially
when it abandoned even that minimal contribu- required. The sponsors of the 40 percent of the plans

that failed to contribute the full amount required
contributed only 38 percent of the actuarially required

49There is also the potential for moneyalready contributed to the amount. Chart 4.7 shows the distribution of plans by
fund to beseized for nonretirement purposes, the percentage of required contributions actually made.
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Chart 4.7
Distribution of Contribution Ratios of State and Local Pension Plans
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Source: 1991 Public PensionCoordinating Council Survey tabulated by U.S. General Accounting Office, "Underfunded State
and Local Pension Plans" (Washington, DC: U.S. General Accounting Office, 1993).
Note: The contribution ratio is the proportionof the actual contribution to the actuarially required contribution.

Fgderal Plans • a payment of 5 percent interest on the CSRS

statutory unfunded liability 54
Civil Service Retirement and Disability Fund 5°- • a payment of the estimated cost of benefit attrib-

The Civil Service Retirement and Disability Fund utable to CSRS military se.,Tice less the value of

contains two tiers of defined pension benefits (CSRS certain deposits made by employees for such
and FERS). Most employees covered by the CSRS service

contribute 7 percent of basic pay. Each employing The Federal Employees' Retirement System Act

agency matches the employee contributions. The total of 1986 provides for separate financing of all benefits

contributions for most employees is close to the static 51 attributable to FERS, including those benefits attribut-

normal cost of the benefits. Most employees covered by able to frozen CSRS service for employees who elect

the FERS contribute a percentage of basic pay equal to FERS, based on a dynamic entry age normal funding

7 percent minus the OASDI rate. Agencies contribute method. Any supplemental liability under FERS are to

the difference between the full "dynamic" normal cost of be amortized over 30 years by the Treasury (except for
FERS coverage and the employee contribution.

liabilities attributable to Postal employees). 55

Under the Civil Service Retirement Amend- The fund's investments consist solely of U.S.

ments of 1969, the Treasury makes the following Government securities. The fair value of special govern-

payments to the fund: ment securities equals the par value since they are

• a 30-year amortization of any increases in the always redeemable at par regardless of the date of

CSRS unfunded liability 52 that result from new or redemption or the interest rate. The fair value of U.S.

liberalized benefits, 53 increases in pay, or exten- Treasury bonds is determined by using the

sion of coverage to new employee groups over-the-counter quotes.

50Unlike other federal agencies, the U. S. Postal Service is required future agency contributions to be made in their behalf; plus the
to make three additional payments under Public Laws 93-449, present value of the remaining 30 early amortization payment which
99-335, and 101-508. had previously been scheduled; plus the fund balance as of the date

51The CSRS uses static economic assumption of a 5 percent annual the unfunded liability is determined.
interest rate and no future salary inflation or cost-of-living increase 53Automatic cost-of-living adjustments are excluded.
in annuity. 54This amount was $195.1 billion as of September 30, 1991.

52The unfunded liability is the estimated excess of the present value 55The supplemental liability as of 1988 is being amortized by annual
of all benefits payable from the fund to employees, former employ- payments of $419 million from the Treasury. In addition, increases in
ees, and their survivors, over the sum of the present value of the supplemental liability during 1989 and 1990 are being amortized
deductions to be withheld from future basic pay of employees and of by annual payments of $16 million and $24 million, respectively.
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Chart 4.8
Actuarial Status of the Military Retirement System as of 9/30/90
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Source:Chapter95of Title31, U.S.C.ReportontheMifitaryRetirementSystemas of Sept.31, 1990.
Note:Valuesexpressedasa percentageofthepresentvalueoffuturebenefits($762.9billion).

Military Retirement System_There are three 30 years by payments that increase in absolute value at
distinct benefit formulas within the military retirement the same rate as the annual long-term basic pay scale
systems. Retirement benefits are based on final basic assumption (currently 5.75 percent).
pay (FINAL PAY) for personnel entering the Armed The actuarial status of the Military Retirement
Services before September 8, 1980 and are based on the System as of September 30, 1990 is summarized in
average of the highest 36 months (HI-3) for those chart 4.8.
entering after this date. Additionally, members first

entering the Armed Services on or after August 1, 1986 Sensitivity Analysis of Alternative

are subject to a reduction (REDUX) if they retire with Actuarial Assumptions
fewer than 30 years of service.

Public Law 99-661 mandates that two separate
normal cost percentages be used for the valuation of the The first section of this paper contained a description of
military retirement system. One is for active duty the process used by sponsors to determine which ofseveral values to choose for each of the actuarial
personnel ffull time) and the second is for drilling
reservists (part time), assumptions required in the plan funding process.

The 1991 Fiscal Year normal cost percentages However, the impact of choosing one value versus
based on the aggregate method are summarized below: another was not described and, as will be demonstrated

in this section, the overall pension cost of a plan is more
sensitive to some assumptions than others. This has
become increasingly important in a public policy

BenefitFormula FullTime PartTime context as the solvency of PBGC has been debated. For

FINAL PAY 49.6% 14.6% example, a January 1993 report by GAO found that the
HI-3 43.6 13.4 PBGC's exposure to unfunded liabilities is much larger

REDUX 36.8 12.1 than plans have indicated on their annual reports.
The problem with performing any sensitivity

analysis of this type is that the results will typically be

There was an initial unfunded liability as of limited to those of an extremely small number of plans.
September 30, 1984 of $528.7 billion. The amortization This is particularly true for the demographic assump-
method is currently set up so that the amortization will tions due to the lack of detailed information reported on
be completed in the year 2043 (for a total of 60 annual the 5500 forms. As a result, the principal set of com-
payments). Changes in the unfunded liability arising parisons in this section is based on a hypothetical
because of modification in the benefit formulas, change pension plan described in Winklevoss (1977). Readers
in actuarial assumptions, and deviation in actual should be cautioned that these results are not necessar-

experience from expected experience are amortized over ily applicable to plans and participant populations in
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general and the numerical results contained in the metric. For example, a 2 percent decrease in salary
charts are based on active employees only. decreases costs by approximately 20 percent while a 2

The one variable that does not suffer from lack percent increase in salary results in more than a 30
of sufficient information is the plan's interest rate percent increase in cost.
(discount assumption). Fortunately it is also the
assumption that has the greatest impact on valuation /#retest Rates
results. Thus, it will be analyzed in more detail than
the other variables. The downward sloping line in chart 4.12 shows the

sensitivity of costs to the interest rate assumption. It is

Mortality Rates immediately obvious that plan costs are even moresensitive to this assumption than they are for the

The higher the mortality rates assumptions, the shorter salary rates discussed above. For example, varying the
will be the participants assumed life expectancies and interest rate assumption by 2 percentage points around
the lower will be the calculated plan liabilities. The the 7 percent baseline results in pension cost changes
impact of mortality on the present value of future ranging from more than a 60 percent increase to nearly
benefits is shown in chart 4.9. The rate multiple on the a 40 percent decrease. The explanation for this result
horizontal axis indicates the change made to the is that, while the salary assumption will influence the
baseline assumption. For example, a rate multiple of cost of the participant's benefits until retirement age,
1.5 indicates that the annual mortality rate at each age the interest rate is used to compute present values for
has been increased by 50 percent. The impact of a the remainder of the participant's lifetime (or the joint
change in mortality has a relatively modest impact. A lifetime of the participant and spouse).
change of 50 percent in either direction results in less This point is illustrated in more detail in
than a 25 percent increase in costs, chart 4.13, which shows the impact of changing the

interest rate and the salary assumption simulta-

Termi#atio# Rates neously. This is accomplished by varying the rate of
inflation, which is treated as a component of both rates.

Chart 4.10 shows the results of various termination Pension costs decrease as the inflation assumption
rate assumptions, including a point which eliminates increases and the interest rate and salary rate increase
the assumption entirely (a rate multiple of zero). The beyond the 7 percent baseline. An increase in the
impact of a 50 percent change in this assumption is inflation rate of 2 percentage points will decrease costs
approximately the same as for the mortality rates. It in this plan by nearly 20 percent.
should be noted however that while a 50 percent swing As mentioned earlier, the sensitivity of the
(either way) in mortality rates would be viewed as a pension costs to any of these actuarial assumptions is a
relatively uncommon event, a change of this magnitude function of the age distribution of the participants. As a
in the termination rates could result from mergers and result, the impact of a change in interest rates will
acquisitions or downsizings, differ among plan sponsors. Schoenly (1991) provides

the following comparisons to illustrate how the age
Disability Rates distribution and weighting of liabilities will affect these

Chart 4.11 shows that pension costs are virtually adjustments. The last two columns show how a
invariant to substantial changes in the disability rates. 1 percentage point increase in the interest rate will
This is due to the fact that as disability rates decrease, decrease the present value (pv) of each liability:
the increase in costs from retirement benefits are

virtually completely offset by corresponding decreases pv @ 7% pv@ 8%
in the disability benefits paid by the plan. Age Type of UabUity pv @ 8% pv @ 7%

Salary gates 25 deferredlifeannuitycommencingatage65 64.2% 64.7%

The upward sloping line in chart 4.12 shows the 25 temporarylifeannuity
sensitivity of costs to the salary assumption for the at age 65 89.7% 90.5%
hypothetical plan. Variations in the baseline value of 45 deferredlifeannuity
approximately 56 7 percent are significant and asym- commencingatage65 77.5% 77.9%

45 temporarylifeannuity
to age65 93.5% 93.8%

56The merit componentof the salary scale in this example changes 65 lifeannuity 93.5% 93.8%
with age but is approximately2 percent.
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Chart 4,9

Effect of Mortality
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Chart 4.10
Effect of TerminaUon
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Chart 4.11

Effect of Disability
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Chart 4.12

Effect of Salary Rates and Interest Rates
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Chart 4.13
Effect of Inflation Rate
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GAO (1993) developed a model to perform used by PBGC. 58

sensitivity analysis on the liabilities of pension plans GAO also applied these adjustments to a

from information found in the Form 5500 filings. They sample of over 17,000 plans filing 1987 Form 5500

found that a 1 percentage point increase in the interest reports. They found that 16.1 percent of the sample was
rate assumption will generally lead to about a

10 percent to 20 percent decrease in calculated plan
liabilities. This is an aggregate estimate, the same

1 percentage point increase would lead to a decrease in 57These plans accounted for 96 percent of the claims against PBGC
for the period.

the liability estimate for nonretired participants of 5s The fact that PBGC interest rates were significantly lower than
anywhere from 6 percent to 65 percent, while for plan sponsor assumptions is at least partially due to the inherent
retired participants the same interest rate changes difference between ongoing and termination assumptions. Sponsors'
decrease the liability estimate by only 7 percent or assumptions reflect the best estimate of the plan's future experience,

which is not necessarily strongly tied to current market interest
less. rates. Moreover, they are only set once each year and there is a

They also found that adjusting the discount preference for stability in this assumption to help the plan sponsors
rate for 44 plans 57 that terminated from 1986 to 1988 anticipate their yearly pension costs. In contrast, PBGC assump-

to the PBGC rate increased the liabilities by 31 percent, tions by definition focus on current experience in the annuity
markets, especially for the portion of the liabilities attributed to

These plans calculated their liability using an interest retirees. An "immediate" rate is used to value these liabilities, a
rate assumption that was one-third larger than the rate lower rate is used for liabilities attributed to other plan participants.
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Supplement: Actuarial Tables Used to Compute
Normal Costs and Supplemental Liabilities

Age Salary Survival Discount TEBLA without TEBLA

Scale Probability Factor Salary Scale with Salary

65 14.603 1 .747258 4.253 4.597

60 11.898 .8592 .417265 8.750 11.464

50 7.544 .6646 .311805 9.231 13.191

45 5.853 .5248 .232999 8.954 13.787

40 4.446 .3809 .130105 7.059 11.969

30 2.349 .1416 .097222 5.737 9.791

25 1.596 .0643
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V. The Costs and Benefits of Pension Tax Expenditures
BY DALLAS L. SALISBURY

Introduction tures estimates has attracted the attention of the media
and public policymakers.

Pensions in their purest form are a means of providing At the same time, pension funds and their
income to individuals once they are no longer working, taxation have come to the forefront because of the
The primary reason that plans are established is to tremendous accumulation of pension assets in the
increase workers' economic security on reaching economy. Private and public pension plans now hold

more than $4 trillion in assets. Some policymakersretirement age. Tax incentives are designed to encour-
age the expansion of pension coverage and increased have looked to this large pool of assets as a means to
saving levels and to provide a source of retirement fund economic development projects such as infrastruc-

ture. Moreover, the ever-increasing federal budgetincome in addition to Social Security.
deficit has caused policymakers to assess whether theThe provision of tax incentives to encourage

pension coverage reflects a longstanding policy of the "cost" of lost federal revenues, which is measured by tax
expenditure estimates, is appropriate.U.S. government. Under the Internal Revenue Code, an

employer's contribution to a qualified plan is deductible When we ask if pensions are worth the cost, we
within specified limits. Taxes on employer contribu- are focusing on the tax expenditures attributed to
tions and investment income are deferred for pension pensions. Are the tax incentives accorded to pensions
plan participants until the pension benefit is received meeting their public policy objectives? Do pensions
and declared as income. Any individual who partici- provide enough benefit to individuals and the economy
pates in a pension plan, whether he or she works for as a whole to justify the tax expenditure?

Several factors must be taken into account
the federal government, a state or local government, or
a private nongovernment organization, receives a when evaluating the appropriateness of tax expendi-

tures. First, analysts must determine what the num-deferral on income tax as the benefit accrues.
Individuals tend to focus on the immediate bers actually measure. It is especially important to

reduction in taxes that comes with pension tax treat- distinguish between the types of plans represented by
tax expenditure estimates. Often, pension tax expendi-ment rather than on a calculation of the ultimate net

tax gain or loss that will occur many years in the ture estimates are referred to as if they only represent
revenue associated with private pension plans. How-future. Because tax rates may be higher in the future
ever, the number reflects all pension plans includingthan they are today, individuals may ultimately pay

more taxes when they receive their benefit. Some civil service, military, state and local governments, and
people, as a result, would be better off never putting in private plans.

Second, to assess whether pensions are worththe money. On the other hand, others may end up in a
lower tax bracket in retirement than they were in when the cost, it is important to recognize the impact that the
working, meaning they would have been better off in funding practices of different plan types have on the
tax terms having received a pension rather than cash. revenue numbers. Because the tax expenditure esti-

mates for pensions are calculated by the government onIn short, although it is generally assumed that every-
one wins with lower tax payments when they invest in a cash flow basis, no value is placed on the pension
tax-deferred pensions, not everyone does. promise itself, only on the advance funding of that

promise. With the exception of Social Security andNevertheless, the federal government gives a
value to this "gain from deferral," which is referred to federal employee defined benefit plans, most pension
as a "tax expenditure," that is, a tax the government plans now seek to advance fund as a means of assuring

that promises made will be kept. Federal law requiresdoes not get paid today because the value of the pension
private pension plans to set aside funds for the purposebenefit accrual is not taxed.as income today. Each year

a set of tax expenditure estimates is developed by the of paying benefits as they become due. However, public
Department of the Treasury and published as part of pension plans may operate on a pay-as-you-go basis,
the federal budget. The total reported pension tax distributing benefits from current receipts. Defined
expenditure (which includes civil service, state and contribution plans are always fully funded for accrued
local, and private pension plans) is $56.5 billion for liabilities by definition because the participants'
FY 1993. The magnitude of pension plan tax expendi- pension benefit consists of the contributions and
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investment returns on these contributions, ees to elect to have a portion of their compensation
This paper reviews the history of the relation- (otherwise payable in cash) contributed to a qualified

ship between government and pensions; analyzes the defined contribution plan. The employee contribution is
tax expenditure cost of pensions and the allocation of often treated as a pretax reduction in salary. Tens of
that tax expenditure across individuals, types of plans, thousands of these plans exist in both the public and
and employment sectors; considers the methodology private sectors. The Federal Employee Thrift Plan
used to determine the tax expenditure; provides functions like a 401(k) plan.
statistics on pension plans and the individuals earning The 1980s saw a shift in federal policy related
benefits; and provides information on the assets and to retirement income programs, after decades of
income streams produced by pension plans in return for expanding incentives and requirements to prefund
the tax expenditure. This paper provides a basis for pension promises. While the emphasis had traditionally
assessing pensions, been on employer action and encouragement of maxi-

mum funding, the 1980s brought a shift toward indi-
Government and Pensions vidual action, restrictions on the amount that could be

contributed to employer-sponsored plans, and limits on

The U.S. government has taken steps since its earliest the assets that could be maintained by a plan relative
days to assure that retirees have income: beginning in to benefits promised.
1776, the government provided retired veterans with Enactment of the Tax Equity and Fiscal
pensions; in 1914, the government allowed for-profit Responsibility Act of 1982 (TEFRA) represented the

most dramatic shift from the decades long policy ofemployers to deduct the cost of pensions paid to em-
ployees and allowed employers to deduct contributions expansion. TEFRA reduced contribution and benefit
to a pension trust for retirement income programs; in dollar limits for all private and state and local plans by
1921 and 1926, the government acted to allow taxes on nearly one-third. Further restrictions and reductions on
trust earnings to be deferred until benefits are paid; in allowable retirement plan contributions were included
1935, Social Security was established to pay retirement in the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 (DEFRA) and the
benefits; and in 1974, the government established tax Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA '86). Finally, the Omni-
incentives for individuals to allow pre-tax contributions bus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987 (OBRA '87) was
to individual retirement accounts (IRAs) and the enacted with a new "full-funding limitation" for defined

deferral of tax in earnings until funds were removed as benefit pension plans. The full-funding limit is essen-
income, tially the lesser of roughly 100 percent of projected

To assure that pension plans do not discrimi- benefits (100 percent of benefits based on projected
nate in favor of highly compensated employees, Con- salary increases) or 150 percent of the plan's current
gress enacted the first nondiscrimination rules in 1942. liability, which essentially is all existing liabilities to
Reporting and disclosure requirements were first employees and beneficiaries. 1 If sponsors contribute in
enacted in 1947 and 1958. Keogh plans for self-em- excess of the full-funding limit, the amount will be
ployed individuals were established in 1962. treated as a nondeductible contribution subject to a

The Employee Retirement Income Security Act 10 percent excise tax. Because many private defined
of 1974 (ERISA) made significant advance funding of benefit plans are fully funded according to this new
private employer defined benefit pension plans manda- standard, many private employers have not been able
tory, added new incentives for individuals to set aside to make deductible contributions to defined benefit
funds in IRAs, established minimum standards in a pension plans in recent years.
number of areas to increase benefit entitlement, and A defined benefit plan, like Social Security,
established the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation promises a benefit based on a formula tied to years of
(PBGC) to assure benefit security in private defined service and]or earnings. To pay the benefit, the plan
benefit pension plans. Prior to ERISA, many pension initially needs only enough funds to meet periodic cash
plans were operated on a pay-as-you-go basis. ERISA flow. Initially, cash flow will be lower if the plan
requires private pension plans to set aside funds for the payments are made in the form of annuities rather
purpose of paying benefits as they become due. Advance than lump-sum distributions. Private employer defined
funding of private defined benefit pension plans was benefit plans must make a current year contribution for
desired to (1) increase benefit security and (2) to
increase the pool of savings in the economy.

To further encourage both employers and 1A deduction is always allowed for a single-employer plan to make a

workers to save for retirement, the Revenue Act of 1978 contribution up to the level of its unfunded current liabilities if the

added section 401(k) to the code, which allows employ- plan has at least 100participants.
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the value of current year benefit accruals (normal cost) plans, with 33 million participants and $186 billion in
and amortize any liabilities attributable to past service assets. In 1989, there were 132,000 such plans, down
over no more than 30 years. 2 However, the OBRA '87 from the peak of 175,000 plans in 1982 and 1983. The
full-funding limitation can act to prohibit the employer number of gross participants has remained in the
from making even the normal cost contribution if it 40 million-41 million range since 1983, and there was

would lead the plan to be more than 150 percent funded $998 billion in assets in 1989. Over the same period,
for current promised benefits. This legislation also the number of defined contribution plans increased

substantially changed minimum funding for from 208,000 to 599,000. The number of participants
underfunded plans, increased from 12 million to 38 million in 1987 and

Critics of these post-1981 policy changes say decreased slightly in 1989, to 36 million.
that policymakers enacted them as a means to raise One of the most significant trends in pension
federal revenue at the expense of sound retirement coverage has been the tremendous growth of 401(k)
policy. In any case, the changes have contributed to a plans over the past decade. Employee Benefit Research
substantial reshaping of retirement programs. Institute (EBRI) tabulations of the May 1988 and May

1983 Current Population Survey (CPS) show that more

Private Pensions than 27.5 million workers were covered by 401(k) plans
in May 1988, up from 7.1 million in May 1983. These

The number of private pension plans has grown signifi- figures represented 24.2 percent and 7.1 percent of all
cantly since the enactment of ERISA. From 1975 to workers, respectively. Participation grew from
1989, the total number of tax-qualified employer- 2.7 million workers (2.7 percent of all workers) in 1983
sponsored plans (both defined benefit and defined to 15.7 million (13.8 percent of all workers) in 1988.
contribution plans) increased from 311,000 to 731,000, And, in May 1988, the majority of 401(k) participants

and gross participation (active workers, separated earned less than $30,000. 4
vested, survivors, and retirees) in such plans rose from There are many reasons for having each type of
45 million to 76 million over the same period. 3 plan (Employee Benefit Research Institute, 1989 and

Defined benefit plans have historically been the 1990). The advantage to the individual of a defined
cornerstone of the private pension system. In a defined benefit plan is shown most graphically when a presi-

dent of the United States leaves office. The definedbenefit plan, the employer agrees to provide the em-
ployee a nominal benefit amount at retirement, based benefit is based on no more than eight years of service
on a specified formula, which is tied to years of service and is defined as the annual salary of a current cabinet

member (about $145,000), or 72.5 percent of theand compensation. The sponsor must decide how to pay
for the plan. Traditionally these plans only paid an presidential salary. The president is not taxed as the
annuity at retirement age, but more of them now offer benefit accrues during his tenure but is taxed on the
individuals the option of a lump-sum distribution when pension as it is paid. Even if the government put money
they leave the job. aside in advance, it would not be treated as taxable

This century saw the advent of defined contri- income to the president.
bution plans. In these plans, the employer makes Compare this to providing the president with a
specified contributions to an account established for defined contribution plan. The law sets a maximum

each participating employee. The final retirement contribution of $30,000 per year, allowing $240,000 to
be contributed over the eight years of a two-termbenefit reflects the total of employer contributions, any

employee contributions, investment gains or losses, and president. Even with a high rate of investment return,
possibly losses from forfeitures of employees terminat- the defined contribution plan would not fund two full
ing before achieving 100 percent vesting. The final years of retirement for the president. This example
account balance is generally paid to the individual as a highlights the primary reason that defined benefit
lump sum when he or she leaves the job or retires. The plans are valued: the ability to provide a targeted

benefit at retirement based on a formula.individual will either receive more or less than was

contributed, depending on investment experience. The second major difference is the ability to
In 1975, there were 103,000 defined benefit provide post-retirement inflation adjustments to

2Plans in existence at the time of ERISAcouldamortize past service 4The U.S.Bureau of the Census will collectsimilar data in April
liability over a 40-year period. 1993,whichshould be available for EmployeeBenefit Research

3Department of Labor, Pension and WelfareBenefitsAdministration, Institute (EBRI)tabulations inWinter 1994.
tabulations of the 1989form 5500,unpublished (1993).
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individuals who receive a monthly pension benefit The tax expenditure estimates for pensions are
check. This is not done for defined contribution plan calculated by the government on a cash flow basis. This

recipients or for those who take lump-sum distributions is significant because it has the effect of placing no
from either type of plan. Many government employee value on the pension promise itself, only on the advance
plans provide for automatic inflation adjustments, funding of that promise. First, the contributions made
while many private plans provide ad-hoc adjustments to plans and estimated investment earnings are treated
(Piacentini and Foley, 1992). as taxable wages. Second, benefits paid by the plans are

The final major difference is that younger treated as taxable income. Third, the tax to be paid on
workers who are likely to change jobs several times will benefits is subtracted from the tax that would have
do better with defined contribution plans. Once they been paid on contributions and earnings to get a net tax
are older and enter a last job, however, they will likely expenditure estimate. Thus, a "tax expenditure" is only
retire from that job in the best financial condition if it considered to have occurred if advance contributions
provides a defined benefit plan. are made.

The future mix of traditional defined benefit According to the FY 1993 federal budget, the

plans, new defined benefit plans, and defined contribu- pension tax expenditure is $56.5 billion for FY 1993.
tion plans is likely to constantly change. Plan choice The tax expenditure number reported by the govern-
will be affected by the average age of the work force, ment should represent all types of pension plans--civil
the relative desire of employers to get positive employee service, military, state and local, and private---because
motivation today from plans, work force mobility, pension participants gain economic value and tax
growth rates in sectors of the economy (including deferral regardless of where they work. However, the
heavily unionized and older industrial sectors) in which number reportedly does not currently include military
traditional defined benefit plan coverage is most firmly plans• The estimate does cover both defined benefit and
established, federal tax laws, and the level of basic defined contribution plans.
income tax rates. The range of tax expenditures for employee

Employers will have to assess their objectives benefits is presented in table 5.1. The total reported
over time as they experience work force, economic, and pension tax expenditure of $56.5 billion for FY 1993 has
regulatory change, been broken down using the EBRI Tax Estimating and

Analysis Model (TEAM) to show the numbers by sector

Pension Costs (private, federal, state and local) and plan type (defined
benefit and defined contribution). Based on present law

The Value of Tax Expenditures and funded status of plans, the largest portion of thetax expenditure, $27.9 billion (or 49.4 percent), is

The concept of tax expenditures was developed in the attributable to public-sector defined benefit pension
1970s. The Congressional Budget and Impoundment plans. Private sector defined contribution plans (such
Act of 1974 (section 3(a)(3)) defines tax expenditures as: as 401(k) ) are next at $19.3 billion (34.2 percent),
•.. "those revenue losses attributable to provisions of followed by private-sector defined benefit plans at
the Federal tax laws which allow a special exclusion, $8.2 billion (14.5 percent) and public-sector defined
exemption, or deduction from gross income or which contribution plans at $1.1 billion (2 percent). This
provide a special credit, a preferential rate of tax, or a compares with the tax expenditure for IRAs of
deferral of tax liability..." (Employee Benefit Research $7.1 billion, $2.7 billion for Keogh plans, and
Institute, 1983). $24.5 billion for the exclusion from taxation of a portion

Pension, Keogh (pensions for self-employed of Social Security and railroad retirement benefits.
individuals) and IRA tax expenditures are different In a recent article using unpublished data from
from most other tax expenditures because they repre- the Department of the Treasury, Munnell (1992) broke
sent tax-deferred expenditures rather than tax-exempt out an estimated 1991 total pension tax expenditure of
expenditures. For example, payments for health $48 billion as being $25.5 billion private (53 percent);
benefits are never taxed, while pensions are taxed $14.7 billion state and local (31 percent); and
when paid to the individual. 5 $7.8 billion civil service retirement (16 percent), for a

public plan allocation of 47 percent. She notes that the
military program was apparently not included by the

5For a full discussionof pensiontaxation, see EmployeeBenefit Treasury. Using data from the 1991 report of the
ResearchInstitute, "Retirement ProgramTax Expenditures," EBRI Military Retirement System (MRS) actuary, the
Issue Brief no. 17(EmployeeBenefit ResearchInstitute, April 1983); program would have represented a tax expenditure ofand "Pension-RelatedTaxBenefits,"EBRI Issue Brief no. 25
(EmployeeBenefit Research Institute, December 1983). $5.5 billion in 1991. This would adjust the total to
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Table 5.1

Tax Expenditure Estimates by Budget Function, Fiscal Years 1993-1997

Total
Function 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1993-1997

($ billions)
IncomeSecurity

Netexclusionof pensioncontributionsandearnings $56.5 $58.8 $61.3 $63.8 $66.0 $306.4
Private defined benefit 8.2 8.5 8.9 9.3 9.6 44.5
Private defined contribution 19.3 20.1 21.0 21.8 22.5 104.7
Public defined benefit 27.9 29.0 30.3 31.5 32.6 151.3
Public defined contribution 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.3 5.9
Individualretirementplans

(exclusionof contributionsand earnings) 7.1 7.4 7.6 7.9 8.2 38.3
Keoghplans 2.7 2.9 3.1 3.3 3.4 15.4

SocialSecurityand RailroadRetirement
Exclusionof untaxed SocialSecurity

and railroadretirementbenefits 24.5 25.7 27.0 28.3 29.7 135.4

Health/Medicaid
Exclusionof employercontributions

for medicalinsurancepremiumsand medicalcare 46.4 51.3 56.9 63.0 69,6 287.2
Medicare

Exclusionof untaxedMedicarebenefits:
hospitalinsurance 7.6 8.4 9.3 10.4 11.6 47.3
supplementarymedical insurance 4.4 4.9 5.6 6.5 7.6 28.9

Source: EmployeeBenefitResearch Institute(EBRI) and EBRI estimatesby plantype usingthe EBRITax Estimatingand
AnalysisModel(TEAM); and EBRItabulationsofdata from U.S. Congress,JointCommitteeon Taxation, Estimates of
Federal Tax Expenditures for Fiscal Years 1993-1997 (Washington,DC: U.S. GovernmentPrintingOffice, 1992).

$53.5 billion and the public plan share to 52.3 percent, must be made because of the "$56 billion tax expendi-

The EBRI-TEAM numbers presented in table ture." Would this be less compelling if the number was

5.1 assume the inclusion of military retirement and limited to the $8.2 billion for private defined benefit
allocate the tax expenditure on that basis, finding a plans? Suddenly the elements of the total pension tax

public plan total for 1993 of 51.3 percent of the total expenditure would be significantly smaller relative to

pension tax expenditure of $56.5 billion, that for mortgages, medical premiums, capital gains at

Generally, the pension tax expenditure number death, or accelerated depreciation. It would also show

is discussed as if it only applies to private employer that the number attributable to private plans had

plans, and then sometimes only to private defined grown little from the number published in the 1983

benefit plans. As the foregoing discussion makes clear, budget and earlier as the tax expenditure for pensions.
the number covers all plans, with a near equal split Finally, it would show that the tax expenditure for

between the tax expenditure for private and public private defined benefit plans had declined significantly
employees, as the system matured.

In 1983, pension tax expenditures were esti- It would put the discussion of pension policy

mated at $25.8 billion in the federal budget; however, issues on a more informed basis if the tax expenditure

those same tax expenditure items were reestimated at were broken down by plan type in government publica-

$43.5 billion in the 1984 federal budget--an increase of tions so that policymakers could clearly see the distri-

75 percent for the year--without a word of explanation, bution of tax incentives.
The change primarily reflected the addition of state and

local workers and federal civilian workers to the l_zhat [$ the Va/ug Per Pa_t'cipant. p
estimate (Employee Benefit Research Institute, 1983).

As a result, the tax expenditure attributed to Breaking out tax expenditure numbers by plan type

private pensions has often been exaggerated. Public and sector also provides another way to focus on the

pension plans are seldom mentioned as part of the more than 66 million individuals covered by pension

equation. More often than not during a call for private plans, in addition to the millions now retired

pension plan "reform" an advocate states that change (Piacentini and Foley, 1992).
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The better funded the plan and the larger the Private Expend_lures for Ret/rement Income

annual benefit payments relative to annual contribu- Private employers contributed $24 billion to definedtions and investment earnings, the lower the tax
expenditure per employee/participant as currently benefit and $13 billion to defined contribution plans in

1975, growing to $25 billion to defined benefit plans
calculated by the government.

Taking estimated tax expenditure numbers and and $71 billion to defined contribution plans in 1989.
Defined contribution plans represented 35 percent of

dividing by the number of employees provides a per
capita value. There were about 6.5 million active contributions in 1975 and 74 percent in 1989. Private
participants in federal civilian and military pension employer contributions represented 3.9 percent of
plans in 1991 (table 5.2). Based on present eontribu- wages and salaries in private organizations, with a
tions, earnings, and benefits paid by these plans, the range, depending upon industry, of 1.8 percent in retail

trade to 5.6 percent in transportation and utilities
tax expenditure represents approximately $1,900 per (Piacentini and Foley, 1992). Private retirement plans
active participant. Were federal plan funding to acceler- have about 78 million active, separated, and retired
ate to pay off present liabilities over the next 40 years, participants.
the tax expenditure would increase to over $4,000 per Private employer contributions to defined
active participant, and the tax expenditure number
presented in the budget would leap upward by several benefit plans grew to $48 billion in 1982 as plans
billion dollars, responded to ERISA's funding requirements. Excellent

There are 11.4 million active participants in investment returns during the 1980s, combined with
state and local government pension plans. For these federal legislation during the decade that placed limits
plans the tax expenditure is equal to about $1,152 per on funding and benefits, have caused contributions to
active participant. For the 28 million active partici- decline. More than 85 percent of private defined benefit
pants in private defined benefit plans the value would plans are fully funded today, compared with less than
be a tax expenditure of about $292 per capita. For 25 percent when ERISA was enacted (Goodfellow and
private defined contribution plans, with about Schieber, 1993). Contributions to defined contribution
29 million active participants, the per capita tax plans can generally be viewed as a percentage ofincome. As incomes have increased and as the number

expenditure is about $665 (table 5.2). of workers given the opportunity to participate has
Because public plans generally include a post-

retirement inflation adjustment of benefits, the value of grown, contributions have grown as well (Salisbury,1989).
accruals and the necessary level of contributions are

PBGC was created under ERISA to strengthen
likely to be higher in the future than those for private
pension plans. In addition, federal plans have such retirement security by guaranteeing some benefits for
large unfunded liabilities that funding them will defined benefit plan participants. PBGC is funded by
require larger contributions. As a result, we are likely premiums paid by private defined benefit plans spon-
to see a growing proportion of the tax expenditure sors. PBGC has been the focus of attention during the
coming from public-sector pension plans, past two years because of a present single-employer

program deficit of $2.7 billion and a potential 40-year

Table5.2
PerCapitaTaxExpenditures,1991

GrossParticipants ActiveParticipants TaxExpendituresTaxExpenditureper
(millions) (millions) ($billions) ActiveParticipants

CivilServiceRetirementSystem 4.014 1.654 $3.5 $2,116
FederalEmployeesRetirementSystem 1.367 1.279 2.2 1,720
Military 3.763 2.130 4.0 1,877
ThriftSavings 1.625 1.419 2.7 1,902
StateandLocal 16.684 11.357 13.1 1,152
TotalPublic 27.419 17.868 29.0 1,623
PrivateDefinedBenefit 41.000 28.000 8.2 292
PrivateDefinedContribution 37.000 29.000 19.3 665

Source:EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitutetabulations.
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exposure of $40 billion Federal Direct

(Yakoboski, Silverman, Table 5.3 Expenditures for
and VanDerhei, 1992). Exposure Levels of Single Employer Plans Facing the
Some have questioned Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, 1978-1991 Retirement Income
whether a general The most significant

Exposure
taxpayer bailout might Year (in 1991 dollars) retirement income
be necessary if the programs funded by
liabilities exceed ($ billions) the federal government
assets. Table 5.3 shows 1978 $145 are Social Security, the
the present single- 1979 157 military retirement
employer defined 198o 91 programs, and the civil1981 52
benefit plan liabilities 1982 49 service retirement
faced by PBGC in 1983 44 programs. This paper
underfunded plans. 1984 32 focuses on the latter

The numbers demon- 1985 40 two, the pension1986 61
strafe the general Average 75 programs provided to
strengthening of federal workers. These

funding in these plans 1987-1989 a federal employee
that has resulted from 1990 32 programs include
federal legislation. The 1991 40 about 6.5 million active

overall defined benefit participants and
system currently has Source:Datafor1978to 1986arefromEmployeeBenefitResearchInstitutecompilationsbasedon RichardA. Ippolito,TheEconomics 4 million participants
$1.3 trillion in assets of Pension Insurance (Philadelphia,PA:Pension Research Council, who are retired or have
to cover $900 billion in WhartonSchool, Universityof Pennsylvania, 1989);data for 1990 left federal employ-
liabilities. Therefore, are from the Pension BenefitGuaranty Corporation'sAnnual Report ment but will receive a
while there is signifi- adjusted to 1991 levels; data for 1991are fromthe Pension BenefitGuaranty Corporation, "Pension UnderlundingGrowth Continues in benefit at a later date.
cant underfunding PBGC'sTop 50List,"Newsrelease,19November1992. These programs
within individual Note:Figures are adjusted to 1991 levels using the Consumer Price represent a sizable
plans, there are also Indexfor AllUrban Consumers (CPI-U). liability to the federalaNotavailable.
sufficient resources government and thus
available within the to the American

defined benefit system taxpayers.
itself--the payers of PBGC premiums--to cover this Budgeted outlays (inclusive of interest paid on
underfunding, bonds held as assets by the plans) for these employee

The ERISA requirements for pension plan pension programs grew from $21 billion in 1975 to
funding have generally provided the benefit security $73 billion in 1991 and are projected to grow to
sought by the law. $92 billion in 1997 (U.S. President, 1992).

The Civil Service Retirement and Disability
State and Local Expe#dituresfor Retireme#t Fund consists of two programs that are part of both the

]ncame pension tax expenditure and the direct federal outlays.
The Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS) covers

State and local governments generally provide defined those hired as federal civilian employees prior to 1984,
benefit pension plans to their work force. About and the Federal Employees Retirement System (FERS)
12 million active employees and another 5 million covers those hired after 1984. Table 5.5 indicates that

former employees, retirees, and survivors are covered, the programs represent a larger future obligation for
Employer contributions to these plans grew from taxpayers than cash outlays imply. These two programs
$15 billion in 1975 to an estimated $47 billion in 1990. had an unfunded liability of $870 billion in 1992,
Most of these plans have been advance funded, result- compared with $831 billion in 1990. Combined contribu-
ing in significant investment earnings in addition to tions were just enough to cover benefit payments in
contributions. Total assets reached $916 billion in 1992 both years, with the unfunded liability growing as a
(table 5.4). There are pockets of underfunding in some result of new benefit accruals. The unfunded liability of
state and local plans (Government Finance Officers the two plans increased by $6 billion in 1992. The
Association and U.S. General Accounting Office, 1992). present unfunded liability for CSRS is equal to

$468,000 per active CSRS participant.
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Table 5.4

Financial Assets of Private and Government Pension Funds, 1983-1992

SingleEmployer
Federal State and

Defined Defined Multi- Private Government Local
Year benefit contribution employer Insured Retirement Government Total

($ billions)

1983 $ 526 $286 $ 79 $252 $112 $311 $1,566
1984 535 322 81 291 130 357 1,716
1985 643 392 121 347 149 405 2,057
1986 739 447 143 410 170 469 2,378
1987 770 471 148 459 188 517 2,553
1988 857 522 170 516 208 606 2,879
1989 1010 623 200 572 229 735 3,369
1990 965 584 194 636 251 752 3,382
1991 1,208 780 238 678 276 877 4,057
1992 1,266 886 256 720 303 916 4,347

(percentageof totalpensionassets)

1983 34.0% 18.1% 5.5% 15.8% 7.0% 19.5% 100.0%
1984 31.7 19.0 5.5 16.4 7.3 20.1 100.0
1985 31.7 18.9 6.2 16.7 7.2 19.4 100.0
1986 31.1 18.8 6.0 17.3 7.2 19.8 100.0
1987 29.4 18.7 5.8 18.2 7.5 20.5 100.0
1988 28.9 17.9 5.8 18.4 7.4 21.6 100.0
1989 29.0 17.9 5.6 17.7 7.1 22.7 100.0
1990 27.8 16.9 5.3 19.4 7.6 22.9 100.0
1991 29.1 18.1 5.3 16.9 7.3 23.2 100.0
1992 29.1 20.4 5.9 16.6 7.0 21.1 100.0

Source: EmployeeBenefitResearch Institute,QuarterlyPension Investment Report, secondquarter1992 (Washington,DC:
EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute,1992); Boardof Governorsof the FederalReserveSystem, Flow of Funds Accounts: Assets
and Liabilities Outstanding First Quarter 1992 (Washington,DC: Boardof Governorsof the FederalReserve System,June 1992).
All 1992 numbersare preliminaryestimates.

Table 5.5

Civil Service Retirement and Disability Fund, September 30, 1991-September 30, 1992

9/30/92 9/30/91
CSRSa FERSb Total Total

($ billions)

ActuarialValueof FutureBenefits $1,031 $128 $1,159 $1,126
Assets 256 32 288 261
UnfundedTerminationLiability 774 96 870 864
NormalCost as a Percentageof Payroll(Dynamic)

EmployerCivilService RetirementSystem 28.29% 28.29%
EmployerFederal EmployeesRetirementSystem 13.7% 13.7%

Cost to FundPlanas a Percentageof Pay (40-yearamortization) 65.6% 68.1%
ActualContributionsas Percentageof Pay 36.5% 36.9%
Undercontributionas Percentageof Pay 29.1% 31.2%
Contributions 30.1 5.7 35.8 34.0
InvestmentIncome 22.0 2.3 24.3 22.7
BenefitPayments 32.8 0.3 33.1 33.1
Participants(millions) 1.8 1.3 3.1 3.2
Annuitants(millions) 2.2 c 2.2 2.2

Source:EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitutecompilationfrom An Annual Report to Comply with the Requirements of
Public Law 95-595. Sept. 30,1992, RI 10-27, March 1993.
aCivilService RetirementSystem.
bFederalEmployeesRetirementSystem.
c$29,900.
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For the federal civilian plans, the actual $53 billion: nearly the reported tax expenditure for all
contributions being made as a percentage of pay are public- and private-sector employer pension plans. This
substantial at 36.5 percent (table 5.5), compared with a would have meant added direct taxes of $53 billion to
reported 3.9 percent for private employers. However, fund contributions plus an added $14.6 billion in
the federal government would need to contribute reported tax expenditures, using the Treasury method-
65.6 percent of pay in order to amortize the unfunded ology. Adjusting Munnelrs numbers to reflect MRS and
liability over 40 years, or an added $35 billion. Funding a minimum required contribution with 40-year amorti-
for the value of one year's growth in promised benefits zation would have increased the total tax expenditure
for present workers ("dynamic normal cost") requires a to $68.1 billion, with civil service and MRS accounting
contribution equal to 21.3 percent of pay in the CSRS for $27.9 billion, or 41 percent, of the total. Combined
and 12.9 percent of pay in the FERS. with state and local plans, the public share would climb

MRS presents a future financial challenge for to $42.6 billion, or 62.5 percent of the total pension plan

taxpayers and policymakers as well. However, the tax expenditure (if public plans were required to meet
MRS's unfunded liability decreased slightly between ERISA funding standards).
1991 and 1992. MRS had an unfunded liability of Many analysts write as if every dollar of tax

$633.1 billion at the end of FY 1992, compared with expenditure increases the federal deficit. When one
$627.0 billion at the end of FY 1991 (table 5.6). This looks at the tax expenditure represented by civil
decrease of $0.1 billion, when combined with the federal service and military plans, one sees that it is more

civilian pension plans, resulted in a combined FY 1992 complicated. When a pension promise is made to a
decrease in unfunded liabilities of $0.1 billion. The civilian or military employee, a liability is created that
actual contributions to MRS were substantial-- effectively increases the federal deficit because it

66.9 percent of pay, compared to MRS normal cost of represents a promise taxpayers must eventually pay.
39.7 percent of pay. Funding the plan over the next However, it creates no tax expenditure and is not
40 years would require contributions of 126 percent of reported as part of the deficit because of cash account-
pay. For FY 1992 this would have meant an added ing. Only if a contribution is made to secure the benefit
contribution of $24 billion, will a tax expenditure arise or the reported deficit be

Direct federal expenditures for retirement affected. The future taxpayer's obligation has in theory
income are substantial. Were taxpayers funding these been reduced because a contribution has been made

promises as fast as private employers are required by and the plan now has lower liabilities and more assets.
ERISA to fund theirs, the annual outlay--and either Yet, in the case of the CSRS and other federal plans,

taxes or borrowing--would have to increase by at least most of the assets are Treasury securities that repre-

Table 5.6

Military Retirement System Actuarial Status Information as of September 30, 1992 and September 30, 1991

September 30, 1992 September 30, 1991

($ billions)
Present Value of Future Benefits $733.1 $726.8
Actuarial Value of Assets $106.1 $93.7
Unfunded Termination Liability $627.0 $633.1
Normal Cost as a Percentage of Pay 39.7% 40.6%
Cost to Fund Plan and Liabilities as

Percentage of Pay (40-year amortization) 126.0% 129.0%
Actual Contributions as a Percentage of Pay 66.9% 66.2%
Underfunding as a Percentage of Pay a 59.1% 62.8%
Normal Cost Contribution $16.3 $17.2
Investment Interest Income $10.0 $9.0

Capital Gains $6.7 $8.6
Unfunded Liability Amortization $11.2 $10.8
Benefit Payments $24.5 $23.1
Participants 1.9 million 2.1 million
Annuitants 1.5 million 1.5 million

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute compilation from Chapter 95 of Title 31, U.S.C. Report on the Military Retirement
System as of Sept. 30, 1992, unpublished report.
aUnderfunding is defined here as the difference between the contribution necessary to fund the plan in 40 years and the actual

contribution made to the plan.
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sent a liability of the federal taxpayer, which means the are, how and when should they be paid for. For all
nation accounts for the liability explicitly, pension participants it is better to know that there is

Federal employees may have implicit benefit already "money in the bank" than to depend on future
security because the promise is made by the federal goodwill.
government, which is expected to be here to pay its

bills. However, the magnitude of the liabilities of the Vl/'ho Benefits?
plans now in place, and the level of future payments
required, justify concern.

For the taxpayer, there should be an annual Who Benefits from the Tax Incentives?
discussion of the increase in the growth of the federal The benefits of the pension system can be viewed in
pension obligation along with discussion of the tax many ways, and the same numbers can be presented as
expenditure for pension plans, positive or negative indicators. An analysis of who

benefits most from the system based on the earnings
What Would Taxpayers Save by Ending distribution of participants finds most of the coverage

Federal Pensions? going to those earning between $10,000 and $50,000
per year. An analysis of the system based on rates of

Because federal pensions are not being funded at the participation reinforces this finding.
rate ERISA requires for private plans, the tax expendi- The Joint Committee on Taxation publishes
ture that would otherwise be attributable to them is statistics on taxpayers and tax expenditures, including
quite low. Ironically, a higher contribution would the distribution of returns and taxes paid (table 5.7).
produce both a higher direct federal expenditure and a Using the EBRI TEAM, the pension tax expenditure
higher reported tax expenditure. Were federal civilian was allocated across taxpayers in the same way (col-
employees provided only with Social Security, the 1991 umn G). (The government last published its own
employer payroll tax payment would have been less income distribution of the pension tax expenditure in
than $6 billion. This compares with the actual contribu- 1983.) Table 5.7 also shows the proportion of all taxes
tion to just the CSRS plan of $29 billion (21.29 percent paid by each income group represented by the pension
of pay). If applied to the federal government, ERISA tax expenditure. Columns I and L show by how much
would have required a CSRS contribution in excess of income taxes would increase if pension tax incentives
$64 billion. This higher contribution would have were eliminated and individuals received cash income
increased the pension tax expenditure number in the that could not be tax sheltered.

budget by $8.5 billion, or more than 15 percent. One percent of all tax returns report income
The military contribution for Social Security in above $200,0000; these taxpayers pay 26 percent of all

199'1 would have been about $2.5 billion (6.2 percent of individual income taxes (U.S. Congress, 1992b).
pay), compared with a normal cost pension contribution Table 5.7 allocates the value of pension tax incentives
of $16.3 billion (42.7 percent of pay). An additional by income class and shows that high income taxpayers
$11.1 billion was contributed to help pay off the plans' obtain 6.7 percent of the value of total pension tax
unfunded liability (26.3 percent of pay). To meet the expenditures (column H). If this group of taxpayers
ERISA funding requirement for private plans, the total were to lose pension tax incentives, they could experi-
contribution would have been more than 130 percent of ence a 3 percent tax increase (column I).
pay and more than an additional $28 billion in contri- Seven percent of the value of tax expenditures
butions. Adding in this contribution by the military is received by taxpayers with income between $20,000
plan would have increased the pension tax expenditure and $29,999, who pay 6 percent of all individual income
in the budget by an additional $6.5 billion, or more taxes. This group could experience a tax increase of
than 11 percent. 14 percent if pension tax incentives were removed.

The size of the foregone revenues would indeed Middle-income households gain the most from
be large, but would the taxpayer be better off making pension tax incentives. Taxable returns showing
no contributions to public pension plans? Lower contri- income between $30,000 and $50,000 (29 percent of
butions would lower the reported tax expenditure, but taxable returns) paid 18 percent of taxes, received
it would in no way reduce what must eventually be paid 28 percent of the pension tax incentive value, and could
in taxes to provide the promised pension benefits, experience an 18 percent tax increase if the incentives
Taxpayers must eventually pay for public employee were removed. Upper middle income households at

pension promises. Focusing on the tax expenditure for $50,000 to $100,000 (24 percent of taxable returns) paid
pensions makes much less sense than focusing on 33 percent of taxes, received 43 percent of the tax
whether pension promises should be made, and if they expenditure, and could experience a 15 percent tax
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Table 5.7
Distribution of Income by Class of All Returns, Taxable Returns, Tax Liability, and Pension Tax

Expenditures at 1992 Rates, 1992 Law,aand 1992 Income Levels
[Moneyamountsinmillionsofdollars,returnsinthousands]

A B C D E F G H I J K L

Valueof TaxAccruals
AllReturns TaxableReturnsb TaxLiability PensionTax Exp. vs Distributions

IncomeClassc No. % No. % $ % $ % % of taxes $ % %of taxes

Lessthan$10,000 22,449 19.7% 4,501 5.4% -$ 1,780 0.0% $ 335 0.0% 0.0% $ 457 0.0% 0.0%
$10,000-$19,999 24,260 21.3 13,924 16.8 8,156 1.7 775 1.4 9.5 1,425 2.1 17.5
$20,000-$29,999 19,039 16.7 16,694 20.1 28,980 6.1 4,000 7.1 13.8 6,092 9.1 21.0
$30,000-$49,999 24,245 21.2 23,826 28.7 86,347 18.2 15,870 28.1 18.4 21,062 31.3 24.4
$50,000-$99,999 19,583 17.2 19,472 23.5 157,965 33.2 24,210 42.8 15.3 27,145 40.4 17.2
$100,000-$199,999 3,452 3.0 3,436 4.1 72,150 15.2 7,550 13.4 10.5 7,500 11.2 10.4
$200,000andover 1,114 1.0 1,111 1.3 123,759 26.0 3,760 6.7 3.0 3,568 5.3 2.9
Total 114,142 100.0 82,959 100.0 475,577 100.0 56,500 100.0 11.9 67,249 100.0 14.1

Source:EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitutetabulationsfromthe EBRITax EstimatingandAnalysisModelandotherdatafromU.S.
Congress,JointCommitteeonTaxation,EstimatesofFederalTaxExpendituresfor FiscalYears1993-1997(Washington,DC:U.S.
GovernmentPrintingOffice,1992).
aTaxlawas ineffectonJanuary1, 1992,isappliedto the 1992levelandsourcesof incomeandtheirdistributionamongtaxpayers.

Excludesindividualswhoaredependentsof othertaxpayers.
blncludesfilingandnonfilingunits. Filingunitsincludeall taxableandnontaxablereturns. Nonfilingunits includeindividualswith income

that isexemptfromfederalincometaxation(e.g.,transferpayments,interestfromtax-exemptbonds,etc.).
CTheincomeconceptusedto placetax returnsintoclassesis adjustedgrossincome(AGI)plus: (1) tax-exemptinterest,(2)employer

contributionsfor healthplansandlifeinsurance,(3) insidebuilduponlife insurance(4)workers'compensation,(5)nontaxableSocial
Securitybenefits,(6)deductiblecontributionsto individualretirementarrangements,(7) the minimumtax preferences,and (8)net
losses,inexcessof minimumtax preferences,frompassivebusinessactivities.

increase with the end of pension incentives. These $50,000 represent $15.9 billion of the cash flow tax

relationships hold for public and private sector expenditure, while earning $21 billion in accruals.
pensions. Were all public and private pensions being fully ad-

vance funded, the numbers would be the same.

What If We Used Accruals for Tax
Expenditures? Pensions PrimartTy Benelit Those with Income

Below $50,000
Using pension contributions, earnings, and benefits to
calculate tax expenditures produces a low number if According to EBRI tabulations of the March 1992 CPS,
low contributions are made. Because federal plans the number of civilian workers covered by pensions
make low contributions relative to the benefit being (working for an employer with a plan) grew to
earned, they are not "charged" with as much tax 66.6 million. Active participants (currently earning a
expenditure as they would be if they contributed at a benefit) grew to 52.0 million (table 5.8). EBRI tabula-
faster rate. Using the benefit being earned--the benefit tions of the May 1988 CPS show that the number of
accrual--as the basis of calculation would lead to a entitled participants (those with a vested and irrevo-
different distribution of value. Table 5.7 shows that cable right to a benefit) exceeded 32 million in May
using accruals would have produced a tax expenditure 1988. Entitled participants represented 68 percent of
of $67.2 billion (column J) rather than $56.5 billion all participants in May 1988, compared with 52 percent
(column G). in May 1979.

This approach shows that the actual value of Pension coverage and participation rates
pensions is distributed more heavily at the middle and increase with income. Because of the income distribu-

lower end of the income spectrum than the present tion of the population, most of those earning pensions
method of calculating tax expenditures implies, are at lower income levels. As shown in table 5.8,

Pension plans are distributing more benefits to among those earning less than $25,000 per year,
lower- and middle-income individuals than tax expendi- 33.9 million were covered and 21.7 million participated.
ture numbers imply. Those between $30,000 and While this represents relatively low coverage and
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Table 5.8

Pension Coverage and Participation of the Civilian Nonagricultural, Wage and Salary Work Force
by Earnings, Firm Size, and Age, and the ERISA Work Force, 1991

WorkForce PensionCoverage PensionParticipation

No. % of No. % of % of No. % of % of
(millions) workforce (millions) covered group (millions) participants group

GeneralWork Forcea 119.8 100.0% 66.6 100.0% 55.6% 52.0 100.0% 43.4%
Annualearnings

lessthan$10,000 36.1 30.2 10.4 15.7 28.9 3.6 7.0 10.1
$10,000-$24,999 42.1 35.1 23.5 35.3 55.9 18.1 34.9 43.1
$25,000-$49,999 32.4 27.1 25.3 38.0 78.1 23.3 44.8 71.8
$50,000-$74,999 6.4 5.3 5.2 7.8 81.8 5.0 9.5 77.5
$75,000-$99,999 2.7 2.2 2.0 3.1 76.1 1.9 3.7 71.5
$100,000 ormore 0.1 0.1 0.1b 0.1 75.8 0.1c 0.1 64.8

Firmsize
fewer than25 workers 28.5 23.8 5.5 8.2 19.2 4.1 7.9 14.3
25-99 workers 16.7 14.0 6.8 10.2 40.5 5.1 9.9 30.7
100-499 workers 18.3 15.3 10.9 16.4 59.6 8.4 16.1 45.9
500-999 workers 7.2 6.0 5.1 7.7 70.8 4.0 7.7 55.7
1,000 or moreworkers 49.1 41.0 38.4 57.6 78.1 30.3 58.4 61.8

Age
Under25 years 21.7 18.1 7.2 10.9 33.4 2.7 5.2 12.5
25-44 years 63.6 53.1 37.6 56.5 59.2 30.3 58.2 47.6
45-64 years 30.9 25.8 20.2 30.4 65.5 18.0 34.7 58.3
65 years andover 3.6 3.0 1.5 2.3 42.3 0.9 1.8 26.6

Workstatus
Fulltimed 94.1 78.6 58.3 87.5 61.9 48.8 93.9 51.8
Part timee 25.7 21.4 8.3 12.5 32.4 3.2 6.1 12.3

ERISAWork Forcef 70.9 100.0% 47.2 100.0% 66.6% 41.5 100.0% 58.5%

Source: EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitutetabulationsofthe March 1992 CurrentPopulationSurvey.
aCivilian,nonagricultural,wageand salaryworkforce.
bEquals84,000.
CEquals71,728.
dEmployeesreportingthat theyusuallyworked35 or morehoursper week atthisjob.
eEmployeesreportingthat theyusuallyworkedfewer than35 hoursper week atthisjob.
fCivUian,nonagriculturalwageand salary workersaged 21 and olderwithat least oneyear of tenurewhoreportedin March 1992 that
theyworked 1,000 or morehoursin 1991. A proxyfortenurewas createdbecausethe March CurrentPopulationSurvey does not
includethatvariable. An employee is assumedto haveat leastone yearof tenureif he orshe reported havingonlyone employerin
the previousyear and had worked50 ormore weeksduringthatyear.

participation rates of 43 percent and 28 percent of all plans, or 0.1 percent of all participants (table 5.8).

such persons, these workers represented 51.0 percent of Another major factor of variation in pension

all covered persons and 41.9 percent of all participants, coverage and participation is age, with 12.5 percent of

Among those earning between $25,000 and $49,999 per those under 25 participating, compared with

year, 25.3 million were covered and 23.3 million 47.6 percent of those between age 25 and 44 and

participated. They represented 38.0 percent of those 58.3 percent between age 45 and 64. This low rate
covered and 44.8 percent of participants. Among those among the young holds down the rate for the total work

earning between $50,000 and $74,999 per year, 5.0 force, even though the inevitability of aging means that

million participated, representing 9.5 percent of all millions will move into covered jobs and become partici-

participants (table 5.8). pants (table 5.8).

The average coverage and participation rates In firms with fewer than 25 workers,

are highest in the range of income from $25,000 to 19.2 percent of workers (5.5 million) were covered, and

$74,999, at 80.0 percent and 75.0 percent. Among those 14.3 percent (4.1 million) participated in an employer-

earning between $75,000 and $99,999, 1.9 million sponsored plan in 1991. By comparison, in firms with

participated, or 3.7 percent of all participants. Above 1,000 or more workers, 78.1 percent (38.4 million) were

$100,000, 71,728 individuals participated in pension covered and 61.8 percent (30.3 million) participated.
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The small employer issue is very significant in assess- in fact an unfortunate result and may argue for both

ing the prospects for the future of pension coverage, policy change and for much improved data collection.
EBRI tabulations of the March 1992 CPS reveal that

employers with fewer than 100 workers accounted for Pension Plans and Benoqt Payments
37.8 percent of all workers in 1991 (table 5.8).
Polieymakers would like small employers to establish Pension plans have had a history of significant in-

creases in benefit payments. Pension plans paid more
pension plans, but most did not when marginal tax
rates were high, regulation limited, and competition in benefits in 1990 (8234 billion) than Social Security
less strenuous. For these employers, the cost of Social retirement ($223 billion).
Security is also a significant expense. As a result, Employer pensions are an important source of
retirement policy should probably assume that there retirement income and are growing. The data available
will never be significant voluntary pension growth understate pension plans' contribution to retirement

among small employers, income because they do not include lump-sum distribu-
Rising health costs assure that this will be tions made prior to and at retirement. In spite of this,

even more true in the future, because employees and the number of retirees with pension income continues

employers place a higher priority on health protection to grow. Fifty-seven percent of married couples and
for today than on retirement savings for tomorrow 34 percent of unmarried persons aged 65 and over
(Snider, 1992). The Medicare payroll tax will continue (representing 44 percent of all aged households)
to rise, and there is the prospect of mandatory expendi- reported pension income in 1990 (Grad, 1992). Accord-
tures for worker health care. This moves small em- ing to the 1991 Advisory Council on Social Security, the

ployer pension sponsorship with employer contributions percentage of elderly families receiving income from
even further away as an achievable policy objective, employer-sponsored pensions is expected to increase

from the current 44 percent to 76 percent by the year

People Not Percentages 2018 (Reno, 1993). Among married couples currentlyaged 45 to 59, nearly 70 percent are earning a pension

Most analysts focus on the proportion of those at given right, and others who are not now participating in
income levels who participate in pension plans and pension plan report a pension right from a former
declare that this indicates that pensions favor high- employer (Goodfellow and Schieber, 1992).
income persons. Looking again at table 5.8, among In 1990, private pension benefits, estimated by
workers earning less than $10,000, 10.1 percent the Department of Commerce at $141.2 billion, ac-
participated in pensions in 1991, or 3.6 million persons, counted for 31 percent of the $457.3 billion in total
This compares with a participation rate of 64.8 percent estimated retirement benefit payments (table 5.9). 6 By
for those earning above $100,000, but this group comparison, private pension benefits totaled $7.4 billion
includes only 71,728 people, according to EBRI tabula- in 1970. Combined with benefits paid by the federal
tions. Eighty-nine percent of those covered by pensions civilian and military retirement system and state and
and 86.7 percent of participants had earnings below local government employee retirement systems, em-
$50,000 in 1991. ployer payments of $234.3 billion accounted for

In addition, analysts have focused on retiree's 51 percent of total benefits in 1990. Social Security
share of income as represented by pension payments benefits for retirees and their spouses and dependents

(U.S. Congress, 1992c). The foregoing analysis points totaled $223 billion and accounted for the other
out that Census surveys treat only annuity payments 49 percent of total benefits. Actual private benefits in

from pensions as pension income. As a result, lump- 1989 were closer to $164 billion than the $133.6 billion
sum distributions paid prior to retirement are not reported for 1989 (table 5.9). This surge of benefit

"credited" to the pension system. For 1989, this re- payments appears to be the result of lump-sum distri-
sulted in a major difference in the number reported by butions paid by plans as part of early retirement
the Social Security Administration as retiree pension programs, including growing use of such lump sums by
income and the number reported by the Commerce defined benefit plans.

Department in the National Income and Product Pension payments to individuals have in-
Accounts as pension benefit payments (Salisbury, creased over the years as the pension system has
1993). matured. Table 5.10 shows the maturity of the pension

As a result of current tax laws and methods of

data collection, an assessment of the results of the
pension system must focus primarily on the current 6 Department of Commerceestimates of private pension benefit
work force, rather than the retiree population. This is payments lag actual data by three years.
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Table 5.9

Retirement Benefit Payments from Private and Public Sources, Selected Years 1970-1990

Source of Benefita 1970 1975 1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

($ billions)

PrivatePensions $7.4 $15,9 $36.4 $97.7 $120.2 $120.8 $124.1 $133.6 $141,2
FederalEmployeeRetirementb 6.2 14.5 28.0 41.1 42.2 44.9 48.1 50.6 53.9
State and LocalEmployeeRetirement 4.0 8.2 15.1 25.5 28.4 31.2 34.1 36.6 39.2

Subtotal 17.6 38.6 79.5 164.3 190.8 196.9 206.3 220.8 234.3

Social Security Old-Age
and SurvivorsInsurance

BenefitPaymentsc $28.8 $58.5 $105.1 $167,2 $176.8 $183.6 $195.5 $208.0 $223.0

Total $46.4 $97,1 $184,6 $331.5 $367.6 $380.5 $401.8 $428,8 $457.3

Total 100.0% 100,0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100,0% 100.0%

(percentageof total)

PrivatePensions 16.0 16.4 19.7 29.5 32.7 31.8 30.9 31.2 30.9
Federal Employee Retirementb 13.4 14.9 15.2 12.4 11.5 11.8 12.0 11.8 11.8
State and Local EmployeeRetirement 8.6 8.4 8.2 7.7 7.7 8.2 8.5 8.5 8.6

Subtotal 37.9 39.8 43.1 49.6 51.9 51.8 51.3 51.5 51.2

SocialSecurity Old-Age
andSurvivorsInsurance
BenefitPaymentsc 62.1 60.3 56.9 50.4 48.1 48.3 48.7 48.5 48.8

Source: EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitutetabulationsbasedon U.S. Departmentof Commerce,Bureauof EconomicAnalysis,
Survey of Current Business, January 1992 (Washington,DC: U.S. GovernmentPrintingOffice,1992); The National Income and
Products Accounts of the United States: Statistical Supplement, 1959-1988, Vol. 2 (Washington,DC: U.S. GovernmentPrintingOffice,
1992); and U.S. Departmentof Healthand HumanServices, SocialSecurityAdministration,1991 Annual Report of the Board of
Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance and Disability Insurance Trust Funds (Baltimore,MD:Social Security
Administration,1991).
alncludesonlyemployment-basedretirementbenefits.
blncludescivilianand militaryemployees.
Clncludespaymentsto retiredworkersand theirwives,husbands,and children.

system, with 44 percent of retirees reporting pension $4 trillion in 1991. As previously noted, federal pension
income in 1990, compared with 31 percent in 1976. plans have combined unfunded liabilities of more than

These numbers represent annuity payments $1.6 trillion. If federal plan participants have saved less

only, so that the billions of dollars now paid each year because of the pension income promise, then federal

in lump-sum distributions and taken into income would plans may have served to decrease personal savings, as

result in earnings reported as asset income. As the private and state and local plans have served to in-
pension system continues to change, it will become crease personal savings with substantial advance

increasingly important to find a way to identify this funding.

pension-created wealth. The growth in the numbers in Another way to assess the degree to which a

table 5.10, it should be stressed, would be significantly pension plan assists individuals with total savings is

greater if all income attributable to past pension whether or not they report income other than earnings

distributions could be documented, that would suggest other than pension savings. EBRI

tabulations show that the lowest earners are likely to

Pensions and Sat]/rigs have only earned income. In 1991, 14.1 million persons

with no interest income participated in their employer's
Pension plans that are advance funded serve to expand pension plan, and 38.7 million persons with no dividend

total savings (VanDerhei, 1992). The magnitude has income participated (table 5.11). While these percent-
been debated, and studies show wide variation, from a age participation levels and rates are lower than would

low of $0.32 per $1.00 of pension savings to a high of be desirable, the number of people is significant. These

$0.84. At either level, this translates into billions of individuals will likely be better off economically than
dollars each year, with total pension assets exceeding the 36 million reporting no interest income and no
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Table 5.10
Percentage of Single Individuals and Married CouplesaAged 65 and Over with Income

from Specified Sources, Selected Years 1976-1990

Source of Incomeb 1976 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990

(millions)

Number 17.3 18.2 19.2 19.9 20.8 21.6 22.3 23.1
, Percentage with

Retirement benefits 92% 93% 93% 93% 94% 94% 95% 95%

Social Security c 89 90 90 90 91 91 92 92
Retirement benefits other

than Social Security 31 32 34 35 38 40 42 44
railroad retirement 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2

government employee pensions 9 10 12 12 14 14 14 15
private pension or annuities 20 21 22 23 24 27 29 30

Earnings 25 25 23 22 21 20 22 22
Income from assets 56 62 66 68 68 67 68 69
Veterans' benefits 6 5 5 4 5 5 5 5
Public assistance 11 10 10 16 16 7 7 7

Source: Susan Grad and Karen Foster, Income of the Population 55 and Over, 1976, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare, pub. no. 13-11865 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979); Susan Grad, Income of the Population 55
and Over, 1978, 1980, 1982, and 1984, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Social Security Administration, pub. no.
13-11871 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1981-1985); and Susan Grad, Income of the Population 55 or Older,
1986, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Social Security Administration, pub. no. 13-11871 (Washington, DC: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1988); Susan Grad, Income of the Population 55 or Older, 1988, U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, Social Security Administration, pub. no. 13-11871 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1990); and Susan
Grad, Income of the Population 55 or Older, 1990, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Social Security Administration,
pub. no. 13-11871 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1992).
aCouples are included if they are married, living together, and at least one is aged 65 or over.
bReceipt of sources is ascertained by a yes/no response to a question that is imputed by the Current Population Survey for

1976-1986. A married couple is counted as receiving a source if one or both persons are recipients of that source. Data for 1988
and 1990 are from the Survey of Income and Program Participation.

CRecipients of Social Security may be receiving retired-worker benefits, dependents' or survivors' benefits, transitionally insured, or
special age 72 benefits. Transitionally insured benefits are monthly benefits paid to certain persons born before January 2, 1987.
The special age 72 benefit is a monthly benefit payable to men who reached age 72 before 1972 and to women who reached age
72 before 1970 and who do not have sufficient quarters of coverage to qualify for a retired worker benefit either under the fully or
transitionally insured states provisions.

pension participation, or the 61.1 million reporting no employees. It might be particularly difficult to allocate
dividend income and no pension participation. Whether accruals to individuals not vested. This complexity
advance funded or not, for millions of individuals with would not, however, preclude taxation of trust earnings
an accrued pension benefit but no interest or dividend at a specified rate." (U.S. Congress, 1992c)
income, the pension may well be the only income No further analysis or discussion is provided in

producing savings they have as they approach retire- the CRS analysis. Policymakers would also need to
ment. consider (1) the implications for the federal budget and

state and local budgets (and benefit security) of requir-

7"]'le Nged./eop "More Comp/gtg tPrgsgntaHo_ls ing the payment of a portion of accumulated assets as an
excise tax by public pension plans; (2) the implications

Some analysts and policymakers have suggested for PBGC of decreasing the assets in private defined
raising revenue by imposing taxes on pension funds, benefit plans by taxing them away (they might suggest
Often, however, they have not considered the potential an increase in the PBGC premium payment instead) at
effects that changing the tax treatment could have on a time when the agency says that it has insufficient
the availability and extent of pension benefits, the income and the plans it insures have insufficient assets;
financial markets, and the U.S. economy, and (3) the implications for plan terminations and

A recent Congressional Research Service (CRS) ultimate retirement income if defined benefit assets are

analysis includes the following paragraph: "to tax taxed but the assets of defined contribution plans are
defined benefit plans can be very difficult since it is not not.

always easy to allocate pension accruals to specific When making changes in the pension system,
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Table 5.11

Pension Coverage and Pension Participation of the Civilian, Nonagricultural Wage and Salary Work Force,
by Earnings and Interest and Dividend Income, 1991

Total PensionCoverage PensionParticipation

(millions) (millions) (percentage) (millions) (percentage)

Total 119.8 66.6 55.6% 52.0 43.4
Lessthan$10,000 36.1 10.4 28.9 3.6 10.1
$10,000-$24,999 42.1 23.5 55.9 18.1 43.1
$25,000-$49,999 32.4 25.3 78.1 23.3 71.8
$50,000-$74,999 6.4 5.2 81.8 5.0 77.5
$75,000-$99,999 2.7 2.0 76.1 1.9 71.5
$100,000 ormore 0.1 0.1 75.8 0.1 64.8

Without InterestIncome 50.1 20.8 41.5 14.1 28.1
Less than$10,000 21.5 5.3 24.4 1.7 8.0
$10,000-$24,999 19.7 9.4 47.6 6.9 34.9
$25,000-$49,999 7.9 5.5 69.8 4.9 62.3
$50,000-$74,999 0.7 0.5 69.6 0.5 62.3
$75,000-$99,999 0.2 0.1 53.1 0.1 45.8
$100,000 or more 0.1 a 100.0 a 100.0

WithoutDividendIncome 99.8 51.6 51.8 38.7 38.8
Lessthan$10,000 33.4 9.3 27.7 3.2 9.5
$10,000-$24,999 37.6 20.4 54.3 15.5 41.2
$25,000-$49,999 24.3 18.6 76.2 16.9 69.5
$50,000-$74,999 3.4 2.6 78.5 2.5 73.1
$75,000-$99,999 1.1 0.8 69.8 0.7 65.7
$100,000 ormore a a 74.9 a 49.9

Source: EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitutetabulationsof the March1992 CurrentPopulationSurvey.
aLossthan50,000.

these interrelationships should be considered before because of the earlier participation and shorter vesting

policy actions are taken. And, the primary objective of periods required by ERISA and TRA '86. A mobile and

pensions---economic security--should not be over- aging work force promises continued improvement in

looked, benefit entitlement, the true test of a pension system.

This paper has shown that the primary value of

Conc|usion pensions accrues to middle- and lower-income taxpay-

ers (tables 5.7 and 5.8). Elimination of the tax expendi-

A 1991 National Tax Journal article concluded with the ture by taxing individuals would place the greatest

following: 'T_/hereas the case for employer-sponsored burden on these individuals.

pensions as an institution is strong, the case for a major Some analysts have suggested recovering the
tax expenditure is weak.., given the demands on the tax expenditure by levying a 2.5 percent tax on pension

reserves. Applied to private defined benefit pensionbudget, eliminating a tax expenditure that benefits a

declining and privileged proportion of the population plans insured by PBGC, a 2.5 percent levy would
should be given serious consideration. ''7 amount to $35 billion rather than the $8.2 billion tax

This paper has shown that the proportion of expenditure attributed to private plans. Taxation of

workers with entitlement to a pension has been grow- insured assets held by insurance companies for annu-
ities purchased by pension plans would raise aning--from 24 percent in 1979 to 28 percent in 1988--

and the number increasing--from 23 million workers to additional amount of more than $15 billion, but it
would also assure losses for the insurers because the

32 million---during the same period while the propor-

tion of workers with coverage and participation has tax would not have been anticipated when the annu-

flattened (Piacentini, 1989). Entitlement is growing ities were priced. The tax in PBGC-insured plans could
increase PBGC's problems. It might be better to

increase the premiums these plans pay to PBGC than

7See Alicia H. Munnell, "Are Pensions Worth the Cost?" National to tax away reserves. However, a number of analysts
Tax Journal (September 1991): 393-403.
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and some members of Congress have argued that an and, ideally by plan type. Ideally, we would also begin
increase in premiums might cause employers to termi- to see more focus on the financial status of the public
nate plans. A tax that is bigger than PBGC premiums pension plans.
could be expected to do the same, eliminating plans This paper has also sought to clarify that the
paying premiums to PBGC in the process. It is interest- debate over whether or not funded pensions add to
ing to note that total premiums paid to PBGC are less national and individual savings is a debate over
than $1 billion per year, compared with the $35 billion magnitude. For millions of low-income Americans the
trust tax that advocates suggest be taxed away from value of the pension they are entitled to may represent
PBGC-insured plans, the only income producing savings they have.

Recovery of the $19.3 billion tax expenditure The paper has also sought to underline the
associated with private defined contribution plans could need for much better data on pension distributions and
be achieved by a 2.5 percent levy on reserves. Given the what individuals do with them. As more private defined
individual account nature of the plans and the level of benefit and most public and private defined contribu-
interest rates relative to inflation today, this tax could tion plans pay benefits as a single lump-sum distribu-
cause many individual accounts to have no real invest- tion when the employee leaves, issues of "erosion in the
ment return or a negative return. The annual loss of value of vested pension credits after job termination"
account balance could significantly reduce the ultimate and "the erosion of benefits after retirement" become

account balance and discourage saving in the first less important than issues of preservation of distribu-
place. And, for any participant making an early with- tions and retirement planning.
drawal and paying the 10 percent excise tax, the loss The goal of economic security in retirement is
would be even more significant. In hindsight, invest- shared by all. Pensions play a role in achieving that
ment of after tax-dollars in tax-exempt municipal bonds goal.
would look like what the individual should have done.
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VI. Fat Cats, Bureaucrats, and Common Workers:
Distributing the Pension Tax Preference Pie
BY SYLVESTER SCHIEBER AND GORDON GOODFELLOW 1

Introduction Goals of Retirement-Oriented Tax
Incentives

Critics of the current preferences favoring retirement

savings programs in the U.S. federal income tax system Although pension coverage for everyone may be a
argue that these preferences are not meeting their goal. desirable goal, it is patently absurd to assert that
For example, Alicia Munnell has argued in several federal tax incentives must improve the retirement
places that: 'The goal of federal tax policy since 1942 income security of "all employees" to be successful. If
has been to encourage, through favorable tax provi- Congress intended that employers' tax-deductible
sions, the use of tax-qualified pension and profit-

sharing plans to ensure greater retirement security for contributions to pensions should apply to all employees,
all employees, not just highly paid executives. ''2,3,4She it would legislate a mandatory employer-based pension
then proceeds through an analysis of cross-sectional program covering all workers. For all practical pur-
data to prove that pensions do not cover all employees poses, Congress has legislated such a program, which
and that all retirees are not getting pension benefits we all know as Social Security. Indeed, the analysis by
and reaches her oft-stated conclusion that: "Broad the Committee on Economic Security in 1935 based the

development of Social Security on the lack of universal-

provision of private retirement income across income ity of employer-sponsored pension programs. 7 At the
classes has not been achieved, given the pattern of time the Social Security Act was passed in 1935,
pension coverage and distribution of benefits. ''5 Jane policymakers realized that companies "may wish to
Gravelle, in testimony before the Senate Budget supplement the stipulated benefits" provided by Social
Committee regarding tax preferences aimed at income Security.8
security programs, stated that: "About 80 percent of the While Congress has chosen not to mandate
tax expenditures in this category in the tax expenditure pension programs, it has recognized the desirability of
budget are associated with pension plans which dispro- employer-sponsored pensions. Professor Dan McGill
portionately benefit higher income individuals who are

has written that from the earliest days of the income
more likely to be covered by pension plans, are recipi-

tax system in the United States, reasonable employer
ents of larger benefits, and whose tax rates are pension payments to retirees or contributions to trust
higher"_ funds were tax-deductible expenses. The 1921 Revenue

These sweeping conclusions by Munnell and Act eliminated current taxation of income for stock

Gravelle and others have totally ignored the true goals bonus and profit-sharing plans established by employ-
of the tax preferences encouraging employers to estab- ers to benefit some or all of their workers. Initially,
lish retirement programs, the documented characteris- these provisions were extended to pension trusts by
tics of the programs covering workers today, and the
actual distribution of tax and retirement benefits administrative ruling, and they were established in law

in the 1926 Revenue Act. The 1928 Revenue Act

accruing under them. allowed employers to make reasonable tax-deductible

1The authors comments and opinions expressed in this paper are 5 Alicia Munnell, "Current Taxation of Qualified Pension Plans: Has

solely their own and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The the Time Come?" Prepared for the American Law Institute-
Wyatt Company or any of its other associates. American Bar Association, Pension Policy Invitational Conference,

2 Alicia H. Munnell, "Are Pensions Worth the Cost?" National Tax Washington, DC, October 25-26, 1991; "Current Taxation of
Journal (September 1991): 397. Qualified Pension Plans: Has the Time Come?" New England

3 Alicia H. Munnell, "Current Taxation of Qualified Pension Plans: Economic Review (March-April 1992): 16.
Has the Time Come?" Prepared for the American Law Institute- 6 Jane G. Gravelle, Statement before the Committee on the Budget,

American Bar Association, Pension Policy Invitational Conference, U.S. Senate, February 3, 1993.
Washington, DC, October 25-26, 1991. 7 Committee on Economic Security, Social Security in America

4 Alicia H. Munnell, "Current Taxation of Qualified Pension Plans: (Washington, DC: Social Security Board, 1937): 167-178.
Has the Time Come?" New England Economic Review (March-April s Ibid., p. 178.
1992): 16.
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contributions to their pension plans to fund previously in the national economy. While individual policy
unfunded accrued liabilities. The 1938 Revenue Act analysts may stipulate criteria that evaluate the
modified the revocability of pension trusts and required distribution of retirement program tax incentives
that a retirement trust be for the exclusive benefit of against a measure of universal participation, these
the employees covered until all liabilities are met under criteria are inconsistent with a body of tax law and
a plan. The 1942 Revenue Act and amendments to it in regulation that dates back 80 years. The success of
the 1954 Internal Revenue Code (IRC) modified the other government programs and incentives is not
standards for tax qualification of plans and precluded judged on the basis of universal participation.
plan sponsors from discriminating in favor of a The problem of less than universal participa-
sponsor's owners and officers. In 1974, the Employee tion in federal programs where participation is not
Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) established mandated is that even under the best of circumstances,
requirements that employers actually fund benefit not everyone eligible takes advantage of the benefits
promises as they accrue, set standards to assure that offered by most federal programs. For example, only
broad groups of workers covered by pensions would be about 65 percent of the individuals eligible for cash
offered the opportunity to participate in them and assistance from the Supplemental Security Income
ultimately receive benefits, and limited the extent to (SSI) program run by the Social Security Administra-
which high-paid workers could benefit from the tax tion take it. 1° Likewise, only 66 percent of the individu-
incentives accorded to pensions. 9 als eligible for food stamps actually receive them. 11

During the 1980s, ERISA and the tax provi- Among all farm operations, only 36 percent benefit
sions favoring employer-sponsored retirement pro- from the distribution of direct government payments to
grams were modified on several occasions. The Tax farm operators. 12 Among undergraduates who are
Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act reduced the limits dependents of parents with family incomes below
that had been established under ERISA on the benefits $10,000, 34 percent receive no direct federal aid,
that could be provided on a tax-favored basis and although 21 percent of those in families with incomes
required that minimum benefits be paid to low-wage between $40,000 and $50,000 receive such aid, and
workers covered by plans. The Deficit Reduction Act 9 percent with incomes between $70,000 and $80,000
further restricted the limits on allowable benefits. The do. 13 As long as we depend on individuals choosing to
Retirement Equity Act established more rigorous take advantage of the opportunities presented to them,
standards for plan participation and vesting than those we will have incomplete success in attaining universal
included in ERISA originally. The Tax Reform Act utilization in any program, be it an incentive or direct

again reduced the limits on allowable benefits and benefit. While less than universal participation in every
expanded discrimination standards that employer- public endeavor to provide benefits to members of
sponsored plans are required to meet. The Omnibus society raises questions about horizontal equity, it is
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987 amended the prior inappropriate to scrap them all simply because some of
provisions on funding of benefits as they accrue and those eligible to benefit from them fail to participate.
pushing the funding of benefits for many workers until Pure equity concerns were not the motivation
later in their careers. Virtually every one of these for pension reforms in the 1980s as evidenced by
pieces of legislation was followed by additional legisla- lawmakers' protection of their own self-interests
tion to clean up technical problems introduced in the relative to restrictions they have imposed on other
increasingly complicated body of law affecting em- citizens. In the passage of ERISA, Congress had
ployer-sponsored retirement plans, established maximum funding standards, limiting the

Nowhere in any of the legislation dating back amount of benefits that could be funded for highly
to the earliest regulation of pension and profit-sharing compensated workers. In the initial consideration of the

programs is there a stipulation that the tax incentives provisions of ERISA, Congress considered exempting
accorded these plans be distributed to "all employees" government workers from these limits, but it struck the

9Dan M.MeGilI,Fundamentals of PrivatePensions, Fourthedition and NutritionService(Washington,DC: MathematicaPolicy
(Homewood,IL:RichardD. Irwin, Inc.,1979). Research,1988).

10JohnF. Sheils,et. al.,ElderlyPersonsEligiblefor and Participat- 12James DuncanShafferand GeraldW.Whittaker,"AverageFarm
ing in theSupplemental Security Income Program.Reportprepared Incomes:They'reHighestAmongFarmersReceivingtheLargest
fortheU.S. DepartmentofHealthandHumanServicesby Lewin- DirectGovernmentPayments,"Choices(SecondQuarter1990):31.
ICF(Washington,DC: U.S.GovernmentPrintingOffice,1990). 13 NationalCenter for EducationStatistics,National Postsecondary

11 Pat Doyleand Harold Beebout,FoodStamp ProgramParticipation Student Aid Study: Estimates of Student FinancialAid, 1989-1990
Rate. Reportprepared for the U.S.Department ofAgriculture, Food (washington D C:U.S.Department of Education, 1991).
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exemption from the final legislation. 14In passing the additional complex discrimination testing that was not
Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA '86), Congress lowered previously necessary for the operation of their plans.
the maximum level of benefits private plans could fund Plan modifications and added compliance testing have
for early retirees but exempted themselves and other made plans more expensive to administer. Robert Clark
government and nonprofit workers from the new lower and Ann McDermed have focused on the implications of
limits. In a similar vein, Congress exempted the federal these new regulatory requirements for the establish-
government from having to meet the actual deferral ment and maintenance of plans. They conclude:
percentage (ADP) tests in its own 401(k) type savings

plan that it requires of all private employers. If law- The series of regulatory initiatives have raised
makers were truly interested in equity, this is an odd the cost of providing defined benefit pensions
way of delivering it. and lowered the value of the pension contract.

In response to the regulations, the incidence of

The Pension Anomaly: Declining defined benefit coverage has declined. These

Coverage and Expanding Protection post-ERISA regulations have increased the
administrative and reporting costs of all pen-

sions, especially for defined benefit plans. They
While many of the changes imposed by ERISA have have reduced the value of defined benefit

had positive effects on pension programs and provided pension contracts to firms thereby limiting their
many benefits to their participants, in recent years options to use pensions as incentives to influ-
federal law and regulations have been changing so ence employee turnover and retirement. This

frequently and have become so complicated that they means that the cost of a dollar of future pension
are making the establishment and maintenance of benefits to the worker in terms of foregone
plans extremely difficult, earnings has risen. In response to these

The overbearing burden of new pension legisla- changes, fewer workers and firms will want to
tion and regulation during the 1980s required employ- pay the extra costs associated with defined
ers that sponsored retirement plans to modify them benefit plans. 15
repeatedly. In addition, plans are now required to do

14Senator LloydBentsen's (D-TX)comments in LegislativeHistoryof 15Robert L. Clark and AnnA. McDermed,RegulatoryImpact on
the EmployeeRetirementIncome Security Act of1974,prepared by DefinedBenefit PensionPlans (Washington, DC:The American
the SubcommitteeonLabor of the Committeeon Labor and Public Enterprise Institute, forthcoming).
Welfare,U.S. Senate (Washington, DC:U.S. GovernmentPrinting
Office,April 1976).

Chart 6.1
Changing Pension Plan Participation Rates of Specific Male Cohorts of Full-Time,

Full-Year Workers by Age, 1980-1990
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Chart6.2
Changing Pension Plan Participation Rates of Specific Female Cohorts of Full-Time,

Full-Year Workers by Age, 1980-1990
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Correspondingwiththeincreasingcostand One disturbingf'mdinginourearlieranalysis
complexityofadministeringa retirementplan,the was thatparticipationratesforindividualsofequiva-

levelsofpensioncoverageintheeconomy began to lentagesin1980 and 1990 had fallensignificantly.For

decline.Our earlierresearch,tracingthematriculation example,we foundthata comparisonofthepension

ofthebabyboom generationintothework force, partipationrateofmen who were aged25 to29 in1980

documents the phenomenon. 16 Charts 6.1 and 6.2 are with men who were aged 25 to 29 in 1990 showed a
derived from that analysis. The purpose of our analysis decline of 11 percentage points. The pattern was
then was to show that pension participation of younger consistent for men aged 30 to 34 and for women in both
workers tends to increase as they move into their age groups. Our finding of the declining pension
working careers. We focused this analysis on the participation rates among this relatively restricted
pension participation rates of full-time, full-year group of workers over the 1980s corresponds with that
workers from the baby boom cohorts of the population of David E. Bloom and Richard B. Freeman, who
in 1980, 1985, and 1990. considered the general decline in the pension participa-

Each line of chart 6.1 compares a 5oyear cohort tion rates over the decade. They found that pension
of male workers' progression into the pension system coverage fell most heavily for younger and less edu-
over a 10-year period. For example, considering men cated men. 17 In other words, the various legislative and
aged 15 to 19 in 1980, 19.1 percent were participating regulatory efforts aimed at broadening the distribution
in a pension. By 1985, 31.9 percent of the full-time, full- of employer-sponsored retirement benefits during the
year male workers in this cohort were participating in a 1980s may have had exactly the opposite effect.
plan. By 1990, the pension participation rate for full- While the general news on pension coverage
time, full-year male workers in the cohort was up to during the 1980s was not good, the overall prospects of
45.5 percent, pension recipiency rose markedly over the decade. To a

Chart 6.2 shows similar information for the large extent, this is because of the increased expecta-
female cohorts of the baby boom generation. For women tions of women under employer-sponsored retirement
in the younger cohorts of the baby boom generation, the programs. As recently as the early 1980s, fewer than
increases in their pension participation rates were even one in four of all retired women, and 31 percent of
steeper than they were for men. recently retired women, were receiving a pension or

16GordonP. Goodfellowand Sylvester J. Schieber,"TheDistribution 17 DavidE. Bloomand RichardB. Freeman, TheFall in Private
ofTax Benefits for Pensions and the Provisionof Retirement Income PensionCoveragein the U.S. (Cambridge,MA: NationalBureau of
Security"(Washington, DC:National Academyon Aging, 1992): EconomicResearch, 1992).The authors find that pensioncoverage
1113. fell most heavily onyounger and less educatedmen.
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expecting one. 18While the pension system may have the pattern reflected there is consistent with what we
provided little or no benefit to the large majority of know about our mothers' and grandmothers' attach-
women in the past, the future potential of women under ment to the work force outside the home. Most of them

the system is vastly different. Women themselves now did not work during the years in which they had young
have a much greater likelihood of earning a pension children at home. Some of them, certainly not all, did
benefit in their own right than their mothers or grand- enter the labor market after their children grew to the
mothers had in the past. In addition, since the early point of not needing full-time supervision, especially
1980s, changes in pension law increase the likelihood during the period in which their children were of
that a woman will receive a pension as a dependent of a college age. In many families, the mothers' wages
spouse who is eligible for pension benefits, during the children's college years were a major re-

Earning a significant pension entitlement source that made advanced education possible. For
requires a substantial attachment to the work force some of these women, the need for added income to

over an extended period of time. Simply because meet the financial demands their children's college
women's exposure to the work force is so much greater education required was the primary motivation for
today than it was in prior generations, their potential working outside the home. When their children gradu-
for earning a pension in their own right has to be much ated, they again became full-time homemakers.

higher. The labor force patterns of women today Chart 6.3 shows that this group of women had
suggest that the improvements in pension coverage a rising labor force participation rate for roughly
that are now beginning to take place could continue 20 years, peaking at around 55 percent as they ap-
well into the future. To understand this, consider the proached age 50 and then declining gradually until
variations in the labor force participation patterns of they reached age 60 and more steadily thereafter.
women on the basis of their age. Slightly less than one-half of these women were in the

For women aged 65 to 69 in 1992, chart 6.3 work force during the five years prior to turning age 60,
shows their labor force participation rates at various and only one-third were there in the five years prior to
points in their lives. Data are not available in this form turning age 65. Even if 60 percent or 70 percent of
to reflect the earliest part of their working careers, but these older working women were covered by a pension

over the last 10 years leading up to age 65, only about
one-quarter of all women in this age group would

18JohnR. Woods,"Retirement-Age Womenand Pensions:Findings qualify for their own pension on the basis of a job justfromthe NewBeneficiarySurvey,"Social SecurityBulletin
(December1988):7. prior to retirement.

Chart6.3
Labor Force Participation Rates of Cohorts of Women Aged 65-69, 1992
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Chart 6.4
Labor Force ParUcipatlon Rates of Cohorts of Women by Age, 1992
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DepartmentofLabor,EmploymentandEarnings,February1992-January1993(Washington,DC:U.S.GovernmentPrinting
Office,February1992-January1993).

Chart 6.4 shows the same type of information of elderly women receiving a Social Security benefit has
as chart 6.3 on successively younger cohorts of women, gradually increased. The percentage receiving benefits
The bottom line in chart 6.4 replicates the single line in does not rise as rapidly as the increase in labor force
chart 6.3, offering a frame of reference against which participation rates, because the older cohorts of women
the labor force participation of younger women can be who received benefits as dependents of entitled workers
compared. What is particularly striking in the figure is remain in the total beneficiary pool for a long time. The
that each successive five-year cohort under age 60 in same is the case with employer pensions. The oldest
1992 shows a noticeable increase in labor force partici- women who are in the retirement pool today never
pation over prior cohorts, at every attained age. The worked outside the home, or if they did, worked in a
long-term implication of this changing work pattern of time when pensions were less prevalent.
women is that the sustained participation can be best One thing that continues to distinguish men
understood by reflecting back on chart 6.2 shown from women relative to participation in pensions is
earlier. There we saw that the pension participation their split between part-time and full-time work.
rates of younger women who were working on a full- Among all men over age 15 in the labor force at some-
time basis were basically equal to those of younger men time during 1990, 68 percent worked full-time through-
who were working full time. If women continue to out the year, compared with 51 percent of the women.
sustain the higher participation rates that are reflected While women who were working part-time were more
in chart 6.4, undoubtedly their own pension recipiency likely to participate in a pension plan than men who
rates will increase significantly in the future, although were working part-time, the pension participation rates
the process will be gradual as it has been in Social of part-time workers are generally less than one-half
Security. those of full-time workers. Thus, the prevalence of part-

Table 6.1 shows a historical pattern of growth time work by women reduces their overall pension
in the percentage of women aged 62 or over who participation rate below that of their male counter-
received Social Security benefits on the basis of their parts.
own entitlement as retired workers. As the labor force While women may not yet be earning pension

participation rates of women have risen, the percentage protection in their own right to the extent men are,
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another reason more women vertical or horizontal equity
can expect to receive a Table 6.1 problems is to focus on the
pension in the future is the Percentage of Women Over Age 62 Receiving accumulation of benefits

passage of the Retirement Social Security on the Basis of Their Own under the plans. The analy-
Equity Act in 1984. Until Work History sis cannot merely look at the

that time, a married man Year Percentage cross-sectional distribution of
earning a pension had the the benefits at a point in
right to select a benefit that 1960 43.3% time because the benefits are
did not provide survivor 1970 50.61980 56.9 accumulated at varying rates
protection without notifying 1988 59.7 over a lifetime. This is true of
his spouse. The Retirement both defined benefit and

Equity Act required that, in Source: BarbaraA. LJngg."WomenBeneficiaries defined contribution plans.
Aged 62 or Older, 1960-1988," Social Security

the future, workers had to Bulletin(July 1990). In the case of defined benefit
get their spouses' signatures plans, two individuals
acknowledging the selection covered by the same plan can
of a benefit that did not provide for survivors' benefits have widely different increments in their accumulated
before such a benefit could be paid. Also, the new law benefits during a given year because of differences in

made provision for the splitting of pension accruals in their age, pay, and tenure under the plan.
cases of divorce. In the past, it was far more likely that In the case of defined contribution plans, an
women were victimized than men when it came to loss individual participating in the plan for several years
of survivor benefits or sharing in any kind of pension will typically have a larger accumulation under the

benefits in cases of divorce. Thus, the provisions of the plan than one who has only been a participant for a
Retirement Equity Act, raising the likelihood that year or two. While both participants may make an

spousal benefits will be paid, will continue to be an identical contribution to the plan in a particular year,
important basis for women's pension benefit entitle- the one with the larger balance will have the extra
ments in the future, benefit of return on accumulated assets to raise his or

her accrual relative to workers with shorter tenure. But

Estimated Distribution of Tax Ben- the mere fact that a worker is young and has a small

efits Across the Income Spectrum accrual under one or the other plans this year does notmean he or she will not ultimately age into an accrual
comparable to the accrual an older, longer tenured

One way of determining whether or not the preferences worker enjoys today.
in the tax code for retirement programs are creating The tax preferences accorded retirement

Table 6.2

Distribution of Federal Income Taxes, PensionAccruals, and Federal Tax Expenditures Attributed
to Pensions, by Family Income Level after 1986 Tax Reform Act

Federal Pension Tax RatioofTax
IncomeTax Accruals Expenditure ExpenditureShareto

IncomeLevel Distribution Distribution Distribution IncomeTaxShare

Lessthan 5,000 0.15 0.04 0.01 0.04
$5,000-$9,999 0.98 0.18 0.06 0.06
$10,000-$14,999 2.31 1.07 0.52 0.23
$15,000-$19,999 3.76 5.22 3.51 0.94
$20,000-$29,000 9.74 11.76 10.09 1.04
$30,000-$49,999 22.10 43.67 44.72 2.02
$50,000or more 60.96 38.06 41.09 0.67

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00

Source: SylvesterJ. Schieber,BenefitsBargain:WhyWeShouldNot TaxEmployeeBenefits(Washington,DC:Associationof
PrivatePensionandWelfarePlans,1990). Taxratesanddistributionoftaxespaidare fromMichaelE. WeberandLauraY. Prizzi,
"IndividualIncomeTaxReturnsfor 1988: SelectedCharacteristicsfromtheTaxpayerUsageStudy," Statisticsof IncomeBulletin
(Fall1989):13.Pensionparticipanttabulationsby theauthorfromthe May1988CurrentPopulationSurveyconductedbythe U.S.
CensusBureau,Departmentof Commerce,forcoveragestatistics.Thepensionaccrualdistributionandtaxexpendituredistribu-
tion werederivedbythe author.
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programs benefit both workers in the above examples, in the $50,000 bracket was attributed three times the
In any given year, they benefit an individual with a pension-related tax benefit of a dollar of pension
larger accrual more than they benefit one with a accrual for someone in the $10,000 to $15,000 bracket,
smaller accrual, other things being equal. But what and roughly twice that of someone in the $20,000 to
holds for any particular year may not hold over a $30,000 bracket. This strictly reflects variations in the
lifetime. In order to get a true sense of the beneficial marginal tax rates that were applicable in the various
nature of the tax preferences accorded pensions, it is income classes. Because tax rates are higher for higher-
important to focus on the long time-horizon over which income workers, the distribution of the tax incentives is
retirement benefits are earned and consider the aggre- skewed more toward upper-income workers than is the
gate accumulation of tax benefits on that basis. One of distribution of the benefits themselves. For example,

the problems in developing such an analysis is in while those workers in families with incomes between
finding lifetime retirement plan participation records $15,000 and $30,000 accounted for 17.0 percent of the
on large cross-sections of individuals that would be benefit accruals, their share of the estimated tax
representative of the population. While such data are incentives is only 13.6 percent of the total. Workers in
not generally available, there have been attempts at families with more than $50,000 in income were
estimating the distribution of the retirement plan tax attributed with 38.1 percent of the benefits but
preferences from this broader perspective. 41.1 percent of the tax incentive.

In the first of these analyses, 19Schieber The right-hand column on table 6.2 further
developed estimates of the accrual rates under plans documents the relationship between the share of
sponsored by a sample of approximately 750 large- and pension-related tax incentives each of the income
medium-sized firms. He then developed estimates of classes receives and its share of personal income taxes
the number of workers who were also retirement plan paid. A ratio that is less than 1.0 suggests that that
participants in each of seven income class ranges. The income group is getting a smaller share of the tax
number of participants in each income class was incentive than their share of the federal income tax
multiplied by the midpoint of the income class and the burden. The results suggest that workers living in
relevant accrual factor. The accrual factors for the families with incomes below $15,000 are getting
lower income classes were adjusted to account for the relatively little from the tax incentives for pensions.
greater turnover among workers at lower pay levels. They suggest that workers in families between $15,000
The resulting products were summed, and the estimate and $30,000 are relatively close to breaking even on the
of the distribution of pension benefits accruing to each tax incentives. Workers in families with earnings
income class are shown as the share of the total pension between $30,000 and $50,000 are heavy beneficiaries of
accruals in table 6.2. the tax incentives relative to the share of the federal

The results in table 6.2 suggest that the largest income taxes they pay. And, finally, workers in families
beneficiaries of the benefits that derive from the plans with incomes over $50,000 get less than their share of
and the largest beneficiaries of the tax preference are pension-related tax incentives in comparison to their
workers with family incomes between $15,000 and relative share of the federal tax burden.
$50,000 per year. These families accounted for In a more recent analysis, 2° Dallas Salisbury

35.6 percent of all federal income tax collections, but used estimated tax expenditures for employer-spon-
derived 60.7 percent of the estimated pension accruals, sored retirement programs developed by the Joint
At the high-income end of the distribution, those Committee on Taxation. He then utilized the Employee
workers in families with incomes of $50,000 or more Benefit Research Institute (EBRI) tax estimating and

accounted for 61.0 percent of the federal taxes but only analysis model to allocate these tax expenditures across
38.1 percent of the pension accruals, the taxpaying public. The results of his analysis are

Schieber also estimated the share of the shown in table 6.3. While the income classes shown in

pension-related tax expenditures going to each of the table 6.3 are different than those in table 6.2, and
income classes as shown in table 6.2. The higher tax range across a broader range of the income spectrum,
rates in the upper-income brackets heavily weight the the two analyses lead to similar results.
distribution of the tax incentives toward the middle- Salisbury estimates that the ratio of the share
and upper-income workers. At the time the analysis of tax benefits from retirement plans to the share of
was developed, a dollar of pension accrual for someone income tax liability in the $10,000 to $19,999 income

19SylvesterJ. Schieber,BenefitsBargain: Why WeShould Not Tax 20DallasSalisbury,"PensionTax Expenditures:AreTheyWorththe
EmployeeBenefits (Washington,DC:Associationof PrivatePension Cost?"EBRI Issue Brief no. 134 (EmployeeBenefitResearch
andWelfarePlans, 1990). Institute,February1993).
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Table 6.3
Distribution of Income by Class of All Returns, Tax Liability and

Pension Tax Expenditures at 1992 Rates and 1992 Income Levels

ValueofTax TaxEx%
TotalTax Returns TaxUability Expenditure IncTax%

IncomeClass Number Percentage Amount Percentage Amount Percentage Ratio

Lessthan-S10,000 22,449 19.7% $ (1,780) 0.0 $ 335 0.0% NA
$10,000-$19,999 24,260 21.3 8,156 1.7 775 1.4 0.8
$20,000-$29,999 19,039 16.7 28,980 6.1 4,000 7.1 1.2
$30,000-$49,999 24,245 21.2 86,347 18.2 15,870 28.1 1.5
$50,000-$99,999 19,583 17.2 157,965 33.2 24,210 42.8 1.3
$100,000-$199,999 3,452 3.0 72,150 15.2 7,550 13.4 0.9
$200,000andover 1,114 1.0 123,759 26.0 3,760 6.7 0.3

Total 114,142 100.0% $475,577 100.0% $56,500 100.0% 1.0

Source:DallasSalisbury,"PensionTaxExpenditures:AreTheyWorththe Cost?"EBRIIssueBrief no. 134(EmployeeBenefit
ResearchInstitute,February1993).
Note: Percentagesmaynottotal 100percentdueto rounding.

class is 0.8. Schieber breaks that income class into two pensions are often more than offset by their less than
components and finds that the ratio in the $10,000 to fair return from Social Security. 21 This more holistic
$14,999 income class is 0.2 and in the $15,000 to view of the retirement system makes an even stronger
$19,999 income class is 0.94. The next two higher case that the tax preferences included in our retirement
income classes in each of their analyses are identical, system are less than proportionately distributed toward
In the $20,000 to $29,999 income class, Salisbury high-wage workers.
estimates the ratio of tax expenditures to taxes is 1.2,

compared with Schieber's estimate of 1.0. In the The Distribution of Pension Tax
$30,000 to $39,999 income class, Salisbury's estimate of
the ratio is 1.5, compared with the Schieber's estimate Preferences: Another View
of 2.0. Schieber aggregates everyone above $50,000 and
estimates a benefit to tax ratio of 0.7, whereas We have argued elsewhere that the current method of
Salisbury breaks this income class into three separate estimating the value of the tax expenditures accruing to

individuals participating in employer-sponsoredgroups, estimating a ratio of 1.3 for the income class
retirement programs wildly exaggerates the value of$50,000 to $99,999; 0.9 for the income class $100,000 to
these tax preferences. 22 In developing that analysis we$199,999; and 0.3 above that amount.

Both of these analyses lead to the conclusion estimated the tax expenditures related to pensions,
that the tax benefits accorded to employer-sponsored attempting to replicate the Treasury Department's
retirement programs are distributed most heavily methodology for estimating the value of the preferences
across the middle-income segments of the work force, based on contributions to plans, the income earned on
The share of the pension-related tax benefits being the assets in the plans, and their distributions of
received are significantly less than the share of income benefits.

In the case of employer-sponsored pension andtaxes being paid at the highest income levels. These tax
preferences clearly are not accruing disproportionately savings plans, the tax expenditure estimates developed
to the "fat cats" that have often been the focus of critics by the Treasury Department treat a given year's

contributions to pension trusts as taxable wages, andof existing pension policy. In an earlier paper, we
treat the return on assets in the trust funds as taxable

included an analysis of the tax preferences that accrue
income accruing to participants in the plans. The taxunder both pensions and Social Security and found that
rate used in estimating the lost tax revenues on contri-the tax benefits accruing to higher-wage workers under
butions to the funds and the fund income is

21 Gordon P. Goodfellow and Sylvester J. Schieber, "Death and Taxes: The Future of Pensions in the United States (Philadelphia, PA:

Can We Fund for Retirement between Them?" In Ray Schmitt, ed., University of Pennsylvania, forthcoming).
22 Ibid.
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than are the individuals in the private sector who are provisions on pensions would raise much less revenue
being regulated. While it is possible to cite examples of than the tax expenditure estimates in the annual
rich plans providing generous benefits in the private federal budgets imply. If the federal government taxes
sector, the limits on benefits and discrimination its own pension funds, it would merely be creating an
standards that apply to private-sector plans limit the expense on the one hand that would exactly offset the
extent of benefits that can be provided to higher income extra revenue collected on the other. Its power to tax
private sector workers. The fact that federal lawmakers the trusts established by state and local government
have exempted themselves from these regulations raises constitutional issues that would have to be
because they would limit benefits under federal pension resolved before any added federal revenues could be
plans or limit contributions to their savings programs raised. The only pension trusts that are clearly ruiner-
leads us to conclude that the biggest beneficiaries of able to proposals like Munnelrs are those held by
these preferences are the bureaucrats who are setting private plans.
the rules. Today, more than one-half of the tax prefer-

ences accorded retirement plans are accruing to less

Closing Observation than 10 percent of the work force, namely public-sector
workers. To further curtail the retirement benefits that

Critics of the tax preferences accorded pensions often private-sector workers can accrue under their plans
pretend that eliminating them would raise an addi- without addressing the relative preferential treatment
tional $50 billion in federal revenues each year. accorded public-sector workers under TRA '86 will
Munnell in her writings has suggested revenues in this merely exacerbate the existing inequities. Full elimina-
order of magnitude could be raised by taxing the tion of the preferential tax treatment accorded pensions

would raise less than one-half the revenue implied bycontributions and earnings on pension trusts each year.
While the arithmetic arriving at the estimates of the tax expenditure estimates included in the annual
potential revenues to be raised by taxing retirement federal budgets. The burden of such a policy would fall
trusts is straightforward, actually collecting the solely on the back of private-sector workers. It is time
revenues would be a far more complicated proposition, to quit pretending that these proposals are being made

in the interest of improving the equitable application ofThe substantial share of the tax preferences accruing to
workers in the public sector means that new taxing the federal tax sytem.
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VII. Changing Private Pension Funding Rules and
Benefit Security
BYMICHAELJ. GULOTrA

This article discusses changing funding rules tions---they would not receive a tax deduction until the
for private defined benefit pension plans and their contributions would otherwise have become due, but no
effect on benefit security. After examining the concept tax penalties would apply. While relatively rare, some
of benefit security, it focuses on the single-employer plan sponsors funded plans on this basis, believing that
plans that are tax qualified, covers what is known the need to adhere to a specific funding philosophy
about the effect of recent changes in funding rules, and outweighed the deferral of the tax deduction. With

discusses prospective rules changes. TRA '86, penalty taxes were imposed on sponsors who
prefunded pension contributions before the contribu-

Defining Benefit Security tions were deductible. The specific penalty was a
10 percent excise tax to be paid by the plan sponsor on

Benefit security means different things to different the excess contribution each year until the contributionbecomes deductible. 1
people. One viewpoint looks at the benefits promised to
each individual if the plan were to terminate. It essen- With this new tax, the effect of maximum
tially asks: Does the plan have enough money to insure deduction rules became much more important in the

calculation of the plan sponsor's reaction to fundingpayment of current benefits? Under this definition, a
participant is secure in his or her benefit if the plan, rule changes. Suddenly, maximum tax deduction rules
the plan sponsor, or an outside agency will pay all the affected even more stringently the sponsor's ability to
benefits due to the participant should the plan termi- create a coherent and consistent strategy for funding

the plan.nate.

A second view of benefit security looks less to
the insurance aspects of the plan and more to the Other Changes in TRA '86
participant's expectation of benefits. Under this defini-
tion of benefit security, continuation of the plan is the The effects of other changes imposed by TRA '86 are
key question; benefit expectations are secure only if the still working their way through the pension system.
pension plan remains both affordable and in the Because of the delay in issuing regulations interpreting
employer's and employee's mutual best interest, the changes in the law and also the incremental nature
As the question of funding changes for private pension of these changes, some of these effects are yet to be felt.
plans is discussed, two concepts should be kept in mind: Major changes put into place by TRA '86 were designed

• Security of payment of benefits accrued at the to limit the use of pension plans by highly compensated
time of plan termination; and individuals. While intended to ensure that the pension

• The sponsor's ability to continue the plan in a deduction benefits primarily nonhighly compensated
fashion that meets the sponsor's needs and individuals, these changes often have the effect of
satisfies employees' benefit expectations, breaking the link between the vast majority of pension

plan participants and the senior managers who make

Tax Deduction Rules Matter--Tax decisions about benefit design and plan funding.
Primary among the new rules were changes in the

Reform of 1 986 maximum benefit that can be paid from a qualified
pension plan (the 415 limit) 2 and in the maximum pay

Analysis of the effect of funding rules on benefit on which benefit calculations may be based (the
security needs to include not only minimum funding 401(a)(17) limit). 3 These limits affect pension benefit
requirements but also the effect of tax deduction rules security in two ways.
on employer actions that affect benefit security.
Tax deduction rules became important as a result of
changes in pension funding rules put into place with 1Internal Revenue Code(IRC)sec. 4972.
the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA '86). Prior to 1986, _IRCsec. 415.
plan sponsors could prepay future years' contribu- 3IRCsee. 401(a)(17).
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First, the limits affect benefit security through • allowing withdrawals from overfunded plans in
the mechanical operation of the funding rules. By law, certain circumstances;

the maximum benefit limits and the maximum pay for • tightened requirement for waivers of minimum
pension calculations are to be indexed for inflation. But, pension funding rules;
under tax deduction rules, companies cannot reflect the • allowing transfer from overfunded pension plans
future indexation of these limits. Thus, the pure to retiree health trusts;
mechanics of the funding process do not allow compa- • revisions to the deductibility rules so that a plan
nies to prefund on a basis that reflects anticipated could contribute current underfunding to the

inflation in these limits, even though, in the funding pension plan, even if the contribution would
calculations, benefits subject to the limits are dis- otherwise be too large to be deductible in a single
counted at an interest rate that anticipates future year; and
inflation. ° indexing the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corpora-

Second, and more important, these limits break tion (PBGC) premium and adding a component
the bond between executives, who decide on funding that varies with the amount of plan underfunding.
policy for these plans, and the vast majority of plan
participants. Under these rules, the benefits of execu- The administration's proposals were designed
tive decisionmakers will primarily come from sources to address both sides of the benefit security question.

other than the qualified pension plan. Indeed, executive By strengthening funding rules primarily for plans that
pensions will be primarily paid from the corporation's were not adequately funded to insure current benefit
general resources and subject to risk if the company commitments, the proposals addressed the ability of the

should fail. It is increasingly difficult to argue that plan to make benefit payments on plan termination. By
qualified pension plan participants should be secure in allowing for withdrawals from an overfunded plan,
all of their benefits, given that the executive pension is without requiring a plan termination, the program
largely subject to risk. While it may be argued that, to looked to encourage the continuance of pension plans so
some extent, the greater exposure of executive pension as to meet participants' benefit expectations.
to risk of failure may motivate better corporate perfor- The administration proposal proved to be only the
mance, that argument may then be further applied to opening salvo. Each of the four congressional commit-
participants in the qualified pension plan. tees with pension jurisdiction came up with different

The vast majority of current pension proposals to revise minimum funding rules. 5 Not to be
underfunding is in negotiated, or union, plans. 4 It is outdone, private-sector industry groups floated at least
quite rare for a plan that covers management pension six other alternative proposals. Many of the key con-

decisionmakers to be underfunded to the same degree cepts of the various proposals were outlined in the
as a union plan. Union plan underfunding appears to initial administration proposal. They included the
be due to both of the same factors outlined above but in following minimum funding rules:
a greater degree: ° The complement rule. This rule required faster

• Mechanically, most of the underfunded union funding of underfunded current benefit liabilities.
plans do not anticipate any increase in benefits Under the rule, the speed of funding was inversely
due to future pay increases or to future negotia- related to the degree of funding. Thus, a severely
tions, underfunded plan would be forced to fund any

• Most of the underfunded plans are separate from underfunding over a shorter period than a mildly
the plans covering management decisionmakers, underfunded plan. A version of this rule was

adopted in the final legislation. 6

1987 Changes in Funding Rules • Funded ratio maintenance rule. Here, the basic
idea is to define the funded ratio as the liability

In 1987, the Reagan administration proposed reform for accrued benefit promises divided into the
of the rules governing minimum required contri- current assets of the trust; this funded ratio is not
butions to tax qualified pension plans. The allowed to decrease. In the 1987 administration
reforms also included a number of other proposals proposal, any decrease in the funded ratio was

including: required to be made up over the succeeding three

4 Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, Annual Report 1992, p. 10. passed by the respective chambers, and all four bills were reconciled

5 Separate, and conflicting, bills from the House Education and Labor in the 1987 Budget Reconciliation Act Conference.
Committee, House Ways and Means Committee, Senate Labor and 6 IRC sac. 412(1).
Human Resources Committee, and Senate Finance Committee were
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years. Other proposals mandated annual improve- • tightened requirement for waivers of minimum
ment in the funded ratio. Problems with these pension funding rules; 8
proposals included the disproportionate effect of • revisions to the deductibility rules so that a plan
gains and losses, making required contributions could contribute current underfunding to the
very volatile, and the speed of funding for amend- pension plan, even if the contribution would
ments. Also, any requirement that mandated otherwise be too large to be deductible in a single
annual improvement in the funded ratio would year; 9 and
need to be carefully structured to preserve the • reformulating the PBGC premium to add a
ability to pay several years' contributions at once. component that varied with the amount of plan
Otherwise, plan sponsors would be discouraged underfunding. 10
from contributing in excess of the minimum
required. Other parts of OBRA '87 required:

• Cash flow rule. This type of rule requires that an • collateralization of amendments in severely
underfunded plan dedicate its investment earn- underfunded plans. In order to amend a plan that
ings to improving the plan's funded status and is less than 60 percent funded for current benefits

on plan termination, the sponsor must put uppaying for amendments by requiring all, or a
stated fraction, of benefit payments to be repaid to collateral, which then becomes available to PBGC
the pension fund via the annual contribution, in the event of a subsequent plan termination; 11

• increased protections for PBGC when plans nearSpecial rules apply to lump-sum payment of
benefits; these rules are designed so that full or enter bankruptcy; 12
repayment of the lump sum is not required, but a • increased contributions for shutdown benefits
sufficient contribution must be made so that the after the shutdown occurs; 13

plan's funded ratio is not harmed by the lump • phase-in rules that tended to mitigate the impact
sum payment. Opponents argued that this rule of the OBRA '87 rules over the near future. Steel
would force too fast an acceleration of funding and companies received special extended compliance
might be too volatile when a plan has a lump-sum schedules for the new funding rules. The
benefit option already in place. (Internal Revenue collateralization rule was set up to exclude
Service rules would generally not permit the underfunding in effect at the time of
removal of the lump-sum option for benefits enactment;14
already accrued. 7) • a new full funding limit was imposed, eliminating

contributions to plans that had assets exceeding
Final legislation in 1987 adopted modified 150 percent of the liability for current benefit

versions of several of these rules. The complement rule promises, regardless of the status of funding for
was adapted so that it applies only to the funding of future benefit promises; 15and
new events. For underfunded benefits already promised • a defined range of interest rates, based on 30-year
at the date of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Actof Treasury bond rates, was mandated for determin-
1987 (OBRA '87), somewhat faster amortization of ing the value of current benefit promises. 16

underfunding was adopted, spreading costs of these
underfunded current promises over 18 years. Rather Subsequent Legislation
than adopt a funded ratio maintenance rule, faster

funding was specifically adopted for pension plan losses Since OBRA '87, various pieces of pension legislation
(spread over 5 years rather than the previous 15-year have been passed. Most significant for our purposes is
requirement) and new amendments (through the OBRA '90, which revived some of the proposals regard-
application of the complement rule). The cash flow rule ing use of excess assets by plan sponsors. OBRA '90
was not adopted. In addition, Congress rejected the allowed sponsors with fully funded plans to use assets
concept of allowing withdrawals from ongoing plans or in excess of 125 percent of liability for current benefits
allowing the transfer of excess pension assets to fund to pay retiree health benefits. This proposal was
retiree medical benefits. Other concepts adapted from significantly less valuable to plan participants than the
the Reagan administration proposal included: 1987 administration proposal, as it allows the sponsor

7IRCsec. 411(d)(6). 12OBRA'87 sec. 9312,9313, and 9314.
8 IRCsec. 412(d). 13IRCsec. 412(1)(5).
9IRC sec404(a)(1)(D). 14OBRA'87 sec. 9303(e)(3)and IRC sec. 401(a)(29).
10EmployeeRetirement IncomeSecurityActof 1974,sec. 4006(a)(3)(E). 15IRCsec. 412(c)(7)(A)(i)(I).
11IRCsec. 401(a)(29). 16IRCsec. 412(b)(5)(B).
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to transfer assets to pay only one year's worth of ben- tially improved PBGC's relative position. For instance,
efits at a time, rather than to prefund the entire retiree the most recent PBGC listing of the top 50 underfunded
medical liability. Further, the provision is only for a plans notes that underfunding in the list increased
limited number of years, expiring at the end of 1995. In from $13.5 billion in 1988 to $24.2 billion in 1991.

tandem with the retiree health asset transfer proposal, Average funded ratios have dropped in the four years
further restrictions were placed on plan sponsors' ability from 77 percent to 74 percent.
to recover assets by terminating pension plans. Several explanations are advanced for the lack

of improved funding:
What Has Been the Effect of the • Transition rules in the 1987 act have deferred the

OBRA '87 Changes? effect of some of the most powerful rules to
improve funding. For instance, old underfunding
is paid off over 18 years; only new underfunding is

As discussed, many of the changes made by OBRA '87
scheduled for faster payment. The special transi-

were phased in and did not immediately change funding tion rules for steel companies may also have a
requirements. To the extent that rules were not phased deferred effect (see charts 7.1 and 7.2). The
in, there are some data on the effects of the changes in collateralization rules for amendments also have

the law. not yet shown any effect, because the threshold

Full Funding for their application is so low (applying only to
plans less than 60 percent funded, with a transi-

Many plan sponsors ceased to contribute to their tion rule for pre-OBRA '87 underfunding).
pension plans after the new full-funding limit of • OBRA '87 sped up the amortization of losses, to
OBRA '87 went into effect. A 1989 survey by Mercer- protect against the use of overly optimistic
Meidinger-Hansen predicted that an additional assumptions by underfunded plans. At the same
19 percent of pension plans would be fully funded for time, amortization of gains was sped up sym-
1988 due to the new full-funding limit imposed by metrically. This has the effect of allowing good
OBRA '87.17 asset returns to offset most of the additional

Tabulations by the U.S. Department of Labor funding requirement due to the amendments.
through 1988 show pension contributions to defined Because gains are taken into account so quickly,
benefit plans hit a post-ERISA (Employee Retirement plans can avoid increased funding, even when
Income Security Act of 1974) low point of $18.4 billion in granting significant pension improvements (see
1988, from a high of $40.8 billion in 1982.18 charts 7.3 and 7.4).

A study of the effects of OBRA '87 on pension ° Similarly, OBRA '87 does not protect against the
plan funding performed by Hay Huggins demonstrated effect of a change to more optimistic assumptions.
that pension plan contributions would be less predict- A change in assumptions may often be used to
able for plan sponsors after OBRA '87 was effective. 19 offset the effect of an increase in funding require-

Clearly, the increased volatility of required ments due to plan amendments.
contributions makes defined benefit pension plans less • The evolving application of the law of bankruptcy
attractive to corporate sponsors of the plans. Further, by to PBGC claims has circumvented provisions
limiting contributions based on a multiple of current designed to apply creditor pressure for funding of

pension benefits only, sponsors may be unable to fund plans near bankruptcy.
benefit programs on a level basis. Both of these factors
detract from the security of benefit expectations. In summary, OBRA '87 has increased the

volatility of pension plan contributions. This increased

ll/[inimum Funding Rulg$ volatility decreases the attractiveness of defined benefit
pension plans for all plan sponsors (of both overfunded

Improvements in pension funding have not yet substan- and underfunded pension plans). Thus, OBRA '87's
increased volatility detracts from the overall security of

17WilliamM.Mercer-Meidinger-Hansen,TheEffectof OBRAon benefit expectations for participants in these plans. The
PensionPlans, A Survey (NewYork,N-Y:WilliamM. Mercer- requirements of OBRA '87 for underfunded plans do not
Meidinger-Hansen,1989). appear to have substantially improved the funded

18j. A. Turner and D.J. Beller, eds., Trends inPension 1992,U.S. status of these plans to date, due to transition rules,Departmentof Labor, Pension and WelfareBenefitsAdministration
(Washington,DC:U.S.GovernmentPrintingOffice,1992). the adaptability of the bankruptcy bar, and flaws in the

19Hay/HugginsCo.Inc., OBRA1987:TheImpact of Limiting funding rules.
ContributionstoDefined Benefit Plans (NewYork, NY:Hay/Higgins
Co.,Inc., 1989).
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Chart 7.1
Effect of OBRA '87 Transition Rules

Current Uability is 50 Percent Funded
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Chart 7.2
Effect of OBRA '87 Transition Rules

Current Liability is 50 Percent Funded

Additional 1990 Contribution Due to OBRA '87
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Noteson the charts

Charts 7.1 and7.2 are illustrationsof sampleplansthat are 50 percent funded on a currentliabilitybasis as of January1, 1990.The plansare:

• A steelcompanythatunderIRC sec. 412(I) has onlyunfundedold liability,
• A steelcompanythatunderIRC sec. 412(I) has onlyunfundednew liability,

A nonsteelcompanythat underIRC sec. 412(I) hasonlyunfundedold liability,and
• A nonsteelcompanythat underIRC sec. 412(I) has onlyunfundednew liability.

Forpurposesof the illustration,the currentliabilityof each of the plansis $2,000,000; theyare matureplans, inwhichthecurrentliabilityfor the
retiredpopulationisequaltothatoftheactivepopulation.Benefitpaymentsareassumedto be10percentof theretireecurrentliability.The interest
ratesusedfor currentliabilityandfundingpurposesare9 percentand10percent,respectively.AsofJanuary1,1990, theaverageremainingyears
for amortizingunfundedaccruedliabilityis 20 yearsfor eachof the plans.The averagepastserviceof theactive populationis 13.8 years.For the
plansthathaveunfundedoldliability,thebalanceofsuchunfundedliabilityis$1,000,000 asofJanuary1,1990. The plansareassumedto befunded
on a unitcreditfundingmethod.Forsimplicity,the plansareassumednotto haveexperiencedany gainsor lossesor assumptionchanges.
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Chart 7.3
Effect of Gains on OBRA '87 Contributions

Current Liability is 50 Percent Funded
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Non-Steel Plan with Only New Unfunded Liability
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Chart 7.4
Effect of Gains on OBRA '87 Contributions

Current Liability is 50 Percent Funded

Decrease in 1990 Contribution Due to Asset Gain
Non-Steel Plan with Only New Unfunded Liability
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Charts7.3 and 7.4 are illustrationsofthe effectof gainsand losseson thecontributionrate beforeand afterthechangesof OBRA '87.They
are basedon the samplenon-steelplan withonly new unfundedliabilityillustratedabove. The gain is assumed tohave increasedassets by 10
percentabovethe levelthat otherwisewouldhaveobtained.Thus, planswitha gain haveassetsof $1.1 million.Chart 7.3 showsthe total
contribution;chart 7.4 comparesthedecrease incontributiondueto an asset gainunderold lawand OBRA '87.
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Public Policy Proposals 2° generally more conservative than those of insurers;
a requirement to use PBGC rates would in effect

Funding and Guarantee Re/arm force all plans to be overfunded on termination,when annuities are purchased from an insurer.

In 1992, the Bush administration proposed new reform Whether more discretion is needed by the actuary,
of the rules governing pension funding, guarantees, and to measure actual termination liabilities, or less
the liability of bankrupt companies to PBGC. Rep. J.J. discretion is advisable, given the potential client
Pickle (D-TX) introduced a bill with features similar to pressures brought to bear on the actuaries of

the administration's funding proposals. 21 The 1992 underfunded plans, is an argument that continues
proposals included the following changes to funding to evolve.
rules:

• A cash flow rule. This rule would be similar to The administration proposal also included a
that proposed in 1987 and would phase in over a change in the guarantee of participants' benefits and in
four-year period, rules regarding PBGC's rights to recover from the

• Contributions in each year. The administration bankrupt sponsor of an underfunded plan. In essence, no
argued that a contribution should be required in benefits due to amendments would be guaranteed by
each year that a plan is underfunded, i.e., that it PBGC unless the plan was fully funded for current
should not be possible for an underfunded plan to benefits at some point between the grant of the amend-
live off its prior contributions. Opponents of this ment and the date of a subsequent plan termination. The
proposal argued that many underfunded plans are bankruptcy provisions, to some extent, merely conformed
sponsored by employers in highly cyclical indus- the bankruptcy code to legislative provisions of OBRA
tries. If a sponsor can make three years of contri- '87. Other proposals would increase PBGC's right to
butions in one year and then make no contribu- recover from the bankruptcy estate by a steadily increas-
tion in the next two years, the plan will be better ing percentage. Rep. Pickle's bill did not include the
funded in years one and two than it otherwise bankruptcy provisions, although a separate bill contain-
would have been. Opponents further argued that ing similar provisions was introduced. Also, there was no

reduction in guarantees in the Pickle bill; instead theif a plan cannot use prior contributions in excess
of those required to offset requirements in lean rule requiring collateralization of plan amendments in
years, then sponsors will avoid ever contributing an underfunded plan was considerably strengthened.
more than the minimum. Rep. Pickle has reintroduced his bill in 1993.22

• Redefinition of liabilities to be funded. The 1992 Both the 1992 administration proposal on
administration proposal redefined the measure of changes in the guarantee and the requirement of in-
accrued benefit promises to be the plan actuary's creased collateralization are subject to criticism for the
best estimate of liabilities at plan termination. In effect they produce on benefit security. The 1992 admin-
effect, this gave the actuary the ability to use istration proposal has been criticized for not recognizing
different assumptions (e.g., retirement rates, improvements in funding for any amendment until
mortality, etc.) for calculating this value than are funding has been completed for all current benefit
used for the long-term funding of the plan. It promises. This detracts from benefit security, viewed as
removed current restrictions on the interest rate insurance of current benefit promises. The

to be used and left all decisions to the actuary, collateralization proposal, on the other hand, will likely
Rep. Pickle's bill, on the contrary, used the prevent any future amendments to an underfunded plan.
definition of current liabilities now in the law but This is because it essentially requires a company with an

narrowed the range of permissible interest rates underfunded plan to perform the financial equivalent of
to be used to value the liability, cutting off the funding most of the value of a plan amendment--plus all

of its accumulated underfunding--in the year a planupper half of the range of interest rates that are
currently allowed. Another alternative would be amendment is next granted, without any ability to
to require plans to establish liability on the basis spread the cost over time. Thus, collateralization will
of PBGC assumptions. Arguments against the last restrict participants' ability to be secure in their benefit
idea include the fact that PBGC assumptions are expectations.

20 Since the time that this paper was prepared, the Clinton adminis- article that describesthe Clinton proposal.
tration proposedthe Retirement ProtectionActof 1993to reform the 21TheBush administration proposalwas introduced as H.R.4200.
PBGC.The proposaladdresses fourmain areas: funding,premiums, Rep. Pickle's billwas introduced as H.R. 5800.
compliance,and participant protection. AppendixA contains an 22H.R.298.
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Changes i# the Maximum Pay Ta Be Reflected owners that have the power to shift liabilities onto
in Pension Calculations the PBGC insurance system before the beneficia-

ries have made the appropriate financial sacrifices
Recent proposals by the Clinton administration to to fund the benefit promises. Clearly, parties in
further reduce the maximum pay that may be used in collective bargaining have demonstrated similar
calculating pension benefits will only exacerbate the abilities to shift liabilities onto the guarantee
harmful effects of changes made by TRA '86. Again, system. Plan improvements should be guaranteed
under tax deduction rules, companies cannot reflect the only as money is required to be put aside to fund
provisions of the law that provide for indexation of the those benefits.
limit on pensionable pay. Thus, on the mechanical • The Bankruptcy Code must be conformed to ERISA
level, pension funding will be even more closely linked provisions. Plan contribution requirements should
to the volatile funding of current liabilities rather than be treated just as are post-petition salary and
to the smooth funding of projected liabilities. Further, other benefit costs.
by pushing the maximum pay level farther down the • Tax rule obstacles to funding of underfunded plans
corporate chart, yet more pension decisionmakers will must be removed. These include an exemption to
be exposed to greater risk and will identify less with the combined limit on deductibility of pension and
the rank and file pension participants, profit-sharing contributions so that sponsors need

not bargain away a savings plan contribution in
Where Do We Go From Here? order to adequately fund the pension plan.

Before outlining a view of the future, I would like again Looking at the second definition of benefit
security, it is clear that the private pension system must

to review our definitions of benefit security. I have be strengthened to protect sponsors' ability to continue
talked about benefit security from two perspectives: benefits, fund their programs, and meet benefit expecta-

• The ability to provide the value of benefits prom-
ised to date, and tions. To this end, I propose the following changes:

• Providing a climate in which benefit expectations • Repeal of the branch of the full-funding limit that
limits contributions solely on the basis of current

can continue to be met. benefit accruals, without thought for the future.

Let us look first at the security of benefits This will allow sponsors to fund plans on a level
already accrued. It is clear that ERISA as currently basis and so encourage long-term continuation of
formulated has not operated to clear up all instances of benefit programs.
underfunding. However, ERISA has operated over time • Maximum dollar limits on pay to be used in
to reduce the number of underfunded plans to a rela- calculating pension plan benefits, and the maxi-
tively small minority of plans. Thus, changes to ERISA mum dollar limits on benefits payable from a
to improve security of benefit promises on plan termi- qualified pension plan should be removed for plans
nation should be incremental, not sweeping. I believe that are :
that changes should be made to the ERISA funding • not top-heavy and
scheme that incorporate the following broad principles: • meet the nondiscrimination requirements of

• New amendments to underfunded plans should be Internal Revenue Code (IRC) secs. 410(b)
funded on a faster basis. Some mechanism is also and 401(a)(4).
needed to ensure that funding for these amend-
ments is in addition to the funding that would This should realign the interests of pension plan
otherwise have taken place and that gains and decisionmakers with those of the majority of plan
assumption changes do not remove the urgency of participants.
funding every plan up to at least the level of It is important that changes be made in the
current benefit promises, benefit system to encourage adequate funding of current

• The system of PBGC guarantees must be rational- benefit promises on plan termination. However, for the
ized to reflect the moral hazard inherent in vast majority of plan participants, benefits are currently

secure and would be fully provided in the event of plan
allowing guarantees to take effect before funding termination. For these participants, the important goal
is required. ERISA already recognizes that it is is to ensure that the current level of benefit expectations
unsound policy to allow guarantees to take effect is not endangered by short-sighted policies that strangle
before funding is required for substantial owners the sponsor's interest and ability to preserve the prom-
of pension plans. The experience of the past 16 ised level of benefits by continuing the plan.
years has shown that it is not only substantial
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VIII. Changing Public Pension Funding Rules
BYFIONAE. LION ANDADPaENR. LBOMB E

Introduction current budget crisis could backfire if the ultimate
result is to impose future pension cost burdens that

Tight state and local government budgets during recent would be untenable or unacceptable.
years have brought the funding of public pension funds Public pension plan funding is conducted in a
into sharper focus. Long-term policies come into conflict special setting that distinguishes it from private

employers' pension plan funding. First, the tax-exempt
with short-term crises, with some governments decid- status of the employer removes one of the primary
ing that a distant funding target will not be put beyond incentives for pension funding. Public pensions are notreach if one or two current contributions are missed or

delayed. Others find apparent magic in the actuarial backed by the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
(PBGC) and are not subject to the minimum funding

assumptions underlying the funding. Frequently one requirements of the Employee Retirement Income
small change in an actuarial assumption can claim to
win some very large budget battles. Meanwhile, Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). Even the accounting

rules for reporting the funded status to creditors and
accountants and creditors peer at the governments'
pension books, dubious about exactly how well or poorly others are not as strict. Finally, the nature of the
funded the pensions really are. As recent struggles in employer itself can have a bearing on the pension

funding question, as the governmental sponsor mustCalifornia amply illustrate, the issues here are not

merely academic ones. Knowledgeable command over look to future generations of taxpayers--rather than toincome from new products and services---for support of
pension funding decisions is increasingly the key to
control over much of a government's overall budget, projected pension costs.

Governmental decision makers can find their

general budget policies influenced by their pension Background Considerations in the

funding practices in three direct aspects: Public Pension Funding Decision
• the effect of the pensions' funded level on the

credit rating of the public unit's debt; Many public pension plans were originally funded on a
• potential financing of local projects through pay-as-you-go basis. No money was put aside during

selective investment of pension assets; and employees' active service to prefund future benefits.
• the amount of annual pension expense included in Instead, retirement payments were made from the

the budget itself, general coffers when the benefits actually came due. In
large part because of the risk of bankruptcy of the plan

Beyond these issues that are directly related to a sponsor, minimum funding standards have been
government's budget, pension funding concerns will imposed that prohibit a tax-favored private-sector
have myriad indirect effects on other critical govern- pension plan from using the pay-as-you-go approach.
mental decisions, notably on the design of pension Although bankruptcy of a governmental employer is not
programs and overall compensation policies, as remote a risk as used to be believed, generally the

Looking at public pension funding in the public plan sponsor is perceived to be a permanent
limited context of the current year or the immediate, entity with relatively strong control over the source of
short-term future can have severe consequences, funds (i.e., the tax base). Hence, one of the most corn-
Certain decisions--e.g., changing the investment policy pelling arguments for advance funding of pension
for the plan's assets or modifying benefit formulas--will benefits--the need for an independent fund that could
actually affect the program's ultimate cost. Other survive the plan sponsor--has little persuasive force in
decisions--e.g., modifying the actuarial assumptions or the public plan arena.
methods used to determine plan costs--will technically With some justification, taxpayers could resist
modify only the timing of the funding, accelerating or strong advance funding on the premise that the pension
delaying the incidence of the cost. In either case, the funding process diverts tax dollars from other govern-
effect on current costs and funded levels can only be mental functions into investments that have no direct

properly understood in the context of the long-term bearing on the operation of the locality. If local taxes
cost. Temporary cost "savings" used to ease through a must then be increased to fund the local functions, or if
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the cost of borrowing is greater than the return on the times when government budgets are strained, employ-
pension fund assets, then the governmental entity and ees can feel more secure about their future benefits if
its taxpayers have lost out. there is an independent fund dedicated to that specific

Conversely, the accumulation of a large pen- purpose. Indeed, we might now be witnessing cutbacks
sion fund provides a temptation during hard times to of previously accrued benefits if there were no public
divert that money to other local uses, frequently pension funds. The economic value of benefit security is
without the same controls generally exercised for the difficult to measure but is nonetheless quite real.
general budget. The recent ruckus in California is a Certainly it could be expected that the cost of labor for
case in point, where the governor used a fund set up to a public employer would be higher if its employees had
provide cost-of-living increases to make the state's less certainty about the security of future benefits;
regular pension contribution. The strong emotions that otherwise, skilled employees would simply tend to move

these issues can arouse among the popular citizenry to other employers with whom the benefit security is
was witnessed this past election, when California higher.

voters approved a petition that installs controls against A strong pension fund can be invested, thereby
any future "raids," such as granting the board of defraying future costs by earning interest. Although
trustees sole and exclusive power over actuarial this income must be considered offset by the cost to the
services, a function that had previously been given to governmental unit of borrowing amounts for other
the governor under the law. public purposes, the long-term nature of the pension

Finally, payment of pension benefits without funding process generally serves to keep the govern-
advance funding would save on administrative expense, ment in the black. The governmental employer can best
There would be no need to hire expensive pension control this balance by closely coordinating projected
professionals, such as investment advisers, investment pension outlays with its general budget and borrowing
brokers, and pension actuaries, needs, rather than simply determining pension costs

Nevertheless, there are many compelling independently in a vacuum solely on the basis of the
reasons for governmental units to advance fund pen- benefits themselves.
sion benefits. Perhaps the strongest argument for Of course, prefunding pension benefits does

advance funding is intergenerational taxpayer equity, permit more flexibility in cash flow than pay-as-you-go.
Pension benefits are a significant part of the entire Without prefunding, the sponsor must meet benefit
compensation package for public employees. Taxpayers payout commitments as they occur. If pension benefits
pay for the current salary and health care benefits of are prefunded, there is a certain degree of flexibility
their public servants while they are performing their that can be built into the funding method. As long as
duties. These same taxpayers, then, should be provid- funding targets are met in the long run, governments
ing for the retirement benefits accruing for those can adjust current contributions to ease through times
employees during the period when services are being of economic trouble.
rendered. To defer the cost of providing an element of

compensation is, effectively, to pass on the cost to the IS There a Problem with Current
next generation of taxpayers. Such intergenerational
transfers can operate in equilibrium (i.e., the burden Public Plan Funding?
passed by the current generation to the next generation
is comparable to the burden received from the previous A report recently issued by the General Accounting
generation) only in very large systems such as Social Office (GAO) on the funding practices of state and local
Security, where factors (e.g., employee-to-taxpayer governments raises some concerns that pension contri-
ratio) are relatively stable from generation to genera- butions by state and local governments are not being
tion and the social contract is subject to strong govern- made, that actuarial assumptions are being manipu-
mental control. In contrast, an intergenerational lated in order to reduce required plan contributions,
transfer at the local governmental level might usually and that many state and local plans are less than fully
be little more than a temporary "fix," a perceived easy funded.
way out of a current budget crisis. If the government We doubt that the public pension funding
cannot afford to compensate its employees at the picture is as gloomy as GAO has painted it. Their
current level, then on what basis is it assuming that report shows an average funding ratio of 85 percent
the children will be able to do so? across all state and local plans. This ratio compares the

Building a pension fund to pay for the accruing funds' assets to an actuarial funding target known as
benefits also provides a measure of security to the accrued liability. In the private sector, when a pension
employees who have been promised a benefit. In these plan has reached this target it is not allowed to contrib-
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ate any more until the target has outgrown the assets, plans. The PBGC crisis during the mid-1980s focused
In other words, the accrued liability forms an upper attention on the weakness of the funding standard. A
bound on where the assets should be if the company is patch was stitched over the funding standard with the
following a responsible funding pattern. The GAO deficit reduction contribution enacted by the Omnibus
report indicates that 61 of the 189 plans studied have Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987; but even that effort
reached this target. If these were private sector plans, was so watered down through the political process that
they would be considered very well funded, it has had barely any effect on underfunding in the

The remaining state and local plans averaged a private sector.
76 percent funded ratio. This funded level is a signifi- Today, the federal government's rules for
cant improvement over the 51 percent average funded private plans restrain some plans to an arbitrary full-
ratio reported by the Pension Task Force on Public funding limitation, while gaping holes still permit other
Employee Retirement in its 1978 report. Even with the plans to go insolvent. Certainly, this funding standard
recent economic problems, the trend in funded ratios could not be expected to provide the solution to the
can be expected to continue increasing, concerns over the funding of state and local governmen-

The GAO report claims that 75 of the 189 plans tal pensions. Serious constitutional questions surround
contributed less than the actuarially required amount the question of whether the federal government should
in 1988. Because there are no minimum funding even attempt to impose a pension funding standard on

standards for public plans, the significance of this local jurisdictions, because the issue is so closely bound
simple count is unclear and potentially misleading. The up in each government's budget and taxation authority.
GAO report also claims that 27 percent of the plans in a Perhaps the furthest the federal government might
Greenwich Associates' study changed their actuarial ever be able to reach into the public plan funding
assumptions in 1989. Although the report goes on to question would be an imposition of fiduciary standards
mention that changing actuarial assumptions is not on decisions pertaining to plan assets (e.g., possibly
necessarily inappropriate behavior, again the signifi- establishing federal control over the questions raised in
cance of the GAO's tally requires further inspection the recent California situation).
before any conclusions can be formulated. Should state and local governments codify their

Generally, an employer is being tagged an own pension funding standards? The states of Florida
"under-contributor" against an actuarial standard and Pennsylvania have done so. Some states and
previously set for prior years' contributions, either on counties mention funding methods and amortization
the basis of previous actuarial assumptions or previous periods in their statutes. Other jurisdictions that have
actuarial methods or both. In some instances, emerging not gone as far as codifying their contribution schemes

experience might demonstrate the previous funding have nevertheless made serious funding commitments
target to be too conservative, in which case a change in and have seen their funding ratios increase to more
the target itself, resulting in lower future contributions, comforting levels.
would be appropriate. If the contribution change is Even so, the mere codification of a minimum
being accomplished primarily because of external funding standard cannot be seen as the solution to the
budget pressures, then the long-term implications for funding question. First, instead of adding credibility,

pension decision making are troubling. Even so, any the codification can actually eliminate accountability.
decision to adjust the flow of money into the fund This apparent anomaly is most easily witnessed with
cannot be judged outside of the context of the entire severely underfunded private plans: the plan can
funding equation, including the current funded level, continue toward insolvency while plan sponsors pre-
expected future net cash flows, and certain expected tend that all is well as long as the minimum required
external factors, contribution has been made.

Some basis for comparing the funding among

How Do We Solve the Public Plan different public plans--as well as for comparing the
funding of public plans with that of private plans--

Funding Dilemma? might help the plan sponsors to make their funding
decisions in a more informed setting. To some degree,

Similar problems regarding the funding of private- albeit without directly establishing an absolute bench-
sector plans were identified in the 1960s. The federal mark, such comparability is one of the principal aims of
government "solved" those problems with the enact- the effort by the Governmental Accounting Standards
ment of ERISA. Yet after more than a decade of devel- Board (GASB) to develop a standard for the reporting of

opment and many compromises, the minimum funding public pension cost.
standard of ERISA still failed to work well for private Yet even a GASB accounting standard would
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offer little more than a crude starting point forjudging projection that closely coordinates the pension plan's
the issue. First, the long process of seeking a consensus net cash flow with the jurisdiction's overall budget--in
among GASB constituents is likely to leave the start- particular, including future anticipated tax receipts--is
dard rather loose, effectively considering comparable all necessary. The pension side of this projection should
plans within a very wide band of funded ratios mea- examine the degree to which the plan's past funding
sured according to various methods and assumptions, has pushed the funding for previously accrued benefits
More importantly, the GASB standard will deal with into contributions expected for future periods, while the
only part of the public plan funding equation as though overall budget side of the projection should gauge the
it exists in isolation. To complete the equation--and ability of the emerging tax base to support that
thereby to gain an understanding of whether a particu- transfer.
lar public pension plan is being adequately funded--a
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IX. Decreasing the Compensation Cap for Pensions:
Consequences for National Retirement Policy
BY FIONA E. LISTON AND ADRIEN n. LABOMBARDE

Introduction The decrease in the compensation cap could
affect qualified pension and profit-sharing plans in

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 three distinct ways:
(OBRA '93) included a provision that lowered the cap to • Lower qualified benefits or contributions for the
$150,000 for compensation that may be taken into high-level highly compensated employees; 1
account during 1994 for tax-qualified pension or profit- ° Tighter results for numerical nondiscrimination

tests that include high-level highly compensatedsharing plans. In 1993, the compensation cap was
$235,840. Thus, counting the cost-of-living increase in employees; and
the cap that would have otherwise taken effect in 1994, ° Delay of funding for projected benefits of interme-
for the highest-paid employees the modification could diate-level and high-level employees (including
slice the amount of compensation used to determine young nonhighly compensated employees).
pensions by as much as 40 percent.

A primary stated objective of the compensation It is worth emphasizing at this point that if the
cap reduction relates to potential discrimination with employer does not react to the compensation cap
respect to highly compensated employees. Even if decrease by amending or terminating its tax-qualified
employers respond by amending the design of their plans, the only employees who will be most significantly
pension plans, reducing the compensation that can be hurt in any direct way (i.e., by losing entitlement to
used to determine benefits or contributions will gener- tax-qualified retirement savings) will be the high-level
ally shift the balance of tax-qualified benefits more in highly compensated employees. Other highly compen-
favor of nonhighly compensated employees. Of course, sated employees might suffer lost tax-qualified savings

it is recognized that a strong driving force behind the potential under a 401(k) cash or deferred arrangement,
provision relates not so much to social policy as to the but in most cases these losses are likely to be relatively
harsh realities of a federal budget deficit that continues minor. Although the funding of projected benefits for

certain nonhighly compensated employees will beout of control. The net near-term effect of the compen-
sation cap reduction is anticipated to be increased taxes significantly delayed, those employees will not actually
through the lower deductions that employers will be receive lower benefits on account of the compensation

cap decrease (again, presuming no change in the plan).able to take for contributions to tax-qualified plans.
Ultimately, both objectives may be lost. Any The distinctions made within this paragraph do not

gains for nonhighly compensated employees will be mean, however, that the nondiscrimination objective of
negligible or nonexistent: as some pension plans are the legislation can be achieved. The disruptive effects of
terminated, other plans are amended to approximate the compensation cap decrease make it highly unlikely
the pre-1994 balance, while any "lost" benefits for that the critical assumption underlying these observa-
highly compensated employees are simply paid in other tions (i.e., no change in the pension plan itself) will be

maintained. These disruptive effects are real enough
forms of compensation. Meanwhile, the costs in perma-
nent damage to national pension policy--for example, and serious enough to ultimately threaten the viability
by delaying funding of benefits--may within a very of pension and profit-sharing plans in their current
short period of time exceed the very temporary jolt of forms, particularly within the very firms most essential

to U.S. economic growth and competitiveness.
revenues the provision might raise.

1Within this paper, reference to "high-level" highly compensated some employees initially earning slightly leas than $150,000,
employees denotes an employee (or, in the case of family aggrega- because pay increases for employees at these levels are typically at
tion of certain highly compensated employees, the family unit) who rates higher than the cost-of-living increases subsequently granted
earns more than $150,000 during the initial year of application of to the compensation cap.
the reduced compensation cap. Ultimately, this class could include
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Lower Qualified Benefits for of course, the degree of the "cut" in qualified
plan benefits or contributions will depend upon how

High-Level Highly Compensated much an employee's earnings exceed the compensation

Employees cap. For example, an employee earning just over
$150,000 will ultimately not be severely affected

Assuming future compensation increases to be at the (although, as discussed below, funding of the benefit
same rate as future increases in the compensation cap, may be materially delayed even for these employees).
virtually any employee (regardless of age or service) The degree of cut for an employee may also depend on
who is currently earning more than $150,000 will see the plan design. For example, under a plan with
lower benefits under an unamended qualified defined benefits or contributions that are integrated with Social

benefit plan than would otherwise have been expected. 2 Security (as in the illustration shown at the right), a
Similarly, any high-level highly compensated employee cut of 40 percent in the included compensation would
will see lower contributions under an unamended reduce retirement benefits for the highest paid by

defined contribution plan. slightly more than 40 percent. Finally, for a defined
Actually, the threshold for the affected group benefit plan, the degree of benefit cut could depend on

will probably be somewhat lower than $150,000, an individual's age and service. For example, a very
because the rate of compensation increases for these highly paid employee who is already near retirement

would probably not accrue any additional benefits butemployees is typically higher than the average rate
that would be used for the cap. Moreover, under the would have previously accrued benefits protected under

transition rules, so that the eventual benefit might notfinal legislation, the rate of increase for the new
compensation cap may be restrained below the rate of be as significantly lower as would be expected for a
increase for average compensation during periods of young employee who experiences the full effect of the

lower target.high inflation, further expanding the potential group
for whom benefits or contributions are exposed to In most cases (i.e., unless the pension plan is
curtailment, already generous enough to be encountering other

Example. An employer's integrated profit- benefit limitations in the tax code), a plan could pre-
sharing plan is currently designed to grant employees serve the benefit expectations of its top wage-earner by
an employer contribution equal to 5 percent of all modifying the benefit formula (e.g., increasing the
compensation up to the compensation cap, plus an expected cumulative accrual rate by 40 percent if the
additional 5 percent of any such compensation that is in top employee is earning more than the 1993 cap). 3
excess of the Social Security wage base (for 1993, equal Technically, if the employer objectives underlying the
to $57,600). If the compensation cap decrease to benefit or contribution design were to be very precise,

$150,000 had been effective during 1993, the following such a redesign would probably need to be updated
illustrates the effect that would be realized for any from time to time (e.g., since the Social Security wage
employee earning more than the current cap of base does not increase at the same rate as the compen-
$235,840. sation cap would). 4 Of much more critical practical

interest are two other problems. First, the rebalancing
OldCap NewCap implicit in a redesign that preserves the benefits of the

highest wage earner within the group cannot possibly
IncludableCompensation $235,840 $150,0OO retain the balance for any significant portion of the5percentofTotalCompensation 11,792 7,500
5percentof"Excess"Compensation 8,912 4,620 remainder of the group without violating nondiscrimi-

nation rules. Hence, the employer's compensation policyTotalContribution 20,704 12,120
PercentageDecrease 41.5% would be distorted by the higher benefits or contribu-

2The exception(i.e.,high-levelhighlycompensatedemployeeswho paid employeesby amendingthe planto providea 10.3 percent
would receivenoless a pension benefit than before the compensation contribution forall compensationup to the newcompensationcap,
cap decrease)occurs primarily in the case of transition rules plus a 5.7percent contributionfor all such compensationover the
protecting benefits that had accruedpreviously to reductions in SocialSecurity wagebase.
other limits under the law, specificallyin those cases for which the 4For employerswhoeither maintain onlya traditional defined
employeecouldnothave anticipated ever seeingfurther accruals contributionplan or whosedefinedbenefit plan has been essentially
even under the current compensationcap (e.g.,employeesnow near frozen(either bywillor ineffect through the past decadeof
normal retirement who had accrued the full $136,425permissible decreases in various limits applicable to the plan), one wayto at
prior to the 1982changes in the benefit limitations under sec. 415 of least approximatea preservation rebalancing wouldbe through
the tax cede), conversionto what is commonlyreferred to as an "age-weighted"

3 Forthedefinedcontributionplanshownin the illustrativeexample, profit-sharingplan.
the 1993contributionscouldhavebeenpreservedforthehighest
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tions for other employees (including both the nonhighly basis, however, this particular portion of the "lower
compensated employees and any highly compensated funding" arising from the cap reduction is consistent
employees who earn less than the reference point used with the lower benefits that will actually accrue.
for the rebalancing). The second problem follows from Another way of expressing this same point is to observe
the first: such rebalancing would be extremely expen- that any lower funding arising from the lower benefit
sive. 5 An intermediate form of rebalancing (i.e., not expectations will not be direct cause for any concern on

fully preserving amounts for the highest paid, while the part of the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
only partially increasing amounts for the nonhighly (PBGC), which insures private employers' underfunded
compensated) might deal with the cost problem, pensions. In fact, for some plans PBGC could very well
although the shifting of compensation objectives would benefit from this aspect of the compensation cap
remain a concern, reduction: amounts that had been accumulated toward

Of course, proper full appraisal of the effect of higher benefit expectations that will now not be pos-
any benefit decreases in the context of national retire- sible under the qualified plan will in effect be available
ment policy should ultimately take into account the to fund other benefits under the plan, increasing the
likelihood that--at least for large employers---any '%st" overall funded level of the plan in real terms over the
benefits or contributions for many of the high-level coming years as the higher-waged employees' expecta-

highly compensated employees might simply be re- tions "wear away."
placed though nonqualified benefits or other forms of

compensation. 6 Tighter Results for Numerical
For defined benefit plans, reduced benefit Nondiscrimination Tests

expectations for the class of employees earning over
$150,000 will be directly reflected in a lower funding
target. Of course, most of the reduced funding in this For ratios used in various tests to gauge possible
instance has to be sharply distinguished from the discrimination in favor of highly compensated employ-
funding delay discussed in a later section in this paper, ees, the compensation used in both the numerator--
Here, we are not referring to a deferral of funding for which essentially tracks actual accruals under the
benefits that will eventually accrue; rather, there is the plan--and the denominator--which is used to set the
elimination of benefits needing to be funded. In fact, to standard against which discrimination is judged--must

the extent that previous funding has relied on the be limited to the compensation cap. Lowering the cap to
higher benefit expectations before the cap reduction, $150,000 will typically have the effect of making it
there will temporarily be a degree of overfunding more likely that the tests would be failed.

(again, "real" surplus rather than the temporary For example, in the simplest instance of testing
"imaginary" surplus of the funding delay discussed potential discrimination in a plan's definition of com-
later) vis a vis the new funding target. Some plans of pensation (e.g., base pay, excluding overtime), for a

private employers might now be constrained by the full- group that includes any employees who currently earn
funding limit; others already at the full-funding limit more than $150,000, lowering the cap will increase the
will see the period of "contribution holidays" extended average ratio of included compensation for the highly
further, compensated employees without affecting the average

For national pension policy and each ratio of included compensation for nonhighly compen-

employer's own compensation policy, there are dangers sated employees. Another example arose in test compu-
lurking in this disruption of the incidence of pension tations conducted by the authors on a defined benefit
cost, when too many years elapse without any charge plan with a primary insurance account (PIA)-offset
for pensions. Strictly on the financial and actuarial benefit formula. For that plan, the general nondiscrimi-

5of course, for an isolated case that doesaggressivelypursue the compensationcap. However,any new publicemployeesafter the
rebalancing despite the direct increase in employercost (e.g., cutoffdate would have to be subject to the new compensationcap. In
preserving overallcompensationobjectivesthrough other means, addition to permitting public employersto avoidconflictwith local
such as lowerdirect compensationfor those who receivehigher laws, reliance on this special transition rule wouldsignificantly
qualifiedbenefits or contributions), the propesal's nondiscrimination minimize the immediate threat of reduced benefitexpectations,
objectivewould be satisfied. If, however,any significantsegment of although of course the reductionsremain a problemin the design of
the qualifiedplan universe were to pursue such rebalancing,it is the benefit package for newemployees.For public employers,the
doubtful that the proposal'srevenue objectivewouldbe achieved, absenceof viable alternatives for replacing "lost"amounts with

6A special transition rule that isbeing proposedfor public plans nonqualifieddeferred compensationmakes any restriction fromthe
would permit a government toessentially exempt all public cap--even if onlyfor future employees---amajorconcern.
employeesin service as of a 1995cutoffdate from the change in the
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nation test could be satisfied under the 1993 compensa- illustrations are "soft," indicating the basic pattern of
tion cap. If that compensation cap were decreased to the deferrals. For typical cases, however, the trends
$150,000, then even after taking account of lower will remain similar to those indicated by the illustra-
benefits for the high-level highly compensated employ- tions.

ees as discussed in the first section of this paper, the For the 401(k) nondiscrimination test, the
general nondiscrimination test would not have been nature of the effect of the compensation cap decrease
satisfied. 7 can be seen to shift dramatically around a breakpoint of

A plan that would have previously been about 4 percent average rate for the NHCE deferrals,
considered nondiscriminatory could therefore be more equivalent to a permissible average rate of about
vulnerable to the tests with a lower compensation cap. 6 percent for the highly compensated employees. 8 For
Depending on the circumstances, this exposure could plans below the breakpoint, with lower levels of defer-

influence design of the benefits, perhaps encouraging a ral, the effect of the compensation cap decrease is
decrease in the accrual rate for highly compensated isolated among the high-level highly compensated
employees or an increase in the accrual rate for employees (i.e., those earning over the cap). For plans
nonhighly compensated employees. Preliminary that have higher deferral rates, the shift is rather

research suggests, however, that it would be unlikely striking, the high-level highly compensated employees
that the overall effect on nondiscrimination test results are not affected at all by the compensation cap de-
would be significant for most cases, except in the crease, while lower-level highly compensated employees
instance of the special tests discussed in the following share a moderate degree of decrease in permissible
paragraph, deferral.

The special nondiscrimination test under tax

code see. 401(k) applicable to deferrals under a quali- Delay of Funding for Projected
fled cash or deferred arrangement, and the correspond-
ing special nondiscrimination test under tax code Benefits of Intermediate-Level
sec. 401(m) applicable to employer matching contribu- Employees
tions and employee contributions, merit special atten-

tion. As the following series of charts illustrate, the For defined benefit plans, the compensation cap can
effect of the compensation cap decrease will depend actually be viewed as two separate limitations: first,
largely on the average level of deferral or contribution the cap on the current amount of compensation taken
being made by or for the nonhighly compensated into account for currently accruing the pension; sec-
employees (NHCEs). For various illustrative NHCE ond--almost separately--a ceiling on the amount of
levels of deferral under a 401(k) arrangement, the projected compensation taken into account in funding
charts show the maximum amounts that could be the projected benefits expected to be earned under a
deferred for highly compensated individuals over the plan. The second aspect of the limit---the inability to
range of various compensation levels. In all instances take future increases of the cap into account in current
where the two lines diverge, the higher line indicates funding--will tend to delay the funding of some of a
the deferral amount using the 1993 compensation cap, plan's benefits. The lower funded levels that could
while the lower line indicates the deferral amount

emerge from this phenomenon must be distinguished
using the new, lower compensation cap. from the lower funding levels discussed in the first

For simplicity purposes, these ceilings assume section of this paper. Rather than lower funding
that all highly compensated employees not otherwise attributable to ultimately lower benefits, the inability
restricted will contribute at a uniform rate of compen- to project future increases in the cap means that the
sation. In practice, if some highly compensated employ- plan will have to delay the funding for benefits that will
ees contribute less than that rate, then other highly ultimately be paid. Instead of the constant rate as a

compensated employees would be able to contribute at percentage of compensation--a typical budgeting and
higher rates. Therefore, the ceilings implied by these financial objective for the employer--the pension costs

7Except in the caseofthe specialnondiscriminationtests under sec. 8This estimated 6 percent breakpointemerges due to the relationship
401(k)and 401(m)ofthe tax code,an employercouldgenerally avoid betweenthe dollar limitation on 401(k)deferrals--equal to $8,994in
exposure to this concernby operating a plan with broad coverage(i.e., 1993--and the compensationcap of$150,000. If,for example, the
not requiring applicationof the average benefitpercentage test) that cap decreasewas changedto $200,000(ona 1993-equivalentbasis),
complieswith a nondiscrimination safe harbor onthe basis ofa safe then the breakpoint for the different 401(k)effectswouldbe at an
harbor definitionofcompensation.Numerous employerswill find NHCEaverage deferral rate of about 2.5 percent correlating to a 4.5
these particular design constraints to be either too tight or simply percent permissibleaverage deferral rate for highlycompensated
inappropriate as a response toany compensationcap decrease, employees.
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will be lower in earlier years, eventually to be made up maximum deductible costs for private employers are
by higher costs in later years, directly constrained. The accounting rules for private

For a salary-related plan, generally accepted employers do not follow the lead of these funding rules,
accounting practice regards the portion of benefits requiring future compensation cap levels to be projected
arising from future compensation increases but attrib- in order to determine the costs and liabilities reported
utable to benefits that have been earned through past on financial statements. 9
service to be a current liability. Both the minimum and The identification of the employees with
maximum funding standards applicable to private respect to whom the funding must be delayed under a
plans recognize this almost as a central tenet of the

funding of a salary-related plan. With a nonprojected 9 For public employers, this issue is a subjective question of compara-

compensation cap in place, however, the funding bility and credibility, because the funding and accounting rules are
methods for purposes of the minimum funding and more flexible.
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frozen compensation cap is primarily sensitive to the is above a $17,500 threshold, that line applies only to
employees' age and secondarily sensitive to the rate of 20-year-old employees. Using a 5 percent assumed
increase anticipated for future compensation. With a increase rate, the threshold for a 35-year°old employee
3 percent anticipated rate of increase, any 20-year-old is about $36,400, for a 50-year employee about $75,800.
employee with compensation greater than about While employees above these thresholds are certainly
$40,900 are included in the group that gives rise to not uncommon, they are a significant minority, rather
delayed funding. If the anticipated rate of increase is than the pervasive majority implied by simply citing
5 percent, the 20-year-old threshold drops to about the 20-year-old threshold.
$17,500. For any 20-year-old earning less than this Two further observations tend to further dilute

threshold, funding remains unaffected by the compen- any emphasis on a threshold such as the 20-year-old
sation cap. For any 20-year-old earning between this 5 percent increase figure of $17,500. First, the effect on
threshold and the $150,000 cap, funding of a portion of funding for any employee actually earning near the
ultimate benefits is delayed because of the inability to threshold is negligible. An employee must earn about
project the cap. For 20-year-old employees earning over 10 percent higher than that threshold--in this in-
$150,000, the funding target is decreased as discussed stance, a 20-year-old at more than about $19,250--in
above in connection with lower permissible benefits, order to see a 10 percent decrease in the projected
and the portion of benefits attributable to compensation benefit obligation with respect to that employee in the
between the threshold and the cap is funded on the first year. This slope is more gradual as an employee
delayed basis, progresses through funding; for example, for the

Although worthy of serious concern with projected benefit obligation to be 10 percent lower than
respect to funding objectives, a threshold such as without a frozen cap five years into funding, an em-
$17,500 can be dangerously misinterpreted if taken out ployee would need to have a compensation about
of context. First, it should be reiterated that for employ- 30 percent higher than the basic threshold. Second,
ees between this threshold and $150,000, no actual because of the extremely low actuarial cost factors for
benefits are curtailed, presuming the continued exist- younger ages, the cost and liability implications of
ence of the plan and the continued ability of the plan employees who exceed the thresholds below around age
sponsor to meet its pension funding obligations. Second, 35 tend to have virtually no impact on the aggregate
the strong age sensitivity of the threshold cannot be results for the full plan. Although the lines are far from
ignored. While certainly the majority of the work force clearly drawn, it would not be too much of an exaggera-

Chart 9.5
Funding Effect Compensation Thresholds
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tion to generalize that any funding effect from the some, however, is the portrait of the employer that
inability to project the compensation cap tends to be would suffer most from this effect: one characterized by
restricted to the funding of portions of benefits for a young or middle-aged work force with a competitive
middle-aged employees who are highly compensated compensation structure and a low ratio of higher-paid
(i.e., in 1993 earning more than $64,245) or older employees to lower-level staff. This pattern could easily

employees who are super-highly compensated (i.e., in describe a typical professional-oriented service organi-
1993 earning more than $96,368). zation (e.g., banks, legal and accounting firms, etc.) or

On the contrary, it would be very dangerous to an industrial "hi-tech" employer. For such employers,
dismiss the funding delay as imaginary because real the reduction in the funding target can easily range
benefit decreases might not be at stake, or to minimize from 15 percent to 25 percent.
the potential danger in those cases for which the For plans with employees affected by the
demographics give rise to larger delays. In particular, it funding delay, the annual pension costs could tempo-
is worth pointing out that if a plan terminates in an rarily be materially--almost severely in some cases--
underfunded position that has been exacerbated by this affected as the plan shifts to the new funding target.
funding delay, all employees--not merely the ones over Over the long run, however, the difference in pension
even the lowest thresholds discussed above, and cost (as compared with projection of the caps) may be

certainly not merely the highly compensated employ- relatively small for an ongoing plan, as employees for
ees--are hurt, because unfunded liabilities are not whom costs need to increase to make up for previous
allocated among employees on any basis that would funding delays offset newer employees for whom
take the delay into account for the various classes of funding delays are still in the early stages. Typically,
employees, problems with severely accelerated costs attributable to

For employers in conventional businesses (e.g., this issue would emerge only in maturing plans. Such
with established, rank-and-file industrial work forces), problems will most likely occur in relatively small firms
preliminary research suggests that the reduction in the with top-heavy plans benefiting primarily aging highly
projected benefit obligation attributable solely to the compensated employees. Although any delay of funding
inability to project the $150,000 compensation cap should generally be studied skeptically and avoided if
might rarely be in excess of 5 percent. Rather trouble- at all possible, it is doubtful that this particular fund-

ing constraint would, for example, pose any immediate,
material new threat to the solvency of PBGC's insur-
ance program.
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X. Implementing Basic Tax Changes: Income Versus
Consumption Tax Treatment 1
BY RICHARD A. IPPOLITO 2

Introduction are tax exempt. Pension benefits are taxed as ordinary
income during retirement. This policy is often referred

Retirement income that is generated outside the Social to as consumption tax treatment because wages saved
Security system is financed by individuals postponing for later consumption are taxed once when they are
current consumption in favor of consumption later in spent. 3 This policy is in sharp contrast with ordinary
life, when more uncertainty surrounds their ability to income tax rules. Under income tax rules, wages saved
work. The decision concerning how much to save for later consumption are taxed once when earned, and
depends on the tradeoff between current and future again in the form of taxes on earnings during the
consumption. This tradeoff depends on at least two accumulation process. The so-called double tax biases
important factors: price and the rate of time preference, individuals toward current consumption and away from

By the "price" of postponing consumption, I postponed consumption.
mean the value of current consumption sacrificed in The Economic Relevance of "Tmo" Tax Rates
order to have an extra dollar of consumption later in

an the Same Zevel of Incomelife. The price is lower, the higher the rate of return on

investment monies. Apart from price, some individuals The compelling case for tax treatment of savings is that
attach less value to later consumption just because it the effective tax rate on wages does not depend on the
occurs in the future. High discounters attach less value period in which the earnings are used to support
to future events and thus save less. Low discounters consumption. Income tax treatment encourages work-
attach more value to future events and thus save more. ers to ignore their consumption requirements in the

Public policy is intertwined with these issues, future, a problem of special magnitude during older
Clearly, the government can increase the price of future ages when workers' productive capabilities typically
consumption by increasing taxes on savings. In effect, wane.

tax rules that penalize savings encourage low discount- One way to characterize income tax treatment
ers to act like high discounters. In addition, as long as of savings is as an extra income tax on wages at the
low discounters accept the responsibility of financing time they are earned. 4 In effect, there is a two-tier tax
part of the old-age consumption for those who do not rate. If earnings are used to support current consump-
save, they have a stake in the "free-market" savings tion, they are assessed a tax rate equal to the statutory
decisions of high discounters. This discussion first rate prescribed in the Internal Revenue Code (IRC). If
addresses the price issue, then incorporates the exter- earnings are used to support future consumption, they
nality caused by high discounters' inclination to ignore are assessed at the statutory rate plus some increment.
their need for future consumption. Consider a worker 25 years from retirement.

Suppose the real interest rate is zero. The income tax
Impact of Pension Tax Policy on the rate specified in the IRC is 33 percent. If the worker

"Price" of Future Consumption saves $1 per year in real terms over 25 years, his
after-tax pension at retirement under a consumption
tax is $16.67 ($25 minus 33 percent tax). Under income

As a general rule, contributions to a pension trust fund tax rules, if the nominal interest rate is 10 percent, the
are tax deductible to the firm, and investment earnings worker's after-tax pension is only $11.33 ($25 minus $8

1This discussion summarizes portions of my book, An Economic Department of the Treasury, 1977); N. Kaldor, An Expenditure Tax

Appraisal of Pension Tax Policy in the United States (Homewood, IL: (London: Alien and Unwin, 1955); R. Hall and A. Rabushka, The
Irwin, 1990). Flat Tax (Stanford, CA: Hoover Press, 1985); and C. Walker and M.

2 The views expressed herein are my own and do not reflect the Bloomfield, The Consumption Tax: A Better Alternative (Cambridge,

official positions of the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation. MA: Ballinger, 1987).
3 Discussions of consumption tax systems can be found in D. 4 See Richard Ippolito, An Economic Appraisal of Pension Tax Policy

Bradford, Blueprints for Basic Tax Reform (Washington, DC: U.S. in the United States (Homewood, IL: Irwin, 1990).
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in tax during accumulation 5 for a net of $17, less the the time it is earned, it is easy to compare the differ-
33 percent tax on pension income). The tax rate is not ences between consumption tax treatment and income
33 percent but 54.6 percent (chart 10.1). tax treatment of savings even assuming a zero interest

Consider two identical workers earning the rate. This approach greatly simplifies the exposition yet
same wage income, both 25 years from retirement. The retains the essence of the economic impact of pension
high discounter saves nothing and thus relies on public tax policy. In this form, I demonstrate in the appendix
support of his consumption during old age. The federal that, if consumption financed by savings is taxed
government assesses a tax rate against his wage disproportionately, workers react by spending more of
income of 33 percent. The low discounter saves a their lifetime income on consumption during their
portion of his wages to support his own consumption working years and reducing their anticipated standard
during old age. He faces two tax rates. On the portion of of living during retirement. In addition, because

his income immediately consumed he pays a 33 percent consumption is taxed disproportionately when workers
tax. On the portion he saves for consumption at age 65, are in their leisure-intensive retirement period, leisure
he pays a 54.6 percent tax. becomes more expensive; and thus the individual

In some sense, there is a special "second-tier" retires later. 6
income tax levy of 21.6 percent on top of the 33 percent Chart 10.2 shows the impact of income versus
statutory tax rate if and only if income is used to consumption tax treatment on consumption rates and
support future consumption. The second-tier tax is the retirement age. Chart 10.3 illustrates the value
higher, the higher the nominal interest rate, the higher attached to these distortions. In the latter figure, the
the statutory marginal income tax rate, and the longer demand schedules for consumption during work and
the period of accumulation, retirement years are identical. They are downsloping

By expressing income tax treatment of wages owing to diminishing marginal utility of consumption.
and savings as a two-tier tax scheme on wage income at The income tax artificially increases the cost of con-

5A contribution in theamount of$1 per year (increasedfor inflation 6If workerscan controlthe amountof workeffortduring their work
at 10percent per year) that accumulates at an after-tax rate of years, they alsowill react by taking more leisure during their career
return of6.67 percent, amounts to $207.35in nominalterms after in anticipation of less leisure later. SeeRichard Ippolito,"Income
25years. This amount expressed in real terms is $17.02.Thus, the Tax Policyand Lifetime Labor Supply,"Journal of PublicEconomics
individual has $25 minus the $8 he or she pays in taxes during the (April1985):327-347.
accumulation period.In addition, he pays the usual 33 percent tax
on his remaining $17, leaving himwith a net incomeof $11.33.

Chart 10.1
Tax Rates on Earnings Used for Current Versus Future Consumption
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Chart 10.2

Impact of Tax Treatment on Consumption and Retirement
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sumption during retirement. The distortion causes the limits in individual retirement accounts, the tax

worker to forego consumption during retirement, which advantages of pensions are limited to firm-sponsored

has relatively high marginal value, for more consump- pensions. The tax qualification rules encourage similar

tion during work years, which has lower marginal pension coverage across workers in the firm. 8 As a

value. The sum of the shaded areas represents the result, it is likely that low discounters in the firm save

reduction in welfare owing to the distortions of the tax less than their desired amount, and high discounters

on relative consumption rates, save more. If the plan pays benefits in an annuity form,

The worker reduces the magnitude of the it is likely that substantial amounts of retirement

distortion by working more periods and retiring later in income are received by high discounters who otherwise
life. On the margin, workers reduce the value of the would not have this income in a market in which

distortion by giving up leisure to obtain a lower cost of individuals decided on their own level of savings for
consumption. Thus, in equilibrium, the distortion retirement.

caused by the double taxation on savings is manifested This outcome has some positive externalities to

in both later retirement and a lower standard of living low discounters because, to the extent that some high

in retirement. 7 discounters are forced to save more than they would

otherwise, they impose less burden on low discounters

l°e#sio# Exler_tah'ty." I_cl_d]_g Some High during retirement. That is to say, if high discounters do

D($cotl_ttg_s ]_t lhg Pe_ts]o# iPla_t not save for retirement, low discounters are forced to
finance not only their own old-age consumption but also

Under current pension rules, except for small savings part of the consumption of old-age high discounters.

7 If hours worked are permitted to be a variable instead of a constant, locations, but they may not structure pension coverage so as to
it is straightforward to show that another substitution would occur award disproportionate benefits to the highly paid. See Everett T.
from leisure during retirement to leisure during work years. See Allen, Joseph J. Melone, Jerry S. Rosenbloom, and Jack L.
Richared Ippelito, "Income Tax Policy and Lifetime Labor Supply," VanDerhei, Pension Planning: Pensions, Profit Sharing, and Other
Journal of Public Economics (April 1985): 327-347. Deferred Compensation Plans, Seventh edition (Homewood, IL:

8Firms may have separate pension plans for some types of workers, Irwin, 1992).
for example, union versus white collar, and for different plant
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Chart 10.3
Consumption Distortion Created by the Extra Tax on Retirement Consumption
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To the extent that firms offer a lump-sum much as the capital stock. But part of the savings is
option in their pension plans, the forced savings effect taken in increments by the federal government for
of pensions is diminished. As high discounters change current spending, and thus only a portion of savings is
employers, they can take the lump sum and spend it actually invested in productive capital. As the capital
immediately. 9 Even if they stay until retirement, if stock falls, the capital-labor ratio, and thus overall
they take their benefits as a lump sum, high discount- wages, also fall across the economy. Thus, even though
ers are not likely to have a substantial amount left to only some individuals save, all workers benefit to some
finance retirement during older ages. extent from the capital accumulation, even if those who

save nothing themselves.

Pension Externality."Capital Stock and Wages
Consideration of Alternative Tax

The impact of imposing a second-tier tax on postponed
consumption makes it apparent that the capital stock Rules
in the economy is lower under a comprehensive income

tax. The amount of capital accumulated by retirement The obvious alternative to the current special tax
age is smaller because workers are encouraged to enjoy policy toward pensions is to equalize tax treatment on
less consumption during a shorter retirement period, all savings. This alternative can be affected in two
The observed savings rate itself would not fall by as dramatically different ways. First, the consumption tax

treatment could be extended to all forms of savings.
Second, pensions could be stripped of their special tax
status.

9 The data suggest that 88 percent of preretirement lump-sum
distributionsare rolledoverintoindividualretirementaccounts.See

J. Piacentini, "Preservation of Pension Benefits"EBRllssueBrief B2"oad Consumption Tax
no. 98 (Employee Benefit Research Institute, January 1990). I have
argued elsewhere that high discounters are most likely to quit If all savings enjoyed consumption tax treatment,
definedcontributionfirms. SeeRichard Ippolito, "Selectingand pensions no longer would be special. There would be no
Retaining High-QualityWorkers:A Theoryof401kPensions," reason for pensions to exist, except insofar as they
unpublished paper (Washington, DC: Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corportion, 1993). provided either production efficiencies for firms or
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group annuity benefits for workers, l° In general, Likely Drift in Pension Tax Policy
pension assets and coverage would fall substantially.

Individuals would be free to set up a variety of savings The probability that a consumption tax will be intro-
schema to satisfy their particular desires to save for old duced to displace the current comprehensive income tax

age. in the United States is remote. It is equally unlikely
Low discounters probably would save more that the special tax treatment of pensions would be

under this arrangement because there would be no eliminated. The trend in pension tax policy, however,
constraint on the amount of savings under a broad has gradually worked in the direction of reducing the
consumption tax. High discounters would save less. net tax advantages of pensions.
Overall capital accumulation could be higher or lower. I define the net tax advantage of pensions as
All the benefits of extending the consumption tax the total tax savings over conventional savings vehicles,
treatment to pensions would be maintained, minus the attendant regulatory costs. Some of the new

regulations impose more restrictive funding rules
Treating Pensians Libe Other Tax-Expased (particularly to defined benefit plans), and some
Saping$ Vghic/g$. enhance derivative IRC provisions for qualified plans.

These changes have encouraged the growth of defined
The obvious alternative to equalizing tax policy is to contribution plans, particularly 401(k) plans, at the
subject pensions to comprehensive income tax treat-
ment. 11In this model, pensions as an institution would expense of defined benefit plans, 12 and indirectly have

contributed to the decline in pension coverage. 13

be dramatically smaller, and the inefficiencies embed- A recent survey by the American Academy of
ded in the double tax on savings would be spread to all Actuaries shows that, during 1988-1990, 59 percent of
retirement savings. All individuals would be encour-
aged to act more like high discounters, consuming more terminations of plans with 1-24 participants mentioned

government regulation as a cause for termination,
during younger ages and less during retirement. Thus, 46 percent of those with plans with 25-99 participants,
individuals' target wealth for retirement consumption and 36 percent of those with plans with 100-499
would fall, thereby causing a reduction in the capital participants. 14
stock and wages. The growth of defined contribution plans has

Finally, since the income tax imposes a double gradually changed the main benefit form of pension
tax on all postponed consumption, it would be more payments from annuities to lump sums. For low
costly for firms to use deferred wages. Even though discounters, this trend has no important implications
pensions might be considered a useful tool to defer for retirement income. 15 High discounters who happen
wages to encourage long tenure, they would more likely to work for firms that sponsor pensions will likely
be discarded, regardless of the efficiency implications, spend their pension monies before they reach old age.18
due to their higher cost. The net decrease in the tax advantage of

10 That is, if it is important to the fu-m to discourage quitting and to 13A recent study finds that, in 1988, pension plans were offered to
encourage retirement over particular age ranges, then some almost the same percentage of the work force as in 1980, but that
pensions could survive, even though other savings vehicles also were the participation rate declined for young men. The study attributes

exempt from taxation during the accumulation period. Similarly, the lower participation rates to the spread of 401(k) plans. See W.
some pensions could be maintained if there was an advantage to Even and D. MacPherson, "Why Have Pension Coverage Rates

pooling workers for annuities. That is, pensions that pay annuities Declined during the 1980s?" unpublished paper (Oxford, OH: Miami

as the required form help workers avoid adverse selection at the University, 1993).
time of retirement and reduce the cost of individual annuities for the 14American Academy of Pension Actuaries, The Impact of Govern-

group as a whole, ment Regulation on Defined Benefit Pension Plan Terminations
11 This proposal has been made by Alicia Munnell, "Current Taxation (Washington, DC: American Society of Pension Actuaries, 1993).

of Qualified Pension Plans: Has the Time Come?" New England 15 If they leave the firm before retirement age, they can transfer the
Economic Review (March 1992): 12-25.. monies into an IRA to continue accumulating tax free until age 59.5.

12 See Hay Huggins Company, Pension Plan Expense Study for the However, if they choose to convert the monies to annuities, they face
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (Washington, DC: Pension the adverse selection and nongroup cost structures associated with

Benefit Guaranty Corporation, 1990); R. Clark and A. McDermed, individual purchase prices from insurance firms.

The Choice of Pension Plans in a Changing Environment (Washing- 16 To the extent that they leave the firm before retirement age, they
ton, DC: American Enterprise Institute, 1990); What Is the Future of likely will spend their lump sums before retirement. If they collect

Defined Benefit Pension Plans? (Washington, DC: Employee Benefit their lump sum upon retirement, they likely will spend these monies
Research Institute, 1989); and Richard Ippolito, An Economic early in retirement.
Appraisal of Pension Tax Policy in the United States (Homewood, IL:
Irwin, 1990).
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pensions may also help explain the trend toward less I specify two consumption tax rates: tN is
pension coverage in small firms. Restrictions on the applied to consumption during work years ("current

funding of higher-wage employees are not easily consumption"), and t R is applied to consumption during
circumvented by changes in other actuarial assump- retirement years ("postponed consumption"). This two-
tions in small firms. Regulatory costs are also felt tier tax scheme mimics the impact of an income tax on
disproportionately by small firms. 17 According to the investment earnings.
American Academy of Actuaries' survey, fully Recalling that utility is a log function of
58 percent of pension plan sponsors that terminated consumption and leisure, utility at age j is
defined benefit plans in the 1-24 size group did not (1) U. = log(C,) + log(L_), U(C_)' > 0, U(C_)" < 0,J J . J . J .
replace the plan with any new plan; about 33 percent of where Cj and _. are consumption and lemure dumng
those that terminated plans with 25--499 participants period j. I can assume without consequence that after
did not install a replacement plan, and 16 percent of retirement, leisure is abundant and during work years,
those with larger groups did not do so. Of the firms that it is zero. Thus,

offered a replacement plan, virtually all were defined (2) Li = 0, j=I,...,N and

contribution plans. I_ = L j=N+ 1,...,T.
There is a temptation to increase taxation on Since the wage rate and hours of work are

pensions on the assumption that pensions are de- constant over the work life, and there is neither dis-
manded predominantly by low discounters, and that, counting nor uncertainty, it is straightforward to show
despite the higher tax, these individuals will still save that the solution involves a single consumption rate

sufficiently to finance their own retirement without during work years, Cs, and a single constant consump-
imposing additional demands on the public pension tion rate during retirement years, CR. I assume that
system. But this trend in policy likely is partly to blame the wage rate per period is a constant, w. Thus, the

for the drift toward defined contribution plans and less savings rate, w - CN, is also constant during work
pension coverage. The long-run consequence of these years.
trends is that a higher portion of high discounters will The individual maximizes lifetime utility

have no private pension annuity during old age. If the (3) U = N log(C N) + [T-N][log(C R) + log(L)],
tax advantage of pensions erodes sufficiently, a larger subject to a lifetime income constraint that total
portion of low discounters will begin behaving like high consumption equals total after-tax earnings:

discounters. The encouragement to spend imposes more (4) wN = N[I+tN]C s + [T-N][I+tR]C R,
burden on a Social Security system that already is where t s and t R are the tax rates on consumption
projected to be under financial stress when the baby during work and retirement periods.
boom generation begins to enter retirement in less than It is easy to show that the solution to this
20 years, problem is characterized by the following two condi-

tions:19

Mathematical Appendix (5) CR(1 + t R) = CN(1 + tN), and
(6) Nfr = 1 / [log(CR) - log(C N) + log(L)]

In this appendix, I demonstrate the impact of eliminat- Consider the nature of the solution with

ing special tax policy on retirement savings. I can consumption tax treatment of earnings. In this model,
express the problem in a way that has a familiar the consumption tax scheme is characterized by equal
solution. 18Consider an individual with a constant real tax rates on current and postponed consumption,

wage over N working years. Suppose the hours of work tN = tR" It is apparent from (1) that consumption during
during work years are a given, and that death occurs work and retirement years are equal. The age of

retirement is solved directly from (2) using this condi-with certainty at age T. Also, suppose that utility is a
log function of consumption and leisure, tion. Using an asterisk to denote an optimal solution in
intertemporally independent and additive in consump- this case, we have:
tion and leisure. The individual's internal discount rate (7) C:N = C*R and
is zero. (8) N'fr = 1 / log(L), if tR = t N .

17SeeHay Huggins Company,PensionPlan ExpenseStudy for the 19Substituting (5) into the budget constraint (4),yields
PensionBenefit Guaranty Corporation(Washington,DC:Pension w / CN(1+tN)=T / N.
Benefit Guaranty Corporation, 1990). Finally, differentiating lifetimeutility subject to the income

18The solutionparallels the analytics ofprogressivetaxation on constraint with respect to retirement age and using 5, we have
income.SeeRichard Ippolito,"IncomeTax Policyand Lifetime w / CN(1+ tN)=log(L)+ log(CR)- log(Cs).
Labor Supply,"Journal ofPublic Economics(April1985):327--347. Combiningthese conditionsyields condition6.
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Now consider the solution if an income tax is

applied to retirement savings. In this case, the effective
tax rate on retirement consumption is higher than the

tax rate on current consumption: t R > tN. Under this
condition, it is apparent from (4) that workers reduce
retirement consumption and increase current consump-

tion, so that CR < CN. This unequal consumption
directly implies from (4) that retirement is postponed.
Using the notation i° to denote the optimal value of i,
we have:

(9) C°R < CON ;
(10) N°fr = 1 / [log(C°R) - log(C°N ) + log(L)] > N*/T,

if t R > t N.
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PARTTHREE
WHATDO PEOPLETHINKITALLMEANS?
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XI. Pension Funding and Taxation: Achieving Benefit
Security
EBRI/ERF POLICY FORUM

[Editor's note: The following discussion is based on of the reasons they tend to be so low at the lower
selected interactions and comments from the proceed- income level is low marginal tax rates on low incomes.
ings of the Employee Benefit Research Institute/ Multiply anything by a small number and it comes out

Education and Research Fund's policy forum held on being a small number. Maybe we can change the laws
May 5, 1993 at the Grand Hotel, 2450 M Street, N.W., of arithmetic and resolve that problem.
in Washington, D.C.] There is also another issue that Gordon

[Goodfellow] and I have been raising in the work that
Pension Taxation we've been doing. There is a broadly stated goal, on

some people's part, that pensions really ought to be

MIL SCHMIIT: I think this is a very important forum, dipping down into the very bottom end of the income
The papers are very, very helpful in focusing attention spectrum. If you looked at people who get to retirement
on the tax expenditure number and showing that it with a lousy earnings record throughout their career,
does include public plans. I guess we all can agree now they are people who most years of their working lives
that the methodology behind that computation of tax had very low earnings. They tend to be people who have
expenditures is somewhat faulty and could be criti- extremely erratic work habits, they do seasonal work,
cized, they have many jobs, typically with very low tenures

I'm a neutral person in this debate. But I think over their careers.

that the critics are going to keep focusing on all tax An employer-based pension tends to be propor-
tilers to see what are they getting for that tax expendi- tional. Even if you could capture somehow a portion of
ture, and it really isn't too much if you look at the low-wage workers' earnings in each and every year and
tables presented in the papers. It's certainly not a fat invest them in something that would give you a reason-
cat benefit either. It's going to middle income people, able rate of return, it is going to provide a very small
predominantly, absolute benefit in retirement--an insignificant benefit.

But if the government were to look at the tax If we need to enhance the income security of
expenditure, they would view it as a spending program, people at the very bottom end of the income spectrum,
In other words, they look at what we are getting for there has to be a more efficient way of doing that than
that expenditure. So as long as you have pension investing more money in pensions or condemning
coverage numbers that show that under $20,000, or pensions because of their failure to provide for low-
even under $30,000, which might be the median income workers.
income, workers are not really getting much benefit Now, having said that, it seems to me that
from the pension tax expenditure, it is always going to pensions are a particularly efficient vehicle for deliver-
be a subject of criticism, ing benefits to a broad cross-section of the middle

But at the same time, it's important to say, how income classes. It's regrettable that people at $20,000
do we measure that tax expenditure? To keep in mind aren't getting a tax expenditure. But I just don't think
that public plans are getting half of it, and really it it's a practical possibility.
requires a lot of sorting out, and I think today's pro-
gram, notwithstanding health insurance as being a big, MR. PAUL: Syl [Schieber] made a point in his remarks

that I think we ought to take into account as wehot topic today, it's something that we've really got to
get a grasp on. consider this question, which is that you have to factor

We really have to forge ahead and come Social Security into this as well. The lower-paid worker
together with some kind of consensus of where we agree gets a Social Security benefit that is disproportionately
and where we disagree on this one because it is very high in relation to his payroll tax, while the higher-paid
critical to the future of private pensions, worker who is getting the pension tax expenditure gets

a disproportionately low Social Security benefit in

MR. SCHIEBER: When we look at these tax expendi- relation to his payroll tax. Am I correct, Syl?
tures and their distribution, we often overlook that one

MR. SCHIEBER: That is correct.
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MIL PAUL: So I think that as we talk about this And I think, arguably, as I think you've pointed
question, we should factor that analysis into our out before, that may be exactly what has happened in
argument and make sure that, in fact, if you want to do our democratic process.
something for the lower paid worker, why don't we
simply raise the Social Security minimum benefit and MR. SCHIEBER: The problem I have with the fixation
be done with it, and stop discussing this question as on an absolute number that a specific individual might
though the private pension system should do every- get is that the number can be fairly large, and it tends
thing, to ignore what else is going on in the tax system.

The second piece that I think we should look at I think one of the problems we have had with
is that the people who earn under $20,000 are dispro- tax policy over the last 10 to 15 years is that we have
portionately younger than the rest of the population, more and more divested the interest of senior manage-
People who start out in jobs under $20,000 gravitate to ment in the pension system. We have taken their self-
higher paying jobs before their career is over. interest out of their pension plan.

And as we take their self-interest out of their
MR, SCHIEBER: In some of the other work we've pension plans, being the financially astute people that
done, we have argued that you need to focus on the they are and having fiduciary responsibilities to a lot of
accrual of pensions over a life perspective as opposed to other groups, it seems to me that there has to be a
just doing a cross-sectional snapshot because of various natural tendency to ratchet the system down.
phenomena that you mentioned. I think our fixation on these big numbers,

without consideration of other elements of the tax
MR. PIACENTINI: I think that one of the things that system, and without consideration of what happens
critics do is calculate the tax expenditure slightly when people lose interest in these endeavors has been
differently from the numbers that are presented here. If wrong-headed policy.
you start from Table 3 in your paper, that's taken from

Dallas' [Salisbury] work 1,you can calculate a per capita MR. STEUERLE: A fundamental question with
column, dividing the value of the tax expenditure by pension benefits would be to pick someone at a given
the number of tax returns in each group, with the income level to ask whether this particular tax prefer-
understanding, of course, that many individuals in the ence for that person is the best way to assess the same
lower income groups are getting no tax expenditure, amount of taxes on that person. To favor the pension
And you end up with numbers that increase very benefit you've got to come to the conclusion that it's
sharply from $15 at the low end to more than $3,000 on worthwhile to raise that person's tax rate on wages and
the high end. other capital income in order to finance the pension

I think that the critics want to focus on that benefit.

and say that fat cats do benefit disproportionately. Should that pension tax policy increase savings
Now, of course, none of that refutes a more overriding more than a lower tax rate then you might come out in
point that most of the aggregate benefit is concentrated favor of it. Were the opposite of that true, you might
in the middle income areas where you find most of the not.

tax base. This comes up when people advocate, for
I am certainly very persuaded, Syl [Schieber], instance, a consumption tax. They think a consumption

by your point that we need to look at this over the life tax results in the nontaxation of capital income, which
cycle because people do change income classes in many is often asserted to be roughly equivalent to the value
cases. And by your point that we need to look holisti- of pension tax preferences. But this raises an interest-
cally, not just at the pension tax expenditure but at ing question. Where would pensions, with their empha-
Social Security as well and, arguably, I think at the sis on encouraging saving for retirement, fit into that
whole tax system, type of world?

I recall that in an earlier paper you showed I think sometimes the pension tax issue is
that if you choose some ideal distribution of the tax really taken out of context. You really want to ask if for
burden, and then you superimpose pension tax expendi- a particular person this particular tax benefit is the
tures over that, with just a small tweak in tax rates, best way to spend the money? That is the basic effi-
you can get back to your ideal distribution of the tax ciency issue that has to be addressed.burden.

MR. SNYDER: The one point that the EBRI brief that
just came out, and other studies have shown, is that

1 Dallas Salisbury, "Pension Tax Expenditures: Are They Worth the much of the growth of the defined contribution plans isCost?" EBRI Issue Brief no. 134 (February 1993): 14.
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in what I call "second-tier plans" or "add-on plans." private plans, you ought to be looking at the tax
I've often wondered why that didn't become a expenditure for private plans. It's only about half of the

focus of those who want to go after the tax breaks that potato.
are afforded pensions. If you look at the pension as

supposedly adding a second tier of income, especially Implications of Tax and Funding
for the higher wage workers who lose Social Security
benefits as their income grows, it's not clear that the Rules on Plan Sponsorship
American taxpayer should support a third layer to that. (401 (a)(17) 2 and 415 limits 3)

MR. H1NZ: I've got a couple of observations. One, I was MR. PIACENTINI: I'd like to raise a question about
also struck with the size of the subsidy attributed to the what we call the "link" between the interest of execu-

federal plan, but it seems to me that focusing on that is rives and those of rank and file workers in company
a bit of a red herring in this debate. Assuming that pension plans. Some have argued that that link has
federal employees have some effective or reasonably been weakened as the tax benefits available to the

effective ability to discount their total compensation higher paid have eroded. And as such, the higher paid
package back to its present value, this is more of an people who tend to be decision makers are now less

accounting phenomenon than anything that has to do inspired to set up plans at their companies.
with the subsidy. My question has to do perhaps with the rela-

If we take away the tax subsidy to federal tionship between this issue and a question of whether
plans, Uncle Sam is still on the hook over the long run pensions are sort of an add-on that management grants
and, presumably, would simply adjust pay or other to workers, or the competing view, that they are
benefits over the short term. deferred pay that workers would have received if the

More defined contribution plans and more pension plan hadn't been in place?
churning in the workforce are going to give workers a I think if you subscribe to the former view, then
lot more choice in when to make their savings at those certainly this erosion in shared interest would mean

periods in their life cycle, in their career, when they pension plans would be provided much less frequently.
have higher income. On the other hand, if you subscribe to the latter

Perhaps it shouldn't concern us quite as much view, that pensions are deferred pay, I think that even
that the tilt looks like it's in those high earning years if the manager's ability to benefit personally from the
because the old paradigm of the steady accrual of a tax preference were sharply curtailed, they might still
benefit over a long career with a single employer may want to offer a pension plan as simply the most tax
be getting awfully tired as we get into the next century, effective way to compensate their employees in the

labor market.

MR. SCHIEBER: The point we were attempting to Now, of course, all of this is not relevant to
make on the federal and state and local plans is the proposals which, while purported to curtail benefits
opposite of the point you took, Richard [Hinz]. It's not only for highly paid people, in fact can reach down into
that we need to focus necessarily on these numbers and the lower paid ranks as the 415 limits can under
say the federal plans are bad. It's that you should not certain circumstances and as the proposed scale-back of
be making private pension policy when you're adding 401(a)(17) includable compensation would, as Jack
these numbers into the equation. You ought to take documented in his background paper. 4
them out.

If you want to look at the tax expenditure for MR. WRAY: I subscribe to the view that defined

2The sec. 401(a)(17)limit refers to the annual compensation limit exceeda stipulated dollar amount or, if lesser, 100percent of the
that can be consideredfor calculating benefits and contributions employee'saverage annual pay (within limits) forthe three consecu-
under qualifiedretirement plans. At the time of the policyforum, tive years of highest pay. Thedollar limit was initiallyestablished at
participants were discussing a provisionof President Clinton's $75,000,to be adjusted annually to reflect increases in the consumer
proposedbudget that wouldlower the limit from $235,840in 1993to price index(CPI).By 1982,this limit had reached $136,425.
$150,000in 1994.The provisionwasenacted as part ofthe Omnibus However,under changesmade by the TaxEquity and Fiscal
Budget ReconciliationActof 1993,which wassigned into law on ResponsibilityActof 1982,this limit was rolledback to $90,000,
August 10, 1993. beginningin 1983.It is a_usted for future increases in the CPI,

3The EmployeeRetirement SecurityAct of 1974imposed limits on reaching a level of$115,641in 1993.
the benefits and contributions that can be providedunder qualified 4See,Jack L. VanDerhei, "Implicationsof Loweringthe Compensation
plans. For a definedbenefit plan under Internal Revenue Codesec. Limit for QualifiedRetirement Plans, EBRI Notes, Vol. 14, No.5
415, the annual employer-providedbenefit for an employeecannot (Washington,DC: EmployeeBenefit Research Institute, 1993).
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contribution retirement benefits are deferred compen- more complicated. Even if you conclude that adequate

sation. When you look at the system in this context, it's replacement at retirement of earnings in excess of
clear that its success rides on offering high-paid $150,000 is not a concern of public policy, you still must
executives--especially the owners of small companies--- consider the effect of a reduction in the section
incentives to offer plans to their workers, because they 401(a)(17) limit on an employer's willingness to con-
are the people who drive the system, tinue to maintain a qualified plan.

Operating a retirement plan takes time and Without a better feel for what will happen if
costs money. If we continue to reduce the tax benefits of tax benefits are reduced, it is impossible to determine
these plans to highly paid people, they're not going to whether it makes sense to reduce the section 401(a)(17)
bother with them. Instead, they'll distribute cash limit. It is possible, however, that much of the existence
bonuses that employees can save in IRAs. I think our of qualified plans is a result of the fact that it enables
failure to connect executives to these plans is one of the employers to provide retirement benefits, which it

reasons why we've seen a net decrease in the number of desires to do for nontax reasons, while providing the
plans in the United States. employee with security against the financial failure of

the employer still without current tax on the amount
MR. CONAWAY: One thing that we do, obviously, is set aside. If it is these unique advantages rather than
dilute the incentive for an employer to maintain the the tax-free build-up of investment earnings that drives
plan in the first place. There's a reduction in the tax the existence of qualified plans, it may mean that a
benefit, in effect, change in the section 401(a)(17) will have a smaller

I think looking outside the qualified fund, effect.
there's another set of issues. Do we care, as a country,
about the security of benefits on compensation above MR. GULOTTA: I think that we're fooling ourselves if
$150,000? And I think we have a situation, where we believe that benefits in excess of 415 limits and
you're going to have benefits replaced, in effect, on a benefits based on compensation in excess of 401(a)(17)
non-qualified basis, on an unfunded basis, limits are not going to be delivered to senior executives.

That raises retirement policy issues. To the They will be. I also think that we're going to see a
extent that we care about benefits at that level as a greater interest in securing those benefits through non-
country in terms of encouraging those benefits and qualified means.
whether we care about the security of those benefits. We're creating a rift between the interests of

Companies aren't going to stop providing these the highly paid and the average plan participant.
benefits, they will just provide them on an unfunded Increased security of executive benefits will lead to
basis. Maybe we don't care. I don't know what the even less attention on funding benefits for the average
answer is, but that's going to be the fact. I've talked worker.
with several people about this proposal, and they like it I also agree with the point that it is silliness to
because it will reduce their required contributions, use those limits for purposes of determining what is

There may be an opportunity here to argue deductible and what is not deductible for funding
that there could be a secured non-qualified vehicle to purposes.

enable employers to replace these benefits on a
non-tax-favored, but secured, basis. MR. SCHIEBER: It seems that the limits are high

enough that benefits above them will be delivered.

MR. HALPERIN: It seems to me that with respect to There has been a fairly long-term trend, with these

the section 401(a)(17) limit, you have to distinguish limits gradually creeping downward. Certainly one of
between its effect on current benefits and the effect on the CBO [Congressional Budget Office] options--not a

future funding. The effect on future funding can be recommendation--they always point out--is to go
pretty silly, ahead and lower the 415 limits to the Social Security

I see no argument against being able to project taxable maximums. I submit at some juncture the limit
increases in both the section 415 and 401(a)(17) limits is going to get low enough that the people in the
in order to estimate what the limits will be at the time corporation are going to look at the magnitude of the
of retirement. The result of a failure to do so is to allow liability, that they're not able to fund, and it is un-

a defined contribution plan to be funded much faster doubtedly going to affect benefits.
We're not just talking about senior-levelthan a defined benefit plan designed to provide compa-

rable benefits. That seems to me to be clearly executives. There are some companies already where
ridiculous, sizable numbers of average income people are being

As to the effect on current benefits, the issue is affected.
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MR. GLAZE: The overall objective of the reconciliation may be difficult to insist on legislation with no transi-
bill, at this point, is to focus the tax hits, if you will, on tion rules.

those who are the most wealthy. That is, of course, the I'm not sure how where you're trying to
theme of this revenue raising provision, toughen a funding rule with respect to an existing

But I think there are a lot of influential people unfunded liability, you get from X to Y without a
in the pension area who understand that the way the transition period.
pension system works is that if you take away the

incentives for the more wealthy taxpayers in the MR. GULOTrA: I agree. From a practical point of
pension system, then you tend to squeeze the middle view it would be difficult to implement legislation that
income and the lower income guys out of their pension does not address transitional issues, including signifi-
plans. You don't provide the incentive for the more cant unfunded liabilities that exist today.
wealthy people to sponsor plans. And that is a concern. We don't want to increase the cashflow burdens

I think that the 401(a)(17) issue has some of of corporations that are on a financial brink. I under-

that effect. I'm not sure how much. I have one pension stand that fully. I think what Congress should move us
expert who I talk to in my state of Arkansas who says toward is opposed to liberal transition rules.
that this proposal will shut down 40 percent of his

small business pension plans. That seems rather MIL HINZ: Maybe we ought not to focus only on
dramatic to me. If that were the case nationwide, it overfunded and underfunded defined benefit plans. I
would certainly be a disaster. But I'm not sure I know suspect there are a number of circumstances where we
that would be the case at this point. I have no idea. It's still see underfunded defined benefit plans that are not
hard to measure the impact that some of these provi- getting much funding, and fairly significant contribu-

sions have on the middle and lower income people. It's tions to 401(k) plans and other types of arrangements
very hard to educate members, taxpayers, and the from the same employer.
voters about the impact. An alternative solution to some of these

problems is to aggregate all of the plans in the firm and

Private Pension Plan Funding prevent significant cash going into 401(k) plans until
defined benefit plans have been funded.

MR. SNYDER: Mike Gulotta mentioned varying
contributions over the cycle of the corporation. That Public Pension Plan Funding
would conflict with our goals to enhance funding in
underfunded plans. Would you exempt underfunded MR. MADDEN: We deal with about 150 public funds.
plans from cyclical contributions? One, there are limits, in many cases, on what these

state entities or public funds can invest in. In the past
MR. GULOTrA: I would give them the opportunity to they were extremely restrictive and they still exist. For
fund when they are in the part of their business cycle example, in the State of Mississippi there is a
which enables them to do so and not limit the contribu- 35 percent limit on investing in equities. In one case we
tions to, say, 25 percent of compensation, demonstrated to them that they could save $100 million

over the next 10 years if they would just change the
MR. SNYDER: If our goal is to have underfunded investment restriction, but the legislative block was so
plans speed up their funding, then we'd like to see them big that they opted not to. More commonly, investments
contribute each year. in equities are limited to a maximum of 60 percent.

With one major pension fund in the Midwest,
MR. GULOTTA: I don't think you want to create a we saw assets grow dramatically through the '80s as
straightjacket situation that requires funding in each they went from 20 percent to 40 percent in equities. I
and every year. If a sponsor is permitted to fund three wrote a report that said the plan is extremely well
years' worth of contributions in year one, then clearly funded and was told to take that out of the presentation
participants are better off than if the contribution had because the press would get a hold of it and criticize the
to be spread over three years. If you give underfunded actuary because the same amount of money continued
plans greater flexibility, the system is better off. to be contributed through all of those times.

MR. CONAWAY: Perhaps it's incompatible with the MR. SNYDER: GAO [General Accounting Office]

voluntary tax-based retirement system to insist on high recently looked at the funding levels of a fairly large
standards of achievement in terms of social goals. It sample of state and local plans covering about
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70 percent of assets in the plan universe. We found that interesting conflict. The Accounting Standards Board is
there is wide distribution in funding. About one-third of about to issue an exposure draft in which they're going

the plans are 100 percent funded, while another to change the position held previously which was that
60 percent are over 50 percent funded but not state and local governments must report public plan
100 percent funded. At the other extreme, under financial data using a consistent actuarial method to
10 percent of these plans are very poorly funded, value their liabilities. The revised exposure draft will
Portland, Oregon has one fund for firemen and police let state and local governments use whatever method
that is 2 percent funded, and they understand that they they want to use, which will add a lot of complexity to
have a pay-as-you-go system, interpreting financial statements. To answer Dave's

I'd just like to point out that Portland is a local [Lindeman] first question, the risk of bankruptcy is
jurisdiction that does not contribute to Social Security. there in Bridgeport, Connecticut and Kalkaska,
They are avoiding the Social Security tax, and they are Michigan.
avoiding pension contributions. There is a free lunch
somewhere for a short period of time, but there is going MR. FOY: The District of Columbia, in the late 1960s
to be a catch-up, hired a very large number of police officers because of

There is also a group of seriously underfunded riots and growth of the city. The pension fund was pay-
state plans in West Virginia, Oklahoma, and Maine. as-you-go, so they didn't have to put any money aside
There are a number of local government plans, includ- for those police officers. Twenty years later comes,
ing the District of Columbia, that are not very well suddenly you've got policemen retiring at a rapid rate,
funded, and all of a sudden their pension cost, which is pay-as-

you-go, is going through the roof. So when the govern-
MI_ SCHMITr: Public pension plans are entitlements, ments don't prefund and don't pay for the benefits as
and future legislators can renege on the deals that were they accrue, they're going to get burned later.
made by previous legislators. In the case of Oregon,
maybe the benefits will have to be reduced because MR. SCHMITT: I agree that funding public plans
there isn't any funding, makes sense from an accounting, budgetary, and

I think it's important that when we criticize the intergenerational tax equity standpoint.
funding of federal pensions or state and local pensions
we recognize that these promises can be changed. It's MR. SCHIEBER: The federal government, hopefully,
going on right now with the federal plan in the budget is an employer in a relatively unique position. At some
reconciliation process where Congress might be cutting juncture, the accrued liabilities under these plans have
back on cost-of-living increases, to be paid.

On one hand we might argue that the plans are The one thing that would be valuable in terms
generous, but on the other hand, you're at the whim of of funding the federal plans is that people would realize
Congress or the state legislature to keep those benefits the true cost of the plans. Issues could then be debated
in the future. That's a big question mark now. in a timeframe when people could make adjustments. If

we don't adjust these plans until people get to retire-
MR. LINDEMAN: Should we care about public pen- ment and present us with the liabilities, then for all of
sion plan funding?. You have funding rules because you the people who worked under the plans there is no time
want to diversify the assets backing pension funds to to save enough to make up for losses.
minimize risk, especially from insolvency. You do it for
greater recognition of the costs up front. Also, employ- MR. SCHMITT: I think they're adjusting to the cost
ees want it as a way of protecting their accrued benefit, issue now. I think we are seeing the end of the rainbow

with the generosity of federal plans.
MR. SNYDER: I think it's good financial practice to
pay your bills when you accrue them. MS. LISTON: I think, certainly, on a state plan basis

those adjustments have been happening for a while

MR. LINDEMAN: I'm asking if you think there's a because you've got different layers of benefits, you have
significant bankruptcy risk on the part of state and people in tier 1, tier 2, tier 3. And a lot of the remaining
local governments? I'm also asking if you think the unfunded liabilities in these plans is attributable to the
accounting rules are forcing the recognition of the tier i employees, and it is being funded. It's not being
future costs in any way? necessarily added to at the same rate that it was. So

the problems are being recognized and dealt with in
MR. SNYDER: Well, the accounting rules are an many cases.
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MS. KORCZYK: I think it is very important to fund Things that can't be done in a Draconian way by
state and local government plans for reasons that are private employers to strip away instantaneously past
qualitatively different from federal plans. State and benefit promises for prior service, can be stripped away
local tax bases are mobile, and the federal tax base very, very quickly in the public sector.
essentially isn't very mobile. So you're getting at not Benefit security is the strongest reason that
only an intergenerational mismatch between who is plan participants and beneficiaries should want public
paying and who is benefiting from the government pension promises advance funded.
spending, but you're also going to have some

intragenerational mismatches. States don't have a way MR. SNYDER: The overriding theme is benefit
of going after you if you lived in Minnesota in 1963 and security, the issue of ERISA-fying public sector plans is
now you live in California. There's really no way of something that concerns state and local governments. I
finding you to fund the liability based on the services might add that ERISA protections have appeal when
you received in 1963. you look at vesting provisions and the other protections

Another important reason for funding the state that private sector workers have for those tax breaks. I
and local plans is the lack of the legal safeguards that emphasize that it's a disproportionately low level of
ERISA imposes on private plans. The benefits aren't protection that many public sector workers have.
inherently as secure. However, we must ask, '%Vhat does the taxpayer think

about pre-funding pensions?" There was a recent
MS. RAPPAPORT: I support funding for all the election in Newfoundland where the candidate ran on

reasons stated, and I think there is an additional issue: the platform of cutting $70 million out of the pension
the demographics of the population. At exactly the plan. That is, using contributions to balance the
same time that all of these benefits are going to have to budget. He won overwhelmingly and is taking that as a
be paid out, even if the groups don't go bankrupt, mandate--cut pension promises.
there's going to be an increased demand for all sorts of

public services because of the population aging, and Economically Targeted Investmentsthat's going to be extremely difficult.

MR. SALISBURY: The federal government could MR. GULOTTA: In New York, Governor Cuomo is
extend funding requirements to public plans. Back appealing the court decision that the Controller has the
when National League of Cities v. Usery came down in responsibility for selecting the funding method. The
the LEAA [Law Enforcement Assistance Association] obvious intent is to go to a lesser cost funding method.

cases, there was a strong argument that it was not Also, there seems to be a trend toward what
possible for "ERISA-fication" of public plans. There are called "ETIs" or economically targeted investments.
have been Supreme Court cases since then that go in What's the impact of ETIs on the funded status of the

the opposite direction. It might be politically infeasible, plans?
but it is not legally infeasible. Whether or not federal,
state, and local plans should be pre-funded increasingly MS. LISTON: We have not been asked to analyze
has to rest on the issues of intergenerational transfers economically targeted investments. One plan is doing
and long-term liabilities, so with a very small portion of their fund and they

If Ross Perot really wants to focus on "the true realize that it's almost the same as venture capital.
federal deficit," in terms of what has been committed to They have made the decision that they want to invest a
people that taxpayers will have to pay, he should not certain portion of the fund in economically targeted
stop with the outstanding bonds of the federal govern- investments. They've decided that they're willing to
ment. He should add to that the unfunded liability of risk a lower rate of return on that for the social good.
Medicare. He should add the unfunded liability of They are very aware of what they're doing.
Social Security. He should add the unfunded liability of
military and federal pensions. By rough estimates, he'd MI_ GRANT: If an ETI has a lower rate of income
get to $15 trillion before he even moves to state and return on an investment, they're not being done
local governments and other entitlements programs, properly. There's a good body of evidence that indicates

That's a lot of promises out there that taxpay- that ETIs are competitive. In many cases, ETIs return
ers will have to pay for or promises will have to be a higher rate of return than similar assets in the class.
broken. Benefit cutback rules that do apply to private AS long as they have a competitive return, they're not

sector plans do not currently apply to state and local having any negative impact on funding and could be
plans or to military and civil service retirement plans, positive.
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MR. MADDEN: We've been asked by a number of our at this point, for Congress and the administration to
public funds what we think about ETIs. We look at it on look at ways to make those types of investments
a pay now or pay later basis. You can increase local attractive. And, hopefully, that would be the course
taxes to pay for infrastructure, or you can take it out of that we would be set upon at this point.
the pension fund and possibly increase taxes later to
make up the benefit. MR. K&SS: I am struck by the prospect of an increas-

ing tension between fiduciary standards and conditions
MR. HEALEY: I have two comments on ETIs. First, I on the continued availability of tax preferences.
spend about half of my time with public pension funds, To open up the investment process more to
and I would underscore that we may be understating infrastructure investments where the benefits socially
the amount of pressure on all of the large public are not just incidental but potentially primary does not
pension funds for economically targeted investments, appear to be an immediate risk to the system. However,
The funds inherently operate in a very political envi- I do think that the pressure will increase, or the tension
ronment. Governors and treasurers of states get will increase, between fiduciary standards, and the
reelected because voters like what they do. Economi- desire of lawmakers to see this very large pool of capital
cally targeted investments get page one news. The deployed in ways that are viewed as benefiting the
pressure, I submit, is astonishing, and it's going to economy generally, and perhaps benefiting the economy
increase, in ways that investments in publicly traded securities

Second, the better question is: '_/hose money is don't.
it really?" Is it the money of the pensioners who are I think a potential source of concern is that the
going to get it, or is it the money of the taxpayers who continued availability of the tax benefits favoring
provided it initially? pension plans will somehow be connected to the relax-

Massachusetts, Wisconsin, Colorado, and ation of what have been historic standards of prudence.
others, have a decade-long history of very attractive I think that's a risk that we need to pay close attention
returns on economically targeted investments. But you to over the next decade.
have Kansas and Oregon and probably a number of

others who have records of hundreds of millions of Saving for Retirement
dollars lost in a 12-month period from poorly conceived

or fraudulently conceived economically targeted invest- MR. IPPOLITO: There are two kinds of people in this
ments, life: high discounters and low discounters. High dis-

counters don't care about the future and don't save.
MR. SCHIEBER: About three or four years ago I was Low discounters care about the future and tend to save.

in China for a pension conference. In the municipal If high discounters don't save, low discounters know
sector, they're starting to set up a centralized Social that they're going to have to finance their own retire-
Security program and many of the employers want to ment consumption and contribute to support the
establish pension programs. One of the problems they consumption of the high discounters as well.
have with their pensions is that all of the deferred Karen Ferguson [executive director of the

monies are invested in socially desirable investments, Pension Rights Center] is concerned that the high
and they are getting abnormally low rates of return, discounters aren't going to have enough income when
They tried to figure out how they could get completely they get older. She wants to find a way to get them
out of the social investing scheme, more income.

I am less concerned about high discounters. I
MR. GRANT: It argues for a diversification of the think they should be faced with the consequences of

fund. Neither is the right solution. All or nothing, their own proclivity to avoid savings. Though I am
Neither is the right solution, disproportionately concerned with low discounters, I

come to the same conclusion as Karen: we need to be
MR. GLAZE: The issue is whether this is a voluntary concerned about the trend toward defined contribution

or involuntary requirement to make funds invest their plans. First, high discounters will evade savings in
dollars in infrastructure. My sense is that we're not 401(k) plans. Second, they will spend their pension
ready to push forward with legislation that would monies long before they grow old.
require pension funds to have a certain percentage of The problem with the defined contribution]
their dollars invested in public infrastructure. I can't 401(k) plans is that it is very easy to opt out or lump
see that today we would make pension funds spend out. People who change jobs tend to take the lump sum;
their money a certain way. I think that it is incumbent, and only between 12 percent and 25 percent of the
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people who take a pre-retirement lump sum avail choose their jobs for a lot of reasons, and thus high
themselves of the opportunity to roll it over into an IRA discounters may end up in a pension job. This is not an
to evade the excise tax on the distribution, optimal outcome because they'd prefer to have the cash.

Furthermore, even if high discounters stay in But low discounters benefit because fewer high dis-
the firm until age 58 or 62, I think it's pretty apparent counters will require income assistance when old.
to most of us that a high discounter isn't going to sit In regard to the former point, I think the
down and say, "Oh, I think I'm just going to arrange my individual discount rate would have to be correlated

monies so I'll have an annuity for life." I think it's more positively with income level and wealth. If you have a
likely that they're going to spend the money while high discount rate, you're not going to want to invest in
they're young-old, as Emily Andrews likes to talk, and either physical or human capital. You're not going to go
have none left when they're old-old, to school or engage in training, et cetera. As a conse-

I yearn for a world in which we could let quence, high discounters are much more likely to have
everyone have their free choice, and if everyone had to low income.

face the consequences of their apathy, it's clearly the For some people this rationale doesn't work
optimal solution. But we live in a world in which the because, for example, their parents might force them to
savers face the consequences of spenders' rash go to school. So even though they have a high discount
behavior, rate, they end up with a college education and earn a

It's nice to be cavalier about the idea that we're little bit more. I think some of the people in this room
losing pension coverage and having more people might have some friends who fall into that category.
covered by plans that are going to provide lump sums They earn a fair amount of money, but they never keep
rather than annuities. But I think that the low dis- it. The United States is unique in the world for having
counters are going to have face the consequences in the no savings at low income levels. In other countries they
long run of less retirement income being delivered by have savings at all income levels. People who study
the pension system. It means that there's going to be savings behavior across the world attribute the zero
more pressure on the public systems at the very point savings to the fact that all our social programs are
at which we're expecting the Social Security system to means-tested in the United States. These rules discour-

already be under significant financial pressure, age people at low income levels from accumulating
wealth. Elsewhere in the world, you have no choice but

MP_ PIACENTINI: I have one comment and one to save something. Otherwise, how are you going to live
question for Dick [Ippolito]. First, I wonder whether when you get old?
there is some kind of meaningful relationship between

income levels and behavior. That is, in terms of MI_ WRAY: The data you quoted does not include
affordability, if you can't afford to save for your retire- people who chose to leave their money in their
ment, that might make you behave like Dick's "high employer's plan, people who roll their money over into
discounter." However, contrary to Dick's characteriza- other qualified plans, or people who use their lump-sum
tion, it's not so much that you don't want to save for distributions in ways that enhance their future secu-
your retirement, but it's that you find it difficult, rity, such as paying down debt or purchasing a primary

Second, Dick, what, if any, effect on this residence. According to a Gallup study commissioned by
analysis would you presume from access to credit the Profit Sharing Research Foundation, 61 percent of
markets? If you have a defined benefit pension that people who receive lump sums save their money in one
doesn't offer you a lump sum, and you're a ''high way or another. Approximately 30 percent roll their
discounter," you may reach retirement with more money over into IRAs.
savings than you would have chosen on your own. But 401(k) plans are one of the most efficient ways
if you have access to credit markets, you could borrow for individuals to save because they can invest their
and end up there with more debt somewhere else. So money in professionally managed portfolios. For some
you're in the same net position that you would have people, unmatched 401(k) plans alone may not be
been if your participation in the pension plan had been enough to ensure retirement security, but they do offer
voluntary, a good way to save for the future.

MI_ IPPOLITO: Well, I think we don't have to worry MR. SALISBURY: EBRI just got some preliminary
about the latter point because high discounters, by tabulations from the Internal Revenue Service. The

definition, don't save, and thus have no collateral to 1990 income tax returns reported $126 billion as lump-
secure borrowing. In a perfect world, a high discounter sum distributions; $76 billion of that was rolled over.
would never work for pension firms. In reality, people About 25 percent of all individuals who got a
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lump-sum distribution chose to roll over the lump-sum have on your own directly with the mutual fund, for
distribution; 75 percent chose not to roll it over, ac- example.
counting for about $50 billion that was taken directly The problem with all of the voluntary systems
into income. There are some low discounters out there, is that there is an externality. With more flexibility in

pensions, we get more freedom in the short run. Low
MR. WI_AY: The issue really is how much leakage the discounters get a chance to save more, and in the short
system can tolerate. It's clear that most lump-sum run are better off. But in the long run, we have to
distributions are maintained in tax-deferred status, realize that there is an increasing portion of the
and, as I said earlier, a lot of people leave their money population that is going to end up with no savings,
in their employer's plan or roll it over into other which implies a higher burden for low discounters in
qualified plans. Perhaps more important is data from a the long run.
new Gallup study commissioned by John Hancock that
shows that people won't contribute to 401(k) plans if MS. KORCZYK: We know that pension coverage is
they can't have access to their money before they retire, closely correlated with income and real income growth
even though most don't take advantage of that access, virtually evaporated during the 1980s. As a result, the

pension system has stagnated. And so long as society
MR. GOODFELLOW: I'd just like to take issue with keeps tinkering with the pension system to improve
the statement that the returns to the 401(k) plans are coverage, we're pushing on a string.
so good because the money is professionally managed. We need to look at the whole tax system
If people manage their own money, they tend to put it together. We need to restart economic growth before
in low-risk investments, the pension system is going to get back in shape.

The Wyatt Company has a survey in which
50 percent of the money is in GICs [guaranteed invest- MS. ANDREWS: Dividing the world into savers and
ment contracts]. There's a concern, at least in the spenders oversimplifies the matter. We need to focus on
benefits community, that people are going to have less the specific uses of funds in particular situations. For
at the end than they would if that money were put in example, it is an oversimplification to ignore the life-
DB [defined benefit] plans, cycle aspects of saving and investment. In particular,

younger persons who do not roll over their lump-sum
MR. WRAY: Professionally managed doesn't mean distributions still may be savers. Incentives to save
wisely allocated. 401(k) plans allow people to invest differ at different ages. Younger persons who are savers
more efficiently than they can on their own because may use their lump-sum distributions to pay for a down
they benefit from the professionally managed payment on a home or to finance further investment in
aggegration of money. For example, GICs offer much education.
better returns than bank savings accounts. Such possibilities point to the need for a

continuing source of empirical evidence with which to
MR. GOODFELLOW: If the alternative is a passbook analyze the actual uses of lump-sum distributions.
savings account and a 401(k) plan, you're correct. But if Current Population Survey benefit supplements
the difference is between a 401(k) plan and the provide such evidence. These data tell us how funds are
DB plan, DB plans will do better, used upon distribution and the age at which the

distribution occurred. We must carefully study the
MR. CON&WAY: Dick [Ippolito], in the current investment patterns of different age groups before we
situation the availability to save for an individual is casually divide the population into savers and
contingent largely on the type of plan and the level of spenders.
benefit that the employers set up. The sense I was
getting from your comments was that you might not MR. IPPOLITO: The existence of dichotomous savings
look adversely at a situation where the employer is, in behavior, while oversimplified in a model with low and
effect, taken out of the arrangements and the tax- high discounters, should provide some motivation to the
favored vehicles are available at the individual level, staffers on the Hill who have perpetrated a lot of these

changes in the law that have discouraged defined
MR, IPPOLITO: The employer linkage doesn't make a benefit plans in the U.S. I think the motivation has
lot of sense, particularly when you're talking 401(k) been that they're trying to keep the higher income
plans. You're just running through an agent to get people from getting too many of the benefits of pen-
access to a savings vehicle that, presumably, you could sions. Ironically, people at the low income levels who

ordinarily wouldn't be doing much saving are going to
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end up with less retirement income in the long run. programs. They had the effect of providing secure,
Low discounters are probably going to still have a fair stable, and relatively high levels of retirement income
amount of income when they're old regardless of the for rank and file workers, high discounters and low

laws enacted by Congress. That's the point, discounters included.

MR. LINDEMAN: I suggest that we don't forget that MR. PAINE: There's some way out of this. If you think
individuals can dissave by borrowing against their of a typical defined benefit system, it has invested in
home or otherwise. To what extent should we also long-term securities, usually with a significant percent-

constrain that behavior--borrowing--to achieve some age of equities. When we get to that moment when
greater amount of self-protection from spenders? To someone retires, nothing happens. Instead, the funds
what extent does it make sense, either in that context continue to be invested for the long term, and we pay
or under current law, to force lump sums to be the benefit out. I see the dilemma when you say, '%Vell,
annuitized? And doesn't that just lead to greater tax if we do this on a defined contribution basis, doesn't

arbritrage given the deductibility of home equity loans? this mean that we don't have a way to keep investing"
-- at least if the individual has any responsibility over

MR. KASS: Concerning the investment behavior of it. And besides which, when he gets to old age, then the

participants in defined contribution plans, I think it is risk of making the short-term wrong decision gets to
likely to continue to be the case, for a variety of rea- ruin part or all of what was the good, long-term accrual
sons, that defined contribution plan participants will period. I wonder if we haven't missed a bet by not
exhibit different investment behaviors than agents of looking at the annuity market as a way to solve this

defined benefit plans do, whatever their level of sophis- problem.
tication. Partly it's a function of the fact that the I've seen some of these systems of variable
defined benefit plan exists in perpetuity and can adopt payment. For example, let's assume someone invested
a consistent investment posture through time that an in a portfolio during active employment which was one
aging participant in a defined contribution plan can't, of these long-term investment systems. Let's further
And, obviously, that participant will be exhibiting a assume that there was an annuity portfolio that
higher liquidity preference, among other conservative matched it. Let's assume that the unit price to buy this
tendencies, as that participant ages, so that the realiz- annuity would go up and down with the value of that
able investment returns over a working lifetime will portfolio.
never, in the best of circumstances, approach those that One person would get out of his defined contri-
at least are projected in defined benefit plans, bution plan when the values were high and so was the

Therefore, we face the inescapable prospect of annuity price. Someone else would go out when the

replacement ratios declining even if contribution rates values were low, but so would be the annuity price. If
in defined contribution plans approximate those that we can have a unit price system and two equal portfo-
are being experienced in defined benefit plans, which lios, we can extend to the defined contribution saver the
have higher expected rates of return. This presents an same idea of a defined benefit plan that, in effect, uses
enormous dilemma. On the one hand, workforce the same investment pre- and post-retirement.

mobility and other issues clearly favor portability of So I think there are ways to do it, but we don't
pension benefits. The only scheme that can feasibly seem to be investigating those. And with the increasing

provide portable pension benefits is a defined contribu- emphasis on defined contribution plans, which we've all
tion scheme. For that reason, among others, these plans acknowledged is occurring, I think we need to pay more

are likely to grow in popularity, attention to that. For without some kind of a lifetime
On the other hand, defined contribution plans income guarantee with some mortality underwriting

are likely to erode through time the level of wealth that taking place, then I'm not sure the private pension
individuals carry into retirement. You can be the lowest systems are doing what this government tax support is
discounter in the world and find yourself poorer than asking for it to do.

you would have been in the traditional defined benefit
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Appendix A: PBGC Reform Proposed in Retirement
Protection Act of 1993
BY CELIA SILVERMAN, PAUL YAKOBOSKI,AND KATHY STOKES MURRAY

Introduction est, to reduce the minimum contributions required in
future years. Although the 1974 rules were designed to

In response to concern regarding the Pension Benefit reduce underfunding, many plans continued to have
Guaranty Corporation's (PBGC) long-term financial plan liabilities in excess of plan assets. This often
health, Secretary of Labor Robert Reich appointed last occurred because the plans were able to amortize new
March an interagency task force to examine the issue liabilities, created by plan amendments, over a period
and recommend any necessary changes. The task force of 30 years.

included representatives from the National Economic The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
Council, the Office of Management and Budget, and the 1987 (OBRA '87) established additional minimum

Departments of Treasury, Commerce, and Labor, as funding requirements for plans covering more than
well as PBGC. The task force's recommendations are 100 participants that are not at least 100 percent
contained in the Clinton administration's Retirement funded for current liabilities. In general, the current
Protection Act of 1993, which was submitted to Con- liability is the plan's liability determined as if the plan

gress on October 26. were to terminate today. A plan's unfunded current
PBGC was created under the Employee Retire- liability is calculated by subtracting the actuarial value

ment Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) to of assets, less the credit balance in the funding stan-
strengthen retirement security by guaranteeing some dard account, from the current liability. Plans that
benefits for employer-sponsored defined benefit pension have an unfunded current liability based on thiscalculation must pay an additional minimum funding
plan participants. Although PBGC has always operated contribution called the deficit reduction contribution.
with a net deficit, recent large terminations have
increased the agency's net deficit to $2.7 billion for Although the OBRA '87 modifications undoubt-
1992. PBGC acknowledges that it is not in any immedi- edly increased the minimum funding requirements for

ate danger of financial failure, as it has positive cash many underfunded plans, there were several provisions
flow. However, the proposals in the Retirement Protec- that allowed some underfunded plans to (legally)
tion Act are designed to deal with its problems while circumvent the law's objective. The new proposal

they are still manageable. 1 They address four main focuses on improving underfunded defined benefit
areas: funding, premiums, compliance, and participant plans' funding status by attempting to change these

provisions, accelerating funding for underfunded plans,
protection, and removing some impediments to provide additional

Funding funding'First,the new proposal would strengthen the
deficit reduction contribution by accelerating funding of

ERISA required all pension plans subject to its mini- certain liabilities (referred to as "new" liabilities)
mum funding requirements to establish a "funding accrued after the effective date of OBRA '87. The new

standard account" that provides a comparison between liability is funded at a rate of 30 percent per year for
actual contributions and those required under the plans with a funding ratio (assets divided by current
minimum funding requirements. The main purpose of liabilities) less than or equal to 35 percent. For every

the funding standard account is to provide some percentage point by which the funding ratio exceeds
flexibility in funding by allowing contributions greater 35 percent, the percentage of unfunded new liability
than the required minimum, accumulated with inter- recognized declines by 0.25 percent. The proposal would

increase the current 35 percent threshold to 60 percent.
Current law allows, but does not require,

employers to recognize benefit increases negotiated in
1 For a comprehensive discussion of the issues concerning the Pension collective bargaining immediately for funding purposes.

Benefit Guaranty Corporation's financial solvency, see Paul

Yakoboski, Celia Silverman, and Jack VanDerhei, EBRI Issue Brief The proposal would require that negotiated benefit
no. 126, "PBGC Solvency: Balancing Social and Casualty Insurance increases be treated as if they were benefit increases
Perspectives" (Employee Benefit Research Institute, May 1992). amended to the plan at the time of the collective
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bargaining agreement, subject to a penalty.
The proposal also attempts to correct an aspect The proposal also includes several provisions

of the OBRA '87 minimum funding requirements that intended to remove impediments to funding by elimi-
in many cases minimized the impact of the deficit nating the excise tax on some nondeductible contribu-
reduction contribution. Under the OBRA '87 calcula- tions and repealing quarterly contributions for fully
tions, a plan's gains are counted twice: once in the funded plans.
value of the assets used to calculate the plan's All funding proposals would be effective for
underfunded position when determining the deficit plan years beginning in 1995 and would include benefit
reduction contribution and again as an amortization increases negotiated in 1993 and 1994. Transition rules
credit used to reduce the minimum required contribu- would also be provided for up to a seven-year period.
tion under the funding standard account. The proposal The transition rule would vary according to the plan's
attempts to correct this problem for underfunded plans funding ratio--generally limiting the required contribu-
by eliminating the double counting of gains, tion to an amount that would increase the plan's

Current law allows plan sponsors to select funding ratio by three percentage points annually for
interest rate assumptions within a corridor of plans with a funding ratio of 75 percent or less and
90 percent to 110 percent of the four-year weighted 2 percent for plans with a funding ratio of 85 percent or
average of interest rates on 30-year Treasury securities greater. Plans with a funding ratio between 75 percent
for the purposes of calculating current liability. Plan and 85 percent would be required to contribute an
sponsors are also able to choose their own mortality amount that would increase the funding level by
tables. This flexibility in assumptions allows plan between 2 percent and 3 percent.
sponsors to reduce current liability by maximizing

interest rate assumptions (within the corridor) and Premium Reforms
choosing a set of mortality rate assumptions that will
result in a reduced value of plan liabilities. The pro-

Premiums consist of a flat rate charge of $19 perposal would reduce the upper bound of the interest rate
corridor to 100 percent of the weighted average and participant and a variable rate charge for underfunded
mandate the use of a single specified mortality table, plans of $9 per $1,000 of unfunded vested benefits. The

Since the implementation of the OBRA '87 variable rate payment is capped at $53 per participant.
modifications, it has been observed that, even with the The proposal would eliminate this cap over a three-year
additional funding required by the deficit reduction phase-in period. Premium payments would thus rise for
contribution, plans with a heavy concentration of some underfunded plans. The goal of this change is to
retirees relative to the number of active participants provide underfunded plans with an increased incentive
may find themselves in a position where benefit to reduce their underfunding while allowing them time
payments exceed the minimum required contributions to adjust to the change.
to the plan. The proposal provides for a plan solvency
rule that would require payment of quarterly contribu- Compliance Reforms
tions by underfunded plans with insufficient cash and
marketable securities to pay for three years' worth of The proposal would give PBGC the means, other than
pension distributions to bring plan assets up to this plan termination, to protect the funding of pension
sufficient level. The disbursements include administra- benefits from potentially threatening corporate transac-
tive expenses, benefit payments, and a portion of lump- tions. Toward this end, the proposal would enable
sum distributions and annuity purchases and are based PBGC to obtain a court order requiring that departing
on the lesser of disbursements made during the previ- controlled group members 2 remain responsible for
ous 36 months or three times the distributions made pension underfunding for a limited time or post secu-
during the last 12 months. The proportion of lump-sum rity for part of the liabilities; require plans under-
distributions and annuity purchases that will be funded by more than $50 million to provide advance
included in this calculation would be tied to the funding notice of transactions that may negatively impact
ratio, decreasing proportionately as the funding ratio pensions; require employers, in addition to plan admin-
increases. Plans that are required to make the plan istrators, to inform PBGC of "reportable" events such as
solvency contribution but do not do so would be prohib-
ited from paying plan participants any benefits that are
greater than what they would receive from a straight

2The employer's controlled group consists of the employer's parent
life annuity until the contributions are made. Plans corporation and any corporations of which the parent owns at least
making benefit payments exceeding this limit would be s0 percent.
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bankruptcy; and require increased financial reporting Funding for Retirement Protection
on underfunded plans and their sponsors and their
controlled group members if underfunding exceeds Act
$50 million or there is an outstanding lien for missed
contributions or an outstanding funding waiver of more The proposal is intended to be revenue neutral and
than $1 million, would be funded by the increase in premiums; the

In addition, the proposal would grant ongoing exemption of quarterly contributions for fully funded
plans a claim for pension underfunding against liqui- plans; the elimination of cross testing age-weighted
dating sponsors or controlled group members; prohibit profit-sharing plans based on benefits; and the round-
benefit increases in underfunded plans during bank- ing down of cost-of-living adjustments for limits on

ruptcy; allow PBGC to enforce minimum funding defined benefit levels that may be funded on a tax-
requirements when missed contributions exceed deferred basis, limits on contributions to defined
$1 million; and enable PBGC to immediately file liens contribution plans, and limits on employee elective

against an employer's assets on behalf of a plan for the deferrals under a sec. 401(k) plan. The cost-of-living
full amount of missed contributions if the employer adjustments would be rounded down in specific incre-
fails to make a contribution of more than $1 million, ments, with subsequent upward adjustments made by

Finally, the proposal would require companies the same increment.
undergoing bankruptcy reorganization to continue

making pension contributions as an administrative Legislative Outlook
priority expense and grant PBGC membership on

creditors' committees. The administration sent the legislative language for its
PBGC reform proposal to Congress on October 26.

Disclosure to Participants Reps. William Ford (D-MI) and Dan Rostenkowski
(D-IL) introduced the bill for the administration on

Currently, employers must provide plan participants October 28. H.R. 3396 was referred to the Education

with a summary annual report and a summary plan and Labor and the Ways and Means Committees of the
description, which are often too complex and not House. Despite strong objections from some plan
understood by participants. The proposal would require sponsors, the bill retains language that would effec-

plan administrators of certain underfunded plans to tively eliminate age-weighted profit sharing plans. The
notify participants of the plans' funding status and the Treasury Department, Labor Department, and the
degree of guaranty provided by PBGC. The information Internal Revenue Service reportedly stand firm in their
would be written in a format prescribed by PBGC with united opposition to age-weighted profit sharing plans.
the intent of being comprehensible to the average plan Certain key members of Congress support these plans
participant. The proposal would also require employers and are likely to strongly object to their inclusion in the
to provide assets to PBGC to fund missing participants' legislation. Other members of Congress have objected
benefits on termination of fully funded plans. PBGC to the removal of the cap on the variable rate premium

would pay the benefit to the participants should they be as too risky for the financial stability of firms with
located or contact PBGC. severely underfunded plans. Thus, the bill is likely to

be heavily debated in Congress.
With regard to timing, Rep. Dan Rostenkowski

Other Proposals (D-IL), chairman of the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee, and Sen. Bill Bradley (D-NJ), a member of the

The proposal includes miscellaneous other changes that Senate Finance Committee, have both announced their
would provide more flexible remedies for PBGC to intention to turn to pension reform as the next major
address noncompliance in standard termination issue for their respective committees once legislative
procedures; change the guarantee of benefits of sub- action on the North American Free Trade Agreement
stantial owners; modify the maximum guarantee of (NAFTA) and health care reform is completed. Given
disability benefits; clarify the definition of contributing the contentiousness of both NAFTA and health care

sponsor; repeal the average recovery ratio (payment of reform, action on PBGC reform legislation is not likely
unfunded nonguaranteed benefits would be based on until 1994 at the earliest. Furthermore, PBGC legisla-
actual recoveries in all size plans); and extend the first tion raises jurisdictional disputes between the tax and
distress test of ERISA sec. 4041(c)(2)(B) to include labor committees, which is likely to further delay
liquidation under federal laws similar to Title 11. action. In the meanwhile, should there be a major
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termination, a clear financial reason for reform will

arise, along with publicity to encourage action. Barring
large terminations during 1994, and assuming the
PBGC's deficit continues to decline with continued low

interest rates, action could well be pushed into 1995 as
PBGC's balance sheet improves.
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frozen initial liability, 70 Compensation cap, 126, 131-137
individual level premium, 67-68 Compensation thresholds, 136

Actuarial tables, 83 Complement rule, 120, 121
Administrative expenses, 64, 107, 128 Compliance reforms, 162-163
Advance funding. See Prefunding Congressional Budget and Impoundment Act
Alternative tax rules, 142-143 of 1974, 88
Amortization periods Congressional Budget Office, 152-153

changes under OBRA '87, 121, 122 Congressional Research Service, 99
extensions, 71 Consumption tax, 139-145
supplemental liabilities, 70 forum discussion, 150
waivers, 47, 71 Costs of pensions

Annuities, 54 effect of new regulations, 107
Asset valuation methods, 64-65 federal direct expenditures, 91, 93-95

private expenditures, 90-91

B public plans, 127

Bankruptcy, 122, 126 state and local expenditures, 91
Bush administration proposals, 125 tax expenditures, 88--89, 113-116

Benefit payments value per participant, 89-90
from pension plans, 97-99, 98 Coverage, 7, 8, 9, 38, 95-96, 96, 100
for selected years, 10 decline of, 107-111

Benefit security, 86 CSRS. See Civil Service Retirement System
with advance funding, 60 Current disbursement funding, 59
definition, 119, 126
federal policy implications, 1-2 D
form discussion, 149-159 Deductibility of employer contributions, 45
funding rule effects, 120-121 limits, 45
OBRA '87 effects, 122 Reagan administration proposals, 121
private plans, 1 Deficit Reduction Act, 55, 106

Bond holdings, 34, 36 Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, 86
Broad consumption tax, 142-143 Deficit reduction contributions, 46, 72, 73, 161, 162
Bush administration, 125-126 Defined benefit plans

advantages and disadvantages, 1, 87-88
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benefit security, 1 coverage and participation, 7, 8, 38
compensation cap reduction effects, 133 Equity holdings, 31, 35
contributions and benefits, 24, 26 ERISA. See Employee Retirement Income Security Act
effect of regulations on cost, 107 of 1974
effects of reducing compensation cap, 134--137 ERTA. See Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981
funding levels, 25-27, 29 ESOPs. See Employee stock ownership plans
mandatory employee contributions, 50 Estate and survivor benefits, 55
minimum funding limits, 46-48 Excise taxes
participation rates, 18, 18, 19 minimum funding requirements for single employer
private, 86-87 plans, 46-47
tax principles, 45--47 nondeductible employer contributions, 45-46, 74
trends, 1, 15, 17-18, 18, 19 prefunding, 119

Defined contribution plans termination, 45
advantages and disadvantages, 87-88 Executive pensions, 120, 152. See also High income
investor preferences, 38-39 individuals; Top heavy plans
mandatory employee contributions, 50
minimum funding requirements, 47 F

participation rates, 18-19, 20, 21 Federal Employee Retirement System, 27, 91
trends, 1, 18-19, 20 Federal Employee Thrift Plan, 86
types, 47 Federal Employees' Retirement System Act of 1986, 77

Department of Commerce, 9 Federal government's role in policy development, 1-2
Department of the Treasury, 46, 71, 113 Federal plans
Disability benefits financial trends, 24

actuarial assumptions, 61-62 funding, 77
Disability rates, 62, 79, 80 potential tax savings by ending, 94
Disclosure requirements, 44, 163 types, 20, 27, 29
Distribution of tax benefits, 111-116, 113 FERS. See Federal Employees' Retirement System Act
Distribution statistics, 37 of 1986

District of Columbia, 154 Financial assets of pension funds, 30, 92
401(k) plans, 50, 87

E description, 51
Early retirement, 62-63 high income individuals' referrals, 135
EBRI. See Employee Benefit Research Institute lump-sum distributions, 55
Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981, 52 maximum deferral, 53
Elderly. See also Retirees nondiscrimination tests, 134

sources of income, 13, 14 participant loans, 56
Eligibility, 44 participation levels, 87
Employee Benefit Research Institute, 7 Florida, 129
Employee contributions, 49-51 Forfeiture provisions, 48, 49
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, 3, Full-funding limitation, 74, 86, 87, 122

43, 52 current benefit accruals, 126
effects, 126 Reagan administration proposals, 121
justification for governmental plan exemption, 75 Funding delays, 134-137
minimum funding requirements, 161 Funding levels
pension contribution level, 122 federal defined benefit plans, 27, 29
purpose, 44, 106 private defined benefit plans, 25-27

Employee stock ownership plans, 47 state and local defined benefit plans, 29
Employer contributions, 49 Funding ratios, 27

deductibility, 44 maintenance rule, 120-121
full-funding limitation, 74 Retirement Protection Act of 1993, 161
limits, 45 state and local plans, 128-129
minimum funding requirements, 46 Funding rules, 119-120
simplified employee pensions, 53 public plans, 127, 128

Employment-based plans. See also names of specific Funding standard accounts, 71-72, 161-162
types ofplans
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G J
GAO. See General Accounting Office Job changing, 88
GASB. See Governmental Accounting Standards Board lump-sum payments, 3
General Accounting Office, 81 Joint Committee on Taxation, 112

funding practices of state and local governments, 128
Governmental Accounting Standards Board, 129-130 K
Guarantees, 126 Kansas, 156

Keogh plans, 53-54
H tax expenditures, 88

High income individuals, 97
compensation cap reduction, 131, 132-133 L
401(k) deferral effects, 135 Labor force composition, 109-110
maximum funding standards for, 106-107 Large employers
tax benefits, 94, 105, 112 coverage and participation rates, 7, 8, 9

H.R. 10 plans. See Keogh plans types of plans, 1
Legislative history of tax deferment, 43-44

I Liability valuation, 125

Impact of eliminating special tax policy on retirement Low-income workers
savings, 144-145 forum discussion, 150

Income taxes, 139-145 mandatory employee contributions, 50
Individual choice of plans, 3, 88 minimum benefits, 106
Individual retirement accounts, 50, 52-53 private plans, 2

rollovers, 40-41, 52 tax benefits, 95
tax expenditures, 88 Lump-sum distributions

Inflation rates, 81, 87-88, 120 investment decisions, 37-41
Interest rates, 79, 81,121, 162 job changing and, 3

single-employer plans, 46 tax treatment, 54-55
used for liability valuation, 125
waivers, 47 M

Intergenerational transfers, 128, 155 Mandatory employee contributions, 49-50
Internal Revenue Code Married couples

sec. 162, 44, 45 income in old age, 13, 14, 99
sec. 401(a)17, 119, 151-153 IRAs, 52
sec. 401(k), 50, 51, 53, 55, 56, 86, 87, 134, 135 retirement income, 12
sec. 401(m), 134 Massachusetts, 156
sec. 403(b), 50, 51, 53, 55 Maximization of private plan benefits, 3
sec. 404, 45, 74 Maximum benefit limits, 107, 119-120

sec. 404(a), 44 Maximum funding limits, 45-46, 119
sec. 414(h)2, 50, 52 for high income individuals, 106-107
sec. 404(j), 47-48 Maximum pay. See Compensation cap
sec. 415, 119, 151-153 Medicare, 50, 97
sec. 415(e), 47 Men's participation rates, 107, 108
sec. 457, 50, 51-52 Middle aged workers coverage and participation

Investment earnings, 54, 63-64, 139 rates, 9
Investment policies Middle-income individuals

federal plans, 77 delay of funding due to reduction of compensation
forum discussion, 155, 158 cap, 134-135
private plans, 3 tax benefits, 94-95, 112, 113

private-trusteed, 29-30 Military Retirement System, 27-28, 50
state and local funds, 31 actuarial status information, 28

IRS determination letters, 15, 17 cost, 93
funding, 78
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Minimum benefits for low-income workers, 106 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990
Minimum funding requirements, 120-121. See also minimum funding requirements for underfunded

Underfunded plans plans, 72-74
defined benefit plans, 46--48 retiree health benefits, 121-122

exemptions, 71 reversion to employer, 45
OBRA '87 changes, 122 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993

required annual payment, 74 compensation cap, 131
single-employer plans, 46 Oregon, 154, 156

standards, 70-71 Overfunded plans, 75, 120. See also Maximum funding
underfunded plans, 72-74 limits
waivers, 47, 71,120

Money purchase plans, 47 p
Mortality rates, 61, 61, 78, 80 Part-time work, 110

MRS. See Military Retirement System Participant loans, 55--56
Multiemployer plans Participation rates, 7, 8, 9, 38, 95-96, 96, 100

interest rules, 46 defined benefit plans, 18, 18, 19
minimum funding waivers, 47 defined contribution plans, 18-19, 20, 21

Multiple plan participation, 47 men, 107, 108
private plans, 15

S public plans, 20-21
National Income and Product Accounts, 35 women, 108, 108, 109, 110
NIPA. See National Income and Product Accounts younger workers, 108
Nondiscrimination Pay-as-you-go funding. See Current disbursement

compensation cap reduction effects, 131 funding
effects of reducing compensation cap, 133-134 PBGC. See Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
first rules enacted by Congress, 86 Pennsylvania, 129
private plans, 3 Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, 99
requirements, 126 bankruptcy provisions, 125
simplified employee pensions, 53 compensation cap reduction effects, 133
testing, 107 establishment, 86

Nondiversion rule, 43--44 explanations for lack of improved funding, 122
Nonqualified plans. See also names of specific types of indexing premium, 120

plan purpose, 60

deductibility, 48 Reagan administration proposals, 121
employer contributions, 49 Retirement Protection Act of 1993, 161-164
ERISA requirements, 49 solvency, 78, 90-91
tax principles, 48 timing of guarantees, 126

Pension Task Force on Public Employee
O Retirement, 129

OASDI. See Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insur- Prefunding, 85--86
ance approaches, 59-60

OBRA. See Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987; process, 60-61
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990; public plans, 127-128
Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1993 tax penalties, 119

Premium reforms, 162Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance, 1
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987 President Kennedy's Committee on Corporate Pension

amortization periods, 121, 122 Funds, 44
changes in actuarial assumptions, 46 Private expenditures for retirement income, 90-91
effect of gains on contributions, 124 Private-insured plans
full-funding limitation, 86, 122 asset allocation, 33
minimum funding requirements, 122, 161 investment mix, 30-31
timing of benefit funding, 106 Private plans, 87-88. See also names of specific types of
transition rule effects, 123 plans
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benefit security, 1 Savings, 35, 36
financial trends, 21, 24 effect of prefunding, 98-99
forum discussion, 153 effect of"two" tax rates, 139-141
funding, 59-75 forum discussion, 156-159
maximization of benefits, 3--4 lump-sum distributions, 37-41
tax break justifications, 2-3 tax treatment, 139
trends, 1, 15, 16 Self-employed individuals, 53-54

Private trusteed plans Simplification of rules for private plans, 3
asset allocation, 32 Simplified employee pensions, 53
investment mix, 29-30 Single-employer plans

Profit-sharing plans, 47, 48 actuarial assumptions, 46
effects of reducing compensation cap, 131 minimum funding requirements, 46

Public plans. See also names of specific types of plans PBGC exposure, 91
design trends, 22-23 Small employers
forum discussion, 153 coverage and participation rates, 7, 8, 9
funding, 75-78 trend toward less coverage, 144
funding rules, 127-130 types of plans, 7
mandatory employee contributions, 50 Social Security, 9, 12, 44, 86, 91, 105
participation trends, 20-21 forum discussion, 149-150
years to amortize unfunded pension obligations, 76 women beneficiaries, 111

Social Security Act, 105

Q State and local expenditures for retirement income, 91

Qualified plans State and local plans, 91
asset allocation, 34deductibility of employer contributions, 45

distributions, 39 distribution of contribution ratios, 77

effects of reducing compensation cap, 131-133 financial trends, 24
maximum benefits, 119-120 funding, 75-76
Reagan administration reforms, 120-121 funding ratios, 128-129
tax principles, 45--47 types, 20-21

Stock bonus plans, 47, 48

R Supplemental Security Income program, 106

Reagan administration, 120-121 T
Reporting and disclosure requirements, 86
Retiree health benefits, 121-122 Target benefit plans, 47
Retirees Tax advantages of pensions, 141,143-144

income, 36 Tax avoidance, 44

Retirement Equity Act, 106, 111 Tax benefits
distribution across income, 111Retirement Protection Act of 1993, 161-164

Retirement rates, 62-63 high income individuals, 105, 112
Revenue Act of 1921, 43, 49, 105 low-income workers, 95
Revenue Act of 1926, 105 middle income individuals, 112, 113
Revenue Act of 1928, 45, 105 Tax breaks
Revenue Act of 1938, 43, 45, 106 justification for private plans, 2-3
Revenue Act of 1942, 44, 48, 106 Tax deferment
Revenue Act of 1978, 86 advantages and disadvantages, 85
Reversions to employers, 45 Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act, 106
Revocability of trusts, 45 Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982, 48, 86

estate and survivor benefits, 55
Rollovers, 56 Keogh plans, 53

IRA, 40-41, 52 participant loans, 56
ratio to total distributions, 40 Tax Estimating and Analysis Model, 88-89, 112

S Tax expenditures, 88-89, 89, 113-116, 114
forum discussion, 149, 150

Salary rates, 63, 64, 79, 81 per capita, 89-90, 90, 115
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Tax incentives. See also Tax benefits U

beneficiaries, 94-95 Underfunded plans. See also Minimum funding require-
goals, 105-107 ments

Tax penalties faster funding of new amendments, 126
minimum funding requirements, 46-47 funding requirements, 72
nondeductible employer contributions, 45-46 Reagan administration reforms, 120-121
for overfunding, 75 tax penalties, 75
for prefunding, 119 yearly contributions, 125
for underfunding, 75 Unfunded plans, 48, 49

Tax rates, 140 Union plans, 120, 126, 161-162
income and consumption taxes, 139-140 Unmarried individuals

Tax Reform Act of 1969, 48 IRAs, 52

Tax Reform Act of 1986, 44, 86 old age income, 13, 14
IRAs, 52 retirement income, 12
lump-sum distributions, 54-55 sources of income, 99
maximum benefits, 119

maximum funding limits, 119 Vesting provisions, 44, 49
participant loans, 56
salary reduction option, 53 top-heavy plans, 48

TEAM. See Tax Estimating and Analysis Model Voluntary employee contributions, 50-51
TEFRA. See Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act

of 1982 W

Terminal funding, 59-60 Waivers
Termination, 120, 126 amortization period, 47, 71

excise taxes, 45 minimum funding requirements, 47, 71, 120

liability valuation, 125 Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act of 1958, 44
rates, 79, 80 Wisconsin, 156
Retirement Protection Act of 1993, 163 Women

Thrift plans, 47 participation rates, 108, 108, 109
Timing Social Security beneficiaries, 111

of benefit distributions, 53 WPPDA. See Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act
of deductions, 45-46 of 1958

Top-heavy plans, 48, 53-54, 126
Trusts, 45, 55 Y

loans to participants, 55-56 Younger workers' participation rates, 108
Turnover rates, 62, 62
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"Retirement is something all/Mnericans hope they will liw_ long enough to enjoy, hwomc will be essential to lhal
enjoynlent. Pensions Illake the income difference for over 15 million retirees and will make it tolllorl-ow fol nl(iie.

Every time tile goverlunenl illakes another challgc ill the law of pensions it may affect yotu econolllic ftltnFe.
This book explains how."

I)AI1A3 SAIISBURN
EBRI

The aging baby boom generation, lhe nmvement of this generation into positions of power, and lheir increasing

awareness of prosI)ects for retirement combine to guarantee a uew intensity of interest in pension and retirement
income issues.

Pension Funding and Taxation: Implication, s for 7>morruw provides a comprehensive examination of lhc
current status of the pension system today, the prusent tax treatment of pensions, how tile govelnlnenl measures

pension tax expenditures, and the rules and methods employed to fund pensions for the future. The book also

explores how changes to pension funding and taxatiou rtdes might affec! benefit sectu-ity.

"We are creating a rift between the interests of highly paid and the average plan participant. Increased security of

executive benefits will lead to even less attention on funding benefits for the average worker."

MICHAEl.. I. GU[()IIA
AC/UARIAt. 5(71ENC[5,,\_5()CI,,\II!3 IN(7.

"Even if you conclude that adequate replacement at retirement of earnings in excess of $150,000 is nol a concern

of public policy, yon still nmst consider the effect of a reductkm in the section 401 (a) (17) limit on an employer's
willingness to continue to maintain a qualified plan."

DANIEl tlAtPERIN
HARVARD tAW 5CHO()I

"When we look at [pension] tax expenditures and their distribution, we often overlook that one of the reasons lhey

tend to be so low at the lower income level is lower marginal tax rates on low incomes. Multiply anything by a small

number and it comes out a small number....If we need to enhance the income security of people at the very bottom

end of the income spectrmn, there has to be a more efficient way of doing that than investing more money in
pensions or condemning pensions because of their failure to provide for low-income workers."

5YLVESI-ER SCttlEBER
I-H EWYATT COMPANY

"The papers are ve_, vew helpful in focusing attention on the tax expenditure number and showing thai it does

include public plans....But I think that the critics are going to keep focusing on all tax fliers to see what they are

getting for that tax expenditure, and it really isn't that much....It's certainly not a fat cat benefit, either. It's going

to middle income people predominantly. [But] as long as you have pension coverage numbers that show thal

[lower income workers] are not really getting much benefit from the tax expenditure, it is always going to be a

subject of criticism." $15.95
RAY SC H M ITT ISBN 0-86643-080-6
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